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Introduction: Reconsidering 
Confederation

Daniel Heidt

July 1, 1867, was a beginning only, not an end. Nova Scotia had 
to be reconciled. Prince Edward Island and Newfoundland must 
be wooed, if there were to be unity in handling the fisheries. The 
Northwest had to be annexed if it were to be saved for Canada. 
Beyond the Rockies was British Columbia, which must be won 
to union to give Canada [an] outlet to the Pacific. These things, 
rather than the integration of the new governments, were still the 
main work of Confederation: union, to be union, had to include 
expansion.1

W.L. Morton, 1964

Anticipating Canada’s centennial year, historian W.L. Morton wrote that 
the date of 1 July 1867 “was a beginning only, not an end.” Canada, as we 
know it today, remained only a dream. On its first day, the new “domin-
ion” was a fledgling amalgam of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, 
and Ontario constituting something more than a colony, but still less 
than an independent country. Even then, the move had been unpopular 
in the Atlantic colonies, and Nova Scotian voters would soon elect an-
ti-Confederate MPs to all but one of their federal ridings. Prince Edward 

1
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Island and Newfoundland, meanwhile, had rejected the project, and the 
residents of Rupert’s Land and British Columbia had yet to be consulted 
about membership. Canada’s motto “A Mari usque ad Mare” (Latin for 
“from sea to sea”), instilling the image of a country spanning northern 
North America from the Atlantic to the Pacific, remained an unfulfilled 
aspiration. Confederation, to be successful, had to accommodate the in-
terests and cultures of these diverse regions and Peoples.

The formation of a country, separate from the United States and bor-
dering three oceans, ultimately required decades to achieve and over one 
hundred and thirty years to reach its current complement of three terri-
tories and ten provinces. While Canada grew to encompass much of its 
present-day geographical extent during the two decades after it was cre-
ated, the political boundaries we recognize today were far from certain. 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, the Yukon, and Nunavut all took shape during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries—repeatedly and dra-
matically reshaping the Northwest Territories in the process. Voters in 
Newfoundland and Labrador remained wary of Confederation and the 
colony/dominion did not ultimately become a part of Canada until 1949. 
Treaty negotiations between the Crown and Indigenous Peoples also came 
in fits and starts, creating misunderstandings that still plague the country 
today. A twenty-first century understanding of Confederation must also 
include these foundational additions to the Canadian political framework.

Each proposed addition or change spawned debates in colonial, ter-
ritorial, and federal legislatures as well as negotiations at meeting places 
on traditional territories. At these assemblies, leaders weighed the merits 
of deals that would bring their constituents into the Canadian fold. Their 
opinions, historian Peter B. Waite would later note when writing about the 
1860s debates, “were held with stubbornness and expounded with convic-
tion.”2 Very few of the participants, it is true, engaged in deep philosophical 
debates as American founders Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton 
did,3 but, as Janet Ajzenstat and her co-editors point out in their collec-
tion of Canada’s early debates, the so-called pragmatism of our country’s 
founders has been misunderstood as a dearth of “strong commitment to 
political values” or a lack of “interest in political ideas.”4 Whether they 
convened during the 1860s or the late 1990s, these founding assemblies 
were opportunities to expand, reaffirm, or shift Canada’s ideals and de-
velopment. Participants from different parts of the country or cultural 
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backgrounds repeatedly contested how Canada would navigate timeless 
concerns like local autonomy, minority rights, majority rule, national-
ism, liberty, and equality. Their successes and failures at balancing these 
often-conflicting values created legacies that we live with today. During 
these discussions, the participants regularly recalled past precedents to 
justify their positions, creating a chain of interconnected dialogues that 
reveal the roots and evolution of Canadian attempts to balance inclusion 
and autonomy.

The Stakes

Political reputations were won and lost during these founding discussions 
and historians have expended considerable energy debating which poli-
ticians deserve the credit—or the blame—for Canada’s past and present 
successes and failures. Sir John A. Macdonald, for example, has been por-
trayed as The Man Who Made Us (to borrow journalist Richard Gwyn’s re-
cent description) in dozens of biographies and books over the years.5 Other 
authors emphasize the contributions of other political leaders who shaped 
Canada. The biographers of George Brown, George-Étienne Cartier, and 
Thomas D’Arcy McGee all point out the critical roles that these individu-
als played in convincing the Province of Canada and two initial Maritime 
provinces to join Confederation in 1867.6 Books on Nova Scotia’s Charles 
Tupper and Newfoundland’s Joey Smallwood, make a similar case for the 
important contributions of these key founders.7 In recent decades, Louis 
Riel’s leadership of the opposition to the unilateral imposition of central 
Canadian designs on the Prairies has attracted nearly as much attention 
as Macdonald’s attempts to create a country spanning the continent—
and perhaps even more sympathy than Macdonald’s expansionism.8 In 
British Columbia, Amor de Cosmos’ campaign to bring that colony into 
Confederation has also received some attention.9 Those who opposed 
union, such as Albert Smith, William Annand, Antoine-Aimé Dorion, 
John Helmcken, and Kenneth Brown have not received as much attention 
despite their critical contributions to the debates and, consequently, the 
form of the subsequent union. “While the Antis lost the battle,” historian 
Ged Martin notes, “they won at least some of the arguments” and their 
critiques of the Confederation deal often proved to be prophetic.10
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John A. Macdonald
Attorney General West, Province of  

Canada, Ont. and Future PM

6 FEBRUARY 1865

. . . if we wish to be a great people 

. . . commanding the respect of 
the world, able to hold our own 
against all opponents . . . [with] 
one system of government, and…a 
commercial union . . . obeying the 
same Sovereign . . . and being, for 
the most part, of the same blood 
. . . this can only be obtained by a 
union . . . between the scattered 
and weak . . . British North 
American Provinces.

Confederation Quote 1.1

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 6 February, 1865

Photograph from Library and  
Archives Canada, C-006513

“

”
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Kenneth McKenzie Brown
Member of Newfoundland  

National Convention

28 OCTOBER 1946

Confederation Quote 1.2

Quotation from Newfoundland National 
Convention, 28 October 1946

Photograph from Who’s Who in and  
from Newfoundland, page 198.

“

”

I am against confederation as I 
see it today. I came here with an 
open mind, with no preconceived 
ideas. I did not go to my district 
and preach confederation; I did 
not preach anything. Whatever 
government is best for the people, 
that is the government I would 
vote for and I will do it today 
regardless of resolutions brought 
in by Mr. Smallwood or by  
anyone else. 
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Interpreting Canada’s Past

Over the past one hundred and fifty years, historians have described 
and analyzed how different parts of the country balanced their desires 
for autonomy against attempts to establish a national economy and com-
mon political values when assessing Canada’s development. “The aim of 
Confederation was political—the creation of a great ‘new nationality’,” 
according to Donald Creighton. He saw it as the product of “a political 
agreement among several provinces” that would extend the economic 
reach of the “Empire of the St. Lawrence” across British North America.11 
While Creighton celebrated this expansionism, regional historians have 
questioned Central Canada’s power and fairness. In 1986, David Bercuson 
aptly summarized the common contention among Prairie and Maritime 
historians that “the federal government has always been more represen-
tative of the desires and ambition of Central Canada than the Maritimes 
and the West together. Central Canada is where the votes are and where 
elections are won and lost; this was true at Confederation and it remains 
true today.”12 As a result of these power asymmetries, T.W. Acheson con-
tends, the Maritimes were subsumed within “empire Canada.”13 W.L. 
Morton, writing during the 1940s, went even further by insisting that 
“Laurentian imperialism” marginalized the Prairies into a “colony of a 
colony” that suffered economic exploitation and Central Canadian polit-
ical dominance.14

Centralist leaders perpetuated this sense of regional marginalization 
when they insisted on what Donald Creighton later described and defended 
as “Dominion paramountcy and national leadership.”15 Noting the bloody 
American Civil War over states’ rights inspired by strong regional identities 
and disagreements, John A. Macdonald, Charles Tupper, and several oth-
er founders would have preferred the establishment of a single parliament 
(a unitary government, without provinces, resembling that of the United 
Kingdom) to govern all of the provinces and territories. Widespread desire 
within all of the colonies for some degree of local autonomy, however, made 
a legislative union impractical. Instead, they proposed a highly centralized 
federation with limited powers assigned to the provinces, which would re-
main subordinate to a federal government so that the latter could create a 
common sense of allegiance to the Crown while balancing each province 
or region’s diverse expectations and interests.16 
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Many Canadians rejected this centralist vision. While the phrase 
“provincial compact” did not come into widespread use until 1869, several 
debaters described Confederation as an interprovincial “treaty” between 
1865 and 1867. Pro-Confederation speakers emphasized the constitu-
tional entrenchment of exclusive provincial jurisdictions when rebutting 
warnings by “antis” that union would infringe upon local autonomy. Each 
province, in this view, surrendered discrete jurisdictions—such as main-
taining separate military forces—in return for the benefits of membership 
in a larger union. These benefits, they maintained, included each prov-
ince’s right to exclusive jurisdiction in other areas—such as private prop-
erty—making these governments coordinate with, rather than subordi-
nate to, the federal government. This concept of a provincial compact was 
also fundamental to the provincial rights movements of the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, and it is also critical to understanding the 
subsequent and heated debates on education, Crown lands, and natural 
resource rights for Alberta and Saskatchewan during the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries.17

Other visions of Confederation’s purpose were more cultural. In 
the eyes of many French Canadians, Confederation entrenched Quebec 
as a safe-haven. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, 
Quebec’s unique constitutional rights were sufficient to calm assimila-
tionist concerns within the province. Events like Louis Riel’s execution 
in 1885, however, contributed to “a new insistence in French-Canadian 
rhetoric on the need for the two races, English- and French-Canadian, 
to live together in peace and harmony, to share Canada between them on 
friendly and equitable terms.”18 This view of Canada as a bicultural com-
pact of two “founding peoples” motivated French-Canadian leaders such 
as Henri Bourassa to advocate on behalf of French minorities across the 
country, and featured prominently in the lengthy parliamentary debates 
that led to the creation of the new provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan 
in 1905. According to this vision, Canadians needed to preserve and culti-
vate bicultural identities or at least bilingualism to foster national unity.19

Indigenous Peoples are also contesting their place in Canada. “For 
over a century,” the Truth and Reconciliation Commission recently ob-
served, “the central goals of Canada’s Aboriginal policy were to eliminate 
Aboriginal governments; ignore Aboriginal rights; terminate the Treaties; 
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and, through a process of assimilation, cause Aboriginal Peoples to cease 
to exist as distinct legal, social, cultural, religious, and racial entities in 
Canada.”20 Today, Canadians are increasingly sensitive to this longstanding 
mistreatment and to the need for reconciliation. It is now widely acknowl-
edged that our country was founded by at least “three founding Peoples.”21 
This volume embraces this important shift by recognizing that Indigenous 
Peoples were and continue to be “partners in Confederation” (as the Royal 
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples insisted)22 and by affirming that their 
Treaties with the Crown remain a way to “harmonize” relations between 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Peoples in Canada.23 Despite the long-
standing need for this sort of coming together, Indigenous legal scholar 
John Borrows observes that “many non-Indigenous leaders believe that 
treaties are about concluding old, unfinished business. They do not gen-
erally see treaties as creating structures for present and future Indigenous 
growth and interaction with the nation state.”24 The present anthology 
encourages Canadians to recognize the treaties as well as the oral agree-
ments reached during the negotiations, as “foundational documents.”25 In 
so doing, it takes up the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s call to 
encourage Canadians to embrace the idea that, “by virtue of the histori-
cal and modern Treaties negotiated by our government, we are all Treaty 
people.”26

Outline

J.R. Miller therefore begins this book’s discussion of Confederation by 
outlining the precedents, practices, and agreements that inform Canada’s 
Treaties with Indigenous Peoples. Indigenous-Crown agreements evolved 
over centuries into intricate relationships. The earliest agreements, Miller 
explains, were commercial compacts between European traders and 
Indigenous fur suppliers. As competition within the fur trade expand-
ed and contestation of lands intensified, these compacts included writ-
ten agreements promising peace and friendship. After the War of 1812, 
these treaties typically resembled contracts whereby the Crown acquired 
Indigenous Lands. Crown agents subsequently began viewing these 
treaties as “indentures”—or one-time deals. Despite these shifts, leaders 
from both sides attending negotiations and renewal meetings continued 
to follow Indigenous ceremonial practices. As the nineteenth century 
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progressed, land-related treaties became the most frequent form of agree-
ment which, by the 1870s, “took on the form of a covenant, a three-sided 
agreement to which the deity was a party” and which were “intended to 
be renewed annually, last forever, and be modified as circumstances re-
quired.” While Miller cautions that all three forms of treaty-making are 
“authentic” within the right contexts, he points out that the present-day 
disconnect between Indigenous Peoples and the Crown owes to the fact 
that Indigenous Peoples continue to view their treaty relationship as a 
covenant, while the Crown has used its power to enforce a narrower inter-
pretation of treaties as contracts with limited and unchanging obligations.

Subsequent chapters focus on the post-1865 era, reviewing each prov-
ince, territory, or region’s incorporation into Canada. Where and when 
applicable, they also integrate Indigenous-Crown Treaties into the dis-
cussion about Confederation. The next chapter of the book explains why 
Confederation was the most popular in Upper Canada. Future Ontarians, 
Daniel Heidt notes, did not yet think of themselves as “Canadians,” and 
therefore assessed Confederation with a provincial consciousness that 
may seem foreign to present-day Ontarians. These assessments were in-
formed by the colony’s multi-decade pursuit of responsible government, 
representation by population, and the North-West. Confederation of-
fered all of these rewards, making the deal almost irresistible. Only a few 
politicians opposed the 72 Resolutions, and their complaints about the 
potential financial burden of union for Ontario, doubts about national 
unity, and critiques of the government for refusing to allow the electorate 
to vote on union did not detract from the deal’s overwhelming luster. But 
Confederation did not end in 1867 for Ontario. Expansion into the North-
West required forging agreements with the Indigenous Peoples inhabiting 
present-day northern Ontario. During the late 1860s and early 1870s, these 
groups possessed considerable bargaining power and used this leverage to 
secure better terms than the Crown initially offered. This power eroded, 
however, by the turn of the century, and Crown officials frequently misled 
Cree and Ojibwa leaders who had little choice but to sign Treaty 9. 

Marcel Martel, Colin M. Coates, Martin Pâquet, and Maxime Gohier 
then review the other side of the Province of Canada’s story. Confederation, 
they contend, “happened because of Quebec, not in spite of it.” When del-
egates gathered in Charlottetown in September 1864 and a month later in 
Quebec City, French-speaking representatives from the future province 
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of Quebec were in a position of relative strength at the negotiating table 
despite being members of a linguistic and religious minority. During ne-
gotiations and debates, many French-Canadian representatives favoured 
federalism. They insisted on separation from Canada West and provincial 
control of political and social institutions that they judged instrumental 
to strengthening French-Canadian culture and identity. For their part, 
English-speaking representatives from Quebec obtained additional pro-
tections beyond those of language and education. While these cultural 
protections were rarely effective at protecting minorities residing in the 
rest of Canada, they protected French culture inside of Quebec.

The Atlantic region considered Confederation at the same time as 
the Province of Canada. In his sweeping chapter covering the reactions 
to Confederation in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward 
Island, Phillip Buckner highlights common fears including: lack of influ-
ence in a parliament dominated by Ontario and Quebec MPs, the possibil-
ity that the dominion would impose protectionist tariffs on the free-trad-
ing Atlantic colonies, and concerns that the new division of taxing powers 
would make it impossible for the provinces to fulfil their jurisdictional re-
sponsibilities. He reviews the unique combinations of arguments, outside 
developments, and political machinations that pro-Confederation leaders 
from each colony employed to sidestep or overcome these doubts.

With most of Atlantic Canada secured, Canada turned West to ac-
quire the Hudson’s Bay Company territories of Rupert’s Land and the 
North-West as well as British Columbia. Barry Ferguson and Robert 
Wardhaugh explore Manitoba’s entry into Confederation. The province’s 
story, they point out, “is unique” because Manitoba “was the only prov-
ince created against the designs of the Canadian government.” In 1869, 
the Canadian government proposed the acquisition of the entire North-
West Territories without consulting the region’s inhabitants. Between 
September of 1869 and July of 1870, the Red River Settlement defended 
itself against Canada’s acquisition first by denying Canada the right to 
administer the territory without legal agreement, and second by forming 
a Provisional Government that negotiated the terms for a new province. 
The Provisional Government’s delegates thereafter forced a somewhat 
reluctant Canadian government to acknowledge their key demands, 
and the Manitoba Act of July 1870 recognized the institutions and ways 
of a French/English, Catholic/Protestant and Métis/Canadian province. 
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Recognition, however, came at the price of constitutional inferiority com-
pared to the other provinces, a price that would later be extracted from 
Saskatchewan and Alberta. Recognition hastened treaty negotiations with 
First Nations on the Prairies between 1871 and 1877.

Next, Patricia E. Roy describes British Columbia’s entry into Con-
federation. Canada’s desire to extend its boundary to the Pacific Ocean as 
well as Britain’s desire to rid itself of a colony with a contracting popula-
tion, declining revenues, and mounting debts pushed the Pacific colony 
to consider three solutions to their problems: joining the United States, 
remaining a British colony, or becoming a Canadian province. The first 
was practical, but had limited support; the second appealed to the gover-
nor and his officials who controlled the Legislative Council; and the third 
was championed by two Canadian-born journalists, Amor de Cosmos 
and John Robson, who wanted responsible government. When the John 
A. Macdonald government completed arrangements to acquire Rupert’s 
Land from the Hudson’s Bay Company, it asked the British government to 
appoint a new governor of British Columbia and instruct him to encourage 
Confederation. This was done and the Legislative Council subsequently 
debated terms of union, sending three men to Ottawa to negotiate what 
they insisted must be “fair and equitable terms.” Because Canada wanted 
British Columbia more than British Columbia wanted Canada, the new 
province secured virtually everything it wanted and British Columbia 
entered Confederation in 1871.

At the end of the nineteenth century, problems in administration of 
the North-West Territories led to the creation of the Yukon territory. The 
Yukon became a territory in 1898, in the midst of the Klondike Gold Rush, 
carved out from the North-West in a dispute between Regina and Ottawa 
over control of liquor revenues. The territory’s constitutional evolution did 
not, therefore, follow Manitoba’s example. By establishing the territory via 
an Order in Council, Sir Wilfrid Laurier’s government avoided consulting 
local settlers and Indigenous Peoples. The Yukon was instead initially run 
by a council of government officials appointed in Ottawa. Although local 
protests resulted in the addition of elected council members and then the 
establishment of a wholly-elected Territorial Council in 1910, the subse-
quent collapse of the mining economy and the significant depopulation 
of the Yukon during the First World War led to the shrinking of both the 
elected Council and the territorial government. The battle for responsible 
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government in the Yukon would not be won until 1979.
Determining governance of the Prairies also required decades, and 

Bill Waiser contends that the establishment of Alberta and Saskatchewan 
was not simply a story of achievement or celebration. It was a protracted 
and, at times, acrimonious experience. As Canada looked past Manitoba 
in anticipation of “settling” the Prairies, Indigenous leaders sought to 
preserve their People’s cultures and places in the region via Treaties. The 
Crown, eager to avoid costly “Indian Wars,” gradually obliged this desire 
by negotiating treaties when settlement reached new Indigenous commu-
nities. As this settler population grew during the succeeding decades, it 
also wanted to become part of Confederation. This new population com-
plained about federal indifference and neglect, the glacial speed of consti-
tutional evolution, and the limited or restricting terms of provincehood. 
While the North-West Legislature demanded full jurisdiction in all areas 
of provincial jurisdiction, Catholic-Protestant debates about education 
rights and the federal government's determination to control Crown lands 
and natural resources ultimately produced one of the longest and heated 
debates in Canadian parliamentary history, delaying the date for the entry 
of Saskatchewan and Alberta into Confederation, which had to be pushed 
back for two months, from 1 July to 1 September 1905.

A further forty years would pass before Canada’s final province 
joined Confederation. Newfoundland had sent delegates to Quebec City 
in 1864 and the proponents of union promoted Confederation as a way 
to deal with Newfoundland’s isolation, its rampant poverty, its reliance 
on the fishery, and as a way to spur economic diversification. The anti- 
Confederates, as Raymond B. Blake notes in his contribution to this vol-
ume, ultimately carried the day. Confederation arose periodically after 
1869, but it was not until the late 1940s that voters reconsidered joining 
Canada. The proponents of union once again argued that Canada would 
provide economic and social security and rid Newfoundland of its long 
history of underdevelopment and poverty, while the opponents of union 
fought again to maintain independence. In 1949, Newfoundlanders opted 
by a slim margin for the security of union with Canada.

Confederation’s most recent addition came with the creation of 
Nunavut in 1999. The establishment of Canada’s newest territory, P. 
Whitney Lackenbauer and André Légaré note, required decades of nego-
tiations and spawned from concurrent Indigenous demands for greater 
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self-government. Between 1905 and the Second World War, the Canadian 
government showed little interest in the High Arctic. After the Second 
World War, however, the state extended its reach across the region in the 
name of strategic defence and economic development. Indigenous lead-
ers soon organized, demanding greater self-government and a compre-
hensive land claims settlement. By reviewing the varied Indigenous pro-
posals, government commissions, and negotiations, the authors explain 
how the creation of Nunavut laid the “foundation for new relationships” 
between the Crown, newcomers, and Inuit that provided the latter with 
“powerful mechanisms to control their future through a public territorial 
government.”

Confederation’s Common Pursuits

By concisely discussing the colonial, territorial, federal, and Indigenous 
aspirations, grievances, and jurisdictions for each province or region to-
gether, these chapters provide a primer for Canadians who want to better 
understand similarities and differences between provinces, regions, and 
Peoples. This book documents a common desire for autonomy and inclu-
sion. At some point during each province’s deliberations, debaters warned 
that other parts of the country would band together to force through 
policies that threatened their province’s core interests. Nearly all groups, 
except for perhaps John A. Macdonald’s followers, demanded guarantees 
for local autonomy within Confederation. Quebecers worried about pro-
tecting what would subsequently be called a “distinct society” and de-
manded measures that preserved their language, civil code, and culture. 
Atlantic Canadians desired federal support to preserve the continuation 
of local programs and, when federal offers were deemed insufficient, 
Newfoundland and Prince Edward Island rejected union. Prairie leaders 
sought provincial jurisdiction for Crown lands and natural resources. 
The territories pursued responsible and elected government for decades. 
Indigenous Peoples also tried to secure protections and safeguards from 
the Crown that would “assist them in making a transition from a declin-
ing hunting economy to one more compatible with the farming economy 
that was invading their territories.”27 

This push for autonomy, the failure of the Canadian government to 
honour its treaty commitments, and the degree of interprovincial and/or 
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federal-provincial distrust that permeated the debates about each province’s 
addition to Confederation are not causes for cynicism about Canada’s fu-
ture. The founders of most federations choose this structure of government 
because, as political scientist Ronald Watts notes, it “provide[s] a practical 
way of combining . . . unity and diversity.”28 Instead, Canadians should 
recognize the achievement of creating a country distinct from the United 
States, with a high (though unevenly distributed) standard of living that 
provides some degree of local autonomy. Balancing inclusion and auton-
omy while correcting past wrongs will continue to be challenging and, at 
times, divisive. By updating our understanding of Confederation to en-
compass a series of agreements between Indigenous Peoples, the Crown, 
as well as colonial, territorial, provincial, and federal authorities, this 
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book seeks to inspire further discussions about Canada’s founding and 
its future.
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Compact, Contract, Covenant:  
The Evolution of First Nations 
Treaty-Making†

J.R. Miller

The history of treaty-making between First Nations and Europeans in 
Canada has had a lengthy history and many phases. The earliest agree-
ments, usually informal and generally unrecorded in a lasting form that 
Europeans would recognize, were compacts governing commercial rela-
tions between European traders and indigenous suppliers of fur. Alongside 
these commercial pacts, treaties of peace and friendship emerged in the 
late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as the dominant form of trea-
ty-making in north-eastern North America. Like commercial agreements, 
these procedures for making and maintaining diplomatic and military as-
sociations largely followed Aboriginal practices. In the latter decades of 
the eighteenth century and throughout the first part of the nineteenth, 
land-related treaties emerged as the most frequent form of treaty-making 
between First Nations and Europeans in Canada. Very often these ter-
ritorial agreements resembled, at least superficially, simple contracts for 
straightforward transactions. Perhaps because later record keeping has 
proven better and more enduring, it is clear that, in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century, land-related treaties shifted in character. From the 
1870s onward, the agreements by which Europeans obtained access to First 
Nations territory took the form of a covenant, a three-sided agreement to 
which the deity was a party. Through the twentieth century, especially 

2
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in its latter decades, First Nations have insisted on the covenant nature 
of treaty-making as the norm, while for a long time the Government of 
Canada emphasized that land-related treaties were contractual in nature. 
In all the discussion, the original form of treaty as commercial compact 
tended to get lost. If, as the Supreme Court of Canada decreed in 1985, 
treaties between First Nations and the Crown were sui generis, unique, it 
might be because, historically, they had taken so many forms.

In sorting out the complex and shifting history of treaty-making in 
Canada, no scholar has been of greater assistance than Arthur J. Ray. As 
Ray has noted, First Nations’ objectives in making treaty and the nature 
of treaties are important issues: “For Canada’s First Nations it is a crucial 
question that has a bearing on the pursuit of treaty rights issues” that have 
become so important since the refashioning of the Constitution in 1982. 
With characteristic modesty, Ray has suggested that he contributed to the 
discussion about the nature of treaties by proposing an alternative to the 
interpretation “that the accords should be seen primarily as peace agree-
ments through which Aboriginal nations agreed to share their lands with 
newcomers.” His alternative interpretation stressed the economic aspects 
of treaty-making: “I closed Indians in the Fur Trade with the observation 
that the Aboriginal People of the prairie West sought to adapt through 
treaty negotiations to the radical economic developments that were taking 
place in western Canada in the late nineteenth century. In other words, I 
emphasized the economic dimension.”1

In spite of Ray’s modest statement, his contributions to scholar-
ly understanding of First Nations treaties with Europeans throughout 
Canadian history extend far beyond his emphasizing the economic aspect 
of treaty-making. This is not to say that Ray’s emphasis was not important 
and badly needed. Prior to his work, treaty-making had been but dimly 
understood in published scholarship. For a long time the prevailing view 
seemed to echo the federal government’s position: treaties were simple 
contracts for land that in some cases—the Numbered Treaties, for example 
—were also distinguished by the inclusion of provident and far-sighted 
provisions to encourage agricultural development and schooling by a wise 
and benevolent government in Ottawa. While that perspective, celebrated 
most notably in George Stanley’s 1936 The Birth of Western Canada,2 was 
starting to be questioned in the late 1970s and early 1980s,3 it had not been 
dislodged by the time Ray began to publish his work on First Nations in 
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the fur trade.
The second major contribution to treaty studies made by Arthur Ray’s 

scholarship was its explanation of trade protocol and, later, how that pro-
tocol informed treaty talks in nineteenth-century Western Canada. More 
so than in Indians in the Fur Trade, in “Give Us Good Measure,” his quan-
titative history written with Donald Freeman, Ray laid out the elaborate 
ceremonialism with which the trade was conducted, particularly at York 
Factory.4 Quoting contemporary observer Andrew Graham, Ray and 
Freeman explained that, when a trading party got about three kilometres 
from a Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) post, they halted out of sight while 
their trading captains organized their approach. They “soon after appear 
in sight of the Fort, to the number of between ten and twenty in a line 
abreast of each other. If there is but one captain his station is in the centre, 
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but if more they are in the wings also; and their canoes are distinguished 
from the rest by a small St. George or Union Jack, hoisted on a stick placed 
in the stern of the vessel.”5 When they got closer to the fort, a group of 
would-be traders would join other parties to form a flotilla of canoes. The 
approaching Natives saluted the post by firing “several fowling-pieces,” 
while the HBC post master, having already given the order to hoist “the 
Great Flag” at the fort, returned the compliment with his twelve pounders. 
These opening salutations and honours were merely the prelude to more 
elaborate ceremonialism.

Once the Aboriginal traders had landed and the women had set up 
camp, the trading captains and their immediate subordinates engaged in 
a lengthy ceremony with HBC personnel. The man in charge of the post, 
on learning the leaders of the Natives had arrived, had his trader introduce 
them formally: “Chairs are placed in the room, and pipes with smoking 
materials produced on the table. The [Indian] captains place themselves 
on each side [of] the Governor, but not a word proceeds from either party, 
until everyone has recruited his spirits with a full pipe.”6 Then, and only 
then, the leaders of the two parties would make speeches of welcome. The 
spokesman for the visiting Aboriginal People would begin by explaining 
how many there were in the party, what had transpired with other traders 
who were not accompanying them this year, and general news since last 
the parties had met to trade. He likely would also make a call for fair and 
generous treatment in trade, and he would always ask how things had been 
with his English partners since they met last. For his part, the post factor 
would welcome them and assure them of his good will and generosity.

The factor would conclude his presentation by providing gifts to his 
Aboriginal trading partners. The presents usually consisted of clothing, 
food, smoking materials, and alcohol. The items of clothing were especial-
ly significant for the development of a treaty-making tradition in Canada:

A coarse cloth coat, either red or blue, lined with baize with 
regimental cuffs and collar. The waistcoat and breeches are 
of baize; the suit ornamented with broad and narrow orris 
lace of different colours: a white or checked shirt; a pair of 
stockings tied below the knee with worsted garters; a pair of 
English shoes. The hat is laced and ornamented with feathers 
of different colours. A worsted sash tied round the crown, and 
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end hanging out on each side down to the shoulders. A silk 
handkerchief is tucked by the corner into the loops behind; 
with these decorations it is put on the captain’s head and 
completes his dress. The lieutenant is also presented with an 
inferior suit.7

The factor would also present his gifts of food, tobacco, and liquor, and 
escort the Natives from the trading post to their encampment in a formal 
procession.8 At the Aboriginal encampment, the other half of the recipro-
cal ceremonial welcome and exchange occurred. The factor and perhaps 
an officer or two would be invited into the carefully prepared lodge and 
seated in the place of honour. The Aboriginal trading captain would then 
make a speech and cause gifts to be distributed to his visitors. 

After a period of a day or more during which the Natives indulged in 
liquor, songs, and dance in their encampment, both sides were prepared to 
move on to the main event: trading furs. However, before the truly com-
mercial part of the visit got under way, more ceremony was required. The 
Natives came back to the trading post to smoke the calumet, or ceremo-
nial pipe, with the Europeans and to complete trade preliminaries. An 
observer at York Factory reported:

As the ceremony of smoking the calumet is necessary to es-
tablish confidence, it is conducted with the greatest solemnity, 
and every person belonging to that gang is admitted on the 
occasion. The Captain walks in with his calumet in his hand 
covered with a case, then comes the lieutenant and the wives 
of the captains with the present, and afterwards all the other 
men with the women and their little ones. The Governor is 
genteely dressed after the Indian fashion, and receives them 
with cordiality and good humour. The captain covers the ta-
ble with a new beaver coat, and on it lays the calumet or pipe; 
he will also sometimes present the Governor with a clean 
beaver toggy or banian to keep him warm in the winter. The 
Puc’ca’tin’ash’a’win [gift of furs prepared in advance] is also 
presented. Then the Governor sits down in an arm-chair, the 
captain and the chief men on either hand on chairs; the others 
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sit round on the floor; the women and children are placed be-
hind, and a profound silence ensues.9

The solemn smoking of the pipe then occurred, with the factor first light-
ing the pipe. The ceremonial smoking was followed by another exchange 
of speeches, quite lengthy this time, and the HBC man’s distribution of 
food to the Natives.10 On this occasion, the Aboriginal traders might also 
renew their calls for fair and generous treatment in trade with phrases 
such as “pity us” and “give us good measure,” followed by an examination 
of the measures used in trading to satisfy themselves as to their “good-
ness.” In some cases, as Arthur Ray pointed out more recently, the HBC 
representative would make gifts of medicines to those of his visitors who 
had responsibility for curing: “The captains and several others are doctors, 
and are taken singly with their wives into a room where they are given 
a red leather trunk with a few simple medicines such as the powders of 
sulphur, bark, liquorice, camphorated spirit, white ointment, and basil-
icon [ointment of ‘sovereign’ virtues], with a bit of diachylon plaster [an 
ointment made of vegetable juices].”11

As Ray and others have noted, the significance of these and other 
trade-related events that are known thanks to the richness of HBC records 
and researchers’ efforts is great. In the ceremonies of welcome, speech 
making, gift-giving, and reassurance, the newcomers were adjusting to 
the Natives and their ways. These ceremonies and exchanges were part of 
Aboriginal protocol that governed interactions, including trade relations, 
between First Nations. In other words, the European newcomers had to 
accommodate Aboriginal values, observances, and practices in order to 
establish their sincerity and bona fides as trading partners. What was be-
ing created by these ceremonial observances was a commercial relation-
ship that was enduring. They did not signal a one-time trade transaction. 
Further supporting this interpretation of HBC trade protocol was one 
further Aboriginal practice that Ray underlined. A First Nations trading 
captain who was content with how he and his party had been treated would 
leave his pipe at the post to be used the next year; if he was unhappy, he 
would take the pipe with him. The actions, respectively, signified maintain-
ing or rupturing the commercial partnership.12 The pipe was laden with 
symbolic significance. More generally, the entire protocol surrounding fur 
trade activity demonstrated European adjustment to Aboriginal ways.
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Arthur Ray’s scholarship on the fur trade also contributed one other 
important point relevant to the story of treaty-making: he outlined how 
HBC practice recognized First Nations occupancy and control of territory 
in Rupert’s Land. Even though the Royal Charter of 1670, which authorized 
the “Gentlemen Adventurers” to monopolize trade in all the lands drained 
by Hudson Bay and James Bay, also purported to confer on the HBC free-
hold ownership of the lands, the company, in practice, behaved as though 
it had no foreordained territorial rights. Just as Cornelius Jaenen has ex-
plained that French claims and pretensions to ownership of Aboriginal 
lands in New France were a formality intended for European, rather than 
Aboriginal, ears,13 so Ray demonstrated that the HBC recognized the ne-
cessity of securing First Nations permission to operate in their lands. The 
distinction is parallel to one of Walter Bagehot’s insights about the British 
system of government. In The English Constitution (1867), Bagehot distin-
guished between two “two parts” of the Constitution: “First, those which 
excite and preserve the reverence of the population—the dignified parts, 
if I may so call them; and next, the efficient parts—those by which it, in 
fact, works and rules.”14 The same point was expressed, acidly as usual, 
by Goldwin Smith, who observed of the monarch and Governor General 
that: “Religious Canada prays each Sunday that they may govern well, 
on the understanding that heaven will never be so unconstitutional as to 
grant her prayer.”15 The distinction was between the formality of the strict 
letter of theory and the reality of practice on the ground.

Arthur Ray explained very clearly that this distinction applied to the 
HBC and the title to Rupert’s Land that the company derived from its 
charter. He pointed out how, in 1680, the directors of the HBC instructed 
their representative in James Bay as follows:

There is another thing, if it may be done, that wee judge would 
be much for the interest & safety of the Company. That is, In 
the several places where you are or shall settle, you contrive 
to make compact with the Captns, or chiefs of the respective 
Rivers & places whereby it might be understood by them that 
you had purchased both the lands & rivers of them, and that 
they had transferred the absolute propriety to you, or at least 
the only freedome of trade, And that you should cause them to 
do some act wch. By the Religion or Custome of their Country 
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should be thought most sacred & obliging to them for the 
confirmation of such Agreements . . .

As wee have above directed you to endeavour to make 
such Contracts with the Indians in all places where you settle 
as may in future times ascertain to us all liberty of trade & 
commerce and a league of friendship & peaceable cohabita-
tion, So wee have caused Iron marks to be made of the figure 
of the Union Flagg wth. wch. wee would have you burn Tallys 
of wood wth. Such ceremony as they shall understand to be 
obligatory & sacred. The manner whereof wee must leave to 
your prudence as you shall find the mode & humours of the 
people you deal with, But when the Impression is made, you 
are to write upon the Tally the name of the Nation or per-
son wth. Whom the Contract is made and the date thereof, 
and then deliver one part of the Stick to them, and reserve 
the other. This wee suppose may be sutable to the capacities 
of those barbarous people, and may much conduce to our 
quiet & commerce, and secure us from foreign or domestic 
pretenders.16

Ray’s insight into the practical nature of HBC practice is the key element 
in demonstrating that the fur trade yielded the earliest form of First 
Nations treaties. Agreements of the sort that the directors instructed 
their man in James Bay to secure were, in effect, commercial compacts 
and, as such, a form of treaty. The record of the French fur trade of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also yields examples of Europeans 
entering into agreements with First Nations to further their exploration 
and fur commerce. The famous pact between Champlain and the Huron 
in the early years of the seventeenth century, whereby the French secured 
permission to operate in Huron country and the Huron received French 
help against their Iroquois enemies is only one of many.17 The relation-
ship between trade and peaceful relations was well expressed by an eigh-
teenth-century Iroquois orator, who said “Trade and Peace we take to be 
one thing.”18 Ray and Freeman made the same point for the western trade: 
“Exchange between North American Indian groups was a political as well 
as an economic activity. Indians would not trade with groups with whom 
they were not formally at peace. Therefore, prior to the commencement 
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of trade, ceremonies were held to conclude or renew alliances.”19 In 
Aboriginal society, trade relations were impossible outside a friendly re-
lationship established and renewed according to First Nations protocols. 
There is even some evidence from the later period of ententes that were, 
in effect, fur trade compacts. According to Canon Edward Ahenakew, in 
the nineteenth century Chief Thunderchild noted that the HBC “gave one 
boat load of goods for the use of the Saskatchewan River” to Natives at 
Fort Carlton.20 Hugh Dempsey documented the use of pre-trade ritual—
including welcoming ceremonies, gift-giving, smoking of the pipe, and 
speeches—at Rocky Mountain House down to the 1850s.21

Arthur Ray further contributed to scholarly understanding of the 
treaty-making process by linking HBC practices to events of the latter part 
of the nineteenth century:

The First Nations of western Canada forged their relations 
with Europeans in the crucible of the fur trade. Successful 
long-term commercial intercourse required the development 
of institutions and practices that accommodated the sharply 
different diplomatic, economic, political, and social traditions 
of the two parties. When First Nations treaty-making with 
Canada began in the nineteenth century, Aboriginal People 
carried over into negotiating practices and strategies many 
long-established fur trading customs that they incorporated 
into the treaties.22

 
Such practices as welcoming formalities, speeches, exchanges of gifts, 
smoking of the pipe, and assurances of good will figured as prominently 
in the making of the Numbered Treaties, for example, as they had in the 
earlier commercial exchange. Moreover, First Nations formed their opin-
ions and expectations of nineteenth-century European or Euro-Canadian 
emissaries in accordance with earlier fur trade exchanges. Both because 
the agreements forged in the fur trade, especially the HBC trade, bore the 
characteristics of commercial compacts and because they bequeathed a 
tradition that manifested itself in the Numbered Treaties of the late nine-
teenth century and early twentieth century, these fur trade arrangements 
deserve to be recorded as the first phase of treaty-making in Canadian 
history.
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Two other forms of treaty-making soon emerged. The first, which 
developed contemporaneously with the commercial relationships of New 
France, was the treaty of peace and friendship. Administrators, most no-
tably the governor in New France, had constructed an elaborate system of 
alliances on the base of France’s extensive fur trade networks during the 
seventeenth century. On occasion, in the case of the Huron Confederacy 
for example, the combined commercial-military alliance did not survive. 
With the Huron, repeated Iroquois attacks on Huronia, about which 
French forces were not able to do much, resulted in the dispersal of the 
Huron. In most other cases, however, the alliances that France forged with 
Nations such as the Montagnais, Algonkin, and a large variety of “western 
Indians” proved to be enduring and effective. As was the case with the 
HBC’s commercial dealings with northern and western First Nations, the 
French style of treaty diplomacy featured essentially Aboriginal practices 
such as gift-giving, elaborate ritual, speeches, and ceremony. Onontio, as 
the governor of New France was known, was expected to strike an im-
posing figure and make both grand gestures and elaborate gifts to renew 
the alliances that were established. The giving of presents was especial-
ly important for both material and symbolic reasons. Presents sustained 
First Nations allies who might have been hard pressed by poor hunting or 
harrying attacks by their enemies. But, equally important, presents repre-
sented a renewal of alliance and another token of good will and intentions. 
In the diplomatic parlance of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
presents “dried the tears” of allies who had suffered losses, “opened the 
throats” of people so they could speak, and “opened the ears” of partners 
so that they would hear what was said. The speeches, gifts, and other ritu-
als that were held regularly when French and forest diplomats23 met were 
a mechanism for renewing the alliance.

The British south of the lower Great Lakes and St. Lawrence learned 
to practise diplomacy as the First Nations did as well. Indeed, from the 
Thirteen Colonies, and more particularly from New York, came one of 
the most remarkable artefacts of the era of treaties of peace and friend-
ship: the Covenant Chain. In the late seventeenth century, England began 
to fashion an extended system of alliances with the Five Nations of the  
Iroquois. (Early in the eighteenth century, the Tuscarora would move 
north into Iroquoia, and the Iroquois Confederacy would become the 
League of the Six Nations.) In time, an extensive structure evolved that 
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paralleled the French alliance with the western First Nations. By the late 
1600s, the Covenant Chain linked the English, with greater or lesser ef-
fectiveness depending on the exigencies of the moment, to a vast range of 
First Nations. In this system, the governor of New York, known as Corlaer 
to the Natives, functioned as the counterpart of Onontio in New France. 
Indeed, Aboriginal diplomats frequently used “Onontio” or “Corlaer” as 
shorthand references for their links to the French or the English.24

Over time, the English developed methods of reaching arrangements 
with their First Nations allies that were very similar to those employed 
by the French. They, too, used elaborate ritual, speech making, gifts, and 
other ceremonies to maintain their links to their allies. Most remarkable, 
perhaps, was the way in which British diplomats learned and employed 
the elaborate rituals of the Iroquois, including the condoling and requick-
ening ceremonies. When an Iroquois chief died, there were lengthy cere-
monies to mourn his passing (the condoling ceremony) as well as rituals 
to recognize publicly the man who would succeed the deceased in office 
(the requickening ceremony). Another example of European adaptation 
to Aboriginal ways in the diplomatic field involves the use of wampum 
to record important actions. Wampum, belts made of shells or beads of 
different colours arranged in patterns, were for the First Nations of north-
eastern North America both a mnemonic, or memory-assisting, instru-
ment and a way of recording events.

So, a First Nations diplomat—and in time European diplomats, too—
would deliver a section of his speech and then lay a belt of wampum before 
the people to whom he was making his oral proposal. In an important 
conference diplomats might eventually present a dozen or more belts of 
wampum. Equally important was the use of wampum to record the results 
of conferences designed to secure peace or alliance. The principal terms 
of the deal would be commemorated graphically in a wampum belt. One 
of the most famous of these instruments was the gus wenta, or the two-
row wampum, which the Five Nations of the Iroquois fashioned with the 
Dutch in the seventeenth century. The two-row wampum contained sym-
bols that represented the two parties in separate water craft that travelled 
side by side. The meaning, Iroquois maintain even today, is that the two 
parties agreed to work together in partnership but to respect each other’s 
difference and not to attempt to interfere with each other. Iroquois also 
insist that the British inherited the Dutch role after they took control of 
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New Netherlands in 1664.
These complex treaty-making systems came to a meeting of sorts in 

1701. In that year, the French and a variety of First Nations, the Iroquois 
prominent among them, fashioned the Great Peace of Montreal, while 
the Iroquois also concluded a separate arrangement with the English at 
Albany. The motives of the various parties were complex but complemen-
tary.25 The Iroquois, who were weakened by disease and population loss 
after some seven decades of off-again-on-again warfare with the French 
and their allies, wanted to relieve the pressure and replenish their ranks 
by an exchange of prisoners. The Five Nations were also anxious about the 
persistent worrying of their western flank by New France’s Aboriginal al-
lies. The French were similarly wearied by long periods of devastating gue-
rilla warfare and sought peace for the respite and stability it would provide. 
The English hoped, by treaty-making, to maintain their ties with the Five 
Nations and spare themselves attacks by the Aboriginal allies of the French.

The complex treaty talks of 1700–1 revealed Native-newcomer trea-
ty-making at a very sophisticated level. The Great Peace of Montreal, 
called “great” partly because over three dozen First Nations from a re-
gion stretching from the Maritimes to the edge of the Prairies signed it, 
established peace among the Iroquois, the French, and the allies of the 
French; promised a return of prisoners; and guaranteed the Iroquois the 
right to remain neutral in any hostilities between France and England. 
The last clause was enormously beneficial to both New France and the 
Five Nations, for both had been gravely weakened by the attrition of 
prolonged warfare.26 If those terms understandably worried the English, 
who saw their Covenant Chain allies removed to a neutral category by 
the Peace of Montreal, further diplomatic action by the Iroquois in the 
same year attempted to reassure them. By a treaty often referred to as the 
Albany Deed, the Five Nations renewed their friendship with Corlaer and 
his people, while simultaneously purporting to convey hunting grounds 
north of the Great Lakes to English protection. While interpretations of 
the significance of this arrangement differ,27 it clearly provided some reas-
surance to the English allies of the Iroquois, while simultaneously leaving 
untrammeled the Five Nations’ right to stand neutral in a European im-
perial rivalry that seemed certain to play itself out in the interior of North 
America before very long. In any event, the Iroquois would choose their 
own course of action—neutrality or alliance with a European power—as 
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their interests dictated whenever conflict broke out. That had always been 
the case with First Nations approaches to diplomacy and alliance in war-
time; it would continue to be so during the war-torn eighteenth century in 
eastern North America.

Although the Great Peace of Montreal of 1701 and the Albany Deed 
were important instances of the genre of treaty-making known as the 
treaty of peace and friendship, they were by no means the only examples. 
European-First Nations diplomacy figured prominently in the succession 
of imperial clashes that culminated in the Seven Years’ War (or the French 
and Indian War, as it is more commonly known in the United States) as 
well as the War of the American Revolution and, ultimately, the War of 
1812. A particularly important and revealing theatre of the wars of imperi-
al rivalry of the period to 1760 was the Atlantic. Acadia, the French colony 
in peninsular Nova Scotia, along with the St. Lawrence River Valley colo-
ny of Canada, constituted what the French called New France. If Canada 
stood for access to the fur trade and its attendant system of Indian alliances, 
Acadia represented the entrée to the Atlantic fishery and to strategically 
important sites. France would develop the latter in the early 1720s, after 
the 1713 Treaty of Utrecht forced it to concede “Acadia with its ancient 
limits” to Great Britain, by building the massive fortress of Louisbourg on 
Cape Breton. Acadia had one other strategic asset so far as the French were 
concerned: the Mi’kmaq.

The Mi’kmaq, an Algonkian people who dominated Nova Scotia, 
Prince Edward Island, and northern New Brunswick, were drawn to the 
French for both negative and positive reasons. As Cornelius Jaenen has 
well explained, the French presence in Acadia after 1604 did not threaten 
Mi’kmaq territorial interests because the settlers who would evolve into 
the Acadians settled in areas largely unused by the Mi’kmaq—farming 
land reclaimed from the waters by dyking and draining. To this compati-
bility of location and land usage was added the fact that French represen-
tatives from the earliest days of contact with the Mi’kmaq wove bonds 
of friendship and affinity between the two peoples. The most important 
of those links was religion: from the early conversion of Chief Membertou  
and his entire family in 1610, French Roman Catholic missionaries worked 
among the Mi’kmaq, ministering both to Acadians and Natives. Over 
time, the process of intermarriage and acculturation developed close ties 
between the two communities. This experience of the seventeenth century 
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stood in dramatic contrast to events of the first half of the eighteenth. 
Following the Treaty of Utrecht, Britain moved to make good its claim to 
Nova Scotia, as it preferred to call what had been “Acadia” to the French, 
by settlement and military presence. Unfortunately for British-Mi’kmaq 
relations, the territorial compatibility that had figured so prominently in 
Acadian dealings with the Mi’kmaq did not exist in the portions of the 
colony where British and British-sponsored settlers chose to locate. Unlike 
the French, the British presence brought to the surface a strong territori-
al incompatibility between the Indigenous People and the new European 
power in the region.

Religion played an important role in the growing friction between the 
British and the Mi’kmaq. His Britannic Majesty, as head of a militantly 
Protestant country, took a dim view of Roman Catholicism in his new 
Atlantic colony and among an Aboriginal People who for so long had had 
close relations with His Most Catholic Majesty, the king of France. For 
their part, the Mi’kmaq had close ties to Roman Catholic missionaries 
from France and, according to at least one authority, even believed that 
they had entered into a concordat, a treaty-like agreement between the 
Vatican and their nation, as a result of the conversion of Membertou in 
1610.28 During the first half of the eighteenth century, and most especially 
after about 1720, the governor of New France regularly employed Catholic 
missionaries as emissaries in Acadia to influence the Mi’kmaq in ways 
that assisted French strategic designs of maintaining a presence in Nova 
Scotia. Such complications explain why the British had such difficulty 
making their hold on Nova Scotia good between the Treaty of Utrecht 
and the end of the Seven Years’ War, as well as why British forces found it 
necessary to expel the Acadians in 1755. One measure of the greater diffi-
culty the British had in the region compared to the French is that, over the 
century and a half that the French associated with the Mi’kmaq, France 
made precisely one formal treaty with the First Nation, whereas the British 
entered into no fewer than thirty-two treaties with them between 1720 
and 1786.29 The unusual treaty history of Canada’s maritime region illus-
trates that treaty arrangements, which could be founded on factors such as 
trade and religion, took many forms and that a propensity to make treaty 
by itself did not guarantee stability in a country’s treaty regime.

In contrast to the impermanence and ineffectiveness of its treaty sys-
tem in eighteenth-century Nova Scotia, Britain’s next foray in Native policy 
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would have a profound and long-lasting impact. The Royal Proclamation 
of October 1763, which Britain issued to provide institutions of govern-
ment and law for territories newly acquired in the Seven Years’ War, con-
tained extremely important provisions concerning First Nations lands. 
Although the Proclamation, which was a unilateral Crown document, 
is often described as the “Indians’ Magna Carta” and is said to bestow 
many territorial blessings on First Nations, it was written as though the 
royal author assumed the territories all belonged to the Crown. When the 
Proclamation turned to the First Nations and their territorial rights, it 
described them as “the several Nations or Tribes of Indians with whom 
We are connected, and who live under our Protection,” and said that they 
“should not be molested or disturbed in the Possession of such Parts of 
Our Dominions and Territories as, not having been ceded to or purchased 
by Us, are reserved to them, or any of them, as their Hunting Grounds.” 
In other words, the Proclamation said that the Crown reserved from its 
dominions land for First Nation allies and associates as their grounds for 
hunting and maintaining themselves. Be that limited recognition as it may, 
it then went on to lay out a regime that was to govern those lands “reserved 
to them . . . as their Hunting Grounds.” First, it forbade settlement in the 
interior beyond the height of land and regulated commercial penetration 
of the region by requiring traders to get licences from the governor before 
going beyond the mountains. The purpose of these clauses was to hold 
back and control non-Native entry into the interior so as to placate the 
First Nations and prevent clashes between them and intruding colonists 
intent on making Aboriginal “Hunting Grounds” into settlers’ fields. The 
fact that Pontiac’s War, a rising of interior First Nations against the newly 
victorious British, was raging when the Proclamation was issued under-
lined the need to control non-Native access to lands beyond the mountain 
ranges west of the Thirteen Colonies.

The Proclamation continued with important clauses concerning inte-
rior First Nations territories. It reserved “for the use of the said Indians, all 
the Land and Territories not included within the Limits of Our said Three 
new Governments, or within the Limits of the Territory granted to the 
Hudson’s Bay Company,” and the King did “hereby strictly forbid, on Pain 
of our Displeasure, all our loving Subjects from making any Purchases 
or Settlements whatever, or taking Possession of any of the Lands above 
reserved, without our especial leave and Licence for that Purpose first 
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obtained.” The objective of forbidding settlement or purchase of First 
Nations lands was to put an end to “great Frauds and Abuses [that] have 
been committed in purchasing Lands of the Indians, to the great Prejudice 
of our Interests, and to the great Dissatisfaction of the said Indians.” Or, as 
American historian Francis Jennings was later to put it, the Proclamation 
aimed to put a stop to the “deed game,” the dubious practice by which pio-
neers or land speculators—the distinction between the two categories was 
often a fine one in settler societies—obtained a transfer deed from a Native 
by fraud or employment of alcohol. When the colonists acted on the dubious 
deed, trouble ensued between the First Nations and incoming settlers.

The Proclamation’s alternative to the “deed game” was a policy for 
acquiring First Nations land that would give the document its long-lasting 
influence:

In order, therefore, to prevent such Irregularities for the fu-
ture, and to the end that the Indians may be convinced of our 
Justice and determined Resolution to remove all reasonable 
Causes of Discontent, We do, with the Advice of our Privy 
Council strictly enjoin and require, that no private Person do 
presume to make any purchase from the said Indians of any 
Lands reserved to the said Indians, within those parts of our 
Colonies where We have thought proper to allow Settlement: 
but that, if at any Time any of the said Indians should be 
inclined to dispose of the said Lands, the same shall be 
Purchased only for Us, in our Name, at some public Meeting 
or Assembly of the said Indians, to be held for that Purpose by 
the Governor or Commander in Chief of our Colony respec-
tively within which they shall lie.

 
Analogous rules were laid down for acquiring First Nations lands in col-
onies where there already was a colonial government. In other words, in 
both the lands beyond settlement that were reserved for First Nations and 
within settled colonies the Proclamation held that the only way Aboriginal 
lands could be obtained lawfully was by a representative of the Crown, 
not a private citizen or a company, and only through a public process 
that would help to avoid fraudulent dealings. As the Proclamation also 
said, these restrictions on acquiring lands were motivated in large part 
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by Britain’s desire that “the Indians may be convinced of our Justice and 
determined Resolution to remove all reasonable Causes of Discontent.”

Although these terms of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 were import-
ant in their own right, they paled in significance with the implications 
and legacy of the document. For one thing, according to one Aboriginal 
law specialist, British officials in 1764 took actions that converted the 
Proclamation from a unilateral Crown document into a treaty. According 
to John Borrows, in 1764 William Johnson, Britain’s superintendent 
of the northern First Nations, called together some two thousand First 
Nations representatives from districts stretching from Nova Scotia to the 
Mississippi, explained the contents of the Royal Proclamation, and pro-
cured their agreement to them.30 The implication of the events, accord-
ing to Borrows’ interpretation, is that, through the Niagara conference 
of 1764, the Royal Proclamation became a treaty protected by Section 
35 of Canada’s 1982 Constitution Act. Although documentary sources 
such as the published Johnson Papers, New York Colonial Documents, 
and government-compiled collection of treaties do not explicitly sup-
port his argument, there is evidence that Johnson explained the Royal 
Proclamation’s territorial guarantees to Iroquois groups early in 1764.31 If 
he did this with relatively small groups of Iroquois in January 1764, it is 
reasonable to infer that he did the same thing with much larger numbers 
of First Nations at Niagara that summer. Borrows also points out that First 
Nations oral traditions and wampum do provide evidence for his view of 
the Proclamation.32 If this interpretation is upheld, the Proclamation will 
itself be a key development in the Canadian treaty-making tradition.

Whether or not the courts treat it as a treaty, there is no doubt that, 
since the late eighteenth century, the Proclamation has profoundly influ-
enced treaty-making. Although the requirements of the Proclamation were 
not followed scrupulously in every case, from 1764 until Confederation, 
treaties were made by the Crown with a variety of First Nations in cen-
tral British North America to gain access to First Nations lands. For the 
first half century after 1763, the acquisitions were motivated by a desire to 
obtain lands on which to settle allies of the British and then immigrants 
to British territory. The former motive was exemplified by the acquisition 
of lands immediately north of Lake Erie and Lake Ontario for Mohawk 
allies defeated in the War of the American Revolution. The latter reason, 
the need to provide access to lands for immigrants, became especially 
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compelling after the creation of Upper Canada as a separate political unit 
in 1791. In this first fifty years of Proclamation-style treaty-making, the 
documents that resulted provided for a straightforward transfer of ter-
ritory in return for a one-time payment, often in goods. So, for example, 
Treaty No. 8 in 1797 provided access to 3,450 acres of land north and east 
of Burlington Bay. A group of Mississauga (Ojibwa) negotiated the pact 
with William Claus, superintendent of Indian Affairs “on behalf of the 
Crown,” in return for “seventy-five pounds two shillings and sixpence 
Quebec Currency in value in goods estimated according to the Montreal 
price.” A certificate attached to the government version of the treaty listed 
blankets, several types of cloth, butcher knives, and brass kettles to the 
specified value as having been conveyed to the First Nations signatories.33

The land-related treaties of this fifty-year period following the Royal 
Proclamation are the agreements that bear the closest resemblance to sim-
ple contracts in Canadian history. At least as explained in the govern-
ment’s version of them, they exchanged a specific tract of land, usually 
a relatively small piece, from the First Nation in return for a one-time 
payment. The treaties usually were negotiated, as the example (above) was, 
by an official who clearly represented the Crown. There were, however, 
exceptions. One was the so-called Selkirk Treaty of 1817, negotiated in the 
Red River area by a representative of Lord Selkirk, the landlord who had 
acquired a large tract of land from the HBC and established a struggling 
colony on it in the second decade of the nineteenth century. The origins 
of this agreement were anything but exemplary of Proclamation policy, 
which, in any event, was not intended to apply to Rupert’s Land. The back-
ground of the Selkirk Treaty was a violent clash between mixed-ancestry34 
forces and colonists at Seven Oaks in 1816. Only then was Selkirk, who 
had acquired lands from the HBC in 1811 and started his colony in 1812, 
moved to have an arrangement with local Saulteaux (Western Ojibwa) 
negotiated. Also instructive was the fact that the Selkirk’s text labelled 
the agreement “This Indenture,” an indenture being a legal agreement or 
contract that bears a seal. The treaty or indenture conveyed 3.2 kilometres 
on either side of the Red and Assiniboine rivers to Selkirk on “the express 
condition that the said Earl, his heirs and successors, or their agents, shall 
annually pay to the Chiefs and warriors of the Chippewa or Saulteaux 
Nation, the present or quit rent consisting of one hundred pounds weight 
of good and merchantable tobacco.”35
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The Selkirk Treaty, whether or not it was part of a treaty-making tra-
dition founded upon the Royal Proclamation of 1763, stands at a transi-
tional point in the history of such agreements in Canada. Between 1763 
and the War of 1812, the agreements that had been made covered small 
areas, provided for one-time compensation to the Aboriginal signatories, 
and resembled simple contracts. By means of such agreements, the Crown 
had dealt with First Nations territorial rights in a large portion of Upper 
Canada, now southern Ontario, in preparation for settlement by allies and 
immigrants. In retrospect, Selkirk was a harbinger of change that was on 
its way in British practice in Upper Canada. What the Selkirk Treaty un-
knowingly foreshadowed was a shift in the type of compensation provid-
ed by the Crown, a change that introduced an element to treaty-making 
that was both a novelty and a throwback. The change that was introduced 
by the British in 1818 was the use of annuities, annual payments to the 
First Nations in compensation for land rights obtained by treaty. From 
that time onward, the Crown used annuities mainly for reasons of econ-
omy. In another surge of treaty-making in preparation for immigration 
and settlement after the War of 1812, Britain moved to reduce its finan-
cial obligations by using annuities. The theory was that, once settlement 
commenced and colonists paid fees for the lands, income from this source 
would fund the annual payments to the First Nations. The annuity system 
would thereby reduce Britain’s outlay.

However, annual payments to First Nations would be reminiscent 
of earlier transactions with allies, transactions that were still carried out 
down to 1858 in central British North America. Annuities resembled the 
annual presents that first the French and later the English had used to 
cement their alliances with First Nations. They “wiped the rust from the 
chain of friendship,” “dried the tears” of bereaved partners, and “opened 
the ears and throats” for friendly dialogue. Moreover, to First Nations, 
the giving of presents, like the annual exchange of gifts at fur-trading 
posts, symbolized the renewal of a partnership, whether commercial or 
diplomatic and military. Introducing annuities into treaty-making linked 
land treaties in the nineteenth century to the commercial compacts and 
diplomacy of an earlier era. The action also complicated the view of Upper 
Canadian treaties as simple contracts and paved the way for a more com-
plex form of treaty-making.

Before that complicated type of treaty emerged, however, the making of 
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land treaties continued and evolved in Upper Canada. Between 1783 and the 
War of 1812, the Crown dealt with First Nations territorial rights in a band 
covering the “front” (river-front and lake-front). The depth back from the 
water that was embraced in these treaties was usually moderate, but in the 
regions at the east end of Lake Erie and along the river in the eastern part 
of the province the land treated for stretched noticeably further in-land.36 
These were the treaties in which the compensation for First Nations took 
the form of one-time payments. Between 1818 and the 1830s, the Crown 
dealt with a broader band of territory to the north in a series of treaties 
in which the compensation was annuities. For example, Upper Canadian 
Treaty No. 27 between the Crown and Mississauga dealt with a large tract in 
eastern Upper Canada that stretched to the Ottawa River, and it guaranteed 
the First Nation signatories “the yearly sum of six hundred and forty-two 
pounds ten shillings, Province Currency, in goods at the Montreal price to 
be well and truly paid yearly and every year by His Majesty, His Heirs and 
successors, to the said Mississaugua [sic] Nation inhabiting and claiming 
the said tract.”37 For the Upper Canadian treaties, a culmination occurred 
in 1850 with what are known as the Robinson Treaties.

The Robinson Huron and Robinson Superior treaties, named for the 
Great Lakes to which they were adjacent, advanced treaty-making in the 
pre-Confederation era. Geographically, they extended the Crown’s claim 
to lands stretching well up into the Canadian Shield, where the attrac-
tions of mining had begun to draw non-Natives. They also advanced trea-
ty-making practice by dealing with much larger tracts than had hitherto 
been the case in Upper Canada. The Robinson Treaties also broke new 
ground by specifying that provision of reserves was a Crown obligation 
flowing from the treaties. Prior to this time, reserves had existed as a 
result of missionary or Indian Department initiative, but they were not 
associated with treaties or Crown treaty obligations. From the time of 
Robinson onward, treaties and reserves normally went together. Finally, 
the Robinson Treaties reintroduced an element that had been present in 
some of the eighteenth-century Nova Scotia treaties: Crown recognition 
of the First Nations’ continuing right to hunt and fish. As Commissioner 
Robinson explained to his superiors this concession was not altruistic: by 
acknowledging “the right of hunting and fishing over the ceded territo-
ry, they cannot say that the Government takes from their usual means of 
subsistence and therefore have no claims for support, which they no doubt 
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would have preferred, had this not been done.”38 Commissioner Robinson 
gave the Ojibwa who signed the 1850 treaties the choice of a lump sum 
payment or a small upfront sum and annuities; they chose the latter. The 
Robinson Treaties combined elements that would form the template of lat-
er treaties in the West: they dealt with large territories, they established re-
serves for the First Nations, they included annuities, and they recognized 
a continuing Aboriginal right to hunt and fish.

By the time of Confederation, the Upper Canada treaty-making 
tradition had evolved into a sophisticated protocol that conformed in 
many respects to the requirements of the Royal Proclamation. That the 
Proclamation was not always followed was demonstrated in the back-
ground to both the Selkirk and Robinson treaties. In both instances, 
Native resistance had brought on overtures to make treaties. However, 
treaty-making in Upper Canada did involve the Crown and First Nations 
in public negotiations concerning territory. During the first fifty years af-
ter the Proclamation, the use of one-time payments had made the agree-
ments resemble simple contracts for territory, although practice after the 
War of 1812 shifted to the use of annuities, which would prove to be the 
harbinger of a different style of treaty-making. Another exception to the 
general use of annual payments for compensation was to be found in co-
lonial British Columbia. When Governor James Douglas responded in the 
1850s to the pressure of encroaching settlement on Vancouver Island, he 
entered treaty talks with a variety of groups; this led, by 1854, to the con-
clusion of fourteen treaties for small parcels of land on the Island. In the 
talks, Douglas explained, he offered the First Nations leaders the choice of 
one-time compensation or annuities. The Natives chose a single payment 
upfront, making BC treaties unconventional in their compensation claus-
es as well as in the amount of territory they covered. Elsewhere in British 
North America, however, annuities were the norm, as were provision of 
reserves, large tracts, and guarantees of hunting and fishing.

The Numbered Treaties that were concluded in the West between 
1871 and 1877 introduced a third category of treaty: the covenant. Of 
course, the official record, the government’s version of the treaties that 
was published in 1880, continued to portray the agreements that covered 
the region from the Lake of the Woods to the foothills of the Rockies as 
simple contracts transferring territory from First Nations to the Crown. 
For example, Treaty No. 1, the Stone Fort Treaty in Manitoba, had the 
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“Chippewa and Swampy Cree Tribes of Indians . . . cede, release, surren-
der, and yield up to Her Majesty the Queen, and her successors for ever, all 
the lands included within the following limits, that is to say,” in return for 
reserves, a signing payment, schools, and annuities of fifteen dollars paid 
in goods. Later, after the First Nations had successfully argued that there 
were other “outside promises” that did not turn up in the printed version 
of the treaty, Treaty No. 1 also increased annuities, made four rather than 
two headmen eligible for annual stipends, and provided livestock and 
equipment for the pursuit of agriculture.39 The view of treaties between 
the Crown and First Nations as contracts for territory would prevail on 
the government side of transactions through the later negotiation of the 
northern Numbered Treaties between 1899 and 1921. The same interpre-
tation informed the federal government’s approach to dealing with claims 
arising from the treaties throughout the twentieth century.

Western First Nations in particular insisted upon a different view of 
the nature of their treaties. Rather than a contract involving two parties—
Crown and First Nations—First Nations communities see the treaties as 
three-cornered agreements to which the deity is a party. A covenant is an 
agreement between humans, in which the deity participates and provides 
oversight. For Christians, for example, establishing a sacred relationship 
in marriage is generally described as a covenant because God is witness 
and participant in the solemn pact. In a similar fashion, First Nations ar-
gue that the western Numbered Treaties are covenants. One of the terms 
that Plains Cree use to describe treaties is itîyimikosiwiyêcikêwina, which 
means “arrangements ordained or inspired by our Father [Creator].”40 
Saskatchewan Saulteaux elder Danny Musqua told interviewers, “We 
made a covenant with Her Majesty’s government, and a covenant is not 
just a relationship between people, it’s a relationship between three par-
ties, you [the Crown] and me [First Nations] and the Creator.”41 A contract 
between two or more parties is specific and relies on the precise letter of 
its terms; a covenant among two or more humans and the deity creates a 
special, solemn relationship in which the partnership is more important 
than its specific terms.

First Nations point to several forms of evidence to sustain their ar-
gument that the Numbered Treaties of the 1870s were covenants rather 
than contracts. In particular, with the exception of Treaty No. 4, the mak-
ing of these seven treaties was preceded by observance of First Nations 
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ceremonies and forms. (Apparently, First Nations negotiators at Fort 
Qu’Appelle in 1874 did not include Commissioner Alexander Morris in 
ceremonies—an omission on which Morris pointedly commented42—
because they were angered by the transfer of Rupert’s Land to Canada 
without their having been consulted or paid.) Morris described a typical 
instance of First Nations ceremonialism at Fort Carlton in August 1876:

On my arrival, the Union Jack was hoisted, and the Indians 
at once began to assemble, beating drums, discharging fire-
arms, singing and dancing. In about half an hour they were 
ready to advance and meet me. This they did in a semicircle, 
having men on horseback galloping in circles, shouting, sing-
ing and discharging fire-arms.

They then performed the dance of the “pipe stem,” the 
stem was elevated to the north, south, west and east, a cer-
emonial dance was then performed by the Chiefs and head 
men, the Indian men and women shouting the while. 

They then slowly advanced, the horsemen again preced-
ing them on their approach to my tent. I advanced to meet 
them, accompanied by Messrs [W.J.] Christie and [James] 
McKay [fellow commissioners], when the pipe was presented 
to us and stroked by our hands.

After the stroking had been completed, the Indians sat 
down in front of the council tent, satisfied that in accordance 
with their custom we had accepted the friendship of the Cree 
nation.43

 
The significance of the ceremonies was far greater than the commission-
er apparently realized. While joining in friendship was certainly part of 
the ritual’s meaning, there was far more to it than that. The use of the 
pipe invoked the Great Spirit as a participant at the talks that were to 
follow and bound everyone who smoked the pipe to tell only the truth. 
Moreover, any agreement produced by such solemn talks was sacred and 
could not be violated without grave ills befalling the violator. On the more 
positive side, according to two researchers who conducted many inter-
views in Saskatchewan, the ceremonies had an inclusive effect: “The trea-
ties, through the spiritual ceremonies conducted during the negotiations, 
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expanded the First Nations sovereign circle, bringing in and embracing 
the British Crown within their sovereign circle.”44 Inclusion in any sort 
of family relationship with Aboriginal Peoples was a potent development. 
The attribution or creation of kin relationships, as in the language used 
in the Covenant Chain of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, was 
a prelude to conducting business of any kind, commercial or diplomat-
ic, in North American Aboriginal societies. By embracing the Queen’s 
treaty commissioner through ceremonies, the western First Nations were 
establishing kinship with the Crown and, through the Crown, with the 
Queen’s people. Little wonder that when Governor General Lord Lorne, 
the husband of a daughter of Queen Victoria, visited the Prairies in 1881, 
Kakishiway, a chief who had signed Treaty No. 4 in 1874, greeted him 
with, “I am glad to see you my Brother in Law” as both of them had a fam-
ily relationship to the Queen.45 The chief ’s link was through the treaties, 
while Lorne’s was by marriage.

A second type of evidence supporting the interpretation of the west-
ern treaties as covenants came from the mouths and the actions of the 
Queen’s treaty commissioners. First Nations would have been impressed 
by the presence and participation of Christian missionaries as interpret-
ers or witnesses at the talks. There were Christian ministers or priests in 
attendance at the negotiation of treaties 4, 5, 6, and 7. Moreover, the trea-
ty commissioner’s insistence on suspending talks so that the Christians 
could observe the Sabbath properly testified to their adherence to spiritual 
practices and values.46 The Queen’s commissioners frequently involved 
the deity in their arguments, and for a variety of purposes. For example, 
at Treaty No. 4 talks, Commissioner Alexander Morris used a reference 
to the “Great Spirit” to counter Saulteaux arguments that the HBC had 
stolen their territory from them when it took the money Canada paid for 
the HBC lands: “Who made the earth, the grass, the stone, and the wood? 
The Great Spirit. He made them for all his children to use, and it is not 
stealing to use the gift of the Great Spirit.”47 At other times, the occasion of 
a reference to the deity was more positive. When summing up the Treaty 
No. 6 talks at Fort Carlton in 1876, Commissioner Morris noted: “What 
we have done has been done before the Great Spirit and in the face of the 
people.”48 At times, a treaty commissioner’s language would have sound-
ed as though the Queen’s representative was explicitly accepting the First 
Nations understanding of treaty as covenant and kin relationship. For 
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example, at Blackfoot Crossing in 1877, Commissioner David Laird said: 
“The Great Spirit has made all things—the sun, the moon, and the stars, 
the earth, the forests, and the swift running rivers. It is by the Great Spirit 
that the Queen rules over this great country and other great countries. 
The Great Spirit has made the white man and the red man brothers, and 
we should take each other by the hand. The Great Mother loves all her 
children, white man and red man alike; she wishes to them all good.”49 
If western First Nations saw the Numbered Treaties as covenants involv-
ing the Great Spirit, the Crown, and themselves, and if they believed that 
the Queen’s white-skinned children understood them the same way, it is 
hardly surprising.

For western First Nations leaders who invoked the Creator with their 
rituals, it would not have been difficult to conclude that the Queen’s com-
missioners were acting in the same spirit. Their words and their actions 
both seemed to involve their god in the proceedings. In this way, treaty 
commissioners in the nineteenth-century West embraced the protocol 
that Aboriginal People had developed and that, earlier, the HBC had ad-
opted. Other aspects of the customary rites were the Crown’s provision of 
treaty uniforms (“suits of clothing”) to chiefs and headmen, much as HBC 
post masters had issued clothing along with food to trading captains who 
brought furs to the HBC forts. All these practices illustrated the continui-
ty of Aboriginal and HBC practices, a system of protocol that invoked and 
involved the deity through the ritual smoking of the pipe. Given this pat-
tern of western treaty-making, it is not surprising that First Nations regard 
the agreements they made with the Queen’s commissioners in the 1870s 
as covenants, establishing a sacred and permanent relationship between 
themselves and the Crown.

In the twentieth century, First Nations were to experience a great dis-
illusionment with the way that the Queen’s Canadian government inter-
preted and applied treaties. Indeed, the disappointment did not have to 
wait for the twentieth century. Once the treaties were concluded (by 1877) 
and the buffalo economy—the foundation of Plains culture and the source 
of Plains strength—collapsed (by 1879), Canada began to take a narrow, 
legalistic, and parsimonious approach to treaty-making and treaty imple-
mentation. As early as the 1880s, western First Nations leaders were com-
plaining that the Crown’s representatives had used “‘sweet promises’ . . . to 
get their country from them” and then ignored the Crown’s obligations to 
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them.50 Another manifestation of the federal government’s attitude was its 
refusal to act on petitions from a variety of First Nations in regions north 
of the seven Numbered Treaties to make treaties with them. Ottawa’s atti-
tude was that it was not interested in making further treaties, which would 
entail financial obligations to First Nations, unless and until the lands on 
which they resided became desirable in the eyes of non-Native economic 
interests that sought to develop them. Accordingly, numerous petitions 
for treaty were ignored, but when oil was discovered at Norman Wells in 
1920, the wheels were set in motion to make Treaty No. 11, which covered 
the region in 1921.51 After the early 1920s, the federal government declined 
to make any further treaties. For the time being there were no southerners 
coveting the untreatied lands of the North and British Columbia, and, 
in any event, by 1920 Ottawa and its Department of Indian Affairs had 
entered a phase of pursuing coercive and controlling policies towards First 
Nations that would not lift until the middle of the century.

When treaty-making did resume, with the James Bay and Northern 
Quebec Agreement in 1975, it was only because better organized and high-
ly assertive First Nations political organizations, specifically the James 
Bay Cree, went to court to secure a temporary injunction to halt the mas-
sive James Bay hydroelectric power development. That contretemps and 
the 1973 Supreme Court of Canada decision on Aboriginal title in Calder, 
the Nisga’a case, led the federal government to develop a comprehensive 
claims settlement process to deal with Aboriginal title claims in regions 
where there were no effective treaties. As the Indigenous and Northern 
Affairs Canada website once noted, the Comprehensive Claims Branch’s 
purpose is “to negotiate modern treaties which will provide a clear, cer-
tain and long-lasting definition of rights to lands and resources for all 
Canadians.”52 Comprehensive claims settlements were joined in the 1990s 
by individually negotiated agreements such as the Nunavut pact and the 
Nisga’a treaty to round out Canada’s modern treaty-making processes. In 
the twenty-first century, Canada and First Nations must negotiate trea-
ties concerning access to territory for Atlantic Canada, parts of northern 
Quebec, most of British Columbia, and portions of the Far North.

Through those times in the twentieth century when treaties were 
being made, and certainly since the resumption of treaty-making in the 
1970s, the federal government’s view of treaties as contracts whose con-
tents are recorded in the government’s version has been prominent. As 
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Cumming and Mickenberg pointed out in their 1970 Native Rights in 
Canada, the courts had often found that Aboriginal treaties were akin 
to contracts in law. As late as 1969, Pierre Trudeau, initially no friend of 
treaty or Aboriginal rights, in the aftermath of the uproar over his gov-
ernment’s White Paper, said that while his government “won’t recognize 
aboriginal rights[,] We will recognize treaty rights. We will recognize 
forms of contract which have been made with the Indian people by the 
Crown.”53 The implications of the government’s attitude became clear in 
the 1980s in the context of comprehensive claim resolution discussions. 
As a review of the comprehensive claims process put it, “progress has, in 
the past, been blocked by the fundamental difference between the aims of 
each party. The federal government has sought to extinguish rights and to 
achieve a once-and-for-all settlement of historical claims. The Aboriginal 
Peoples, on the other hand, have sought to affirm their aboriginal rights 
and to guarantee their unique place in Canadian society for generations to 
come.”54 The federal position, which only slowly and grudgingly gave way 
by century’s end to a policy that sought “certainty” rather than explicit 
extinguishment, was consistent with a view of treaties as contracts. The 
stand of the First Nations who opposed the extinguishment doctrine was 
the product of a view of treaty that emphasized treaties as the formaliza-
tion of a relationship that was regularly renewed and might, if necessary, 
be modified in detail.

These twentieth-century differences in interpreting treaty are a re-
minder that, in the more than three hundred years that Europeans and 
Aboriginal Peoples have been making agreements in Canada, there have 
been several different views regarding what constitutes a treaty. In their 
earliest forms, which emerged in the commercial forum in which European 
fur trader and Aboriginal fur supplier met, treaties were commercial com-
pacts. They arose from traders’ common-sense recognition that, whatever 
rights royal charters or licences might purport to bestow on them, the 
practical thing to do was to secure permission from the occupants, on 
whom they relied heavily in any event, to establish themselves and carry 
on commerce. Making these commercial compacts drew the Europeans 
into the First Nations system of values and protocol as they learned to 
carry out the ceremonies of welcome, gift exchange, and pipe smoking 
that governed Aboriginal Peoples’ relations with one another. Later, in 
the century after the Royal Proclamation of 1763 produced land-related 
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treaties, the ensuing agreements often appeared to resemble contracts. At 
least according to the government versions of the ententes that have sur-
vived, a straightforward swap of land and title for compensation occurred. 
In the first half-century after 1763, the Crown’s reliance on one-time pay-
ments strengthened that impression. By the time the Canadian state was 
established, this view of treaty as contract was firmly established in the 
minds of Canadian politicians.

As the Numbered Treaties of the West have shown, however, there was 
another, in many ways richer, view of treaty that vied with the contract in-
terpretation for prominence. This was the conception of treaties that were 
ostensibly about access to territory as covenants. As treaty-related cere-
monies suggest and oral history evidence confirms, western First Nations 
saw the agreements that they made between 1871 and 1877 as establishing 
relationships under the oversight of the Creator, relationships that were 
intended to be renewed annually, last forever, and be modified as circum-
stances required. As the number and power of First Nations declined and 
non-native Canada became correspondingly dominant, that interpreta-
tion of treaties was pushed back into the shadows. In an era when First 
Nations were viewed as “a vanishing race” that was “melting like snow 
before the sun,” and when the government of Canada pursued aggressive 
policies to control and refashion them through the Indian Act and its at-
tendant programs, an exclusive emphasis on treaties as contracts and an 
insistence that the government text was the valid version were champi-
oned by the government and usually acquiesced to by the courts.

As attitudes and power relationships between First Nations and 
non-Natives began to shift in the late years of the twentieth century, per-
ceptions of treaty were modified, too. Thanks both to the revelations of 
oral history research and the efforts of a new generation of researchers, in-
cluding in particular Arthur J. Ray, a more complex understanding of trea-
ties as having taken a variety of forms has emerged. Compacts, contracts, 
and covenants have at different times and in different quarters been seen 
as the single authentic form of treaty. In British Columbia in the 1990s, 
when a stalled treaty-making process left uncertainty about ownership 
that deterred investment in resource industries, pragmatic resource-com-
pany executives and First Nations quietly negotiated local agreements to 
pave the way for investment and job creation on First Nations lands.55 In a 
sense, the approach that fur traders had used in the earliest decades after 
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contact to ensure peaceful and assured access to Aboriginal territory and 
resources emerged again in the Pacific province in the 1990s. Given such 
historical ironies, one looks forward eagerly to see what a postmodern age 
such as the twenty-first century holds for Canadians’ understanding of 
treaties.
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Ontario: The Centre of 
Confederation?

Daniel Heidt

On 1 July 1867, celebrations of the new dominion of Canada broke out 
across Ontario. It was the only province to enjoy such widespread fes-
tivities. In Nova Scotia, by contrast, the Morning Chronicle mourned the 
event with the mock eulogy: “Died! Last night at 12 o’clock, the free and 
enlightened Province of Nova Scotia.”1 The widespread Ontarian celebra-
tions stemmed, in part, from the belief that their wealthy and populous 
province would be at the centre of Canadian politics. In fact, this sort of 
influence became so commonplace that most of the province’s inhabitants 
still do not readily identify as “Ontarians,” preferring to instead think of 
themselves as “Canadians.” Aside from this vague sense of centrality, how-
ever, many Ontarians disagreed about just how their province would ben-
efit from the deal and there was also a smaller but nevertheless significant 
group who doubted the viability of the broader union. These varied and, at 
times, conflicting assessments of the proposed union arose from the way 
that the Province of Canada evolved out of the separate, yet connected 
colonies of Upper and Lower Canada. The ensuing debates in the colony’s 
two legislatures reflected the largely French-English emphasis of that era’s 
politics, ignoring additional ethnic and Indigenous voices. The Numbered 
Treaties that would subsequently govern Indigenous lands across much of 
Northern Ontario were not negotiated until the post-1867 era when the 
Dominion of Canada was well in place. The backgrounds to these events 
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are critical to understanding how these key agreements came about. The 
discussions of the deals also reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the 
union—many of which persist today.

Background

Understanding Ontarian responses to Confederation requires knowing 
something about the colony’s prolonged pursuits of autonomy and expan-
sion. Upper Canada (present-day Ontario) was carved out of Quebec via 
the Constitutional Act of 1791 in response to complaints about the “rig-
orous Rules, Homages and Reservations, and Restrictions of the French 
laws and Customs.”2 The history of balking at the French-Catholic ma-
jority of the St. Lawrence region was a long one, and it was not surprising 
that this refrain would persist into the 1860s. The new colony of Upper 
Canada soon possessed an elected Assembly, but it lacked power because 
the British, guided by suspicions about the loyalty of Americans arriving 
from the independent states to the south, preferred to vest power with 
their appointed lieutenant-governors and councils.3 Despite the colonial 
population proving its loyalty during the War of 1812 and by rejecting 
William Lyon Mackenzie’s 1837 rebellion, the imperial government did 
not give Upper Canadian politicians the power to run their colony—re-
sponsible government. Instead, they united Upper and Lower Canada 
against the will of the majority of both populations. Each section received 
an equal number of seats in the new Legislative Assembly, and imperial 
authorities hoped that this unification would create an English-speaking 
majority that would encourage French-speaking colonists to assimilate.4

The new united Province of Canada eventually secured responsible 
government but not without incurring some maladjustments that arose 
from its unique features. The fact that half the colony was predominantly 
English and the other half predominantly French eventually created an 
expectation that the majority of politicians from both sections had to 
support measures effecting the entire colony. Such concurrence was rare 
and, thus, the achievement of responsible government wreaked havoc on 
political stability by the end of the 1850s. Divisions over land, language, 
religion, and defence ensured that governments did little or resigned on 
a regular basis. In this crippled state, the colony lacked the credibility to 
assume responsibility for additional territory. Over the preceding decades, 
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Fig 3.1 British North America’s settler political boundaries as they existed in 1867. Developed 
from Natural Resources Canada, “Map 1867,” Library and Archives Canada, https://www.
collectionscanada.gc.ca/confederation/023001-5005-e.html.

Upper Canadian farmers had “settled” all available farmlands and a new 
generation of farmers looked to the North-West for additional lands. The 
Province of Canada’s relative paralysis, however, made it a poor con-
tender to assume responsibility for this territory from the Hudson’s Bay 
Company.5

Nor was there much positive experience to glean from Upper Canadian 
relationships with Indigenous Peoples. After the Royal Proclamation 
of 1763 reserved the lands west of the Thirteen Colonies for Indigenous 
Peoples and gave the British Crown exclusive right to negotiate future 
land exchanges, the latter negotiated a series of Treaties with Indigenous 
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groups in present-day Ontario to cement alliances, redistribute land, and 
maintain lasting relationships. These negotiations generally followed new-
comer “settlement,” and continued into 1850 with the Robinson-Huron 
and Robinson-Superior Treaties which “brought colonial treaty making 
to a new level: now land-related treaties dealt with large tracts, recognized 
continuing hunting and fishing rights, committed the Crown to annuities, 
and contained provision for reserves for the First Nations signatories.”6 
Whereas the treaties established a way of securing peaceful co-existence, 
they did little to suggest a way forward in designing a new system of gov-
ernment for the Province of Canada.

Solutions had been floated regularly, and federalism was often among 
them. Embracing the “federal principle,” as it was often called, by unit-
ing some or all of British North American colonies and assigning divisive  
issues to provincial governments so that parliament could focus on areas of 
common interest, was a longstanding idea. Conservatives and Reformers 
both advocated the solution at different times, hoping to export Canadian 
manufactured goods to the Maritimes and the North-West.7 In 1858, for 
example, the Macdonald-Cartier government kept itself alive by taking up 
Alexander Tilloch Galt’s vague suggestion for a British North American 
(BNA) federation. At the Reform Convention of 1859, George Brown, the 
editor of the Globe and a leader of the Reformers, proposed a federal union 
with limited powers for the general government and local powers for two 
or more sections of the united province.

But other solutions initially seemed more attractive. One of the issues 
at the forefront of any discussion about a new form of governance was 
demographics. Although Canada West had been over-represented in the 
original division of seats in the united colony, the 1851 census revealed 
that mass immigration had reversed the situation. Demands in Upper 
Canada for representation by population (or “rep by pop”) intensified as 
Canada West’s population continued to grow at a far faster pace than that 
of Canada East’s. Moreover, a variety of issues set the two sides of the 
united colony on a collision course that would result either in stalemated 
parliaments or endless government turnover. The Civil War to the south 
raised new and serious concerns about the plausibility and expense of de-
fending against the North's immense standing army; and the commercial 
economy that had taken root in the western section of the colony increas-
ingly required trading partners if growth was going to continue at the rate 
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the inhabitants wanted. Over the next several years, the Brownites who 
had come to dominate the Reform side of the political spectrum frequent-
ly won a majority of the seats in the western part of Canada, but Brown’s 
tendency to insult French-Catholic Lower Canadians put an end to any 
possibility of forming the sort of working coalition necessary to form a 
government.

The Conservatives had a great deal more experience with cooperation 
between the upper and lower sections of the colony. Robert Baldwin and 
Louis-Hippolyte La Fontaine had partnered during the 1840s to secure 
responsible government; John A. Macdonald and George-Étienne Cartier 
governed cooperatively during much of the late 1850s and early 1860s. By 
then, though, moderate Reformers and the Rouges (Liberals) formed their 
own alliances and Canada endured the rise and fall of three governments 
between 1862 and 1865. George Brown, an unlikely non-partisan, offered 
a solution to the impasse. He secured the establishment of a committee 
in the Legislative Assembly that studied constitutional reforms to resolve 
the deadlock, and he subsequently agreed to join and support the Great 
Coalition encompassing Upper Canadian Reformers and Conservatives 
as well as Lower Canadian Bleus (Quebec Conservatives). 

This new alliance formed on the eve of a September 1864 confer-
ence in Charlottetown to discuss the possibility of uniting the Maritime 
provinces. After the conference agreed to hear the Canadian delegation, 
Macdonald and Cartier laid out the broad arguments in favour of a union 
of the British North American colonies—that through unity, concerns 
over defense and trade could be solved, while federalism would preserve 
each colony’s autonomy in matters such as education where differences of 
opinion continued to complicate the Province of Canada’s politics. Later, 
Alexander Galt offered an explanation of the financial settlement, noting 
that the general government would assume all debts and provide revenue 
to each of the provinces on the basis of their population. This was certain-
ly an effort to sweeten the pot for the Maritimers, but it also created a new 
area of concern for Ontarians who were reluctant to assume their neigh-
bours’ debts. George Brown then summarized some of the constitution-
al issues.8 Notably absent from these speeches—and the discussions that 
followed—was dialogue concerning the appointment of political offices, 
such as lieutenant-governors, and practices, like the federal disallowance 
of provincial legislation, which would both subsequently privilege federal 
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over provincial power. 
The meeting then adjourned, agreeing to resume discussions at 

Quebec City in October and it was here that all of the good intentions 
of the Charlottetown Conference were put to the test. The discussions 
followed the general agreements forged at the preceding conference, but 
many details still had to be worked out and the delegates “consistently 
underestimated how long [agreement] would take.”9 On some matters, 
though, agreement seemed fairly straightforward. For example, all agreed 

 
Fig 3.2 The Charlottetown delegates, 1 September 1864. photograph by George P. Roberts, LAC, 
C-000733. Front row from left to right: Alexander Tilloch Galt; Hector-Louis Langevin; John 
Hamilton Gray, N.B.; George-Étienne Cartier; John A. Macdonald; John Hamilton Gray, P.E.I.; 
Samuel Leonard Tilley; Adams George Archibald; Alexander Campbell; George Coles; George 
Brown; William H. Lee, Clerk Executive Council, Canada. Back row from left to right: Charles 
Drinkwater; Major Bernard; Sir Charles Tupper; Edward Barron Chandler; Edward Palmer; 
Robert Barry Dickey; Thomas D’Arcy McGee; William Alexander Henry; William Henry 
Steeves; John Mercer Johnson; Andrew Archibald Macdonald; William McDougall; William 
Henry Pope; Jonathan McCully.
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in Quebec, it seemed, that the new country could avoid the American error 
of vesting too much power in the states by providing for a strong central 
government, and only allowing “sectional prejudices and interests” to be 
“legislated by local legislatures.”10 After two weeks of sometimes lengthy 
discussions, the 72 Quebec Resolutions emerged, laying out the principles 
upon which Confederation would be based. Within another week, the 72 
Resolutions were published in newspapers across British North America, 
and became the topic of debate in both public and private conversations. 

Supporting Arguments

Once the delegates returned to their respective colonies, each legislature 
debated the merits of the deal. The vast majority of Upper Canadian politi-
cians liked most of what they read. Unlike Lower Canada, whose represen-
tatives offered impressive speeches for and against union, Upper Canadian 
oratory and constitutional talent generally lay with the pro-Confederation 
camp.

“Rep by pop” was almost universally popular. Reformers and Con-
servatives alike rejoiced at the achievement of this long-sought goal.11 In 
the new federal parliament, Ontarian representatives would constitute 45 
percent of seats. If Ontario’s population continued to grow, some specu-
lated, the province could achieve an absolute majority of seats. Shrewd 
readers will recognize that such parliamentary majorities offered the pos-
sibility of Ontario dictating the federal government’s policies against the 
collective wishes of the rest of Canada. While Upper Canadians hoped 
to achieve this sort of power,12 they avoided expressing this aspiration 
during the debates to prevent Lower Canadians from fearing an Ontarian 
tyranny. Instead, advocates like George Brown echoed English Canada’s 
long-held fears of French domination by describing “rep by pop” as a de-
fensive measure that would allow Ontario MPs to unite and prevent Lower 
Canadians from “forcing through whatever we may deem unjust to us” in 
the House of Commons.13 He also suggested that any Ontarian attempt to 
use its parliamentary preponderance of votes to overrule the objections of 
other provincial MPs would be countered in the Senate, where the rest of 
Canada held the majority of votes.

The opportunity to expand into the North-West was also extremely 
popular in Ontario. The establishment of the Dominion of Canada would 
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Confederation Quote 3.1

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 8 February, 1865
Photograph by William Ellisson, from 

Library and Archives Canada, C-008359

“

”

We in Upper Canada have 
complained that though we paid 
into the public treasury more 
than three-fourths of the whole 
revenue, we had less control over 
[expenditures] than the people 
of Lower Canada. Well, sir, the 
scheme in your hand remedies 
that . . . we are to have seventeen 
additional members in the house 
that holds the purse.
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create a country with sufficient resources to convert the region into a new 
economic hinterland. Rural Upper Canadians looked forward to their 
sons and daughters “settling” what George Brown called the “vast Indian 
Territories” as an agricultural frontier, while urbanites anticipated that 
the region would offer new demand for Central Canadian manufacturers. 
This territorial growth, many Upper Canadians also assumed, would be 
critical to establishing a vast country capable of maintaining British rule 
across the continent and checking American expansionism.

In addition to “rep by pop” and expansionism, Confederation support-
ers in Ontario also embraced the “federal principle” as a practical way of 
hiving off divisive issues from national politics. Comparing the speeches 
of different speakers, however, will leave some readers wondering whether 
they were talking about the same constitution. In some cases, the differ-
ing messages were the result of confusion. To that date, only Switzerland 
and the United States had created modern federal governments, and many 
Ontarians struggled to grasp the complexity of the still novel system. In 
addition, the continuation of the long and bloody American Civil War 
into 1865 led many British North Americans to question the advisabil-
ity of institutionalizing strong regional identities by creating provincial 
governments. John A. Macdonald, for example, blamed the Civil War on 
excessive states’ rights and localism, preferring a legislative union simi-
lar to that governing England and Scotland because he and his Ontario 
followers believed that it was more likely to win the loyalty and respect 
of all citizens by subverting regional disagreements. A legislative union 
was, however, inconceivable for a British North American union since 
Lower Canada and the Atlantic colonies would never resign control of 
key local concerns such as education and legal codes to a national par-
liament that could be dominated by Ontario votes. Macdonald and his 
Ontario followers, therefore, accepted provincial jurisdictions while in-
sisting that they be kept to a minimum. These centralizers also noted that 
the 72 Resolutions empowered the federal government to disallow (think 
veto) provincial legislation. In addition, the federal government retained 
“residual” powers—or the jurisdiction to pass legislation concerning “all 
matters of a general character, not specially and exclusively reserved for 
the Local Governments and Legislatures.”14 The federal parliament, they 
concluded, would be supreme in all important jurisdictions and would 
have the power to assume responsibility for new national concerns that 
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would arise in future decades (like air travel). Provincial governments 
would, by comparison, be “subordinate” to their federal counterpart.15

Upper Canadian Reformers rejected this interpretation. Like many 
leaders from the Atlantic colonies, these future Ontarians feared the estab-
lishment of a federal government that could interfere with local concerns. 
While few favoured the extreme states’ rights demanded by the American 
Confederacy, Brown and other local rights advocates had ensured that the 
72 Resolutions incorporated a series of local jurisdictions including direct 
taxation (e.g., property tax), education, local works, and municipal insti-
tutions. The same terms of union also, somewhat confusingly, promised 
each province jurisdiction over “all matters of a private or local nature, 
not assigned to the General Parliament.” As Paul Romney suggests, Upper 
Canadian Reformers expected these articles to collectively ensure that 
“Ontario’s local affairs would be a matter for Ontarians alone.”16

The political union of British North America, Confederation advo-
cates insisted, would also bolster the defence of each colony. This argu-
ment typically amounted to “united we stand, divided we fall.” Britain, 
all hoped, would still help to defend the fledging dominion; but by unit-
ing, the new country could aggregate its forces and deploy them where 
necessary via an Intercolonial railway that would soon be constructed. 
The Confederation would, in short, cause the colonies to become “a great 
nationality, commanding the respect of the world,”17 and deter American 
manifest destiny.

Opposing Arguments

Not all Upper Canadian politicians voted in favour of the 72 Resolutions. 
Opposition to the terms of union was not strong or unified in Upper 
Canada, but the critiques often centred distinct assessments of Upper 
Canadian interests. Most critics favoured union in principle, but were un-
impressed by the Quebec Resolutions. The Great Coalition’s insistence that 
the Province of Canada debate the terms of union as a “treaty” that could 
not be amended, however, deterred all but the most ardent critics from 
matching their complaints with negative votes.18 The Upper Canadian op-
ponents, therefore, must be understood as a disparate lot who recognized 
several shortcomings of the deal, but were ultimately unable to do more 
than delay its affirmation.
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Because their colony imported the most goods and paid the most tax-
es, Upper Canadians such as Matthew Crooks Cameron (the Conservative 
representative for North Ontario in the Assembly and future leader of the 
province’s Conservatives) complained that Ontarians would ultimately 
pay a disproportionate share of the dominion’s future costs, and therefore 
objected to the increased expenses envisioned in the terms of union. The 
new dominion government would, for example, assume all of the member 
colonies’ debts and pay a subsidy to each province (somewhat like equal-
ization payments today). Establishing a House of Commons, a Senate and 
separate provincial legislatures, also seemed redundant as well as expen-
sive to many who preferred the current system.19

The cost argument extended to other subjects as well. Perhaps the 
most consistently unpopular article of the terms of union was the promise 
to construct an Intercolonial railway. Until the 1870s, no rail link connect-
ed the Province of Canada to the Atlantic colonies, and trade was limited 
to what could be shipped via the St. Lawrence during the spring, summer, 
and fall months. Negotiations to construct a railway linking these regions 
had gone on for years, but repeated disagreement about how much of the 
cost each colony would bear consistently spoiled agreement. At the most 
recent negotiations in 1862, the government of John Sandfield Macdonald 
and Louis-Victor Sicotte agreed that the Province of Canada would pay 
5/12 of the railway’s construction cost, but then abruptly pulled out.20 This 
linkage, viewed as a nation-building necessity by pro-Confederation poli-
ticians across the country, and an especially important incentive for Nova 
Scotia and New Brunswick, was generally unpopular in Upper Canada be-
cause, as David Reesor of Kings complained, the Province of Canada’s tax-
payers would shoulder “twice as great an expenditure as was formerly con-
templated.”21 Knowledge of the great political contest in New Brunswick 
concerning the future railway’s route, in addition to the Grand Trunk 
Railway’s recent financial struggles, also led these critics to worry that the 
construction guarantee was tantamount to writing a blank cheque.22

Critics also worried that the construction of the railway, and the union 
scheme more generally, was a poor defensive measure. Railways located so 
close to the American border were vulnerable to attack, and would re-
quire significant defensive forces—if the line could be defended at all. The 
idea that British North America could be better defended by establishing a 
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single border stretching from the North-West to Nova Scotia also seemed 
doubtful. “This union,” John Sanborn mocked,

was to strengthen us so marvellously that we would be able to 
intimidate all the rest of the world, and guarantee us a lasting 
peace with all mankind. It might increase facilities for com-
munication, but could not increase our real strength. How the 
people of New Brunswick could be expected to come up to 
Canada to defend us, and leave their own frontier unprotect-
ed, he could not comprehend.23

John Macdonald (the Reform MLA for West Toronto, not the future Prime 
Minister) similarly doubted that “we in Upper and Lower Canada, with 
a population less than that of the city of London, will be called upon to 
defend such a frontier—a territory, we are told, as great as the continent of 
Europe?”24 Local defences, it seemed, needed to be constructed regardless 
of each colony’s political status and the proposed union, therefore, would 
be an ineffective deterrent or even entangling.

Other objections to the Quebec Resolutions were more philosophical. 
There was, for example, considerable doubt about the “federal principle.” 
The union of Upper and Lower Canada had brought immense discord. 
How would bringing Atlantic Canada into the mix while giving each prov-
ince autonomy improve the situation?25 In a private letter to Macdonald, 
Matthew Cameron complained that “the scheme itself based on the federal 
principle does not inspire me with a feeling of confidence that it will suc-
ceed in making us live more in harmony . . . or work with an eye solely to 
the common good.”26 He elaborated on this fear during his parliamentary 
critique of the Quebec Resolutions. Cameron advocated a legislative union 
because “if we are to be united, it ought to be in fact as well as in name; 
that we ought to be one people, and not separated from each other by sec-
tions.”27 Conscious of how the Southern desire for local autonomy sparked 
the American Civil war, Cameron concluded that if Canadians joined the 
British North American union proposed in the Quebec Resolutions, they 
“would be sowing the seeds of discord and strife, which would destroy our 
union.”28 Suggestions by Thomas D’Arcy McGee and other advocates that 
the union would create a “new nationality” were frequently disparaged. 
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The colonies jealously guarded their local laws, the Quebec Resolutions 
protected local autonomy, and many doubted that a federal system could 
promote unity by preserving difference.

A few Ontario politicians even doubted their province’s potential 
influence within Confederation. Cameron, for example, hypothesized 
that “sixty-five members from Lower Canada and forty-seven from the 
Lower Provinces, whose interests are identical, will be united against us.”29 
Reform Legislative Council member John Simpson similarly warned that, 
even with the seventeen additional MPs that representation by population 
would give Ontario, “Upper Canada would still be in a large minority of 
the whole” and vulnerable to the spending whims of the rest of the coun-
try’s federal representatives.30

The decision to fill the Legislative Council (aka Senate) with lifetime 
appointees, rather than elected officials, also received considerable crit-
icism. After 1856, the Province of Canada opened several of its Council 
seats to elections.31 Many Ontarians therefore objected to this move, sug-
gesting that this would make the federal Senate unaccountable to voters 
and a tool of partisan patronage. As Ged Martin notes, critics interpreted 
the decision to appoint the first senators from existing councillors as “a 
transparent bribe to curb the upper houses in discharging the very task 
of disinterested second thoughts for which they were supposed to exist.”32

Finally, most anti-Confederates objected to the lack of public con-
sent for the deal. The Great Coalition formed in 1864 without a general 
election, and one would not be called until 1867. While the Province of 
Canada’s voter franchise was still based on wealth and gender, and some 
critics undoubtedly used the lack of public pronouncement on the union 
plan as an excuse for delay, many critics disliked implementing radi-
cal constitutional change without securing the approval of this limited 
franchise. John Sandfield Macdonald, who would become Ontario’s first 
premier, even cast the electoral defeat of New Brunswick Premier Samuel 
Leonard Tilley during the summer of 1865 as an example for those who 
pushed forward with Confederation against public opinion, but his argu-
ment had little effect.33 
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”

I regard the scheme itself as having 
been got up hastily, for it bears 
upon its face the evidence of haste 
and of compromise. Indeed, it is a 
complete piece of patchwork, and 
as we are all aware, it is a piece of 
patchwork in which we are not to 
be at liberty to change the patches 
in any respect so as to make it look 
better to the eye or more enduring 
to those who will have to wear it.

“

Confederation Quote 3.2

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 24 February 1865
Photograph by Notman & Fraser, from 

Library and Archives Canada, PA-028639
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Afterwards

Ultimately, both of the province’s legislatures approved the Quebec 
Resolutions. In the Assembly, majorities from Upper and Lower Canada 
approved the deal, though Rouge opposition ensured that the Lower 
Canadian majority was slim. The lack of a clear alternative plan, disunity, 
and a vote that required a clear yes or no stand made it impossible for 
Upper Canadians opposing the Quebec Resolutions to mount an effective 
opposition to the relatively popular push for union.

Readers should recognize that pro- and anti-Confederation advocates 
offered thoughtful assessments of the terms of union. Over the next one 
hundred and fifty years, for example, major nation-building projects like 
the Intercolonial railway were critical to establishing interprovincial trade. 
Yet Ontario, traditionally a “have” province, provided funds that brought 
national programs to other provinces. Similarly, a legislative union was 
not politically feasible in Canada, and our federal structure has provided 
considerable flexibility for varied ways of being Canadian. Yet these same 
divisions have, at times, been rallying points for those who wanted to leave 
the country in provinces like Quebec and Nova Scotia. Such observations 
do not disparage subsequent events or imply single causes; instead they 
recognize that both sides of the debates made legitimate observations.34 

But Ontario’s founding debates did not end in 1865. In 1869, the feder-
al government secured the North-West from the Hudson’s Bay Company, 
and the Red River Métis’ subsequent reaction to the federal government’s 
failure to recognize their presence illustrated the danger of ignoring the 
authority of Indigenous inhabitants. This realization, in addition to the 
imperative of constructing a transcontinental railway, avoiding further 
expensive conflicts, and the knowledge that Indigenous Peoples all along 
the suggested routes expected to negotiate prior to the arrival of “set-
tlers,” led the Crown to take up past precedents of the previous decade 
and negotiate a series of Numbered Treaties that would eventually stretch 
from Ontario to the Yukon.35 These were, as historian J.R. Miller explains 
elsewhere in this volume, not just written treaties, but covenants which 
involved the deity that bound all parties to lasting commitments and re-
lationships.36 Although Ontario’s borders did not reach their present state 
until 1912, a portion of Treaty No. 3 falls within these modern boundar-
ies. Negotiations began in 1870 and continued each year, and Indigenous 
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leaders held out each time for more generous terms. The breakthrough 
did not come until 1873 when Governor Alexander Morris met with the 
Saulteaux, Lac Seul, and English River First Nations leaders at the North-
West Angle (where the borders of Manitoba, Ontario, and Minnesota 
meet today) with terms that aligned more closely with Indigenous expec-
tations. After difficult negotiations, Chief Kakatcheway agreed to sign the 
treaty and Morris threatened to negotiate with each band individually if 
they did not follow suit. After further negotiations, the Crown agreed to 
increase the one-time cash payment from ten to twelve dollars, provide 
tools, farming implements, supplies, cattle, and certain clothing. It also 
accepted continued Indigenous hunting and fishing on Crown lands, and 
promised to allow Indigenous relatives from the United States to join the 
Treaty if they arrived within two years. Several of these commitments 
were verbal, rather than written, and were subsequently contested but, at 
the time, both sides agreed to the terms and Treaty No. 3 was signed on 3 
October 1873.37

Newcomer settlement, however, continued to expand, and by the turn 
of the century, extended further into northern Ontario. The negotiations 
for Treaty No. 9 from 1905 to 1906 were a very different experience. Unlike 
Alexander Morris, Treaty No. 9’s Commissioners did not deviate from the 
provisions already drafted in Ottawa. Instead, they worked to explain 
and convince Cree and Ojibwa leaders to sign the treaty. Unfortunately, 
the commissioners’ explanations frequently oversimplified or even “flatly 
contradict[ed] the written provisions.”38 At Mishkeegogamang (previous-
ly Osnaburgh), for example, the commissioners emphasized obedience 
of Crown laws. Reassurances that bands could continue hunting and 
farming on all “surrendered” lands, on the other hand, were given with-
out adequately explaining that these activities would be “subject to such 
regulations” made by the government and that this pledge also excepted 
“such tracts as may be required or taken up from time to time for settle-
ment, mining, lumbering, trading or other purposes.”39 At Eabametoong 
(formerly Fort Hope), one of the Commissioners even suggested that the 
bands were only surrendering title to their “unused lands.”40 With these 
inaccurate reassurances and comparatively little bargaining power, the 
bands signed the Treaty.

While the meaning of the Indigenous and parliamentary records 
will continue to be discussed for decades to come, it is important that 
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Fort Francis First Nations Chief 

2 OCTOBER 1873

Confederation Quote 3.3

Quotation from Alexander Morris,  
The Treaties of Canada with the Indians of 
Manitoba and the North-West Territories 

Including the Negotiations on Which They  
Are Based, and Other Information  

Relating Thereto. Toronto: Willing & 
Williamson, 1880, page 59

Photograph from Library and Archives 
Canada, Acc. No. 1986-79-1638

This is what we think, that the 
Great Spirit has planted us on this 
ground where we are, as you were 
where you came from. We think 
that where we are is our property. 
I will tell you what he said to us 
when he planted us here; the rules 
that we should follow—us Indians—
He has given us rules that we 
should follow to govern us rightly.

“

”
69
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Ontarians, and Canadians have the opportunity to access and assess these 
discussions. The Province of Canada’s debates, the Numbered Treaty texts, 
and accounts of the negotiations of those Treaties are all critical founding 
records. The Canadian state did not ultimately honour the terms of the 
Numbered Treaties and reconciliation remains an ongoing process that 
can only be aided by awareness of past agreements and wrongs. While 
the parliamentary debates on Confederation have a different flavour and 
purpose, they provide useful insights into the strengths and weaknesses 
of Canada’s political structure and Ontario’s past and present role within 
Confederation. With these insights, we can consider Canada’s past, cor-
rect mistakes, and build on existing achievements.
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Quebec and Confederation:  
Gains and Compromise

Marcel Martel, Colin M. Coates,  
Martin Pâquet, and Maxime Gohier

Confederation happened because of Quebec, not in spite of it. When del-
egates gathered in Charlottetown in September 1864 and a month later in 
Quebec City, French-speaking representatives from the future province of 
Quebec occupied a position of some strength at the negotiating table de-
spite being members of a linguistic and religious minority. Their concerns 
had to be addressed in order to proceed with the reorganization of the co-
lonial order in North America. Without significant support from French-
Canadian politicians, a new constitutional arrangement was unlikely to 
succeed. For their part, English-speakers, who constituted a minority in 
the future province of Quebec, counted on their representatives to protect 
their interests. 

Reconciling the rights and concerns of French- and English-speaking 
colonists had been a major political and constitutional issue in British 
North America since the Treaty of Paris in 1763, which ceded New France 
to the British. For over a century, British authorities had imposed constitu-
tional reorganizations on their Empire in North America without substan-
tial input from colonists. A series of constitutional changes attempted to 
wrestle with the issue of integrating a large Catholic and French-speaking 
population into a colonial political structure administered from London. 
In 1774, Britain enlarged the boundaries of the province of Quebec, 

4
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recognized French civil law, and permitted Catholics to take oaths that 
allowed them to occupy state offices. Only seventeen years later, British 
authorities again modified constitutional arrangements: they divided the 
province of Quebec into two distinct territories, Lower Canada and Upper 
Canada, and gave both colonies representative parliamentary institutions.

Following the 1837–38 rebellions, Britain attempted to assimilate 
French Canada by decreeing the union of Lower Canada and Upper Canada. 
Despite being less populous, Canada West (the former Upper Canada) re-
ceived the same number of representatives as Canada East (Lower Canada) 
in the new legislature that would govern both sections of the colony. The 
use of French in the colonial parliament was also initially disallowed, 
though it was subsequently restored in 1848. This attempt to assimilate 
French-Canadian society into a broader British North American polity 
was also unsuccessful. French-Canadian politicians had to address com-
plaints from reform politicians in Upper Canada. Anxious to flex their 
increasing demographic muscle, Protestant political leaders wished to en-
hance their autonomy from the large number of Catholic voters. However, 
French-Canadian politicians like Louis-Hippolyte La Fontaine brilliantly 
used ideological differences among their English-speaking counterparts 
to develop workable coalitions that relied on substantial support from 
Francophone legislators to maintain power. For example, after the 1851 
census had proved that Upper Canada had become more populated than 
Lower Canada, Protestants demanded “representation by population” 
hoping that it would guarantee their section greater autonomy from 
Catholic political influence. But French-Canadian allegiances with mod-
erate Upper Canadian politicians allowed them to stonewall all attempts 
to implement this policy throughout the 1850s and early 1860s. This rec-
ognition among French-Canadian leaders that the French- and British-
Canadian duality could be harnessed to serve their interests shaped their 
political thought and strategy throughout the next fifteen years. 

The “Quebec” Delegation in Action

By the time colonial politicians met to discuss the idea of a broader union 
of British North American colonies in the 1860s, French Canadians oc-
cupied important positions at the negotiating table. Without the involve-
ment of these key political figures from Canada East, the project could not 
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have moved forward. The union of the British North American colonies 
became a possibility when George-Étienne Cartier, leader of the Bleus 
(Conservatives) in Canada East (the future province of Quebec), joined 
John A. Macdonald and George Brown from Canada West to form a co-
alition to end political deadlock in the colony of the Province of Canada. 
For some of the political leaders in that colony, one way of dealing with 
the ongoing disputes was to include the other British colonies in a larger 
federation.

Taking advantage of a meeting to discuss the union of the three 
Maritime colonies (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward 
Island) scheduled for September 1864 in Charlottetown, Canadian politi-
cal leaders presented the broader project of uniting all the colonies into a 
new polity. The French-Canadian delegates were George-Étienne Cartier 
and Hector-Louis Langevin, alongside Irish-Catholic Montrealer Thomas 
D’Arcy McGee and Scottish-Protestant Alexander Galt from the Eastern 
Townships.

After working out broad strokes of a deal for British North American 
union, thirty-three colonial leaders reconvened at Quebec City to refine 
the terms of union. The compromises that they worked out became the 
72 Resolutions—also known as the “Quebec Scheme”—and it was this 
agreement that eventually became the basis for the final negotiations in 
London, England and the eventual British North America Act. 

The “Quebec” delegation included four French Canadians, Cartier, 
Langevin, Jean-Charles Chapais, and Étienne-Paschal Taché, along with 
two Anglophones: Galt and D’Arcy McGee. No members of the opposition 
Rouge party (Liberals) attended the Quebec talks and their absence meant 
that one of their key tenets—the separation of Church and state—was not 
reflected in the new agreement. If Quebec gained a significant, though not 
absolute, degree of autonomy with the Confederation deal, so did the French-
language Catholic Church, albeit within the boundaries of the province.

At the negotiating table, the French-Canadian representatives made 
specific demands. It is important to situate their positions within the con-
text of the limited state activities of the nineteenth century. Governments 
throughout the Western world played fairly minor economic and social 
roles at the time compared to the latter half of the twentieth century. During 
Canada’s early years, for example, federal employees only numbered in 
the hundreds and federal revenues amounted to only fourteen million 
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George-Étienne Cartier
Attorney General East,  

Province of Canada, Que.

7 FEBRUARY 1865

Confederation Quote 4.1

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 7 February 1865

Photograph from Library and Archives 
Canada, MIKAN 2242461

Some parties . . . pretended that 
it was impossible to carry out 
Federation, on account of the 
differences of races and religions. 
. . . It was just the reverse. It was 
precisely on account of the variety 
of races, local interests, &c., that 
the Federation system ought to be 
resorted to, and would be found to 
work well.

“

”
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Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 9 February 1865
Photograph by William Notman, from 

Library and Archives Canada, C-016749

Thomas D’Arcy McGee
Liberal-Conservative Member of the  

Legislative Assembly, Province of Canada, Que.

9 FEBRUARY 1865

. . .  with a good deal of moderation 
and a proper degree of firmness, 
all that the Protestant minority in 
Lower Canada can require, by way 
of security to their educational 
system, will be cheerfully granted 
to them by this House . . . if there 
are to be any special guarantees or 
grants extended to the Protestant 
minority of Lower Canada, I think 
the Catholic minority in Upper 
Canada ought to be placed in 
precisely the same position—
neither better nor worse. ”

“
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dollars, almost all of which came from excises and duties. Confederation 
did not, in other words, lead immediately to a vast expansion in the scope 
of government. When negotiating Confederation at Quebec City, French-
Canadian politicians expected to gain provincial control of political and 
social institutions that they judged instrumental to the strengthening of 
French-Canadian culture and identity. The Maritime delegates also gen-
erally shared the French-Canadian distrust of the centralizing tendencies. 
Federalism, with the provincial autonomy and diversity it offered, was 
therefore a political necessity. A legislative union with a strong central 
government, which Macdonald personally preferred, was therefore out of 
the question. While discussing the powers to be allocated to the federal 
government and the provinces, French-Canadian representatives insisted 
that education be controlled by the future provincial governments because 
denominational divides across the country ran deep, and local circum-
stances required accommodation. French-Canadian leaders, furthermore, 
expected some assurances regarding the use of the French language in 
federal institutions and in the future province of Quebec. 

D’Arcy McGee and Galt were instrumental in protecting the rights 
of the English-speaking population of Quebec, and Cartier and Langevin 
agreed with their position. The issues of bilingualism and schooling were 
crucial. In fact, Quebec became the only bilingual province where French 
and English both became official languages in the legislature and courts. 
For education, denominational Protestant and Catholic schools (not lan-
guage-based) were guaranteed. Anglophones, both Protestant and Catholic, 
as well as Catholic Francophones, thereby secured essential protections for 
many of the institutions they considered key to their cultural survival.

Indigenous Rights

This interest in minority rights did not extend to Indigenous Peoples. 
French-Canadian and English-speaking representatives from the fu-
ture province of Quebec did not discuss Indigenous People’s rights at 
all, even though some constitutional provisions would have major im-
pacts on them. The Province of Canada had adopted a number of laws 
impacting Indigenous Peoples since 1851, but it was only in 1860 that it 
officially received from London the responsibility over “the Management 
of the Indian Lands and Property.”1 In fact, Indigenous Affairs was the 
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final power London devolved to the colony before Confederation. Thus, 
when discussions began over a possible legislative or federal union of the 
Canadas in the late 1850s, Indigenous peoples and their rights were still 
officially a prerogative of the Crown.2 At Charlottetown, no one broached 
the subject and, at Quebec, it was only on October 25—after two days 
of deliberations on the respective powers of the federal and local govern-
ments—that Oliver Mowat proposed that the “General Legislature” have 
jurisdiction over “Indians.”3 The delegates do not appear to have even dis-
cussed the proposal4 and no objections were raised when “Indians and 
Lands reserved for the Indians” was finally added as one of the 37 “pow-
ers” of the “General Government.”5 The subject of Indigenous Peoples was 
also absent from the subsequent debates on the 72 Resolutions that took 
place in the Canadian Assembly and Legislative Council in 1865.

The fact that Indigenous People were not at the negotiating table (ei-
ther physically or symbolically) does not mean they were not a concern for 
leaders in British North America, although it is hard to grasp the thoughts 
of the Fathers of Confederation on the subject. Many of the framers of the 
72 Resolutions had been involved in Indian Affairs over the previous de-
cade. In his position as Attorney General of Canada East, George-Étienne 
Cartier had often worked on issues relating to Indigenous rights, as did John 
A. Macdonald in his capacity as Attorney General for Canada West. Both 
had been responsible for introducing bills relative to Indigenous People to 
the Assembly, including the Gradual Civilization Act of 1857 and the bill 
securing the devolution of responsibility over Indian Affairs to the United 
Canadas in 1860. As Commissioner of Crown Lands, Alexander Campbell 
was the acting head of the Indian Department from March 1864 up to 
Confederation, a position previously occupied by William McDougall 
(1862–64), also present at the Quebec Conference.6 For his part, Hector-
Louis Langevin would become the first Superintendent General of Indian 
Affairs after Confederation, while Macdonald would serve more time in 
this position than anyone else in Canadian history (1878–87). During his 
time as Superintendent, Macdonald was also one of the main promoters of 
the federal system of residential schools.7

Indigenous Affairs thus mattered to Canada’s founders, although these 
men obviously considered it self-evident that its supervision and manage-
ment be vested in the “national” government. A newly obtained jurisdic-
tion—one the Maritime colonies also exercised, though unofficially—it 
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was still perceived as a symbol of Crown sovereignty and a legitimate im-
perial power over local legislatures, a political model Conservatives such 
as Macdonald wished to perpetuate.8 For the Fathers, management of 
Indigenous Affairs was an important part of their nation-building project, 
being one of the main symbolic links that would unite the new “Federal 
Union” with “the Crown of Great Britain,” ensuring the “perpetuation of 
[the] connection with the Mother Country” they sought to preserve.9

As a result of this omission, the same issues that had characterized 
relations between Indigenous Peoples living in Canada East and their 
non-Indigenous neighbours would extend into the future. Unlike the pol-
icy initiated in Canada West that was to be followed in the Plains and the 
North-West, no formal treaties with Indigenous nations governed land 
use. The Confederation agreement of the 1860s did not, consequently, 
resolve any outstanding issues between non-Indigenous Quebecers and 
the Mohawk, Wendat, Anishinaabeg, Abenaki, Atikamekw, Wolastoqiyik 
(Maleseet), Mi’kmaq, and Innu. With the expansion of Quebec’s borders 
to the north in 1898 and 1912, the territory of other Indigenous nations, 
including the Cree, the Naskapis, and Inuit, would also be integrated into 
the province without any treaty being negotiated for the acquisition of 
their lands.

Debating the Merits of Confederation

Once approved by all delegates attending the October conference, the 
Confederation pact triggered important debates in the various colonial 
legislatures. In the Province of Canada’s rotating capital at Quebec City, 
the Legislative Council (the upper body of the assembly, which since 
1856 had included some elected members) held debates between 3 and 20 
February 1865, and the entirely elected Legislative Assembly between 3 
February and 13 March 1865.

Many French-Canadian politicians considered the Quebec Resolutions 
to be an improvement on the previous constitutional arrangement. Cartier 
and his Bleu allies in the Legislative Assembly agreed to support a coa-
lition government until the political and institutional reorganization of 
British North America was a fait accompli. Since the Cartier-Macdonald-
Brown coalition formed a majority, the passage of the deal was fairly cer-
tain. However, no one took the results for granted, and French-Canadian 
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society was divided—like other British North American colonies—on the 
strengths and weaknesses of the new constitutional deal. In addition to 
convincing the colony’s political representatives to vote for the Quebec 
Resolutions, supporters also had to reassure the broader population 
through the press that the creation of the new federation was the best 
available course of action. This imperative for wider public support, along 
with the historical gravity of the occasion, prompted the legislatures to 
commission the publication of a record of their debates soon thereafter for 
public consumption.10

During the debates in the legislature, proponents focused on the diffi-
cult challenges involved in creating a federation as well as the various eco-
nomic and political benefits that the new union supposedly offered to all 
the colonies. For many supporters, Confederation was a visionary project. 
The integration of the Maritimes offered the promise of broader markets 
for agricultural and manufactured goods. A railway linking Canada West 
and East with the Maritimes was a key feature of the vision of future pros-
perity. According to advocates, this railway was indispensable to creating 
a larger consolidated market of four million consumers. Confederation, 
they contended, would thereby encourage French-Canadian political and 
business elites to take part in the creation of a continental nation. The new 
country would, furthermore, soon acquire the North-West Territories—
then under the nominal control of the Hudson’s Bay Company and oc-
cupied largely by Indigenous Peoples—and this vast territory would be 
thrown open to immigrants and native-born settlers alike.

Some doubters worried that the 72 Resolutions would erase local dis-
tinctiveness. So Cartier reassured his listeners that different religious and 
ethnic traditions would survive in the new country and proclaimed that 
Canada would constitute a new “political nationality with which neither 
the national origin, nor the religion of any individual, would interfere.”11 
The protection of French Canadians’ rights under the new constitutional 
arrangement would, according to Cartier and his supporters, depend on 
the shape of the new political institutions, the freedom to exercise their 
religion, limited language guarantees, and the preservation of their system 
of civil law. The presence of two national communities, they recognized, 
created tensions that had complicated colonial governance in the United 
Canadas, rendering the formation of stable governments which enjoyed 
the confidence of the House almost impossible, particularly in the 1860s. 
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Étienne-Paschal Taché
Premier, Province of Canada, Que. 

3 FEBRUARY 1865

Confederation Quote 4.3

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Council, 3 February 1865

Photograph from Library and  
Archives Canada, PA-074100

If a Federal Union were obtained 
it would be tantamount to a 
separation of the provinces, and 
Lower Canada would thereby 
preserve its autonomy together 
with all the institutions it held so 
dear, and over which they could 
exercise the watchfulness and 
surveillance necessary to preserve 
them unimpaired.

“

”
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The time had come, they contended, to divide the United Canadas into 
two. This would allow voters in the future province of Quebec to regain the 
political institutions that they used to control until the dissolution of the 
Legislative Assembly in 1838. This notion of “separation from” was central 
for proponents of Confederation in both Canada East and Canada West. 
Taché, who attended the Quebec Conference, stated that Confederation 
was “tantamount to a separation of the provinces, and Lower Canada 
would thereby preserve its autonomy together with all the institutions it 
held so dear, and over which they could exercise the watchfulness and 
surveillance necessary to preserve them unimpaired.” The individual 
who transcribed Taché’s remarks added that these words were repeated in 
French, “for the express purpose of conveying his meaning in the clear-
est and most forcible manner to his fellow-members for Lower Canada, 
who might not have apprehended so well the English.”12  The new federal 
government would have limited control over issues at the heart of French-
Canadian concerns. Langevin explained that at the level of the federal 
government, “there will be no questions of race, nationality, religion or 
locality, as this Legislature will only be charged with the settlement of the 
great general questions which will interest alike the whole Confederacy 
and not one locality only.”13

Proponents of the Quebec Scheme also insisted that not one single 
drop of blood was shed in its accomplishment. British North Americans 
did not need to wage war to achieve political unity. George-Étienne Cartier 
reminded his counterparts that colonists were able to double the size of 
their population without strife, in distinct contrast to bellicose France. 
Although Napoleon III, argued Cartier, had become a major player on the 
European scene, he did it “after great expenditure of blood and treasure,” 
which led to the incorporation of Savoy and Nice and “an addition of near-
ly one million inhabitants to France.”14 

Opponents of the Quebec Scheme dismissed the congratulatory rhet-
oric of those who favoured Confederation, and criticized many of their 
claims. Christopher Dunkin, the MLA for Brome in Quebec’s Eastern 
Townships, was one of the few Conservatives to oppose the Quebec reso-
lutions. In a very long speech that required two days to present, he raised 
a series of concerns about the Confederation deal. He was not convinced, 
for example, that a new nationality would emerge from the union. The 
British North American colonies, he contended, were divided by religion, 
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Christopher Dunkin
Member of the Legislative Assembly,  

Province of Canada, Que.

27 FEBRUARY 1865

Confederation Quote 4.4

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 27 February 1865

Photograph by Topley Studio, from Library 
and Archives Canada, PA-026325

Talk . . . of . . . “a new 
nationality”—of your creating 

such a thing—of your whole 
people here rallying round its 
new Government at Ottawa. Mr. 
SPEAKER, is such a thing possible? 
We have a large class whose 
national feelings turn towards 
London . . . Paris . . . the Emerald Isle 
. . . and . . . Washington; but have 
we any class of people who are 
attached . . . to the city of Ottawa, 
the centre of the new nationality 
that is to be created?

“

”



Antoine-Aimé Dorion
Rouge Leader, Member of the Legislative  

Assembly, Province of Canada, Que.

16 FEBRUARY 1865

Confederation Quote 4.5

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 16 February 1865

Photograph by Topley Studio, from Library 
and Archives Canada, PA-025755

I thank God, sir, I never insulted 
Upper Canada, like some of those 
who reviled me. I never compared 
the people of Upper Canada to 
so many codfish. I showed on the 
contrary that I was always willing 
to meet the just claims of Upper 
Canada.

“

”
87
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ethnicity, and language. He also denied that united British North 
American military forces would be able to repel an American invasion. 
Given the size of the Northern US Army then engaged in the Civil War, 
the limited joint forces available to British North America, whether unit-
ed under a single banner, or united in common defence, could do little to 
stop an attack.15

Among the strongest opponents were the Rouges, who were consid-
ered radical liberals because of their views on the separation between 
church and state. Their leader, Antoine-Aimé Dorion, led the Rouge 
charge against the new constitutional package. Noting that the majority 
of elected officials in the Assembly did not understand French, he deliv-
ered his criticisms in English. Dorion questioned whether Confederation 
would actually establish a federal union. No, he argued, the federal power 
to disallow provincial legislation would allow the former to overrule “laws 
passed by the local legislatures and demanded by a majority of the people 
of that locality.”16 He reminded his audiences that he was a longstanding 
advocate of a true Confederation and “to leave to a general government 
questions of trade, currency, banking, public works of a general character, 
&c., and to commit to the decision of local legislatures all matters of a local 
bearing.”17 The Quebec Scheme, he warned, would pave the way to a legis-
lative union that would be detrimental to French Canadians. Dorion also 
denounced the anti-democratic nature of the proposed appointed Senate.18 
Like other opponents in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, he challenged 
the government to let the electorate decide the fate of the 72 Resolutions. 

Some of Dorion’s concerns were well founded. It may have been dif-
ficult to foresee in 1867, but the federal government sometimes used its 
disallowance powers in the way that Dorion warned about (although 
such actions have not occurred since 1943). Nonetheless, the potential 
threat to minority rights that the greater constitutional authority of the 
federal government poses remains a key argument in favour of Quebec 
acquiring greater autonomy within, perhaps even separation from, the 
Canadian union.19

The largest group of opponents to the terms of union were the 
Violets (Purples) or moderate liberals. One representative of this group 
was Henri-Gustave Joly de Lotbinière, who spoke for an entire day on 
February 20 against the Confederation deal.20 His speech was “distinc-
tive,” according to his biographer J.I. Little, because of his “erudition with 
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Henri-Gustave Joly de Lotbinière
Member of the Legislative Assembly,  

Province of Canada, Que.

20 FEBRUARY 1865

Confederation Quote 4.6

Quotation from Province of Canada, 
Legislative Assembly, 20 February 1865

Photograph by Topley Studio, from Library 
and Archives Canada, PA-025470

Let us begin with Lower Canada; 
its population is composed of 
about three-fourths French-
Canadians, and of one-fourth 
English-Canadians. It is impossible, 
even for the blindest admirers 
of the scheme of Confederation, 
to shut out from their view this 
great difference of nationality, 
which is certainly fated to play an 
important part in the destinies of 
the future Confederation.

“

”
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copious references to political philosophy and history.”21 Joly de Lotbinière 
found nothing reassuring in the proposed constitutional deal. It would 
weaken relations between British North America and the Imperial gov-
ernment. The “so-called” economic advantages offered by the constitu-
tional package could have been achieved without amalgamating all the 
British North American colonies, de Lotbinière contended. He also of-
fered harsh criticisms for those who celebrated the merits of the proposal. 
Federal models of governance had failed in various part of the world, the 
United States being a case in point since a civil war had torn the country 
apart, but de Lotbinière reviewed the political evolution of countries in 
Europe and Latin America as well. Like Dunkin, de Lotbinière tried to 
undermine Cartier’s vision of a new Canadian nationality. The colonists 
who were about to be united under a similar political structure lacked 
commonalities. As one of the few French-speaking Protestants in public 
life in Canada, he reminded elected officials that there was no common 
language, nor common religion between English and French-speaking 
people. Disagreeing with his French-Canadian colleagues who had taken 
part in the negotiations over the constitutional package, he rejected their 
self-congratulatory statements on the supposed political gains they had 
made. Far from securing institutions to protect French language and cul-
ture, for Joly de Lotbinière the constitutional framework did not safeguard 
the distinctiveness of French Canada. On the contrary, it threatened the 
survival of French Canadians. “Let us not give to the world,” he exhorted, 
“the sad spectacle of a people voluntarily resigning its nationality.”22

The Results of the Votes

The Legislative Council voted first on the terms of union on 20 February 
1865, passing the motion to adopt the terms of union forty-five to fifteen. 
On March 10, at 4:30 a.m., members of the Legislative Assembly cast their 
votes. This latter vote took place in a tense atmosphere, since it occurred 
after Samuel Leonard Tilley’s pro-Confederation government lost the 
election in New Brunswick a few days earlier. This popular rejection was 
a major setback for the proponents of Confederation in the Province of 
Canada. Nonetheless, Macdonald, Brown, and Cartier won the vote with 
ninety-one members voting for and thirty-three against. In Canada East, 
thirty-seven members, including six Violets, voted in favour of the Quebec 
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Scheme, and twenty-five rejected it. Among the opponents in Canada 
East, all Rouge MPs voted against it, along with eleven Violets and four 
Bleus. The opponents represented Montreal Island ridings and those near 
the American borders since they believed in North-South trade with the 
United States rather than what they called the “illusionary” East-West 
trade that was part of the federation proposal.23 

In the end, most opponents of the Confederation deal chose to pur-
sue their careers within the new political framework. For instance, de 
Lotbinière voted against the constitutional package, but he accepted the 
result. After Confederation, he was elected to both the House of Commons 
in Ottawa and the Quebec Legislative Assembly (it was possible to hold 
seats in both legislatures during the years immediately after 1867).24 
Leader of the provincial Liberal Party from 1869 to 1882, he briefly served 
as Quebec premier from 1878 to 1879. From 1900 to 1906, he became the 
lieutenant-governor of British Columbia. Likewise, Antoine-Aimé Dorion 
was elected a Liberal member of parliament in 1867, and was appointed 
minister of justice when Alexander Mackenzie became the first Liberal 
prime minister in 1873, but he retired from active political life a year later. 
For his part, Christopher Dunkin pursued his career in provincial politics 
by becoming the first minister of finance. In 1869, he agreed to join the 
federal government led by John A. Macdonald, but then left the position 
when he received a judicial appointment in 1871. In short, opposition to 
the Confederation proposals in 1865 did not indicate an unwillingness to 
accept the legitimacy of the new polity. 

Debating Confederation Outside of Parliament

While elected and appointed politicians examined the terms of the 
Confederation deal in the legislature, debate raged in public as well. 
Following the Quebec conference, newspapers in the British colonies pub-
lished favourable or critical assessments of the 72 Resolutions, reflecting 
their political affiliations. Rouge newspapers such as Le Journal de Saint-
Hyacinthe, Le Défricheur, L’Ordre, Le Canadien, La Tribune, and Le Pays 
were highly critical. They depicted the deal as a threat to French-Canadian 
culture and language, and questioned the degree of autonomy that French 
Canadians would enjoy through the creation of the new provincial po-
litical institutions. In 7 June 1865, L’Ordre, for example, contended that 
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joining the United States would better protect French Canada because, 
within the United States, Quebec “would be a sovereign state.” 25 In Canada, 
by contrast, Quebec might become a mere municipality. The newspaper Le 
Pays warned of dire repercussions: “the French language drowned, religion 
persecuted, nationality submerged, the French-Canadian race violated and 
mistreated, its rights ravished, its liberties trampled.”26 Between the Quebec 
conference and the debate in the Canadian parliament in 1865, public meet-
ings, many of them organized by the Rouges, denounced the deal.27

On the other hand, newspapers that supported Cartier and his po-
litical group defended the Confederation deal. La Minerve, for example, 
insisted on the gains that Quebec and in particular French Canadians had 
achieved with the constitutional provisions. Writing at the time of the 
Charlottetown Conference, La Minerve set out its position: “if the plan 
seems to us to safeguard Lower Canada’s special interests, its religion and 
its nationality, we’ll give it our support; if not, we’ll fight it with all our 
strength.”28 La Minerve and other newspapers concluded that Quebec 
would benefit from the proposed union. For Joseph-Édouard Cauchon, 
who founded the Journal de Québec, Confederation would protect the 
French language, Catholicism, and French-Canadian culture. American 
annexation—the only logical alternative—would lead to linguistic and 
cultural assimilation.29 In an 1865 pamphlet considering the Quebec 
Resolutions, Cauchon adopted a fairly similar stance. For him, the re-es-
tablishment of a local and autonomous legislature was key, whether it took 
place within a new federation with Canada West or with all the British 
North American provinces. “[A] local government,” he argued, “ . . . would 
certainly offer a measure of protection to us, as Catholics and Frenchmen. 
. . . [A]s a religious minority, we would become, and always remain, a na-
tional and religious majority.”30 In his analysis of newspaper coverage of the 
Confederation debates in the public domain, historian Arthur Silver ob-
served that “separation” from Canada West and “independence (of Quebec 
within its jurisdictions) were the main themes of Bleu propaganda.”31

In the battle for public opinion, proponents of Confederation could 
count on a powerful ally: the Roman Catholic Church, a religious insti-
tution with tremendous political influence. Ecclesiastical officials con-
tinued to exert influence over the chief French-Canadian proponents of 
Confederation, Cartier and Hector-Louis Langevin, during the negotia-
tions in 1864 and 1866. Langevin, for instance, corresponded regularly 
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with his brother Edmond—who was the secretary and confidential adviser 
to the Archbishop of Quebec City—while in London overseeing the pas-
sage of the terms of union through Britain’s parliament. Hector-Louis as-
sured his brother that he would prevent British politicians from removing 
education from the list of powers given to provinces. 

During the debates in the Legislative Assembly, opponents to 
Confederation discussed the role of the Catholic Church. If the higher cler-
gy supported Confederation, this was not necessarily the case among the 
lower clergy who were more closely connected to their parishioners. The 
Rouge member for Verchères, Félix Geoffrion, challenged the claim that 
the Catholic Church in Quebec unanimously supported Confederation.32 
He asserted that numerous priests opposed the deal, which led Joseph-
Édouard Cauchon to accuse Geoffrion of dragging the Church into the 
debate. In his sharp reply, Geoffrion noted that George-Étienne Cartier 
was the first to invoke the Church during his speech on 7 February 1865.33 
Without identifying the individual, Geoffrion referred to a news article 
published in Le Canadien where a priest denounced the federal govern-
ment’s jurisdiction over marriage, because it would allow it to interfere 
with Quebec civil law. In his attempt to undermine the credibility of this 
religious opponent, Édouard Rémillard—who was a Rouge but supported 
Confederation34—wondered if the views of two or three priests were suffi-
cient to support the claim that the clergy was divided. After all, these two 
or three priests had contributed to the newspaper as citizens rather than 
as members of the Catholic Church.35 Opponents to Confederation would 
not let Rémillard have the last word. Maurice Laframboise, for example, 
read a letter to the Legislative Assembly written by a priest and published 
in Le Canadien on 6 March 1865. The priest had opposed Confederation 
because he believed that French Canadians would lose their “liberty of 
action” in the new political structure. French Canadians, the priest had 
also contended, would have exercised almost no influence in federal 
institutions.36 

References to the views of some clergy members did not change the 
outcome of the debates in the Legislative Assembly, but the Catholic 
Church hierarchy mobilized the clergy in 1867. Several Quebec bishops, 
including Jean Langevin of Rimouski, Edmond’s and Hector-Louis’ eldest 
brother, praised Confederation. For Bishop Langevin, “the new constitu-
tion . . . is given . . . as the expression of the supreme will of the legislator of 
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the legitimate Authority, and thus of God himself.” For him, Catholicism 
and French-Canadian culture and language would be preserved, and 
therefore he asked his flock to support Confederation.37 Bishop Ignace 
Bourget of Montreal sent a letter on 25 July 1867 requesting the clergy pro-
nounce favourably on Confederation. For his part, Bishop Louis-François 
Laflèche of Trois-Rivières included a strong warning: anyone opposing 
Confederation would be committing a sin. Priests in his diocese were ex-
pected to read his letter during Sunday mass.38

The British parliament passed the British North America Act, and it 
took effect on 1 July 1867. Elections took place in the fall of 1867. Quebec 
voters overwhelmingly elected Cartier and his Conservative team, con-
trolling forty-seven seats to the opposition Liberals’ seventeen.

Minority Rights: An Example for the World? 39

During the 1864 negotiations, French- and English-Canadians from the 
future province of Quebec addressed concerns about rights for minorities. 
The Canadian parliamentary debates of 1865 covered the same ground. 
At a distance of over one hundred and fifty years, a close reading of these 
1865 debates reveals that the participants had a limited conception of 
minority rights. Can we blame them? After all, most of these politicians 
participated in a legal culture based on the supremacy of Parliament that 
afforded the courts little scope for reviewing governmental action. It was 
also the age of empire building and the assertion of nationalism, with the 
emergence of new countries such as Germany and Italy. Despite such de-
velopments, on a day-to-day basis in most countries, governments played 
a fairly small role in citizens’ lives in any case. Indeed, with some of the 
key political divides in countries like Canada being focused on religious 
denominations, antipathies between Protestants and Catholics also made 
it difficult to address some topics openly. In these circumstances, the pre-
cept that minority rights should enjoy strong constitutional and judicial 
recognition and protection was much weaker than it is today. 

And yet, despite their backgrounds and biases, the legislators did ad-
dress the issue of minority rights to some extent. Power relations between 
the main linguistic and religious groups in the colonies often shaped 
their discussions. French Canadians and Catholics, who formed minority 
communities in every colony except Canada East, were often the focus 
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of these discussions. The vast majority of French-Canadians—more than 
85 percent—lived in Canada East; about ninety thousand Acadians lived 
in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. There were 
about forty thousand French Canadians living in Canada West (the fu-
ture province of Ontario), and fifteen thousand French-speaking Métis 
on the Prairies. Catholics, in fact, constituted about 18 percent in Canada 
West, 20 percent in New Brunswick, and 25 percent in Nova Scotia. In 
Prince Edward Island, Catholics comprised about half of the population.40 
The rights of a second linguistic group also preoccupied the Fathers of 
Confederation: English speakers in Canada East. While Anglophones 
formed a majority outside of Canada East, their minority status within 
that province led their representatives to seek a measure of protection in 
the new constitutional order. (It is worth keeping in mind that around the 
time of Confederation, the percentage of Anglophones—and in particular 
Protestants in Canada East—was at its historic peak, about one-quarter 
of the total population. They therefore constituted an electoral force in 
Canada East that would only decline in subsequent decades, though the 
colony’s political leaders did not anticipate this demographic shift at the 
time.) Other minority groups, such as Jews and non-French or English 
ethnic groups were almost entirely ignored during the debates.

The compromises forged between 1864 and 1867 were ultimately inad-
equate to protect most Catholic and French minorities outside of Quebec. 
Historian Arthur Silver has argued that the rights of French Canadians 
were not expected to extend beyond the boundaries of the future prov-
ince of Quebec41 and, indeed, the rights of French-speaking people, ex-
cept those who lived in the future province of Ontario, rarely came up 
for discussion during the 1864 to 1867 negotiations and debates. French-
Canadian politicians were ultimately unwilling to sacrifice the autonomy 
and control that the future province of Quebec would have over its “local 
affairs” in exchange for stronger constitutional guarantees for minority 
groups residing in other parts of the country. Education constituted one 
of the clearest battlegrounds, and Hector-Louis Langevin came under 
some pressure to adopt a different approach. Before leaving for London in 
1866, Langevin met with Catholic bishops from the Maritimes, including 
Archbishop of Halifax Thomas Louis Connolly. In Nova Scotia, Catholics 
constituted a quarter of the population, and Connolly asserted their in-
terests. Fearing that a non-confessional provincial school system would 
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endanger the faith of Catholics, Connolly asked for the constitutional rec-
ognition of separate schools. However, the premier of Nova Scotia opposed 
the idea, and Connolly lobbied British politicians in London, suggesting 
that the federal government should take constitutional responsibility for 
education.42 Hector-Louis Langevin, like many of his Canada-East peers, 
rejected the proposal because he feared that it would jeopardize French 
Canadians’ rights in the future province of Quebec. 

When considering language and education, Confederation propo-
nents—and especially the French-speaking members of the parliament—
understood what the new constitutional package meant, despite its limited 
focus on minority rights. Constitutional guarantees applied specifically to 
language and religion. In the British North America Act, section 133 rec-
ognized French and English as official languages, but only in Quebec and 
federal institutions. Concerning education, section 93 protected public 
and separate schools. It gave Catholic and Protestant minorities the right 
to appeal to the Governor General in Council (i.e., the federal cabinet) if 
a provincial legislature restricted access to schools or separate schools to 
less than what was offered at the time of union. Anglophones in Quebec 
received additional protections beyond language and education. Quebec’s 
provincial parliament initially included both an elected Legislative 
Assembly and an appointed Legislative Council (which was only abol-
ished in 1968). Moreover, in twelve provincial ridings largely comprising 
Anglophone populations at the time of Confederation, the “boundaries 
could not be changed without the additional approval of a majority of 
their own MPPs.”43 These, too, had a long life, and the twelve “protected” 
ridings retained their constitutional protection until 1970. It is unlikely 
that such provisions fulfilled their promise of a meaningful defence of 
Anglophone rights, but they were significant parts of the compromises 
of the 1860s. In any case, the rights of Quebec’s minority Anglophones to 
control their own schooling system never faced the same challenges that 
Francophone minorities experienced outside the province. 

After 1867, it did not take long for Canadian Catholics, and especially 
French-speaking Canadians, to discover that the delicate balance of power 
and influence enshrined in the constitution did not favour those living 
outside of Quebec. In 1871, the province of New Brunswick decided to 
fund only non-denominational schools. Ignoring protests by Acadians 
and other Catholics, the federal government chose not to intervene. 
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Equally dramatically, and despite the clear protections contained in 
the Manitoba Act of 1870, that province’s government made English its 
only official language and abolished funding for denominational schools 
within two decades of its founding. Subsequent court decisions favoured 
Catholic and French rights, but the provincial government ignored them 
while the federal government, led by Wilfrid Laurier, compromised on the 
issue of separate schools by allowing the Manitoba government to provide 
religious instruction for an hour a day. Finally, in 1912, the government of 
Ontario limited the use of French as a language of instruction in schools. 
Although French-Canadians in Ontario contended that section 93 pro-
tected French as a language of instruction, the courts decided otherwise. 
These school crises demonstrated the limitations of constitutional guar-
antees for minority groups and greatly influenced discussions, starting in 
the 1960s, that led to the patriation of the Constitution in 1982. In 1864, 
Canada West leader and staunch Protestant George Brown had tried to 
reassure delegates that such delicate issues had been resolved. He suggest-
ed that the constitutional package should be understood as inspirational. 
However, when put to the test, the guarantees to minority groups outside 
Quebec failed miserably. 

Nonetheless, the substantial powers over key sectors such as educa-
tion, health, and welfare served to solidify the power and autonomy of 
the largest number of French Canadians within Canada: Quebecers. The 
Confederation agreement therefore largely fulfilled Cartier’s dream of 
protecting French-Canadian culture and society in his home province. To 
the extent that Quebec provided a jurisdictional framework for the sur-
vival and promotion of French-Canadian and Catholic society, Cartier’s 
image of a bicultural Canada ultimately prevailed over the unitary model 
that Macdonald had favoured.
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The Maritimes and the Debate  
Over Confederation

Phillip Buckner

On 1 September 1864 fifteen delegates from Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 
and Prince Edward Island met in Charlottetown, ostensibly for the pur-
pose of discussing a proposal for Maritime Union. In reality, the delegates 
were aware that their chances of working out a scheme of Maritime Union 
acceptable to the three Maritime legislatures were negligible. Quite prob-
ably they would not have met at all, if a delegation from the Province of 
Canada had not asked to attend the meeting in order to present a proposal 
for a larger union of British North America. Within just over a week the 
delegates at Charlottetown agreed to the general outline for the creation of 
a continental union that would ultimately stretch from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific. In October nineteen delegates from the Maritimes met in Quebec 
City with delegates from the Province of Canada and Newfoundland and 
hammered out seventy-two resolutions designed to provide a framework 
for the constitution of the union. The Maritime delegates then returned 
to their respective provinces to attempt to get legislative approval for 
the Quebec Resolutions (or the Quebec Scheme, as it was called by its 
opponents).

5
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The Negotiations

In recent historiography it has become an article of faith that the 
Maritimes were persuaded to enter a union that they neither needed nor 
wanted, a union that was essentially designed to favour the interests of 
the Province of Canada. It is certainly true that the levels of trade be-
tween the Maritimes and Canada in the early 1860s were low. It is also 
true that many Maritimers could see few benefits from increased econom-
ic activity between two regions that had very similar economies, based 
primarily upon agriculture and the extraction of raw materials for export 
markets in Britain and the United States. Moreover, during the early 1860s 
the Maritimes were experiencing comparatively rapid economic growth, 
generated by the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 with the United States and the 
increased demand for raw materials created by the American Civil War. 
There were, however, fears that the end of the War would also mean an end 
to the prosperity of the region, especially if the United States abrogated the 
Reciprocity Treaty. 

There were other signs of a bumpy economic future. The population 
of the Maritimes continued to grow during the 1860s, reaching a total 
of 768,000 in 1871. But this growth disguised an important underlying 
reality that some Maritimers recognized. Population growth in the 1860s 
was generated largely by natural increase as the number of immigrants 
to the region began to decline and a growing number of the native-born 
emigrated, mainly to the United States. This was a sign that the limits for 
the expansion in the Maritimes of a traditional economy based upon the 
production of raw materials and the wooden ships built and operated by 
local merchants would soon be reached. Some members of the economic 
and political elites (and there was considerable overlap between the two) 
had already begun to see the economic future of the region in terms of the 
development of railways to the south to Maine and to the west to Canada. 
These railway links, the railway enthusiasts hoped, would increase the 
potential for trade and lead to the development of secondary manufac-
turing industry. Yet the building of long-distance railways involved more 
capital investment than any of the Maritime colonies could raise on their 
own. The attempt to build a railroad (usually described as the Western 
Extension) linking Saint John, the largest city in the Maritimes, with 
Bangor, Maine, floundered because of the failure of New Brunswick to 
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find a partner in Maine willing to undertake any construction. The con-
struction of an intercolonial railway linking the Maritimes with Canada 
also floundered because of the failure to reach an agreement with the 
Canadian and British governments over how the railway should be fi-
nanced. Increasingly, it seemed obvious that the Intercolonial would never 
be built unless the British North American colonies united and made a 
firm commitment to the project. 

The enthusiasm for railways was not universal. It was strongest in the 
larger urban centres that were likely to be on the route of the Intercolonial 
or could easily be connected by feeder lines, and in the areas that had 
substantial coal reserves and deposits of iron and therefore the greatest 
industrial potential. There was much less enthusiasm for vastly expand-
ed expenditures on railways in communities that relied on agriculture, 
the fisheries, and the traditional seaborne trades and that preferred to 
keep taxes and tariffs as low as possible, and it was in these areas where 
Confederation had the least appeal. Without doubt for the Maritimes 
the decision to join what was designed to become a continental union 
involved a far greater risk than it did for the Canadas. The Maritime 
delegates at Quebec hoped that the economic advantages of the central 
provinces could be partly offset by the building at federal expense of the 
Intercolonial railway, but many Maritime merchants and bankers feared 
that the railway would lead to increased Canadian domination of their 
regional economy and many farmers, fishers, and shipowners feared that 
it would lead to increased taxation.

Confederation was, however, about a great deal more than trade. The 
English-speaking population in both the Maritimes and the Province 
of Canada may have been separated (as the opponents of Confederation 
pointed out) by a vast expanse of wilderness, but they still had a great deal 
in common. They had a sense of a shared ancestry and a deep commitment 
to the British Empire, to the British monarchy, to the British constitution, 
and to British liberal values. It was this shared cultural identity that en-
abled the delegates from Canada and the Maritimes at the Charlottetown 
Conference to accept the need for a confederation of the British North 
American Colonies and to agree at Quebec City upon a detailed plan of 
union. The timing of the conferences was critical. In 1862 the removal of 
two Confederate envoys to London from a British ship, the Trent, by the 
American navy, had brought America and Britain perilously close to war 
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and aroused fears across all of British North America. As the American 
Civil War gradually drew to a close and the victory of the North became 
inevitable, it was increasingly clear that the balance of power on the North 
American continent had permanently shifted and that the political and 
economic viability of the British colonies on the northern half of the North 
American continent was threatened. The belief that British Americans had 
to choose between continued membership of the British Empire or gradu-
al absorption into an expanding American Empire was the strongest force 
driving the movement for Confederation.1 Initially the anti-Confederates 
played down these fears, insisting that the end of the war would mean an 
end to tensions along the American-Canadian border. But the decision of 
the American government in 1865 to abrogate the Reciprocity Treaty, a 
decision made on political, not on economic, grounds, seemed a clear sign 
of American hostility to the long-term survival of British North America. 
These fears were intensified by the raids on British North American 
soil from across the American border by the Fenians, an Irish nation-
alist movement with substantial support among Irish Americans and 
even some, very limited support, among Irish Canadians. The Fenian 
Raids have traditionally been viewed as something of a joke rather than 
a serious threat, a threat the pro-Confederates exaggerated in order to 
arouse anti-American and anti-Catholic sentiment and gain support 
for Confederation. There is some truth in this argument, but it greatly 
underestimates how seriously the Fenian threat was viewed throughout 
British North America and how worried British Americans were that 
the raids might provoke an incident that could lead to another Anglo-
American War.

Recent scholarship on Anglo-American relations emphasizes that the 
aftermath of the American Civil War would lead to a growing rapproche-
ment between the United States and Great Britain, culminating in the Treaty 
of Washington in 1871. But this is an interpretation based largely upon 
hindsight, for contemporaries both in Britain and British North America 
took the threat of American expansionism seriously. Even the Treaty of 
Washington did not bring an end to tensions in the Anglo-American rela-
tionship. It is also a myth that the Imperial Government was looking for a 
way to abandon its commitment to defend its North American colonies. If 
a war should take place (and the Imperial Government certainly hoped it 
could be avoided through diplomacy), the British were confident that they 
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could rely on the Royal Navy to win it. But the Imperial Government was 
seeking to devolve more of the expense of defending its North American 
colonies on the British Americans themselves. The belief that the British 
North American colonies would be better able to protect their borders 
and survive American continental dominance if they were united was 
the primary reason why the Imperial Government strongly supported 
Confederation. Without Imperial support Confederation could not have 
taken place in the 1860s, but the extent of Imperial influence should not 
be exaggerated (as it has been in much of the recent literature).2 British 
Americans could not have been coerced into Confederation. If a majority, 
or in the case of Nova Scotia at least a majority in the existing Assembly, 
had not been convinced that it was in the long-term interests of the British 
North American colonies to unite against the American threat in order to 
preserve their connection with the British Empire, Confederation could 
never have taken place. If anything showed that clearly, it was Prince 
Edward Island’s refusal to join Confederation until it was ready to do so 
on its own terms, despite the Imperial Government bringing to bear all 
the pressure it could. 

Some anti-Confederates in the Maritimes argued that the colonists 
would be better off if they abandoned the imperial tie and were annexed 
to the United States rather than to Canada. But this was the view of a 
small minority. Some anti-Confederates actually argued the opposite case, 
that the danger in the creation of a new national state was that it would 
weaken the loyalty of the colonists to the Empire and lead to indepen-
dence (which it would eventually, but not in the lifetime of anyone living 
in 1864). But the majority, even of the anti-Confederates, in the Maritimes 
accepted that British American union was both necessary and desirable 
in the long run to preserve the imperial tie. Some of them objected to the 
timing of Confederation, arguing that union was premature and should 
not take place until the Intercolonial was built and closer links were forged 
between Canada and the Maritimes. But the primary objection of many, 
if not most, Maritimers (certainly of the Maritime political elites) was to 
the terms upon which union was to take place. Their objection was not to 
a union, but a union on the basis of the Quebec Resolutions.

With the hindsight of 150 years, it is easy to accept the argument 
made by the anti-Confederates that the Maritime delegates to the Quebec 
Conference had made a bad deal which led to the Maritimes entering 
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an unequal union in which the interests of the region were inadequately 
protected. Again, there is an element of truth in this argument. Clearly 
the much larger colony of Canada was bound to have a disproportionate 
influence in the negotiations leading to union and in the politics of the 
nation that was being created—a nation that symbolically would be called 
Canada. Yet, as the leading pro-Confederates from the region recognized, 
the Maritimes were negotiating from a position of increasing weakness. 
The Imperial Government clearly intended to devolve more of the respon-
sibility for defending and for governing its North American territories on 
the colonists. Without a union this would mean placing effective control in 
the hands of the largest and most powerful colony, the Province of Canada. 
In negotiations over the renewal of reciprocity with the United States, the 
regulation of the fisheries, the settlement of Western Canada, and many 
other important issues with serious consequences for the Maritimes, the 
Imperial Government was almost certain to follow Canadian advice and 
pay limited attention to the concerns of the Maritimes. The pro-Confeder-
ate leadership also believed that unless the Intercolonial was built and the 
Maritimes were able to become a part of a rapidly expanding Canadian 
economy, the region would fall behind and languish. If Canada survived 
and if it did gain control over the vast imperial territories in the West (and 
it was in the long-term interests of the Maritimes that both of these things 
should happen), the Maritimes might be at an even greater disadvantage if 
it sought to enter Confederation at a later date. The Maritime delegates at 
Quebec were also aware of the fragility of the Canadian coalition and that 
there were limits to the compromises the Canadians could accept over the 
terms of union.

Nonetheless, the delegates from the Maritimes at Quebec did seek 
to ensure that the interests of the region would be protected as best they 
could within the new federal structures. The measure that was hardest 
for the anti-Confederates to accept was the decision to establish repre-
sentation by population as the basis of representation in the proposed 
House of Commons, thus ensuring that the Canadians would inevitably 
form a substantial majority in the new House of Commons, a majority 
likely to grow even larger over time. But it was clear from the beginning 
that no other system would be acceptable to the Upper Canadians and 
the anti-Confederates failed to come up with an alternative that was 
not patently self-serving and unrealistic. In any event the belief of the 
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anti-Confederates that the Canadians would form a united bloc in the new 
House of Commons was rather ridiculous in light of the political history 
of the United Province of Canada and the obvious divisions between the 
English-speaking majority and the French-speaking minority. Indeed, 
George Brown, the political leader of the majority party in Canada West, 
tried to persuade the Maritime Liberals to support Confederation in order 
to create a majority in the Canadian House of Commons which would 
put an end to French-Canadian domination of the united Province. That 
alliance did not take place, but astute Maritime politicians like Samuel 
Leonard Tilley and Charles Tupper were right in the assumption that the 
Maritime contingent to Ottawa would have the ability to play a major role 
in federal politics, at least during their lifetimes (and Tupper did not die 
until 1915 at the age of 94).

To offset the principle of representation by population in the House of 
Commons, the Maritime delegates at the Quebec Conference had insisted 
on the creation of an appointed second chamber or Senate based upon the 
principle of regional representation. Unlike the American Senate, howev-
er, the Canadian Senate was to be a body appointed for life and appointed 
by the new federal government, not the provincial governments. Much 
of the week-long debate over the structure of the Senate at the Quebec 
Conference focused not on the method of appointment, but on the issue of 
how many senators would be given to the region.3 In the end it was agreed 
that New Brunswick and Nova Scotia would have ten senators each, Prince 
Edward Island and Newfoundland four each. This meant that the Atlantic 
Provinces collectively would have twenty-eight senators, four more than 
the twenty-four each given to Ontario and Quebec. For the Maritime 
anti-Confederates this did not seem a sufficient number to prevent the 
senators from the Maritimes being overwhelmed by those from Ontario 
and Quebec. Ironically, in the long run the Senate would prove ineffective 
at protecting Maritime regional interests, not because there were too few 
senators from the region, but primarily because an appointed house had 
no credibility in an increasingly democratic society. With hindsight per-
haps this should have been obvious to the Maritime delegates at Quebec. 
But they were used to functioning in political systems that were at best 
quasi-democratic, where the appointed legislative councils still played an 
active part in politics. Moreover, regardless of how senators were appoint-
ed, the centralization of power in the hands of the party controlling the 
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House of Commons was virtually inevitable under the system of respon-
sible government, a system preferred by both the pro-Confederates and 
the anti-Confederates to the American republican system of government. 

Most of the anti-Confederates were also critical of the highly cen-
tralized federal system that was to be created by the Quebec Resolutions. 
The intention to transfer the major powers of the colonial assemblies to 
Ottawa was made clear not only by the division of powers and the decision 
to give the residual authority to the new federal government (a decision 
later overturned by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council), but 
also by the financial arrangements agreed upon at Quebec. The provinc-
es would be left with responsibility for education, for property and civil 
rights, and for the building of local public works, but with very limited 
financial resources since control over the most important source of public 
revenue, import tariffs, was to be surrendered to the federal government. 
In return for this surrender the provinces were to receive a rather meagre 
annual subsidy, which, except in the case of the province of Ontario, was, 
as the anti-Confederates predicted, unlikely to meet provincial needs and 
in time would force the smaller provinces to impose an income tax to fill 
the gap between their income and expenditures.

For some anti-Confederates even this constitution was not highly 
centralized enough and they advocated a legislative union. But this was 
undoubtedly a minority view. During the nineteenth century all three 
Maritime provinces had evolved distinct corporate identities. A strong 
sense of local patriotism—a commitment to their “country”—was not in-
compatible with other loyalties, certainly not with a commitment to mem-
bership in the British Empire, a commitment shared by the vast majority 
of Maritimers. But some of the anti-Confederates argued that their pro-
vincial identity was incompatible with loyalty to the new nation that was 
being created by Confederation. This was undoubtedly a minority view 
among the anti-Confederates. The majority of the anti-Confederates ob-
jected not to the union, but to the fact that power was being centralized in 
a far-away government that would be dominated by the Canadians. They 
also worried that their provincial assemblies would be denuded of any 
real power and that their provincial identities would gradually erode. It 
was this fear—a fear of the political as well as the economic domination 
of Canada—that the Maritime delegates at Quebec had to confront when 
they returned home to their legislatures, for the Imperial Government had 
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made clear that only with the consent of the colonial legislatures could 
Confederation take place.

Debating Confederation in New Brunswick

The delegates from New Brunswick at the Quebec Conference had re-
turned relatively confident that the majority of New Brunswickers would 
support the Quebec Resolutions. New Brunswick, after all, had a long 
border with the United States, a deeply-rooted suspicion of the American 
government, and a strong commitment to membership in the British 
Empire. Indeed, its provincial identity was constructed around its Loyalist 
heritage and rooted in historical memories of the War of 1812 and the 
so-called Aroostook War over the boundary with Maine in the 1830s. The 
Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 had greatly benefitted the province and tem-
porarily weakened anti-Americanism, but fears of American aggression 
were easily aroused during the American Civil War, particularly since 
many New Brunswickers harboured pro-southern sympathies. One of the 
New Brunswick delegates to the Quebec Conference, John Hamilton Gray 
(not to be confused with the Prince Edward Island delegate with the same 
name), had lost a brother who had died fighting for the Confederacy.4 New 
Brunswick was also bound to benefit from the building of the Intercolonial 
railway, though which communities would benefit depended on whether 
the railway took the southern route through the most heavily populated 
parts of the province, or the northern route which would be more defen-
sible in case of another Anglo-American war. Neither New Brunswick’s 
timber trade nor its flourishing shipbuilding industry were likely to be 
harmed by union with Canada and its largest city, Saint John, had already 
begun to industrialize, helped by a tariff on imports that was nearly as 
high as the Canadian tariff.

The New Brunswick pro-Confederates were led by Samuel Leonard 
Tilley, a druggist with extensive property holdings in Saint John. Since 
1857 Tilley had been provincial secretary and, since March 1861, the head 
of the provincial government. Tilley was responsible for a controversial 
programme of building railways at state expense and for a provincial tariff 
that included a degree of incidental protection to encourage industrial de-
velopment in the province, particularly in his hometown of Saint John. He 
was deeply convinced of the economic importance of the Intercolonial and 
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Samuel Leonard Tilley
Premier, Reform Leader, NB

28 JUNE 1866

Confederation Quote 5.1

Quotation from New Brunswick,  
Legislative Assembly, 28 June 1866

Photograph by Topley Studio, from Library 
and Archives Canada, PA-026347

Those who have been engaged in 
negotiating for the extension of 
the trade of British North America, 
know that peculiar difficulties exist 
when negotiating out of Union, 
compared with the facilities which 
would exist in negotiating when 
united.

“

”
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of the need for Confederation to preserve the imperial connection. Unlike 
the majority of the leading pro-Confederates in the Maritimes, Tilley was 
nominally a Liberal and he had expressed some reservations about the 
highly centralized constitution created at the Quebec Conference, but in 
the end he was content with some slight modifications in the division of 
powers in favour of the provinces.5 

Party loyalties had always been fluid in New Brunswick and the dele-
gation Tilley selected to go to Quebec, although theoretically bipartisan, 
was composed mainly of men who had supported his government and who 
were united in their support for Confederation. The only New Brunswick 
delegate to express any serious concerns about the Quebec Resolutions 
was Edward Barron Chandler, a lawyer of Loyalist descent and a former 
premier of the province, who felt that the proposed constitution would 
be too highly centralized. Chandler, however, was strongly in favour of 
Confederation, even on the basis of the Quebec Resolutions, and he led 
the fight for union in the New Brunswick Legislative Council, alongside 
two other delegates to the Quebec Conference, William Henry Steeves, 
a lumber merchant from Saint John, and Peter Mitchell, another lumber 
merchant (and lawyer and shipbuilder) from Newcastle, who was a strong 
proponent of the Intercolonial railway. Throughout the battle ahead, the 
Legislative Council never deviated in its support for Confederation. In the 
Assembly Tilley’s Liberal government was effectively transformed into a 
unionist coalition with the delegates from the Quebec Conference at its 
centre. Those delegates included Liberals like Charles Fisher, a Fredericton 
lawyer and former head of the government whom Tilley had forced from 
office in 1861, and the English-born John Mercer Johnson, a lawyer from 
Chatham. But it also included Conservatives like John Hamilton Gray, a 
Saint John lawyer and former leader of the Conservative party (who had 
supported Tilley since 1861). So strong was Tilley’s hold over his govern-
ment that only one member resigned, George Luther Hatheway, a mer-
chant and lumberman in Fredericton, the provincial capital whose status 
would be much diminished by Confederation. Hatheway was so appalled 
by the terms of union agreed at Quebec that he became one of the leaders 
of the anti-Confederate movement.6

Tilley accepted that the issue of Confederation should be put to the 
people in an election, but he wished to delay it until the pro-Confederates 
had the time to sell the deal that had been agreed upon at Quebec. He 
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was, however, pushed by an overconfident Lieutenant-Governor Arthur 
Hamilton Gordon into calling an election on 30 January 1865.7 The result 
of the election in March 1865 was a disaster for the Tilley Government. All 
four of the delegates to Quebec in the Assembly, Tilley, Gray, Johnson, and 
Fisher, were defeated and so were all but six of Tilley’s supporters. This left a 
dearth of leadership for the pro-Confederate cause in the Assembly, which 
was now composed of about twenty-six anti-Confederates, four indepen-
dents, and perhaps eleven unionists. The victory of the anti-Confederates 
was so widespread that it cannot be explained in terms of any single fac-
tor. Tilley’s railway and taxation policies were already unpopular in parts 
of the province and he procrastinated over the route of the Intercolonial, 
thus alienating both those who supported the northern route and those 
who supported the southern, and raising suspicions that the Intercolonial 
might never be built at all. Indeed, one of Tilley’s most outspoken critics 
was another of his former Liberal allies, John W. Cudlip, a Saint John busi-
nessman who had split with Tilley over the building of the Intercolonial 
and become a committed supporter of the Western Extension. Cudlip won 
more votes in Saint John in the 1865 election than were won by any other 
candidate in the province, although Tilley himself was defeated by only 
113 votes.8 The anti-Confederates did particularly well in Saint John and in 
the counties along the American border, arguing that the province should 
concentrate on building the Western Extension to Maine and maintaining 
close economic links with the United States rather than take the risk of 
Canadian domination of the New Brunswick economy. The only region 
of the province where the pro-Confederates won a majority was in the 
north shore counties, which had fewer economic links with the United 
States, which relied on mining and the timber trade, and which were more 
easily persuaded of the advantages offered by the Intercolonial railway. In 
Restigouche County John McMillan, one of the most important timber 
merchants in the region and the former surveyor-general, was the only 
member of Tilley’s administration to be re-elected. Restigouche County 
returned another merchant, Abner Reid McClelan, who had supported 
Tilley’s Liberal Government, as did Carleton County where the timber 
merchant Charles Connell won by acclamation. McMillan, McClelan, and 
Connell became by default leaders of the pro-Confederate movement in 
the Assembly, a task for which none of them was particularly well suited.9 

In the election the pro-Confederates did particularly badly in areas 
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How could Mr. Tilley, or any 
other man, say what this 
Confederation would do? After 

it was once organized they could 
not control it. How then could they 
say how much per head our taxes 
were to be under Confederation? 
These delegates might be there, and 
they might not. Men die and pass 
away, but the Constitution would 
live after them, and Mr. Tilley or 
anybody else could not say what 
they would do, and what they would 
not do, after the Constitution  
was once adopted.

“

”
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with substantial Catholic minorities. Many Irish Catholics were not en-
thusiastic about entering a union which might be dominated by the large 
Protestant majority in Ontario led by George Brown, while the Acadians, 
who formed just over 10 percent of the population and who had only the 
weakest of ties with their French-Canadian neighbours, feared that their 
interests would be sidelined in a federal parliament in which they would at 
best have one representative. Bishop John Sweeny of Saint John supported 
the anti-Confederates, as did the two leading Irish Catholic politicians in 
the province, the conservative John Costigan from Victoria County and 
the more radical Timothy Warren Anglin from Saint John.10 Editor of the 
Saint John Weekly Freeman, the most influential Catholic newspaper in 
the province, Anglin was a controversial figure. He was accused by his 
opponents of being motivated by his hatred of Britain. In fact, although 
Anglin never accepted the British domination of Ireland, he had no desire 
to see British North America incorporated into the United States. He be-
lieved that a political union of the British North American colonies was 
probably desirable at some point in the future, but that it was premature 
and would bring few immediate military or economic advantages in 1864. 
He was also extremely critical of the centralist implications of the Quebec 
Resolutions. 

These were also the views of Albert J. Smith, a lawyer from Westmorland 
County, a county with a substantial Acadian minority. Smith was another 
Liberal who had once been one of Tilley’s colleagues, but he had resigned 
from the cabinet in 1862 because he was opposed to public financial sup-
port for railways. Smith saw Confederation as a scheme dreamed up by the 
Canadians to solve their internal problems. He was convinced that New 
Brunswick would be wiser to continue reciprocity with the United States 
than to enter into an unequal union with Canada, and he was a strong 
supporter of the Western Extension.11 The anti-Confederates had no clear 
leader and no party structure, but Smith agreed to form a coalition gov-
ernment with a Conservative anti-Confederate, Robert Duncan Wilmot, 
a wealthy Saint John merchant, shipbuilder, and railway promoter.12 It was 
an unequal partnership and Smith quickly became the dominant figure 
in the anti-Confederate government. From the outset it was clear that the 
anti-Confederates in the Assembly differed greatly over the policies that 
the Smith-Wilmot Government should pursue. On the critical question 
of railways some anti-Confederates wished the Government to focus on 
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building the Western Extension, some still hoped for the building of the 
Intercolonial, some wanted both railways, and some were opposed to any 
further public expenditure on railways. In fact, although work was begun 
on the Western Extension, little progress was made because of the failure 
to raise sufficient capital. On other issues, like the regulations governing 
the militia and the amount to be spent on colonial defence, there was also 
little agreement among those elected as anti-Confederates, though the 
government was able to push through a bill substantially increasing the 
budget for provincial defence. Even on the issue of Confederation the an-
ti-Confederates were not united. Some—including Anglin, Hatheway, and 
Arthur Hill Gillmor,13 a prominent lumber merchant and farmer from 
Charlotte County—were opposed to the whole idea of union, at least for 
the moment, if not for all time. Others were prepared to consider a revised 
scheme for Confederation but disagreed over the nature of that scheme. 
Some—like Wilmot—favoured a legislative union; others—like Smith—
wanted increased status for the provinces. The anti-Confederate govern-
ment’s majority in the 1865 session of the Assembly fluctuated widely, but 
it did carry by twenty-seven to ten a resolution to send a delegation to 
London to make clear that New Brunswick was opposed to Confederation 
for the foreseeable future.

Smith went to London to meet the Colonial Secretary but came back 
aware that the Imperial Government was committed to Confederation on 
the basis of the Quebec Resolutions and that the battle for Confederation 
was not over. Smith also found that the tide of public opinion was chang-
ing. Little progress had been made on the Western Extension and in the 
spring of 1865 the American Government announced its decision to 
abrogate the Reciprocity Treaty. Smith’s cabinet was torn apart by dis-
sension. In September Wilmot met with delegates from the Province of 
Canada in Quebec City to discuss how to respond to the abrogation of the 
Reciprocity Treaty. He returned convinced that legislative union was im-
practicable given the hostility of the French Canadians and convinced that 
Confederation was now necessary. In November Anglin resigned because 
the contract for the Western Extension was awarded to a private compa-
ny. That same month Charles Fisher won a by-election in York County 
by a substantial majority and became the leader of the pro-Confederates  
in the Assembly. 

In February 1866 Smith went to Washington to try to renegotiate 
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reciprocity, but he returned empty-handed and began to hint that he had 
never been opposed to the concept of British North American Union, only 
to the greatly reduced status of the provinces under the Quebec Scheme 
and above all, to the principle of representation by population. His seem-
ing conversion to some form of Confederation further alienated Anglin 
and antagonized committed anti-Confederates like Hatheway and Cudlip. 
The die-hard anti-Confederates in the Assembly continued (reluctantly in 
some cases) to support the government after the Assembly reconvened in 
March 1866, but a number of independents and even a few of those clearly 
elected to oppose Confederation withdrew their support. During the win-
ter of 1865–66 New Brunswick also became increasingly concerned by the 
activities of the Fenians, particularly when a small force briefly camped 
out on Indian Island until driven off by the New Brunswick militia and a 
handful of British regulars. The committed anti-Confederates had always 
claimed that there was no real threat from the United States, but this ar-
gument seemed increasingly hollow as the Fenian threat continued along 
the Upper Canadian frontier. 

On April 7 the Legislative Council, which was dominated by 
pro-Confederates, moved a resolution in favour of Confederation. When 
Lieutenant-Governor Gordon approved the resolution, against the advice 
of his ministers, the anti-Confederate government resigned as a body 
and Gordon asked Peter Mitchell, leader of the pro-Confederates in the 
Legislative Council, to form a government. Wilmot defected to the new 
government and Tilley became the attorney general, although he could 
not take his true place as the head of the government until re-elected to 
the Assembly. Gordon had in effect dismissed his ministry. The consti-
tutionality of that act was dubious at best. Indeed, the twenty-two mem-
bers of the Assembly who still supported Smith petitioned the Imperial 
Government for Gordon’s recall. Gordon responded by dissolving the 
Assembly and calling an election.

Gordon’s conduct became a source of controversy during the election, 
but it seems unlikely that it had much influence on its outcome. Neither, 
for that matter, did the sums of money given by the Canadians to support 
Tilley’s campaign. The reality was that the pro-American and isolation-
ist policies that had been at the centre of the anti-Confederation cam-
paign in the previous election lay in shatters. The strong support given to 
Confederation by the Imperial Government undoubtedly played a part in 
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undermining the support for the anti-Confederates, partly by allowing 
the pro-Confederates to call into question the loyalty of their opponents. 
Some anti-Confederates did not forgive the Imperial Government’s inter-
vention. But if anyone was responsible for the collapse of the anti-Con-
federation movement, it was the Government of the United States. Its re-
fusal to renegotiate the reciprocity treaty undermined the viability of the 
Western Extension and an economic future for New Brunswick outside 
Confederation. The Fenian raid into New Brunswick, although easily put 
down, and the slowness with which the American Government moved 
against the Fenians reinforced fears of American hostility and the need for 
collective action on the part of British Americans to maintain the imperial 
connection. 

Undoubtedly the Fenian raid was used as an excuse for an attack on 
the loyalty of the Irish Catholic minority in New Brunswick, particularly 
by the Protestant religious press. But it is easy to place too much stress 
on the importance of religious bigotry in the campaign.14 Anti-Catholic 
sentiment had been a staple of politics in New Brunswick for decades. 
Perhaps more important for the pro-Confederates was the desire of many 
Irish Catholics to distance themselves from the Fenians, who had little 
support in New Brunswick’s Irish communities. Bishop John Sweeny of 
Saint John, although still privately opposed to Confederation, stayed qui-
et during the election of 1866, while Bishop James Rogers of Chatham 
abandoned his previous neutrality and openly defended Confederation.15 
The Irish Catholic vote had never been monolithic and it now swung deci-
sively into the Confederation camp, unseating both Anglin and Costigan. 
Only the Acadian vote held steady, enabling six anti-Confederates to be 
elected in Westmorland, Kent, and Gloucester Counties, including Smith 
and Amand Landry, the spokesperson for the Acadians in the Assembly.16 
Elsewhere the result was largely a disaster for the anti-Confederates, with 
the pro-Confederates carrying thirty-three of the forty-one seats, mainly 
with very high majorities. During a short legislative session in June and 
July 1866 Smith brought forward a series of motions, calling for a pub-
lic referendum on Confederation and equal provincial representation in 
the Senate, but they were easily defeated by the Tilley Government, which 
pushed through the necessary resolutions to send a delegation to London 
to negotiate the final terms of union. In the election of 1866 Tilley had hint-
ed that there might be some changes in the Quebec Resolutions, but he did 
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not seek any substantial changes at the London Conference in December 
1866 where the 72 Resolutions were transformed into the British North 
America Act, which was hurriedly passed through the British Parliament. 
Most of the leading anti-Confederates had always claimed that they were 
not against British North America union in principle and they abandoned 
their opposition to Confederation once it was enacted by imperial legisla-
tion. Smith, Anglin, and Costigan were all elected to the Canadian House 
of Commons in 1867. Smith eventually became the minister of marine 
and fisheries and Costigan the minister of inland revenue, while Anglin 
ended his political career as speaker of the House of Commons. Only John 
Cudlip remained defiant to the end. Although defeated in the 1866 elec-
tion, he was re-elected to the New Brunswick legislature in 1868 where he 
put forward a motion for annexation to the United States, an act which 
effectively ended his political career. New Brunswick would join the pro-
vincial rights movement of the 1880s, but it had long since effectively been 
integrated into Confederation.

Avoiding Opposition in Nova Scotia

In Nova Scotia the delegates to the Quebec Conference also faced substan-
tial and growing opposition to the Quebec Resolutions when they returned 
home. The same five delegates had attended both the Charlottetown and 
Quebec Conferences and, although the delegation was bipartisan, it was 
hardly representative of the whole of Nova Scotia. Three of the five were 
from Cumberland County; four of the five were lawyers and the fifth a 
doctor. The doctor was Charles Tupper from Amherst who had effective-
ly been the head of the government since the Conservatives had won a 
sweeping victory in 1863 (although he did not actually become premier 
until May 1864). Tupper was a proponent of modernization, strongly 
supporting the building of railways and a more effective education sys-
tem, and since 1860 he had enthusiastically endorsed the idea of British 
North American union. He played a key role at both the Charlottetown 
and Quebec Conferences. Although he would have preferred a legislative 
union of the colonies, he was a political realist and so was prepared to set-
tle for the highly centralized federal union he helped to craft at Quebec.17 
The other four Nova Scotia delegates made only a minimal contribution 
at the Quebec Conference. The two Liberals, Adams George Archibald, a 
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wealthy lawyer and landowner from Colchester County and a former pre-
mier, and Jonathan McCully, a lawyer and journalist from Cumberland 
County, were staunch pro-Confederates.18 McCully was a legislative coun-
cilor and he effectively led the pro-Confederates in the Council. Archibald 
strongly defended the Quebec Scheme in his speeches in the Assembly 
but, although he remained leader of the Liberal party, only one other 
Liberal in the Assembly supported Confederation in the 1865 legislative 
session. The two Conservatives who had gone to Quebec were divided. 
William Alexander Henry, a Conservative from Antigonish, supported 
the Quebec Resolutions,19 but Robert Barry Dickey had refused to accept 
the final terms of union agreed upon at Quebec, particularly the financial 
terms, which he felt were unfair to Nova Scotia.

With most Liberals opposed to the Quebec Resolutions and his own 
party divided, Tupper quickly realized that he would have great difficulty 
persuading the Nova Scotia legislature to accept the Quebec Resolutions. 
Tupper did have the support of the leaders of the Liberal opposition, 
Archibald in the elected Assembly and McCully in the appointed Council. 
He also had the support of those who feared the potential threat to British 
America from an increasingly hostile United States, including Archbishop 
Thomas Connolly, the spiritual leader of the large Irish Catholic commu-
nity in Halifax and an outspoken opponent of American republican influ-
ences in the province.20 Tupper could also count on the support of those 
who believed that Confederation would bring economic development and 
progress, an argument that had considerable support in Halifax, in com-
munities like Amherst (Tupper’s hometown) and Truro which would be 
along the line of the Intercolonial railway, and in the coal mining areas of 
Cape Breton and Pictou in eastern Nova Scotia. But more than two hun-
dred petitions against Confederation flooded into the Assembly during 
the 1865 legislative session, showing that there was little enthusiasm for a 
union with Canada on the basis of the Quebec Resolutions.

In the winter of 1864–65 many Nova Scotians continued to believe 
that American threats, particularly the threat to cancel the Reciprocity 
Treaty, were simply wartime rhetoric and that the end of the Civil War 
would bring a return to business as usual. In any event the potential of 
clashes along the border with the United States did not arouse the same 
fears in a province that had no border with the United States as they did in 
its continental neighbours. As the anti-Confederates argued, the defence 
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of Nova Scotia would inevitably depend not on local militias but on the 
Royal Navy. Some anti-Confederates even suggested that the creation of a 
British North American union would lead to separation from the Empire 
and end Britain’s commitment to defend its North American colonies. The 
economic arguments of the pro-Confederates also seemed unconvincing 
to many coastal communities, particularly in the western half of the prov-
ince, which were dependent on agriculture, shipbuilding, and the shipping 
industry. Their priority was to ensure that the reciprocity treaty remained 
in force. They saw few benefits from an Intercolonial railway and they 
feared that a union with Canada would cripple the Nova Scotian economy 
by leading to higher tariffs and increased taxation. This was the view of 
Thomas Killam, a major shipowner in Yarmouth, who quickly emerged 
in the Assembly as the leader of those who opposed Confederation on 
any terms.21 Even in Halifax Tupper faced considerable opposition from 
mercantile and banking interests who did not share his enthusiasm for 
creating a continental nation. 

Indeed, Tupper’s most outspoken opponent in the Assembly was 
William Annand, a prominent Halifax businessman and Liberal who 
owned one of the most influential papers in Halifax, the Morning Chronicle. 
Annand was, however, open to the charge of inconsistency since he fluc-
tuated between opposing Confederation on any terms and arguing that 
a new conference should be held to amend the Quebec Scheme.22 A far 
more effective opponent of Confederation was Joseph Howe. Howe was 
the former head of the Liberal party and a Nova Scotia legend, but he was 
now serving as the Imperial Fisheries Commissioner in Washington and 
he was not a member of the Assembly. He too was open to the charge of in-
consistency since he had previously promoted the idea of Confederation. 
In early 1865 Howe published twelve articles against Confederation known 
as the “botheration letters,” arguing that Nova Scotia would be a subordi-
nate unit within the proposed union.23 Indeed, all the anti-Confederates 
agreed that under the Quebec Scheme Nova Scotia would effectively be 
annexed by Canada and that it would have little influence in a House of 
Commons with 194 members of which only nineteen would come from 
Nova Scotia, or in an appointed Senate also dominated by the Canadians. 
They also agreed that the surrender of all tariff revenues to the federal 
government would leave the government of Nova Scotia with inadequate 
resources to promote provincial development. Agreement on these issues 
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allowed for the creation of an anti-Confederate coalition that included 
both those who rejected Confederation in principle upon any terms, and 
those who simply felt British North American union was either premature 
or who rejected not the idea of union but the Quebec Scheme.

Tupper was lucky. With the election of an anti-Confederate govern-
ment in New Brunswick, there was no immediate necessity to hold a vote 
on the Quebec Resolutions and on 22 March 1865 he temporized by in-
troducing a motion to renew the negotiations over Maritime Union. This 
led to an indirect debate over whether Maritime Union should be seen as 
simply a step toward the larger union, but the debate ended without any 
real resolution when the legislature was prorogued in April 1865. By the 
time that the Nova Scotia legislature met in 1866, much had changed. The 
American Civil War had ended and the American Government had made 
clear its intention to cancel the Reciprocity Treaty, raising fears about the 
economic future of a Nova Scotia cut off from American markets and par-
ticular fears about the future of the fisheries if American fishermen had 
access to the inshore waters of the province. It had also become clear that 
the Imperial Government was going to give Canada a leading role in any 
negotiations with the United States and that the interests of the Maritimes 
would take second place, thus strengthening Tupper’s argument that 
there was no logical alternative to union if the Maritimes wanted to influ-
ence Canada’s decisions. Tupper was also able to get a promise from the 
Canadians that a guarantee for the building of the Intercolonial railway 
would be included in the Act of Union. The Fenian threat and American 
talk of annexing Canada had greatly strengthened the argument for build-
ing the Intercolonial as quickly as possible and of the need for a unified 
British North American response to American aggression. The Imperial 
Government had also thrown its full weight behind a union based upon 
the Quebec Scheme, thus weakening the argument that British North 
American union would lead to the collapse of the imperial connection.

Gradually in the winter of 1865-66 the anti-Confederate coalition 
began to disintegrate. William Miller, from Richmond County, one of 
the original opponents of Confederation, admitted that he had come to 
believe that union was inevitable and, on 3 April 1866, he proposed a con-
ference be held in London to discuss the terms of union. A number of 
the opponents of union now switched sides and on 10 April 1866, Tupper 
moved a motion declaring that it was desirable that a Confederation of 
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the British North American Provinces should take place and authoriz-
ing the appointment of delegates to arrange the terms of union with the 
other colonies at a conference in London. Opposition to Confederation 
now appeared futile and the remaining anti-Confederates in the Assembly 
focused on demanding that the terms of union should be submitted to 
the people for their approval. An amendment to Tupper’s resolution to 
this effect was rejected by a vote of thirty-one to eighteen and the original 
resolution accepted by thirty-one to nineteen. There was a clear regional 
pattern in the vote. Of the nineteen who opposed Tupper’s motion, sixteen 
represented the western counties, a region with close ties to the United 
States and relatively little involvement in the fisheries. The pro-Confeder-
ates, on the other hand, came mainly from the central and eastern coun-
ties and included four Liberals and five Conservatives who had previously 
opposed union. 

Tupper’s motion had not included any mention of the Quebec 
Resolutions, but the opposition argued that there would be few changes 
made at the London Conference which was held in December 1866 and 
they were correct. The Canadian delegates would not have agreed to any 
substantial changes in the Quebec Resolutions, even if Tupper had de-
manded them, which he did not. A clause was inserted into the British 
North America Act guaranteeing the construction of the Intercolonial 
railway, and the twenty-four Maritime seats in the Senate were divided 
between New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, even though four of them had 
been intended for Prince Edward Island. Some minor changes were made 
to the subsidies to be given to the provincial governments. The regulation 
of the fisheries now became a federal rather than a shared federal-provin-
cial responsibility and, at Tupper’s request, the provinces lost the authority 
to levy an export duty on coal on the grounds that such levies would deter 
capital investment in Nova Scotia. At least one Nova Scotian delegate re-
mained dissatisfied with the final agreement. William Alexander Henry, 
who had expressed similar concerns at the Quebec Conference, remained 
convinced that the Maritimes should have greater weight in the Senate 
and that more power should be given to the provinces to offset Canadian 
dominance in the new House of Commons, but in the end he abandoned 
his opposition and supported Confederation.

The opponents of Confederation in the Nova Scotia Assembly, led by 
Annand and Killam, were furious with the content of the British North 
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America Act. The result was a particularly bitter legislative session in 1867, 
as both sides traded insults and called into the question the loyalty of their 
opponents. The anti-Confederates denied that any real improvements had 
been made in the Quebec Scheme and demanded that the people of Nova 
Scotia be consulted in a general election before the British North America 
Act, which had already been passed by the Imperial Parliament, came into 
effect. In the end the anti-Confederates were defeated by a vote of thir-
ty-two to sixteen. This was a larger margin than in the previous session, 
reflecting in part the belief that further opposition would be pointless. 
On the actual day of Confederation, 1 July 1867, flags of mourning joined 
banners of celebration in Nova Scotia’s urban centres. Annand and Howe 
had travelled to London to try to persuade the British Parliament not to 
pass the British North America Act and now they organized a movement 
to repeal the Act. Although the anti-Confederates carried an overwhelm-
ing majority of both the federal and the provincial seats in Nova Scotia 
in the elections of 1867, there was never any real chance that the Imperial 
Government would agree to let Nova Scotia secede from the Dominion 
of Canada. In the end Howe broke with the repeal movement, negotiated 
a deal with Ottawa that included an increase in the federal subsidy to the 
province of Nova Scotia, and entered the federal cabinet in January 1869 
as president of the Council. In a few parts of the province, anger against 
the way that union had been achieved in Nova Scotia led to a movement 
advocating annexation to the United States, but outside of Yarmouth 
where the movement was led by Killam, there was little enthusiasm for 
joining the United States. Annand, after becoming premier of Nova Scotia 
in 1867, continued to protest against Confederation until the Liberals 
came to power in Ottawa in 1873. The sense of grievance in Nova Scotia 
would persist in the province’s political culture, surfacing again during 
another (rather weaker) secession movement in 1886, but in reality most 
Nova Scotians wanted better terms within Confederation rather than 
independence.

Holding Out for More: Prince Edward Island

From the outset it was clear that Confederation was going to be an even 
harder sell in Prince Edward Island than in the mainland provinces. 
Because it was an Island and had no border with the United States, many 
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Islanders could comfort themselves with the assumption that they could 
remain aloof from developments taking place on the continent because 
they could rely on the Royal Navy to protect them. One of the key ar-
guments of the anti-Confederates on the Island was that there was no 
reason why they should pay taxes to defend Canada and the vast territo-
ries it hoped to acquire in the West. In the short run this argument was 
undoubtedly true, but in the long run the commitment of the Imperial 
Government to protect Prince Edward Island was bound to be determined 
by what happened on the mainland. In that sense, whether they liked it or 
not, their fate was, as the pro-Confederates argued, bound up with the fate 
of Canada. Moreover, there were short term costs in isolationism. Prince 
Edward had some serious checks on its autonomy before 1873. After the 
collapse of the Reciprocity Treaty the Island could not negotiate a free 
trade agreement on its own with the Americans without Imperial consent 
(which it was never going to get) and it had almost no control over one 
of its most important resources, the fisheries. In these and many other 
important areas Britain would inevitably seek advice from the Canadian 
government, but would pay little attention to the needs of Prince Edward 
Island. Even on purely internal matters Prince Edward Island was so in-
significant in British eyes that it had less influence over Colonial Office de-
cisions than lobbies representing interest groups based in Britain, as had 
repeatedly been shown in the successful efforts of the absentee landlords 
in Britain to block attempts on the Island at land reform. 

One of the most persuasive arguments of the anti-Confederates was 
that the Island would have little influence in a Parliament at Ottawa where 
they would have only a handful of members. But what would become 
gradually clear after 1867 to a growing number of the Island political elite 
was that little influence was better than none. The alternative, of course, 
was for the Island to reject the limitations on its autonomy and declare 
its independence from Britain. But while Islanders might refer to Prince 
Edward Island as their “country” (a term also used in New Brunswick 
and Nova Scotia), the vast majority of Islanders never thought of Prince 
Edward Island as potentially a separate nation. They wished to remain 
part of the Empire. In this sense they were no different than the majority 
of the English-speaking British Americans on the mainland. 

There is an unfortunate tradition in both Island and Canadian histo-
riography of treating Prince Edward Island as a fundamentally different 
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place from the mainland British North American colonies. Of course, 
the Island had some distinctive features. It was a small Island with a 
very large proportion of arable land. But, as in the other British North 
American colonies, most of the non-Francophone migration to the Island 
had come from the British Isles. In one sense it was the most British of 
all the Maritime colonies since it had received hardly any migrants from 
other places in Europe, had only small numbers of Francophones, Blacks, 
and Indigenous People, and contained perhaps the smallest proportion of 
Irish Catholics in the region (though it did have a large number of Scottish 
Catholics). Moreover, the roots of its British population did not go back 
many generations, since the vast majority of its immigrants had arrived 
after 1815, which is why so many members of its political elite were first 
or second generation immigrants from Britain, as compared with New 
Brunswick and Nova Scotia which had received far larger numbers of im-
migrants from both America and Britain prior to 1812. 

The Island was different from the mainland Maritime colonies in one 
other important respect: in the 1760s the Island had been divided into a 
series of lots distributed by ballot to absentee landlords in Britain. The 
tenant system explains why migration to the Island came overwhelmingly 
from the British Isles. It also explains why the Island did not attract many 
middle class immigrants with the capital to purchase freehold estates. 
While there was a growing number of wealthy merchants and landlords 
on the Island and there was certainly inequality among the tenant farm-
ers who formed the majority of the population, inequality was less pro-
nounced than in the other British North American colonies. Given this 
social reality and the mobilization of the population in various campaigns 
to sweep away the landlord system, it is hardly surprising that the Island 
had the most democratic political system in British North America. In 
1865 it was the only colony to have both an elected upper chamber and an 
Assembly elected upon the basis of nearly universal male suffrage. Many 
Islanders therefore did not like the decisions made at Quebec to have an 
appointed Senate (especially one appointed by Ottawa) and a House of 
Commons in which the members would be elected in all the other prov-
inces under much more restrictive franchises. 

In late 1864 Islanders had good reason for believing that there was 
no pressing need to join an economic union with the rest of Canada. In 
the previous decade the population of the Island had increased by no less 
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than 29 percent to a population of 80,857 and even in the 1860s it would 
increase by 16.3 percent. This growth reflected the strength of Prince 
Edward Island’s traditional economy based upon exporting agricultural 
products and fish as well as its thriving shipbuilding industry. Most of the 
ships built on the Island were destined for sale in Britain, but many were 
also owned by Island merchants and used to carry Prince Edward Island 
products to markets in New England and the other Maritime colonies. 
The Island had not started building railways and Islanders could not see 
how the building of an Intercolonial railway would bring any benefits to 
them, particularly since they would be taxed to pay for it. The end of the 
American Civil War in 1865 and the collapse of the Reciprocity Treaty 
would dramatically curtail the Island’s trade with the United States, but it 
did not dent the rather optimistic assumption that the golden days of the 
previous decade would return.

Even at Quebec Conference it was apparent that the Island delegation 
was less than happy with the Quebec Resolutions. On a number of issues the 
Islanders found themselves isolated. They thought that the Senate should be 
based on the principle of provincial rather than regional equality and were 
dissatisfied that only four senators would be given to Prince Edward Island. 
They were also not happy with the undemocratic nature of the Senate, even 
when the property qualification for senators was slightly reduced at their 
(and Newfoundland’s) request. The Prince Edward Island delegation was 
also the most disturbed that the House of Commons would be elected on 
the basis of representation by population, particularly when the compro-
mise of allowing them one extra member, so that they would have six rather 
than five members, was rejected. Finally, they did not like the centralized 
nature of the new constitution and they believed that Prince Edward Island, 
with its small debt, was not going to receive adequate compensation for the 
transfer of its customs revenues to Ottawa. They had come to the Conference 
anticipating that they would be given a grant to enable the Prince Edward 
Island Government to purchase the remaining proprietorial estates, but this 
proposal was rejected by the other delegations.

Unlike the other delegations, the Island delegation had disagreed with 
each other on a number of issues. Partly this was a reflection of personal 
animosities. The two men most critical of the proceedings at Quebec were 
Edward Palmer and George Coles. Coles was a prominent Charlottetown 
merchant who wished to put an end to the proprietorial system. Although 
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an Anglican, he was the leader of the Liberal party which relied heavily 
upon Roman Catholic support.24 Palmer was both a lawyer and a large 
landholder who defended proprietorial rights and opposed many of the 
reforms introduced by the Liberals, including universal male suffrage. He 
had led the Conservatives to power in 1859 and again in January 1863 
by arousing anti-Catholic sentiment among the Island’s Protestants and 
forming an all Protestant government.25 So deep was the antagonism be-
tween the two men that they had once fought a duel (a bloodless one). 
Palmer was a mercurial figure and there was also little love lost between 
him and Colonel John Hamilton Gray. Gray had served in the British 
Army for over twenty years before returning to the Island. In March 1863 
he had replaced Palmer as leader of the Conservative party and prime 
minister. Gray and his fellow Conservative, William Pope, a lawyer and 
editor of the most important Conservative newspaper on Prince Island, 
were enthusiastic supporters of Confederation. They were prepared to de-
fend—even if reluctantly—the Quebec Resolutions. They were supported 
by another Conservative delegate at Quebec, Thomas Heath Haviland, a 
major landowner, another spokesman for proprietorial rights, and an even 
more enthusiastic supporter of Confederation. Haviland believed that 
unless British Americans united to create a nation stretching from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific, they would in time be annexed to the United States. 
Throughout the late 1860s and the early 1870s he consistently attacked the 
insularity of the anti-Confederates as misguided.26 

It is possible that under different circumstances the Conservative 
pro-Confederates might also have been assisted by Coles, the leader of the 
Liberal party, who was not against Confederation in theory, but who was 
completely antagonized by the decision not to give the Island the funds 
with which to liquidate leasehold tenure. That decision would cost the 
pro-Confederates on the Island dearly for there were a substantial num-
ber of tenant farmers and their advocates who might have been willing to 
support Confederation if it resolved the land issue. Coles, however, led the 
Liberal party into opposition to Confederation, with the support of an-
other of the Liberal delegates at Quebec, Andrew Archibald Macdonald, 
a member of one of the wealthiest shipbuilding families and part of the 
Catholic aristocracy on the Island.27 Macdonald was the opposition leader 
in the Legislative Council, where he and Palmer would conduct a relent-
less campaign against the Quebec Scheme. 
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The seventh of the Island’s delegates to Quebec, Edward Whelan, was 
almost the only Liberal to support Confederation. Whelan had been born 
in Ireland and had trained as a journalist in the office of Joseph Howe 
before moving to Charlottetown and establishing the Island’s most im-
portant Reform newspaper. In the 1850s he became a member of the 
Liberal government, strongly supporting the attempts of Coles to end the 
proprietorial system and speaking out on behalf of Catholics. Prior to the 
Charlottetown conference he had been skeptical of the proposed union, 
but like Coles he had come to believe that only Confederation could put an 
end to Colonial Office meddling and give the Island the resources to final-
ly resolve the land question. Although he was unhappy with the Quebec 
Resolutions and the unwillingness of the Conference to provide the neces-
sary funds to buy out the proprietors, he continued to advocate union, but 
his influence in the Liberal party, even over Irish Catholic Liberals, was in 
decline. Like many moderate Liberals, he did not approve of the tactics of 
the Tenant League in the 1860s—an organization which encouraged the 
Island’s tenants to ignore the law and refuse to pay the rents they owed—
and he supported the Island government’s decision to request British 
troops to put an end to the agitation. Although he had always supported 
the independence of Ireland, he strongly disapproved of the Fenians, be-
lieving—like D’Arcy McGee in Canada and Timothy Warren Anglin in 
New Brunswick (though the first approved and the second disapproved of 
Confederation)—that Irish Catholics were better off living in British North 
America under the British constitution than in the United States.28 These 
policies, as well as his support for Confederation, weakened his hold over 
his Irish Catholic constituents, who were increasingly influenced by the 
younger and Island-born journalist, Edward Reilly. In 1862 Reilly found-
ed the Vindicator, a newspaper which vigorously supported the Catholic 
Church, did not condemn the Tenant League, was non-committal about 
the Fenian Raids, and vehemently attacked the Quebec Resolutions. In 
a by-election in 1867 Reilly defeated Whelan, thus removing from the 
Assembly the most articulate, in fact almost the only Liberal defender of 
Confederation, and permanently, as it turned out, since Whelan died a few 
months later.29 

The Conservative pro-Confederates did not fare much better. Gray 
was forced out of office in January 1865 and replaced as premier by James 
Colledge Pope, the younger brother of William Pope. The younger Pope 
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Confederation Quote 5.5

Quotation from Prince Edward Island, 
House of Assembly, 24 March 1865
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Why shall we not unite our 
resources, and enter upon 

the career of prosperity which 
is clearly open to us? What 
Confederation did for the older 
Colonies, it would do for us. We 
have Railways and Steamboats, 
and machinery which they had 
not. We have a country in many 
respects equal to theirs. Are we 
prepared to admit that our people 
are inferior to the old Colonists,  
or to the Americans of the  
present day?

“

”
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Confederation Quote 5.6

Quotation from Prince Edward Island, 
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[Moved:] Even if a Union of the 
Continental Provinces . . . should 
have the effect of strengthening 
and binding more closely together 
those Provinces . . . this House 
cannot admit that a Federal 
Union . . . could ever prove . . . 
advantageous to the interests and 
well-being of the people of this 
Island, cut off . . . by an immovable 
barrier of ice for many months in 
the year.

“

”
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had become one of the largest shipping contractors on the Island and the 
owner of some very large estates. He entered politics later than his brother 
but became part of the Conservative Government elected in 1859.30 William 
was enthusiastic about Confederation but James was not. James did not 
disagree with the abstract principle of union but he did not think that the 
Quebec Resolutions offered fair terms to the Island and, although William 
remained a member of the new Government that James formed, it was 
decidedly an anti-Confederate government. How anti-Confederate would 
become clear in the debates in the 1865 session of the legislature, when 
William Pope, supported by Haviland, moved eight Resolutions in favour 
of Confederation. Gray, Haviland, and William Pope passionately defend-
ed the need for Confederation on the grounds that the choice was between 
union and annexation to the United States. The anti-Confederates denied 
that the Island was faced with such a stark choice and attacked the Quebec 
Resolutions, particularly the decision to give the Island only five members 
in the proposed House of Commons, a number which the anti-Confed-
erates predicted would shrink to none as the population of Canada con-
tinued to increase through immigration. Speaker after speaker predicted 
that Confederation would destroy not only the Island’s autonomy but its 
economy. These speakers included not just prominent Conservatives like 
James Pope and Frederick Brecken, but almost all of the leading Liberals, 
including George Howlan, another Irish Catholic and a major shipowner, 
who was emerging as the leader of the Catholic Liberals.31 Whelan was 
the only important Liberal to defend Confederation. The end result was 
never in doubt and James Pope’s amendment to his brother’s resolutions, 
substituting five resolutions which attacked the idea of union, was car-
ried by a vote of twenty-three to five. The Pope Government then pre-
pared an address to the Queen indicating its determination to stay out of 
Confederation, an address carried by twenty-three to four in the Assembly 
and unanimously in the Upper House.

When Charles Tupper, the prime minister of Nova Scotia, tried to 
persuade Prince Edward Island to renew discussion of Maritime Union 
in 1865, the Government of Prince Edward Island declined to participate. 
Nor did the Pope Government pay any heed to British Imperial pres-
sure. In 1865 the Imperial Government informed Prince Edward Island 
that without union the Island would have to pay the salary of the lieu-
tenant-governor and it also tried—unsuccessfully—to make the Island 
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pay for the British troops sent to the Island from Halifax to control the 
Tenant League. In response to this pressure, when the Assembly met in 
1866, James Pope angrily presented his famous “no terms resolution,” one 
of three resolutions declaring that Prince Edward Island would never agree 
to Confederation. Some of the members of the Assembly, such as Francis 
Kelly, another Irish immigrant who had become a land surveyor and farmer 
and who was elected as a running mate of the Liberal leader George Coles 
in Queen’s County, declared that he wished the resolution could be made 
even stronger.32 During the debate Cornelius Howatt, a tenant farmer from 
Prince County,33 made the comment that the issue for Prince Edward Island 
was “a question of ‘self or no self ’” (a comment resurrected in the 1970s by 
a group of Prince Edward Island academics who were critical of what had 
happened to Prince Edward Island under Confederation and who described 
themselves as the “Brothers and Sisters of Cornelius Howatt”).34 A handful 
of pro-Confederates, including Whelan, Colonel Gray, and Haviland ob-
jected to the finality of the resolution and the insult it offered to the Imperial 
Government, and William Pope resigned from his brother’s government 
in protest at the resolutions. The anti-Confederates were confident that 
there was no reason to fear the Imperial Government’s reaction since the 
Assembly was fully within its constitutional rights to pass the resolutions. 
And pass them it did by a vote of twenty-one to seven. 

The resolutions and the address to the Queen based on them cer-
tainly indicate that a large majority in the Assembly were opposed to 
Confederation, but one should be careful of taking the resolutions at face 
value. Even James Pope, who moved the resolutions, indicated in private 
that his personal opinion was less dogmatic than the resolutions he spon-
sored and that there might come a time when more advantageous terms 
might be offered to the Island and it might have to reconsider its position. 
He also rejected Edward Palmer’s suggestion that the Island send a dele-
gate to London to support Howe in lobbying against Confederation.

James Pope was in London on private business in late 1866 at the same 
time as the delegates from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, who were there 
to participate in the London Conference. Pope talked with them about the 
possibility of an $800,000 grant from Canada to enable the Island to pur-
chase the remaining proprietary estates, but the Canadian delegates indi-
cated that no decision could be made without the prior consent of the new 
Canadian Parliament, in effect vetoing the proposal. When news of the 
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offer leaked to the public on the Island, the anti-Confederate press con-
demned the grant as a bribe from Canada that the Island should reject on 
principle. Several anti-Confederates felt so strongly a sense of betrayal that 
they resigned from Pope’s cabinet, thus weakening the Conservatives as 
they prepared for the election of February 1867, in which they were sound-
ly defeated by the Liberals. Anti-Confederation sentiment certainly played 
a part in the Liberal victory. Edward Palmer bragged to Joseph Howe that 
the number of pro-Confederates in the Assembly had been reduced from 
eight to five, while the number of anti-Confederates had been increased 
to twenty-five and that even the five pro-Confederates had been forced to 
pledge not to attempt to revive the issue of joining Confederation until after 
another election. With Coles, a dedicated anti-Confederate in control, the 
Liberal Government did not include a single supporter of Confederation. 
But the refusal of the Imperial Government to provide the Island with a 
guarantee for a loan to purchase the remaining proprietorial estates meant 
that the issue of union was not dead. Moreover, the Island was beginning 
to feel the impact of the closing of the American market. In 1868 it entered 
into some rather pointless informal negotiations with General Benjamin 
F. Butler, a congressional representative from Massachusetts, about Prince 
Edward Island negotiating a separate free trade and fisheries agreement 
with the United States. It is unlikely that the American government took 
the discussions seriously since it was quite clear that Prince Edward Island 
did not have the authority to negotiate a separate treaty with the United 
States, a fact it was forced publicly to acknowledge. 

In August 1869 the Governor General of Canada, Sir James Young, 
and three members of the Canadian cabinet came to Charlottetown to see 
if they could negotiate Prince Edward Island’s entry into Canada. By this 
time the English-born Robert Poore Haythorne, a wealthy land proprietor, 
had replaced Coles, who had been forced to retire because of ill health, as 
head of the Liberal government.35 The Canadians did offer “better terms,” 
including an increase in the annual subsidy and efficient steam com-
munication between the mainland and the Island. But the negotiations 
broke down early in 1870 over the settlement of the land question since 
Haythorne insisted that the Canadian government should persuade the 
British Government, which had created the problem, to give the Island the 
$800,000 it needed to buy the remaining estates, something that was never 
likely to happen. The Island also indicated that any offer of better terms 
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should include a grant for the construction of a railway on Prince Edward 
Island, a proposal the Canadian Government was not prepared to accept.

In the Assembly in 1870 the anti-Confederates rejoiced over the failure 
of the negotiations but there was a difference in their tone. It was still tri-
umphalist. But while the anti-Confederates congratulated themselves on 
their success in rejecting the Canadian offer, they also seemed to accept that 
even “better terms” might be on offer in the future, which implied a grow-
ing recognition that time was not on their side. And it wasn’t. Increasingly 
the Island found its autonomy constrained. The Island government had no 
alternative but to accept Canadian regulation of its fisheries and the more 
direct subordination of the Island’s lieutenant-governor to the governor 
general in Ottawa. In 1871 it agreed to adopt the Canadian decimal system 
of coinage. The final and decisive factor that would bring Prince Edward 
Island into Confederation was the decision to build a railway across the 
Island. This was a controversial decision, since it would lead to a huge and 
ultimately unsustainable increase in the provincial debt. This was a risk 
that the other Maritime colonies had accepted two decades earlier, and the 
reasons why the Island entered the railway age were much the same. Island 
entrepreneurs and politicians were not carried away with enthusiasm for 
a technology they did not need, but were motivated by a growing recogni-
tion that the limits for the expansion of the traditional economy had been 
reached, if not exceeded. In the 1870s the wooden shipbuilding industry 
was beginning a slow but steady decline and, with it, would come the de-
cline of the shipping industry. As it became apparent that the Americans 
were never going to renew reciprocity, the Island had to find ways to lower 
transportation costs so that it could compete more effectively in Canadian 
markets. Moreover, many Island farmers located some distance from the 
capital wanted greater access to the market in Charlottetown.

Even Haythorne, who headed the anti-Confederate Liberal govern-
ment, reluctantly accepted the need for a railway and it is conceivable that 
he might have embarked on building one, despite the reservations of some 
of his most outspoken anti-Confederate supporters, such as David Laird, 
the editor of the most influential Protestant newspaper on the Island.36 
But although the Haythorne Government was re-elected in July 1870, it 
only had a small majority in the Assembly and the defection of a block of 
Catholic Liberals into the Conservative party brought James Pope back 
into power. The new government included William Pope and a number of 
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Conservatives suspected (probably with good reason) of being sympathet-
ic to Confederation, but the Catholic Liberals who had defected, led by the 
anti-Confederate George Howlan, insisted that no change should be made 
in the Island’s constitutional status without consulting the people in an 
election. Howlan had previously been unsympathetic to the building of a 
railway, but he had come to the conclusion that the Island had no choice 
given the changing economic conditions. And so the construction of the 
railway began in 1871. Like all railways built in this period the project was 
accompanied by accusations of corruption, mismanagement, and over-ex-
penditures, some of them fair and some of them not. 

Partly because of these charges, the Conservatives were defeated in 
1872 by the Liberals. In opposition the Liberals had claimed that they 
would bring the costs of the railroad under control but they were unable to 
resist the political pressure for further expansion. In November 1872, with 
the Island facing imminent financial collapse, the Haythorne Government 
approached the Canadian Government about joining Confederation. Some 
of the anti-Confederates had opposed building the railway because they 
saw it as leading inevitably to Confederation and they claimed that this 
was the main reason why the government had embarked upon the project. 
Indeed, it has become an unchallenged assumption in Canadian historiog-
raphy that the Island was “railroaded” into Confederation. Yet there is no 
evidence that there was a conspiracy to force the Island into Confederation 
against its will through bankruptcy. It is true that a growing number of 
the Island’s politicians were beginning to accept that Confederation was 
probably inevitable and that it would be in the Island’s interest to build 
the railway before Confederation took place, since it would then become 
a debt that the Dominion Government would have to accept. But it was 
not only the railway debt that convinced many anti-Confederates that 
Confederation was increasingly desirable. For some, it was the knowledge 
that the Island was never likely to have the resources to buy out the remain-
ing proprietors; for others, a desire to put an end to the 15 percent duty that 
the Island had placed on imports from Canada, by far the Island’s major 
trading partner. By 1873 it also seemed clear that the Dominion was here 
to stay and that far from weakening the tie with Britain, Confederation had 
led to an even stronger bond with the United Kingdom. 

In February 1873, Haythorne and Laird, previously a vehement 
anti-Confederate, travelled to Ottawa to discuss terms and found the 
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Canadian Government (influenced by Maritime Conservatives like Tilley) 
relatively generous in its proposals. But Haythorne had always promised 
that any deal would be put to the voters and an election was held in March 
1873. The Conservatives under Pope won the election by campaigning 
that they would be able to negotiate even better terms with their fellow 
Conservatives in Ottawa. After the election Pope, Howlan, and Haviland, 
one of the few politicians who had continuously supported Confederation, 
returned to Ottawa, where they did gain slightly better terms. These terms 
included much of what the Island had sought at Quebec in 1864 and even 
a bit more. Canada agreed to assume the Island’s railway debt and to give 
the Island $800,000 to purchase the estates of the remaining landlords. 
Its annual grant from Ottawa was raised to fifty dollars a head, a larger 
grant than was given to the other provinces, which was justified on the 
basis that Prince Edward Island had no Crown Lands which it could sell to 
raise revenue. The Canadian Government guaranteed (a promise it would 
later have difficulty in fulfilling) continuous steam communication with 
the mainland. The Island also received the six members in Parliament its 
delegates had asked for at Quebec (though it was probably entitled to that 
number because of its population growth over the previous decade). 

In the Assembly only two members voted against the deal, one of them 
Cornelius Howatt who kept his anti-Confederate faith to the end. The oth-
er was a fellow farmer from Bedeque, Augustus Edward Crevier Holland. 
The other twenty-four members supported the agreement, some of them 
(like James Pope) declaring that they had been convinced of the need 
for Confederation for some time, others declaring that they had become 
pro-Confederates not out of choice but out of necessity. Certainly every-
one—even Howatt—accepted that further resistance was futile. Some, like 
the only remaining delegate to the Quebec Conference still sitting in the 
Assembly, Thomas Heath Haviland, welcomed the Island’s decision, de-
claring that Islanders would now become part of a nation extending “from 
the blue waters of the Atlantic, to the shores of the bright and sparkling 
Pacific Ocean,” and that they should be “proud to form part of a Dominion 
that has a form of government so superior to that of the United States.”37 
On 1 July 1873 Prince Edward Island entered Confederation. There were 
no protests against the union, certainly not in Charlottetown where many 
Islanders joined in celebrations and buildings were decorated with the 
Canadian flag. Even among most of those who had previously resisted 
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Confederation, there was little animosity since Prince Edward Island had 
entered Confederation on something close to its own terms. Ironically the 
Maritime province which had protested the most against Confederation 
entered it in the end with the least resentment.
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Resisting Canada’s Will: Manitoba’s 
Entry into Confederation

Robert Wardhaugh and Barry Ferguson

The story of Manitoba and Confederation is unique in that it was the 
only province created against the designs of the Canadian government. 
Manitoba emerged from the Red River Resistance of 1869–70. Canada 
was unprepared for the acquisition of Rupert’s Land from the Hudson’s 
Bay Company (HBC) and the country blundered its way into the vast ter-
ritory of the North-West. The Red River Settlement of twelve thousand 
people—a diverse community the majority of whom were Métis—stood 
up to Canada’s haphazard approach, opposed its peremptory occupation, 
reconstituted local power with a provisional government, and demanded a 
British form of representative government through negotiation. Manitoba 
was the only province where a portion of its Indigenous population was 
involved in its creation. The Manitoba Act of 1870 guaranteed a land 
grant for the Métis “to extinguish Indian title.” But while the Red River 
Resistance that resulted in the creation of Canada’s fifth province provided 
a temporary victory for the Métis, it laid the foundation for a full-blown 
Rebellion fifteen years later, as well as serious provincial and regional 
grievances. Manitoba entered Confederation in 1870 on an unequal ba-
sis with the other provinces. Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1905 would 
experience the same inequality, thereby establishing a powerful sense of 
western alienation.

6
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Canada’s Claim to the North-West

Canada’s acquisition of “Rupert’s Land and the North-Western Territory” 
was conducted under the “power to admit” provision in Article 146 of the 
Constitution Act of 1867.1 As a project of settler colonialism, Canadian 
politicians were certain that the vast territories were theirs for the taking.2 
What Canada and Britain did not comprehend was that the area had its 
own economic and social structures and, in the case of the Old Settlement 
(as it was called) of Red River, a political system that could resist the plans 
and terms imposed from outside. When the Canadian and British govern-
ments negotiated the terms of the dominion’s expansion, they neglected to 
consider the region, the people, and the institutions they were so confident 
of acquiring.

A significant amount of historical work has been done on the Red 
River Resistance and Manitoba’s entry into Confederation. Recent work, 
however, has shed the nation-building perspective that permeated older 
studies, offering a chance for a refreshed understanding of the political 
issues that shaped the course of events in 1869–70.

Red River under the Hudson’s Bay Company

The Old Settlement of Red River was not new to political, economic, and 
cultural conflict at the time Canada federated in 1867.3 After the HBC’s 
authority over the region was reconfirmed in 1835, Red River acquired its 
own political order in the form of the non-elected Council of Assiniboia 
and a legal system, the General Quarterly Court of Assiniboia. The Council 
and Court emerged gradually from HBC control.4 Red River asserted po-
litical and economic rights in the form of self-regulation; it developed a 
capitalist market economy and an agricultural colony apart from HBC 
sway. The Settlement, however, was not an autonomous self-governing 
colony by the 1860s, and it suffered from all the ambiguities of Company 
authority and British Imperial scrutiny.5 

The rule of the Hudson’s Bay Company over Rupert’s Land was 
controversial for decades prior to the transfer. In 1857, its tenure was re-
viewed by a Select Committee of the United Kingdom Parliament. The 
review was thorough and the Company was critically interrogated for its 
commercial practices, its failure to sponsor settlement, and its inability 
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to assist in acquiring educational, religious, or social services.6 The Select 
Committee reviewed a petition signed by 575 “inhabitants and natives of 
the Settlement situated on the Red River.” The petition claimed that, con-
trary to contractual relations with the HBC, the rights of settlers were 
crimped, including land tenure, crop sales, and trading rights. The peti-
tion also asserted that legal authority over the North-West lay not with the 
HBC but with the Crown under the Proclamation of 1763.7 

The 1857 Committee Report recommended a limited renewal of the 
HBC “license” to trade in the North-Western Territories. The Company 
was ordered to vacate Vancouver Island for failing to promote settlement 
and to cede the Red River and North Saskatchewan River districts to the 
Province of Canada.8 Desultory negotiations to acquire the North-West 
commenced but little headway was made.9

Negotiations to Acquire the North-West

After 1867, Great Britain informed Canada that urgent action was need-
ed.10 The new dominion passed a series of resolutions on the matter, in-
cluding authorizing the Imperial government to negotiate with the HBC. 
The minister of Public Works, William McDougall, proclaimed that 
Canada must acquire the entire North-West and indeed all the lands to 
the Pacific coast. “If we did not expand,” he warned, “we must contract.” 
Through expansion, Canada would realize its destiny as a “new nationali-
ty.”11 The British government forced the pace by passing the Rupert’s Land 
Act in July of 1868 which stated that the Company would surrender its 
“Lands, Rights, Privileges, Liberties, Franchises, Powers, and Authorities” 
upon transfer to the new dominion.12 In March 1869, the British govern-
ment imposed the terms of a settlement.13 In return for control of Rupert’s 
Land, Canada would pay the HBC £300,000 and 1/20th of all arable lands. 
Nothing specific was stipulated about the rights to land ownership or po-
litical representation for the residents of Red River.14 

In May of 1869, the Canadian government introduced legislation to 
take over the North-West. Already on the defensive for sending out prelim-
inary exploratory/survey crews, cabinet minister George-Étienne Cartier 
extolled the move as a project that would accomplish in a few years what 
the United States had taken half a century to achieve. Cartier boasted that 
the acquisition cost was modest: the purchase price was in the form of a 
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loan from the British to the Canadian government, payable over forty-five 
years. Prime Minister John A. Macdonald introduced an “Act for the tem-
porary Government of Rupert’s Land and the North-Western Territory 
when united with Canada.” The legislation gave the lieutenant-governor 
complete authority to make arrangements as he saw fit for governing Red 
River and the North-West. The only concession to the residents of Red 
River was a clause stating that existing laws and current officials would 
continue at the pleasure of Canada (although Ottawa had no records of 
them). The legislation was approved with government assurances that the 
formal take-over would occur sometime later in the year.15 Canada and 
Great Britain then dithered over the final terms.

The Failed Canadian Take-Over

In the summer of 1869 Canadian survey crews moved into the Red River 
area. Local concern turned into anger by late August when surveyors, 
acting on instructions from William McDougall, began staking out 800-
acre farm plots over existing occupied lands. A month later, William 
MacTavish, president of the Council of Assiniboia and HBC Governor of 
Rupert’s Land since 1858, informed the Catholic Bishop of St. Boniface, 
Alexandre-Antonin Taché, that the locals (particularly the Métis) were 
disturbed by these violations and were threatening “trouble.”16 

Prior to the official transfer, on 28 September 1869 Canada named 
McDougall as lieutenant-governor of Rupert’s Land. He was ordered to 
proceed “with all convenient speed to Fort Garry” and make “preliminary 
arrangements for the organization” of territorial government by liaising 
with existing officials of the Council and the HBC. He was also ordered to 
review conditions among the Indigenous Peoples as well as the role of the 
HBC. In particular, McDougall was instructed to conduct an inventory of 
existing laws and ordinances, taxes and licenses and, finally, land holding. 
His instructions demonstrated that the Canadian take-over was conduct-
ed with almost no idea about the existing administration.17

McDougall slowly made his way to Red River via the United States. 
Meanwhile, Joseph Howe, now minister responsible for the provinces, also 
traveled to the Settlement on an informal, hurried visit. His meetings with 
representative groups led him to a very sympathetic understanding of why 
Red River was agitated over the activities of the Canadians at Red River 
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and the prospects of Canadian administration. Howe carried back a copy 
of the records and legislation of the Council of Assiniboia. During his 
return trip, he met McDougall in Minnesota. They spoke for a brief time 
due to inclement weather. Howe cautioned McDougall and later wrote a 
strong letter warning him to avoid aligning himself with the “Canadians” 
or otherwise provoking the sensitivities of a divided Settlement.18

The moribund Council of Assiniboia, headed by a seriously-ailing 
William MacTavish, reconvened on October 16 and addressed a statement 
to McDougall. It welcomed the new lieutenant-governor but apprised him 
of the “mixed feelings” in the Settlement about the transfer and the “mis-
givings” over the future. The Council was concerned that “all just rights 
of the old settlers will be respected [and] that the transition will be made 
as easy for them as possible.”19 Simultaneously, a group of Métis had put 
together a Comité National des Métis de la Rivière Rouge.20 On October 21 
the Comité National sent a notice forbidding McDougall from setting foot 
in the North-West without its permission.21 

A few days later, the Council of Assiniboia again met. It expressed 
“reprobation of the outrageous” act of the group that had threatened to 
bar McDougall. The heads of the Comité National, Louis Riel and John 
Bruce, were called to explain their actions. Riel claimed that the Métis 
Committee objected to Canada’s imposition of authority without consul-
tations and demanded that the whole Settlement—and not only the Comité 
National—send “delegates” to negotiate Canada’s entry. The Council tried 
but failed to convince Riel of the “erroneous nature” of his arguments and 
warned him about the “highly criminal character” of Métis actions.22

Governor MacTavish also wrote McDougall about the serious “dis-
content” among the Métis in the Settlement, arguing that it was impos-
sible to divert the Métis from their course of action. He recommended 
that McDougall remain at Pembina, North Dakota until “conciliatory 
negotiations” occurred.23 McDougall also received information from oth-
ers, including the head of the Canadian survey party, Colonel J.S. Dennis, 
about increasing hostility to Canada and tensions within the Settlement. 
McDougall concluded that he should press on to Red River. He started 
out but was barred at the Pembina border by an armed Métis force. A 
perplexed McDougall urged MacTavish to establish authority for him.24

After the confrontation, public life in Red River grew tumultuous. 
On  November 2, the Comité National seized the HBC’s Upper Fort Garry 
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headquarters (present-day central Winnipeg), the symbolic centre of 
commercial and political authority. The Métis called for the creation of 
a council of equal representation from each of the French and English 
communities including the leader of the nearby Saulteaux, Henry Prince. 
This “Council of Twenty-Four” met between November 9 and December 1. 
Its deliberations were marked by debate as to whether the Council should 
remain an advisory body or declare itself a provisional government.25

In late November, the Canadian government postponed final agree-
ment with the HBC and Britain. It cited growing evidence of unsettled 
conditions in the North-West and Canada’s inability to effectively control 
the area. The British government was not pleased at being left in charge 
of an area it could not immediately control. The Colonial Secretary, the 
Earl of Granville, tried to insist on the take-over and stated that Canadian 
actions had led to the unsettled conditions.26 

McDougall, meanwhile, was cautioned not to act hastily. Howe again 
warned him that “as matters stand you can assert or claim no authority” 
until informed by the Canadian government that it had “annexed” the 
territory. Prime Minister Macdonald was more blunt. The situation had 
become “grave” and McDougall was ordered to avoid any precipitous ac-
tion, including public statements. If civil strife broke out at Red River, the 
prime minister warned, Britain and Canada would be unable to maintain 
public order, which would show that there was “no legal government” in 
the Settlement and that the residents would be entitled “by the law of na-
tions” to form their own administration “for the protection of life and 
property.” Hasty action could legitimize a provisional government under 
customary law. The United States, moreover, might well use such events as 
a pretext for intervention.27 

McDougall did not receive either of these letters from Howe and 
Macdonald before undertaking a second and final attempt to impose his 
authority over Red River. On December 1, he ordered the posting of a 
Proclamation at Fort Garry in the name of the Crown claiming he was 
now the lieutenant-governor of the North West Territories. It was a di-
sastrous claim made worse by further pronouncements. McDougall ap-
pointed Colonel Dennis as “Conservator of the Peace” against unspecified 
“bodies of armed men” and commanded him to create a force authorized 
“to attack, arrest, disarm or disperse the said armed men so unlawful-
ly assembled and disturbing the peace.” Bellicose words led to a second 
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Proclamation apprising the public of the new authority. But McDougall 
remained in Dakota, with almost no public sympathy, support, or rec-
ognition. For his part, Dennis struggled to contain the incitements to 
confrontation and balked at the order to take up arms.28 McDougall had 
evoked the authority of the Crown without authorization, moved in defi-
ance of the Canadian government’s authority, and threatened the use of a 
force he did not possess.

Red River’s Initiative: Political Convention & 
Provisional Government 

Canadian and British officials recognized the situation they had created. 
The Governor General, Sir John Young, was well aware that British mili-
tary forces could not be deployed to Red River due to the lack of efficient 
transportation links. Young issued a proclamation offering amnesty to all 
those “misguided persons” who had violently blocked “ingress” to the area 
as long as they abandoned their course of resistance. The proclamation 
presumed that the agitators were acting in good faith, were loyal to the 
Crown, and had acted solely in order to express legitimate concerns over 
the preservation of their civil, religious, and property rights, all of which 
would be guaranteed.29

Howe informed McDougall of the Governor General’s proclamation 
and ordered him to withdraw his previous expressions of authority. On 
Christmas Eve 1869, Howe wrote to rebuke McDougall for his “entirely 
illegal actions,” including invoking the Queen’s authority without permis-
sion. While McDougall continued to issue reports and to defend his ac-
tions, he retreated to Minnesota and then back to Canada.30 The Canadian 
government tried to regain the initiative by appointing two commissions. 
One was a duo of French Canadians, Fr. J-B. Thibault and Colonel Charles 
de Salaberry, both former residents of Red River who were sent to assess 
and calm the populace. The other was a single commissioner, Donald A. 
Smith, a senior HBC official resident in Montreal, who was instructed to 
conduct an inquiry and report on the means to resolve the situation by 
ensuring negotiations between Red River and Canada.31 These appoint-
ments began the process of negotiation that should have occurred six 
months earlier.32
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Meanwhile, on December 2, the Council of Twenty-Four had issued a 
“List of Rights,” enumerating fifteen tenets as the basis for Red River’s entry 
into Confederation as a territory of Canada. It demanded political repre-
sentation in local and national legislatures, the creation of administrative 
and legal institutions, equal standing of the French and English languag-
es, recognition of existing “customs, privileges and usages,” and the nego-
tiation of “Treaties” with the “several tribes of Indians” in the Territory. It 
would be the first of four such Lists devised by the Settlement’s political 
representatives.33 The Council then proclaimed itself a provisional govern-
ment and issued its own “Proclamation” on December 8. As a result of the 
abortive sale by the HBC and the efforts of Canada to “subjugate” the res-
idents of Red River, the Proclamation invoked the fundamental principle 
that a people who had no government was free to give or refuse allegiance 
to authorities by its own choosing.

Red River now possessed an effective government. Regardless of whether 
it was supported by the majority of its inhabitants or recognized by Canada, 
it plausibly claimed to be in charge.34 The new regime raised a flag consisting 
of the fleur-de-lis and shamrock, although it also raised the Union Jack.35 

The Provisional Government in Operation 

The next four months proved to be a time of trouble, marked by civil un-
rest, violent incidents, and mass arrests undertaken by the Provisional 
Government. It was also a time of political deliberations that resulted 
in a programme for negotiations with the Government of Canada. The 
Comité National, meanwhile, organized a paramilitary force that could 
muster two hundred to three hundred men. It was used to patrol the pe-
rimeters of the Settlement and ensure the occupation of Upper Fort Garry. 
A serious confrontation occurred over the December proclamation of the 
Provisional Government. Members of the Canadian Party—a combina-
tion of long-disgruntled residents of Portage la Prairie and Canadians at 
Fort Garry—organized a force of armed men to overthrow the new gov-
ernment. The Métis responded by promptly arresting forty-five men, in-
cluding their ringleader, Canadian adventurer Dr. John Christian Schultz, 
and jailing them in Fort Garry. The provisional government and Comité 
National, led by Louis Riel, had become the de facto law and order in  
Red River.36 
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Political deliberations continued in this tense atmosphere. Local 
Convention meetings and provisional government deliberations worked 
out terms and procedures to resolve the impasse. In late January, a new 
popular Convention was called comprising of twenty delegates each from 
the English-Protestant and French-Catholic parishes. This “Convention 
of Forty” promoted by leaders in each community and by the Canadian 
commissioner, Donald Smith, deliberated on negotiations with Canada. 
The new organization, starting with a subcommittee including James Ross, 
John Black, Louis Riel, and Louis Schmidt, drew up a new list of rights 
that was more extensive and specific than the previous version. There was 
heated debate in the Convention over the question of seeking territori-
al or provincial status (the latter would have meant more local expenses 
but also promised local control of public lands). Riel favoured provincial 
status but he could not carry the Convention. The “Second List of Rights” 
was subsequently revised on two occasions, but it was this second list that 
constituted the core of Red River’s goals. They included local and national 
political representation, an elected legislature within three years, adequate 
local government revenues, and provision by Canada of communication 
and transportation links and local public works such as public buildings 
and funds for schools, roads, and bridges. The List demanded recognition 
of property and other rights, including the use of French and English in 
the legislature and courts, and recognition and acquisition of citizenship 
rights for the residents of the new territory.37

February saw a renewal of conflict. Riel’s frustration at the defeat of 
provincial status led to further incarcerations, including the mortally-ill 
William MacTavish and several of Riel’s rivals amongst the Métis. The 
“Canadian Party” again organized themselves to overthrow the provi-
sional government. The Métis force moved in and captured a group of 
about fifty members of the Canadian Party. Several prisoners were threat-
ened with execution, including the leader, former militia Major Charles 
Boulton. Feverish negotiations ensued and most prisoners were released, 
but Riel and his closest associates decided to make an example of one pris-
oner and force Canada to “respect” the new government. Thomas Scott, 
a member of the Canadian Party, was executed by military court martial 
on March 4 for threatening the life of Riel, President of the provisional 
government.38 Scott’s death became a grave symbol to Protestant Ontario 
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Of course I am a British subject; 
but I am not a Canadian subject 
yet: and for that reason the 
Governor-General of Canada has 
no business with me yet, and I 
have no business with him—only 
with his Commissioner. If he has a 
proclamation, let him proclaim.

“

”
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in later months and years. It weakened the legitimacy of the Red River 
government and marred Riel’s standing for the rest of his days.  

The Convention of Forty was shocked by the turn of events. It turned 
immediately to revise the terms for negotiation with Canada. Five days 
after Scott’s execution, the influential Bishop Taché returned to Red River 
from an epochal Ecumenical Council in Rome, called back at the request 
of the Canadian government. Taché met with George-Étienne Cartier and 
John A. Macdonald in Ottawa on his return journey, and he brought with 
him assurances on behalf of the Canadian government to do justice to 
the demands of the people of Red River. The Council spent mid-March 
honing the List of Rights. This “Third List” now included Riel’s demand 
for provincial status. The Council commissioned three delegates to depart 
immediately for Ottawa to negotiate terms. The first was John Black, for-
merly Recorder and vice-president of the Council of Assiniboia, an active 
representative in the provisional government, and a leader of the “English” 
community. The second delegate was Rev. Noël-J. Ritchot, a parish priest 
at La Salle since 1862 and close advisor to the Métis throughout the fall 
of 1869 and winter of 1870. The third representative was Alfred H. Scott, 
identified as a young “American” merchant and member of the provisional 
government. By March 24, the three delegates had left for Ottawa. Ritchot 
possessed a revised copy of the List of Rights—a “Fourth List”—that was 
reworked by the provisional government executive to strengthen demands 
for “denominational schools.”39

Negotiating the Manitoba Act

The arrival of the Red River delegation in Ottawa in mid-April caused a 
major uproar in Ontario where Thomas Scott’s execution had spawned 
widespread indignation. The Canadian Party in Red River was supported 
and represented in Ontario by a group of ardent nationalists, the Canada 
First Movement. The province’s press also played up the “murder” of a 
loyal Anglo-Ontarian by the French-Catholic “half-breeds,” and French-
English and Catholic-Protestant antagonism reached a fevered pitch. 
Mass demonstrations were held in Toronto on April 7 and the Canada 
First movement subsequently secured a warrant for the delegation’s ar-
rest. Upon their arrival in Ottawa on April 11, and after an initial meeting 
with cabinet ministers George-Étienne Cartier and Joseph Howe, Noël-J. 
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Ritchot and Alfred Scott were held by Ottawa police for a week, swept up 
by the campaign to punish those responsible for the death of Thomas Scott. 
The warrants were eventually declared beyond the authority of Ontario 
and the two delegates freed. Meanwhile, Black resided unmolested in the 
Russell Hotel in a room adjacent to Commissioner Donald A. Smith.40  

The Canadian government was wary of recognizing the delegates in any 
official capacity but Cartier and Macdonald met with them. Negotiations 
continued at Cartier’s private residence between April 22 and May 2. The 
List of Rights formed the basis for the goals advanced by Black and Ritchot. 
Scott was not an active participant. It was pitted against a draft document 
less generous to the Manitobans advanced by Cartier and Macdonald 
who were guided by Smith’s unsympathetic Report on the grievances of  
Red River.41

The most contentious issues under discussion were provincial status 
and public lands. Macdonald and Cartier conceded provincial status but 
not local control of natural resources, including public lands. Instead, they 
insisted that lands and natural resources must be vested in the dominion 
government so it could foster homestead and railway policies. Ritchot was 
alarmed because control of public lands was a tenet of the List of Rights 
and was the crux of the demand for provincial status. Existing land ten-
ure would be threatened and the means for future settlement and public 
revenues would be lost. Realizing that he did not have the support of John 
Black and was likely to lose on the issue, Ritchot sought an alternative: 
“We could not give up control of the lands,” he wrote in his journal, “un-
less we had compensation or conditions that, for the people there now, 
would be the equivalent to control of the lands of their province.”42 Ritchot 
then brought up a proposal that, although not part of the delegates’ offi-
cial instructions, had been discussed in Red River. As descendants of the 
Indigenous Peoples, the Métis believed they had inherited some form of 
share in the Aboriginal title to the lands. While it was not necessary to 
sign treaties with the Métis because they were not and did not think of 
themselves as “Indians,” an argument could be made that they were de-
serving of special recognition. Ritchot viewed a grant of large blocs of land 
for the Métis as an acceptable form of compensation for loss of provin-
cial control. The land grant or reserve would ensure continued Métis and 
French-Canadian farm populations and security of tenure. Macdonald 
and Cartier accepted the compromise, but they offered only a grant of one 
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Confederation Quote 6.2

Quotation from Convention of Forty, 
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I need hardly say now, that Canada 
is not only disposed to respect the 
people of this country, but is most 
desirous of according to them 
every privilege enjoyed by any 
Province of the Dominion— all the 
rights of British subjects, in fact, 
which are enjoyed in any portion 
of the Dominion.

“

”
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hundred thousand acres for the descendants of the Métis. 
On April 28, after three days of negotiations, Macdonald and Cartier 

presented the delegates with another draft of the bill. But when discussion 
recommenced, Macdonald suddenly left the table. As it turned out, the 
prime minister was withering under personal problems and anxieties. He 
lapsed into a drinking bout that lasted several days.43 The prime minister’s 
absence meant that Cartier had to orchestrate the remaining negotiations. 
Between Ritchot’s insistence and Cartier’s sympathetic outlook, the two 
sides agreed upon the grant of a very large bloc of 1.4 million acres or one-
sixth of the land area of the new province for current and future Métis 
people. Other matters, including fiscal arrangements, economic links, as 
well as legal, linguistic, and educational rights on the basis of dualism be-
tween French and English, and Catholics and Protestants, were negotiated 
amicably. It was in Macdonald’s absence, however, that the final terms 
were struck.44 

On May 2, John A. Macdonald returned to present a surprisingly co-
gent summary of the newly agreed-upon Manitoba bill, which was still 
being printed. The prime minister reviewed the legislation deftly enough, 
explaining that a province would be created since a “territory” was appar-
ently unknown in the British colonial system. “Manitoba” would replace 
“Assiniboia” as a more euphonious, poignant aboriginal name (“the meet-
ing of spirits,” he claimed). His account was thorough, although he relied 
upon Cartier’s clarification of such points as the guarantee of legal occu-
pation of land by existing populations, and a peculiar comparison of the 
Métis land grant to that provided the United Empire Loyalists. The new 
legislation would “be satisfactory to the people of all classes and races of 
that country.” Macdonald ended by announcing the subsidiary legislation 
that would support a small military “expedition” of British regulars and 
Canadian militia to alleviate the fears of the local population about Indian 
hostility and foreign threats to peace.45 

Macdonald’s announcement drew the first of many critical Opposition 
responses to what Liberal leader Alexander Mackenzie described as the 
“reprehensible” payment to the HBC for a territory that Canada had by 
right and “ludicrous” legislation making a province out of two or three 
“counties.” William McDougall, now back on the Liberal side of the 
House, offered the first of several speeches that criticized the proposal and 
defended his own previous actions, a tactic that drew sharp comments 
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from cabinet ministers such as Sir Francis Hincks and a strong rebuke 
from Joseph Howe.46  

The day the Manitoba Act was to be debated, Macdonald fell serious-
ly ill with gallstones, and would remain out of the fray for months. On 
May 7, Alexander Mackenzie argued that the Manitoba Act was a ques-
tion of “vast political importance to the future of the country” and in ef-
fect agreed to quick passage.47 During the debates, members questioned 
but did not strongly oppose provisions for denominational schools and 
they did not challenge recognition of French and English as languages of 
government and law. Many, however, spoke against the reservation of 1.4 
million acres for the Métis population. Many MPs criticized the generous 
fiscal terms and both Conservatives and Liberals revealed their confusion 
over whether the Métis land was an aboriginal settlement or a grant of 
land in recognition of the resident population. On May 12 the bill was 
given final assent.48 When the provisional government of Assiniboia was 
informed and apprised of the Act, it too gave formal approval.49

The new province created by the Manitoba Act was proclaimed on 
15 July 1870, the same day the sale of Rupert’s Land was completed. In 
December the election of the first provincial legislature occurred. The 
Manitoba Act departed radically in some respects from the British North 
America Act that had created Confederation in 1867. The provisions for 
the province to receive four members of parliament and two senators, as 
well as provision for federal control of Crown lands contravened sections 
on the Senate, House representation, and most importantly provincial 
powers under the Constitution Act. Not surprisingly, the acquisition of 
Manitoba was later placed upon the footing of a separate Imperial Statute, 
the British North America Act of 1871.50

The Canadian take-over of Red River was irregular from start to finish. 
Parliament’s last move in the process caused further unease and trouble. It 
authorized a military Expedition—sought by the Macdonald government 
for some time—of 400 British regulars and 800 Ontario and Quebec mi-
litiamen, infantry, and artillery. The Red River Expedition set off in the 
summer of 1870 with the avowed purpose of protecting the Settlement. 
Led by British Army Col. Garnet Wolseley, it was touted as a presence to 
buttress the transfer. As the Expedition neared Red River in late August 
of 1870, in advance of the new civilian lieutenant-governor, Adams 
Archibald, Wolseley wrote the locals that the “mission is one of peace” 
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whose purpose was to “secure Her Majesty’s sovereign authority.” He also 
promised the “strictest order and discipline” amongst the troops. Wolseley 
led the British battalion in advance of the Canadian militia and it marched 
into Red River on August 24 in military formation “prepared for a fight.” 
The Settlement was in effect turned into an armed camp. Large numbers 
of Métis men had departed for the buffalo hunt. Riel consequently lacked 
military or civilian support, and Manitoba’s “Father of Confederation” 
was forced into hiding. On September 2, Adams Archibald arrived as did 
the Canadian militia battalions. Wolseley’s forces left a week later. Tension 
and sporadic conflict ensued, including several Métis deaths, notably Riel’s 
associate Elzéar Goulet who was run into the Red River and drowned.51

The Canadian official now in charge, Adams Archibald, was a moder-
ate Nova Scotian and an ally of Joseph Howe, who had some sympathies for 
the stated positions of the Manitobans. Archibald undertook the laborious 
process of negotiating the structures of government and politics. He spent 
two arduous years implementing the formation of a provincial legislature 
(divided equally between French and English parish-based constituencies) 
and the formation of courts and administrative agencies of government. 
During his time in office, he was effectively the head of a colonial and not 
a “responsible” form of government. The formation of a responsible gov-
ernment under a premier did not emerge until the mid-1870s.52

Manitobans gained the core of what they had sought in 1870: repre-
sentative government, federal representation, institutions based on local 
society, a fiscal base, assurances about communication links, and a land 
reserve for the resident population. Offsetting these gains, however, were 
three factors. The first was the issue of the amnesty for the actions of the 
Provisional Government. Amnesty was repeatedly sought during and af-
ter 1870, but neither Canada nor Britain accepted responsibility. The for-
mer absolved itself of anything but sympathy, and the latter claimed that 
certain criminal actions remained open to prosecution, so the amnesty 
issue became a perpetual cloud over Louis Riel and a blight on politics. 
The second issue was the entrenchment of dominion control over natu-
ral resources and public lands. The administration of the promised Métis 
lands was vested in Ottawa. The fairness of the administration of Métis 
lands became a matter of dispute during the 1870s, when substantial num-
bers of the locals dispersed to the west, and has remained so since. This 
form of jurisdiction subordination led to a third point: the guarantees of 
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Fig 6.2 Manitoba’s expansion, 
1870–1912. Reproduced with 
permission from John Welsted 
et al. “Manitoba: Geographical 
Identity of a Prairie Province,” 
The Geography of Manitoba: 
Its Land and Its People, eds. 
John C. Everitt, Christoph 
Stadel, and John E. Welsted 
(Winnipeg: University of 
Manitoba Press, 1996), 5.

religious and linguistic rights for Roman Catholics and French-language 
Manitobans were dependent upon the goodwill and intent of subsequent 
governments of Canada and Manitoba. As later events would prove, the 
guarantee of denominational and language rights and the fair adminis-
tration of provisions enshrined in the Manitoba Act were not fully en-
trenched. Manitoba was not a province like the others and would not be 
so for sixty years. Its subordination was a constitutional watershed, as 
historian Chester Martin argued a century ago and was echoed by almost 
every historian since. The Act was a “second Confederation” establishing 
a model for subordinate provinces that created problems for decades. As 
Martin put it, the Manitoba Act as validated by the British Parliament in 
1871, meant that “Canada was transformed from a federation of equals 
into an Empire.”53 
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Treaty-Making, 1871–76

Canada’s acquisition of Manitoba and the North-West was not completed 
by the take-over of 1870. As the Provisional Government’s List of Rights 
had stipulated, “treaties” with the “Indian tribes” of the region still needed 
to be negotiated, and both the First Nations of the entire North-West and 
the Government of Canada were motivated to proceed. The First Nations 
were well aware of Canada’s grandiose plans for their homelands. They 
had already experienced Canada’s bumptious and insensitive approach 
to Indigenous Peoples as well as the increasingly serious concerns about 
outbreaks of disease and declining food sources.54 They were aware of 
the experience of the Red River Métis with the Canadians. For its part, 
Canada had already shown its determination to absorb the North-West 
into its expansion strategy, while realizing it lacked the capacity to enforce 
its schemes in the way the United States was doing through a policy of 
warfare and mass settlement.55 

The First Nations had a history of mutual accommodation during the 
HBC era and they were prepared to pursue the same approach with the 
Canadians. Accordingly, Indigenous Peoples in the areas in and around the 
new province sought treaty negotiations almost as soon as Adams Archibald 
arrived in Manitoba. They were stalled by the habitual disorganization of 
the Canadian government and by the lieutenant-governor’s focus on creat-
ing a political and administrative structure for the new province.

By mid-1871, Archibald and a newly-appointed Indian commission-
er, Wemyss Simpson (former HBC trader and Conservative MP), en-
gaged in treaty talks. The first agreement, Treaty No. 1 or the “Stone Fort 
Treaty,” was signed at Lower Fort Garry, downriver from Winnipeg, on 3 
August 1871 with the “Chippewa and Swampy Cree Tribes of Indians” of 
Manitoba. This was an area of 43,250 square kilometres encompassing, 
but spilling over from the new province to east and west. The ceremonial 
aspects of the signing reflected the momentousness of the agreement and 
the negotiations were intense at times. About one thousand Anishinaabeg 
people gathered while their leaders concluded talks with the Canadians.56 
Treaty No. 2 was signed on August 21 at the “Manitoba Post” on Lake 
Manitoba. It was for an area of 92,000 square kilometres in an arc north 
and west of Treaty 1.

The terms of the Treaties No. 1 and No. 2 reflected the seriousness of 
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the situation. Like all later treaties, they were reciprocal agreements—not 
with Canada—but between Her Majesty the Queen and peoples of the re-
gion. In return for a general acceptance of opening the specified lands for 
“settlement and immigration” and an agreement to observe the treaty and 
maintain the peace, First Nations were guaranteed grants of lands—160 
acres [64.75 ha.] per family of five, an annual payment of fifteen dollars 
per family, a ban on the sale of “intoxicating liquor,” and the provision of 
a school “on each reserve” at the desire of the inhabitants.57

Archibald introduced the signings for each treaty by emphasizing the 
Crown’s commitment to “justice to all” and the dominion’s promise of 
seeking the “good of all races.” He stated that the Queen “though she may 
think it good for you to adopt civilized habits, has no idea of compelling 
you to do so. This she leaves to your choice, and you need not live like the 
white man.” To underline this point, he stated that the reserves provided 
an abundance of land for their perpetual use either “by tilling” or by “the 
chase.”58 Commissioner Simpson stated in his speech to First Nations and 
in his report to the minister that it had also taken some convincing to 
disabuse band leaders of what he claimed were excessive demands for land 
grants, such as a demand by the Chiefs in the Treaty 1 area for a reserve of 
two-thirds of the province. He also noted that Métis in the areas along the 
Assiniboine who were eligible for land grants under the Manitoba Act had 
tried to gain reserve lands, though they were stymied.59

While Archibald and  Simpson expressed fine sentiments on behalf 
of Queen Victoria, the government they represented promptly neglected 
its Treaty obligations, which led to agitations among the signatory First 
Nations during the next four years. This agitation led to a revision of the 
treaties by 1875. As Archibald’s and Simpson’s successor in negotiations, 
Alexander Morris admitted: “Certain verbal promises . . . were not includ-
ed in the written text of the treaties, nor recognized or referred to, when 
these Treaties were ratified by the Privy Council.” A memorandum was 
subsequently signed that raised the annuity to five dollars per capita and 
stipulated special gratuities to Chiefs and Headmen. 60

Two other treaties were signed with First Nations in areas that be-
came part of Manitoba by the 1880s. Alexander Morris became lieu-
tenant-governor of Manitoba and the North-West Territories from 1873 
to 1876 and J.A.N. Provencher became Indian commissioner. Treaty No. 
3, the “North-West Angle” agreement, was signed in 1873 principally with 
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bands of Saulteaux from north-western Ontario. These negotiations, for 
an area of 124,450 square kilometres, were characterized by more point-
ed demands from the Chiefs based on their understanding that the lands 
they possessed contained valuable timber and minerals, and that the sig-
natories to Treaties No. 1 and No. 2 already were dissatisfied. They nego-
tiated better terms, including a larger annuity of five dollars per person, 
a family land grant of 640 acres (259 hectares), the supply of equipment 
and stock for farming, and equipment for fishing as well as the promise 
that they had the right to “pursue their avocations of hunting and fishing 
throughout the tracts surrendered.”61 This promise of access for hunting 
and fishing rights, not uncommon in previous treaties throughout British 
North America, was entrenched in each subsequent treaty.

The final agreement pertaining to Manitoba was Treaty No. 5, the 
“Winnipeg Treaty” of 1875–76 (Treaty No. 4 impinged on the western 
edge of the province). It encompassed Indigenous Nations of the northern 
ends of Lakes Winnipegosis and Manitoba over a region of 259,000 square 
kilometres, an area specifically including waterways as well as lands. It 
was even more precise than previous treaties in accounting for entitle-
ments to land, annuities, schooling, prohibition, and equipment and stock 
for farming. The Treaty was later extended in 1908 via further adhesions 
which added the rest of northern Manitoba, an area of some 345,500 
square kilometres.62

The four treaties negotiated between 1871 and 1876 were based on the 
recognition of the autonomy and significance of the Indigenous Peoples 
that no amount of subsequent administrative sloth or perfidy could deny. 
The texts alone, apart from the rich context of prior agreements and the 
recorded discussions that framed the negotiations, reveal the complexities 
of the treaties. They were agreements between the Crown (not merely the 
Government of Canada) and the Indigenous Peoples. Canada was obliged 
to recognize perpetual obligations through annual ceremonies and com-
memorations, the payment of the annuities, a commitment to recognize 
Indigenous rights of possession and use of lands and waterways for their 
material well-being, and purported respect for both existing and new 
ways of life. First Nations were obliged to maintain treaties by keeping the 
peace and cooperating with settlement and development. All of the trea-
ties were made possible by the willingness of Indigenous Peoples and the 
Crown’s representatives to negotiate, and by the essential work of credible 
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Métis interpreters like James McKay, Charles Nolin, and others from Red 
River, and by the involvement of Catholic and Protestant clergy who had 
the trust of many Indigenous leaders.63 These agreements ensured that the 
framework for Canadian control of the North-West and Manitoba did not 
collapse, although it nearly fell apart during the Rebellion of 1885.
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“The interests of Confederation 
demanded it”: British Columbia  
and Confederation

Patricia E. Roy

[Canada] promised what she did to British Columbia less because 
British Columbia demanded it than because the interests of Con-
federation demanded it.

Colonist, 20 July 1871

On 14 May 1870 in Victoria, three men—J.W. Trutch, Dr. R.W.W. 
Carrall, and Dr. J.S. Helmcken—specially selected by Governor Anthony 
Musgrave—himself nominated by John A. Macdonald—boarded the 
Active for the five-day journey to San Francisco. From there, the recently 
completed Union Pacific Railroad took them to Chicago and a transfer to 
the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. In Ottawa, they expected to meet 
Prime Minister Macdonald and the federal cabinet to discuss the “fair and 
equitable” terms by which British Columbia might enter Confederation. 
Accompanying them was Henry Seelye, the correspondent of the Victoria 
British Colonist. On the instructions of John Robson, his editor, he was 
to use his influence with the Canadian government, particularly fellow 
New Brunswicker S.L. Tilley, to ensure that the terms of union included 

7
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responsible government. Macdonald was critically ill,1 so the acting prime 
minister, George-Étienne Cartier greeted the British Columbians. 
Macdonald, however, had laid the groundwork for a Canadian nation 
“From Sea unto Sea.”

Talk of a continent-wide British North America was not new, but 
for British Columbia the story begins at the Quebec Conference of 1864, 
when George Brown proposed that the 72 Resolutions provide “for the 
admission into the Union on equitable terms of the North West Territory, 
British Columbia and Vancouver.” Adopted unanimously,2 the motion be-
came Section 146 of the British North America Act of 1867. Section 146 
did not refer to Vancouver Island. A year earlier, the British government 
had forced it into an unhappy union with the mainland colony of British 
Columbia in the hope of saving on administrative costs since revenues 
and population were falling and debt, rising.3 In 1867 the united colony, 
with a non-Indigenous population generously estimated at fifteen thou-
sand and steadily declining, had a debt of $1,300,000 incurred mostly by 
road building on the Mainland.4 The Mainland was jealous of Victoria 
being the commercial centre; the Island was affronted by losing its name, 
Victoria’s status as a free port, and a Legislative Assembly that provided 
a form of representative, but not responsible, government. Instead, it got 
a variation on the Mainland constitution, a Legislative Council in which 
the governor chose fourteen of twenty-three members. Nevertheless, some 
wanted to maintain the status quo. Others wanted change, either annex-
ation to the United States or joining Canada. 

The idea of annexation was not far-fetched given that most communi-
cation with the outside world was via San Francisco, and the American pur-
chase of Alaska in 1867 had sandwiched the colony between two American 
territories. At least two petitions for annexation circulated in Victoria, but 
not on the Mainland, and secured signatures mainly of Americans and 
Europeans. They attracted little attention in Washington, D.C.,5 but may 
have encouraged the Colonial Office to promote Confederation more vig-
orously and strengthened the Canadian argument for admitting British 
Columbia to Confederation.

Supporters of the status quo had more influence than their numbers 
warranted because, led by Governor Frederick Seymour, they dominat-
ed the government. Engineering the union of the colonies had taxed his 
health; he seemed unwilling to face the problems of creating another 
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union.6 He did not oppose Confederation, but these reservations may 
explain his reluctance to act. The civil servants who formed the major-
ity of the Legislative Council also favoured the status quo. They includ-
ed Trutch, an English-born engineer, surveyor and Chief Commissioner 
of Lands and Works; Royal Naval officers; and former Hudson’s Bay 
Company employees, such as Dr. Helmcken who came to Victoria in 1850 
as the HBC surgeon. Helmcken thought Confederation “another leap in 
the dark” given the distance from Canada and its high tariffs.7 Officials 
such as Judge Matthew Baillie Begbie feared for their jobs and worried 
about their pensions. Being generally better educated and from higher 
social classes, the British officials considered themselves superior to the 
Canadians whom they regarded as “a poor mean slow people” or “North 
American Chinamen” because of their thriftiness.8 

Pushing for Confederation

Canadians were likely in a numerical minority, but included two ma-
jor newspaper editors: Amor de Cosmos and John Robson. De Cosmos, 
whose hero was Joseph Howe for championing British liberalism, was 
born William Smith in Windsor, Nova Scotia. He came to Victoria in 
1858, having already changed his name a few years before, and founded 
the Colonist.9 His early editorials called for responsible government and a 
federation of the British North American colonies. In 1863, when an elect-
ed member of the Island’s legislative assembly, he sold the Colonist and 
for a time concentrated on political activities. In June 1867 at the Reform 
Convention in Toronto, he issued a well-received call for British Columbia’s 
entry into Confederation.10 The other key editor was John Robson. As ear-
ly as 1862, in the New Westminster British Columbian, Robson, a native of 
Perth, Upper Canada, declared that the British American provinces must 
be linked “into one United Federation which shall extend from ocean to 
ocean.”11 He too wanted responsible government.

On 18 March 1867, British Columbia’s Legislative Council unanimous-
ly passed de Cosmos’ motion that given events in British North America 
and the views of British Columbians, Seymour should take immediate 
steps to insure British Columbia’s admission into the Confederation “on 
fair and equitable terms.”12 According to Dr. Helmcken, they expected 
Canada to cover British Columbia’s expenses, including debts, and “give 
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Amor de Cosmos
Member of the Legislative Council, BC

10 MARCH 1870

Confederation Quote 7.1

Quotation from British Columbia, 
Legislative Council, 10 March 1870

Photograph courtesy of the Royal BC 
Museum and Archives, Image A-01224

I am in favour of Confederation, 
provided the financial terms 
are right in amount, and if the 
other terms will contribute to 
the advancement and protection 
of our industry. If we cannot 
get favourable terms, which I 
believe we can, it will then be 
for the people of this country to 
say whether we shall remain in 
isolation or seek some other more 
favourable union.

“

”
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her a bonus into the bargain.”13 Seymour did not send the resolution to 
Canada. Belatedly sending it to London, he called it “the expression of a 
despondent community looking for a change.” He ambiguously suggested 
that both he and the colonists wanted “a fusion or an intimate connection 
with the Eastern Confederation,” but building a road through “rugged” 
mountains would be difficult.14 The Colonial Office replied that union 
must wait until Canada acquired Rupert’s Land.15

On 22 January 1868, S.L. Tilley, Canada’s Minister of Customs, tele-
graphed H.E. Seelye, of the Colonist’s staff, to inform him that Canada 
had had no communications from British Columbia.16 A week later the 
telegram was read at a public meeting in Victoria which requested that 
Canada ask the Imperial government to instruct Seymour to inaugurate 
negotiations with Canada.17 Suggested terms included: Canada accepting 
responsibility for an estimated debt of $1,500,000, providing fixed and per 
capita subsidies, responsible government, and, the “essential condition,” 
the construction of a wagon road from the head of navigation on the Fraser 
River to Lake Superior within two years of admission.18 On 7 March 1868, 
the Canadian cabinet asked the Colonial Secretary to instruct Seymour 
“to take such steps as may be deemed proper” to let the Legislative Council 
act towards Confederation.19

Two weeks later Seymour told the Council that he supported 
Confederation which might lead to overland communication with 
Canada, but union must wait until Rupert’s Land was part of Canada.20 
The next day, Tilley wired that Canada had initiated discussions with the 
Imperial government on British Columbia joining Confederation and that 
the Council should pass an address to Her Majesty favouring union.21 
Public meetings in New Westminster and Yale asked Seymour to present 
a message to the Council calling for immediate union on “fair and equi-
table terms.”22 

When Seymour did not respond, de Cosmos introduced a resolu-
tion calling for the admission of British Columbia to Confederation 
“without delay” and listing terms including financial arrangements, the 
construction of “a good Overland Wagon Road” from Lake Superior to 
the head of navigation on the Fraser River, representation in parliament, 
and the transfer of colonial civil servants to the federal service if their 
duties fell within its responsibilities. The appointed members of Council 
passed an amendment that they lacked sufficient information about “the 
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practical working of Confederation” to define advantageous terms. Only 
de Cosmos, Robson, and two other elected members opposed the amend-
ment.23 Seymour interpreted this as reason to postpone discussions about 
Confederation.24

Beyond the Council chambers, in September 1868, twenty-six indi-
viduals from most British Columbia communities convened for three days 
at Yale, the head of navigation on the Fraser River. Joshua Thompson of 
Barkerville claimed an “almost unanimous feeling throughout the colo-
ny in favour of Confederation.” Complaining that the governor and his 
councillors were “generally antagonistic to the well-being of the colony,” 
the delegates demanded that Seymour work for the admission of British 
Columbia to Confederation on favourable terms or publicly explain why 
this was not possible.25 

In Victoria, the resolutions of the Yale Convention attracted ridicule 
because “a coloured man,” an American, was a delegate.26 That man was 
Mifflin Wistar Gibbs who had served on Victoria’s City Council. Seymour 
sent the Yale resolutions to London. He included advertisements from 
the Colonist saying that the resolutions did not represent the views of all 
Victorians and added that he saw no way of introducing responsible gov-
ernment.27 Nevertheless, recognizing the support for Confederation, in 
the equivalent of the Throne Speech on 17 December 1868, Seymour as-
serted that every Englishman would “rejoice to see a vast State, still under 
his own flag, extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific,” but there were 
“extremely formidable” obstacles.28 The reply to the Speech noted satisfac-
tion with the Confederation discussions.29

Elections in the fall of 1868 changed the situation on the Council 
slightly. Island voters rejected supporters of Confederation, including de 
Cosmos. Seymour, who had rigged the results by enfranchising aliens 
and non-property owners, said support for Confederation was not uni-
versal. He did not report that Confederation supporters swept the election 
on the Mainland and that the press uniformly favoured Confederation. 
Among the Mainland members elected was John Robson. Another was 
Dr. Robert William Weir Carrall, a native of Woodstock, Upper Canada, 
who practised medicine in Barkerville, who had said: “We will span 
the continent with a cordon of thinking that a railroad will follow.” In 
Cariboo, Confederation was the main election issue.30 Seymour’s appoin-
tees, however, still dominated the Legislative Council. On 17 February 
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Member of the Legislative Council, BC

11 MARCH 1870

Confederation Quote 7.2

Quotation from British Columbia, 
Legislative Council, 11 March 1870

Photograph by Topley Studio, from Library 
and Archives Canada, PA-026366

Who, I ask, are Confederates? 
The people most unquestionably; 
and could we, the people of 
this Colony, ever have made 
Confederation a successful issue 
unless it had been taken up by 
Government?

“

”
177
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1869, the Council resolved, eleven to five, that Confederation was not de-
sirable, “even if practicable,” and urged Britain not to take any decisive 
steps towards union.31 

According to Donald Creighton, British Columbia was “a mere speck 
on . . . [Macdonald’s] mental horizon” until he concluded the agreement to 
purchase Rupert’s Land from the Hudson’s Bay Company in April 1869.32 
Carrall and others, including Seelye, kept Macdonald aware of pro-Con-
federation sentiment in British Columbia. In May 1869, Macdonald asked 
the Colonial Office to recall Seymour because “a good man” was “needed 
at the helm” in British Columbia. Such a man was Anthony Musgrave who 
worked hard, albeit unsuccessfully, for Confederation in Newfoundland.33 
The recall was unnecessary; Seymour had already requested a medical 
leave. While touring the coast, he died at Bella Coola on 10 June 1869.34 
News of his death reached Victoria on June 14 and was immediately cabled 
to London. The next day, the Colonial Office informed British Columbians 
that Musgrave was their new governor. 

Musgrave arrived in August with instructions that the Colonial Office 
understood that the “prevailing opinion” in British Columbia favoured 
Confederation and, when appropriate, he should inform the people that 
Her Majesty’s Government favoured it.35 Musgrave found support for 
Confederation on “fair and equitable terms.” The New Westminster City 
Council, for example, formally welcomed him as “a warm supporter of 
the great scheme of Confederation.”36 Musgrave published his instructions 
in the Government Gazette on 20 October 1869. Some legislative coun-
cillors resented their publication before presentation to the Council and 
were offended by an unnamed Canadian cabinet minister, likely Tilley, 
who wrote to a British Columbian, likely Seelye, that “Canada expects to 
lose money for some years by the admission of British Columbia, and is 
prepared to deal most liberally with her.”37 

The main opponents of Confederation were colonial officials who 
feared losing their jobs and farmers who worried that the Canadian tar-
iff would not protect them from American imports. Most British immi-
grants, Musgrave observed, were indifferent, and only non-British subjects 
preferred Annexation. Musgrave won the Council over to Confederation 
by assuring officials of positions in the Canadian or provincial govern-
ment and about pensions. He also appointed two elected members of the 
Legislative Council, Drs. Carrall and Helmcken, to his Executive Council. 
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Musgrave privately told Helmcken that Her Majesty’s government fa-
voured Confederation, but desired it to “be brought about by the desire 
of B. Columbians . . . that no force shall be exercised in the Council or the 
Legislature. . . . The Canadian Government wants B.C. to join—these [Her 
Majesty’s government and Canada] are afraid that B.C. may, if left alone, 
choose to join the U.S. and the annexation cry makes them anxious.”38

Musgrave and his executive then drafted the terms of union. They 
had little to guide them, apart from the terms granted to other provinc-
es.39 Because Musgrave had broken his leg, Philip Hankin, the Colonial 
Secretary, read the speech opening the Legislative Council session on 
15 February 1870. It advised that “careful consideration” of union with 
Canada could no “longer be deferred with courtesy to Her Majesty’s 
Government, or advantage to the Colony . . . on certain terms, which . . . 
would not be difficult to arrange, this Colony may derive substantial bene-
fit from such an Union.” Musgrave proposed to add more elected members 
to the Council, but did not think what is “commonly called ‘Responsible 
Government’” suited a “community so young.”40

Before the debate began, Musgrave informed the Governor General of 
Canada that the terms would be passed “as it will be pressed as a measure 
of the Government” because of “much divided” opinion among the elect-
ed members of the Council. He warned that “no important modification 
would obtain acquiescence” and that the Canadians must be “prepared to 
be liberal if they desire Union.”41 

Debating Terms of Union

On 9 March 1870, the debate on the draft terms or what Attorney-General 
Henry Crease described as “Confederation or no Confederation” began. 
No one seriously questioned the idea of Confederation, but the Council 
debated the details for eleven days.42 Based on time spent, responsible 
government was the most contentious issue. Few opposed the principle; 
the question was timing. Should it be a sine qua non of union or should 
it be deferred until the population was larger and British Columbia was 
more ready for it? Robson claimed that if responsible government were not 
granted, British Columbia might see an uprising as had recently occurred 
at Red River. More representative was Carrall who called responsible gov-
ernment “the wisest and best form of government, but it is too cumbrous 
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Confederation Quote 7.3

Quotation from British Columbia,  
Legislative Council, 9 March 1870

Photograph courtesy of the Royal BC 
Museum and Archives, Image A-01351

Confederation would make the 
Dominion territorially greater, 
but would, in case of war, be a 
source of weakness. It is people, 
not territory, that makes a country 
strong and powerful. To be strong, 
the union must be of people, and 
in my opinion that condition is 
wanting.

“

”
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for this colony,”43 with its small and scattered population. The Council 
agreed that the constitution of British Columbia’s Legislature should re-
main until changed under the authority of the BNA Act. This meant, as 
Helmcken and others observed, “the people can have responsible govern-
ment when they want it.”44

The tariff was controversial. Helmcken warned the Canadian tariff 
would ruin farmers and “deprive the Government of the power of regulat-
ing and encouraging those interests” upon which the colony’s prosperity 
depended.”45 Trutch replied that Confederation would benefit Canada 
only if it was advantageous to British Columbia and British Columbia 
could have a special tariff.46 That won over the Council.47

Financial terms were important. The draft terms proposed that Canada 
should assume the debts and liabilities of British Columbia of slightly 
over a million dollars; provide the debt allowance to provinces whose per 
capita debt was less than average; make an annual grant of $35,000, and 
give a subsidy of eighty cents per person based on a population of one 
hundred and twenty thousand. No one knew the size of the population. 
Many speakers speculated that the number was closer to forty thousand. 
Helmcken took credit for the idea of calculating the financial terms on the 
basis of a fictional number of people by a complicated formula based on 
the customs revenue.48 Trutch, who helped to draft the terms, explained 
that the cost of living in British Columbia was higher than in Canada 
and inflating the population would account for “undeveloped resources.” 
(Robson noted that a population of one hundred and twenty thousand 
would mean more representation in Parliament.)49 Henry Holbrook, of 
New Westminster, a magistrate and official member, rightly observed 
there was “no objection to getting all the money we can from Canada.”50

That one day Canada would link British Columbia’s seaboard with 
the rest of the country by rail was understood. The terms, however, simply 
asked Canada to “use all means” in its power to complete a railway “at the 
earliest possible date.” Surveys should begin immediately and, beginning 
three years after Union Canada should spend at least a million dollars a 
year on building the line from the seaboard towards the railway system of 
Canada.51 Foretelling later debates was a discussion of routes and a termi-
nus, and doubts of Canada’s ability and willingness to build the railway. 
The term was adopted after a relatively short debate. In the meantime, the 
terms only called for a subsidized passenger and mail steamship service to 
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Puget Sound and San Francisco and, within three years, the completion of 
a coach road from the main trunk road of British Columbia to Fort Garry. 
Terms such as urging Great Britain for a loan to help pay for a graving 
dock and the continued maintenance of the Esquimalt naval base, making 
a geological survey, and encouraging the development of a volunteer force 
passed with little or no debate. 

The draft terms made no provision for Indigenous Peoples. Their 
numbers had declined sharply after approximately a third of them died of 
smallpox in 1862.52 Given that the total population was estimated at forty 
thousand (including the Chinese), the estimated thirty thousand “Indians” 
were the majority.53 No one considered them part of the body politic and 
no one consulted them. In the printed debates, the two motions relating 
to Indigenous Peoples occupy just over one of 131 pages. Holbrook asked 
that the terms specify the ability of Indigenous Peoples to occupy the land 
and enjoy equal protection of the law. Robson agreed that they should be 
properly cared for. Asserting that Canada’s Indigenous policy was consid-
ered good, but “our own policy is not worthy of the name,” he proposed 
extending Canadian policy to British Columbia and having it establish 
the “necessary agencies” for the “efficient administration of Indian af-
fairs.” “We should,” he declared, “let the Indian mind at rest and let them 
feel that Confederation will be a greater boon to them than to the white 
population.” Robson withdrew his amendment, but despite Helmcken’s 
warning that “if the Indians are to be stuck in reservations, there will be a 
disturbance,” the Council defeated Holbrook’s motion twenty to one.54 No 
clause relating to Indigenous Peoples went to Ottawa. 

Finally, the Council agreed to pay for a delegation, to be chosen by 
Musgrave, to negotiate Union in Ottawa. Trutch, its unofficial leader, 
represented the “officials” who had opposed Confederation but who had 
been converted to the cause. His personal interests straddled Island and 
Mainland. Carrall represented the Mainland and had always favoured 
Confederation. Helmcken, who represented the Island, had consistently 
opposed Confederation.55 The rail journey through mountains from San 
Francisco convinced him that Confederation was practical.56 

At a dinner in Ottawa, the Governor General told the British 
Columbians: “They want you and British Columbia in very badly.” The 
delegates found that the cabinet “knew as much of the subject as we did.” 
Together they went through the terms, explaining reasons and answering 
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Fig 7.1 Using the symbolism of trains, the artist Robert J. Banks imagined British Columbia 
delegates Dr. J.S. Helmcken, Dr. R.W.W. Carrall, and J.W. Trutch arriving in Ottawa. Image 
PDP00488 by Robert Banks, courtesy of the Royal BC Museum and Archives.

questions. Cabinet ministers warned they could only offer what Parliament 
would accept. Cabinet members and prominent people in Montreal, how-
ever, told the delegates that a railway was needed to keep the country 
together. The railway to British Columbia would be an extension of the 
railway to Fort Garry; the difficult journey of Col. Wolseley and his men 
had proven its need. Canada’s concern was how to pay for it. When Tilley 
asked, Helmcken replied: “Make everybody smoke a couple of cigars a day 
and take a glass or two of whisky, the duties on those will pay the interest 
on the outlay!” Helmcken did not know that Tilley strongly opposed li-
quor and tobacco.57 

During a meeting with the cabinet, Trutch, who had surveyed much of 
the interior, explained how the railway could be built through the moun-
tains and along the Fraser River; Carrall spoke of the interior, and, with 
Helmcken, sketched how the railway might come to Vancouver Island. 
The Canadians sensibly would not specify a route or terminus until the 
surveys were done. They would not guarantee to spend at least a million 
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dollars a year on construction since they planned to have a private con-
tractor build it. It is not clear if Cartier,58 Trutch, or someone else suggest-
ed beginning construction within two years and completing it within ten. 
The British Columbians agreed to rely on Canada’s honour “to fulfill the 
treaty” and dropped the demand for a wagon road.59 

Devising financial terms took time. No one believed that British 
Columbia had a population of one hundred and twenty thousand. The 
cabinet generously conceded there might be sixty thousand residents, 
but Francis Hincks, the Minister of Finance, knew that British Columbia 
needed an annual subsidy of $150,000 to balance its books. Cartier then 
had the “brilliant idea” that British Columbia surrender land to subsidize 
the railway in return for annual compensation.60 

Probably at Trutch’s suggestion,61 Ottawa inserted Article Thirteen 
concerning Indigenous Peoples. Members of Parliament did not question 
it.62 Reminiscent of Robson’s idea, it provided that Canada have charge of 
Indigenous Peoples, manage lands reserved for them, and continue “a poli-
cy as liberal as that hitherto pursued by the British Columbia Government.” 
The clause did not benefit Indigenous Peoples. British Columbia’s “Indian 
policy” was mainly creating reserves. The Chief Commissioner of Lands 
and Works, J.W. Trutch, who was in charge from 1864 to 1871, believing 
that Indigenous Peoples had no right to the lands they claimed, kept the 
reserves small.63

Several issues were contentious. Canada was unwilling to set a prec-
edent of a province having its own tariff. The solution was a compromise. 
British Columbia could retain its own tariff until the railway was built. 
Similarly, Canada would not assist with the dry dock lest other provinces 
want one. Another compromise was that for ten years, Canada would guar-
antee the interest on a loan to build it. Canada said a lunatic asylum was a 
local responsibility and sailors could be cared for in ordinary hospitals so 
a marine hospital was unnecessary, but it was obliged to build a peniten-
tiary. As for responsible government, British Columbia could adopt it at 
any time after Confederation.64 Helmcken recalled, “The Council yielded 
nearly everything asked for—indeed we told them we had come to get the 
terms proposed or nothing. Everyone was courteous and always open in 
private to learn or discuss.”65

 With the terms agreed upon, the British Columbians went their 
separate ways. Only Helmcken returned immediately to Victoria. He 
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was cautioned to say nothing about the terms beyond, “everything asked 
for has been granted” before delivering them to Musgrave. Musgrave, 
who learned of the terms by telegram, advised the Colonial Office that 
if Canada promised a railway, “scarcely any other question” would be as 
difficult, but without “the certainty of overland communication through 
British territory” in a reasonable time, he was not confident that “the com-
munity will decide upon Union.”66 

When the terms were made public at the end of August, Helmcken 
was disappointed by the response that the terms “were too good to 
be true,” and the lack of enthusiasm in Victoria except in the press. In 
November over five hundred Victoria residents signed a petition asking 
that the terms state that the transcontinental railway terminate at Victoria 
or Esquimalt. At New Westminster, a public meeting deprecated this 
action as “hurtful to the cause of Confederation” and expressed perfect 
satisfaction with the terms, “feeling sure” that the Fraser Valley “presents 
such natural advantages for the route of the Transcontinental Railway as 
will not be overlooked.”67 

As promised, Musgrave reconstituted the Executive Council so mem-
bers elected in November 1870 were the majority. Confederation was the 
main issue. All of the elected members, who included de Cosmos and 
Robson, favoured Confederation, as did some defeated candidates.68 When 
the Council met in January 1871, Trutch explained the financial terms and 
the railway; Helmcken seconded the motion. It had been determined that 
the terms were a Treaty and so must be accepted as a package.69 No one 
else spoke; the motion for Confederation passed unanimously. 

Such unanimity was not present in the Canadian parliament. The 
Throne Speech on 15 February 1871 reported that British Columbia had 
sought admission to the union. Members would be asked to provide funds 
for exploring and surveying a route for “an Interoceanic Railway” and 
would be shown “all the papers” to justify extending Canada’s boundaries 
“from the shores of the Atlantic Ocean in the one side, to the shores of the 
Pacific on the other.”70 Macdonald expected a hard fight in Parliament on 
the grounds that the terms were a burden on the Dominion, but he was in 
Washington negotiating on the fisheries.71 

In introducing the bill to admit British Columbia, Cartier quoted Lord 
Lytton, who when creating the colony of British Columbia in 1858, hoped 
that British North America might “be ultimately peopled in an unbroken 
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chain from the Atlantic to the Pacific.” Cartier said that the arrange-
ment was like a treaty and, having been approved by British Columbia’s 
Legislature, could not be amended. Anticipating controversy about the 
railway, he advised that a private company, financed mainly by land grants, 
would build it so there would be little charge on the exchequer. He explained 
how the size of British Columbia’s population was determined and urged 
haste since growth would increase the amount of the per capita subsidy.72 

The debate was bitter. Many amendments were proposed and defeat-
ed. Alexander Morris, the Minister of Inland Revenue, called it the gov-
ernment’s “worst fight” since Confederation.73 Alexander Mackenzie, the 
opposition leader, moved that while the House would consider reasonable 
terms, the terms were “so unreasonable and so unjust to Canada,” they 
should not be approved. Mackenzie’s motion was defeated sixty-eight to 
eighty-six.74 Opposition members complained of the unknown cost of 
the railway (Timothy Anglin quoted the Colonist as saying the proposed 
route was through a “sea of mountains”75); the ten-year time limit on its 
completion;76 and the burden on Canadian finances.77 No one, however, 
objected to British Columbia becoming a Canadian province. On 1 April 
1871, the bill passed.78 The Senate considered similar issues and approved 
it four days later.

In British Columbia, the government proclaimed 20 July 1871 a pub-
lic holiday. It provided no funds for celebrations so the festivities relied 
on volunteer organizers. In Barkerville, where Canadian sentiment was 
strong, residents had celebrated on July 1 with decorated buildings, a royal 
salute at noon, and an afternoon concert.79 In New Westminster, “flags of 
every shape and nationality floated from every possible pole” as families 
enjoyed sunshine and a programme of sports. An evening ball rounded 
out the day.80 Without financial aid, the committee planning a celebra-
tion in Victoria disbanded. Nevertheless, at midnight on July 19 the fire 
department rang its alarm bells, scaring people who rushed downtown 
where they saw an impromptu display of fireworks. According to the 
Colonist, at midnight “there were manifestations of great rejoicing in the 
city. Bells were rung, guns fired, blue lights and Roman candles burned 
and crackers snapped . . . Everybody seemed happy and jolly and the man-
ifestations were kept up long.” Reflecting the interest of John Robson in 
responsible government, it observed, “[t]hey were celebrating the birth of 
Liberty.” During the day, others raised flags of several countries, including 
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Canada, the H.M.S. Zealous fired a salute, and the Mechanics Institute 
sponsored a picnic with foot races, dancing, refreshment, and an “address 
on Confederation” by Amor de Cosmos.81 

Save for a passing comment in the Cariboo Sentinel, published in 
Barkerville by Robert Holloway who had come overland in 1862 from 
Canada West, that “a new nation has been born,” editorial comment in 
the province’s four newspapers emphasized the practical advantages of 
Confederation, not sentimental attachments to Canada. Both the Victoria 
Daily Standard, of which Amor de Cosmos was a proprietor, and the 
Colonist, whose new editor was John Robson, cited the presence of survey-
ors from the Geological Survey of Canada and the railway as manifesta-
tions of Canada’s bona fides in fulfilling the terms of Confederation. The 
Standard neatly summarized the main advantages: “The new constitution 
grants to the people self-government; so with the management of our own 
affairs in our own hands, and a surplus revenue of $200,000, with a rail-
way and steamship lines, we are indeed glad to welcome Confederation 
and cheerfully become Canadians.”82 Yet, the Mainland Guardian after 
admonishing Canadians that “young” British Columbia required “nour-
ishment to develop our infant limbs,” advised that they had “added the 
brightest jewel to their crown.”83 British Columbians were a proud peo-
ple who, though manoeuvered into Confederation by the British and 
Canadian governments, had entered largely on their own “fair and equi-
table” terms.

Further Reading

Still the best overview of British Columbia’s entry into Confederation is 
in chapters 8 and 9 of Margaret A. Ormbsy, British Columbia: A History 
(Toronto: Macmillan, 1958, rev. ed. 1971). The only book specifically on 
the subject is W. George Shelton, ed. British Columbia & Confederation 
(Victoria: University of Victoria, 1967), a collection of essays written 
mainly by former students of the University of Victoria. The British 
Columbia debates on the terms of Union have been reprinted in James E. 
Hendrickson, ed. Journals of the Legislative Council of British Columbia, 
1866–1871 (Victoria: Provincial Archives of British Columbia, 1980). The 
memoirs of one of the key participants, Dr. John Helmcken, including 
his diary of the Confederation negotiations, have been published as The 
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Reminiscences of Doctor John Sebastian Helmcken, edited by Dorothy 
Blakey Smith (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1975). 
Although First Nations formed the majority of British Columbia’s pop-
ulation during the 1860s and 1870s, they were not consulted about 
Confederation. In addition to providing a few suggestive comments on 
Confederation and the First Peoples of British Columbia, Cole Harris in 
Making Native Space  (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 
2002), provides an excellent overview of the land question with two chap-
ters devoted to the period around that time. The views of Joseph Trutch, 
one of the delegates to Ottawa and the man largely responsible for Indian 
land policy before and after Confederation, are explained in Robin Fisher, 
“Joseph Trutch and Indian Land Policy,” BC Studies 12 (Winter 1971–72): 
3–33.
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“It is better to have a half loaf  
than none at all”: The Yukon  
and Confederation

P. Whitney Lackenbauer and Ken S. Coates

. . . The Yukon was the locale of a fascinating contrast between 
two different North American political philosophies. The Amer-
ican version stressed local autonomy and the right of settlers to 
establish their own system of government and frame their own 
regulations. . . . Against this stood the tradition of Canadian ad-
ministration, sprung from British roots—a tradition of authority, 
of rules and regulations established from outside, of development 
controlled and directed in the presumed general, or national, 
rather than the particular local, or regional, interest.

Morris Zaslow, 19711

The year 1867 represented a political turning point in the history of what 
would become the Yukon Territory, although few if any one residing 
in the northwestern corner of what became the Dominion of Canada 
would have seen it as such. For millennia, Indigenous peoples of the re-
gion (mostly Athapaskan or Dene, with Inuit along the Arctic coast and 
Tlingit and Inland Tlingit people in the southwest corner) followed a 
subsistence economy rooted in hunting and gathering, with small groups 

8
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following a seasonal cycle of movement within their traditional territo-
ries.2 Throughout the region, the resources of the land and rivers (and 
sea, in the case of Inuit) determined their complex social and political 
systems, land use patterns, and material culture. There were no rigid 
boundaries. Following Russian colonization efforts in Russian America 
(Alaska) as part of a growing fur trade empire in the early nineteenth cen-
tury, the Anglo-Russian Treaty of 1825 set an international border along 
the 141st meridian. This was done without any consultation with the lo-
cal Indigenous Peoples, and it had little practical meaning in Indigenous 
homelands with little to no European presence. As was the case in many 
parts of the Canadian North, Hudson’s Bay Company fur traders repre-
sented the vanguard of European penetration into the region and the first 
sustained contact with the Indigenous population. With only a handful 
of Euro-Canadian fur traders (soon joined by a couple of missionaries) in 
their midst, however, the Indigenous Peoples retained significant power 
or “agency” in their economic, spiritual, and political affairs through the 
middle of the nineteenth century.3

After US Secretary of State William H. Seward negotiated the pur-
chase of Alaska from the Russians, the American government quickly 
made Alaska a military district and imposed laws regulating customs, 
commerce, and navigation. Speculators, developers, settlers, traders, and 
frontiersmen began to head North, and an agreement with Tlingit lead-
ers allowed miners to cross the Chilkoot Pass and more easily access the 
Yukon River valley. By contrast, Canadians showed little interest in the 
far-flung corners of the fur trade preserve still controlled by the Hudson’s 
Bay Company. Although the re-imagination of the Prairie West as a civ-
ilized, agrarian frontier served as a catalyst for the young dominion to 
purchase Rupert’s Land and the North-Western Territory, the distant 
north remained a remote hinterland far removed from the mental maps 
of Ottawa politicians. Accordingly, the Canadian government’s commit-
ment to the Yukon River valley consisted of a few brief attempts to survey 
its resources and geography and little else until the mid-1890s.4

In the 1880s, gold discoveries—overwhelmingly by American pros-
pectors—along the Yukon River near the international boundary led to 
the emergence of a small, isolated community at Fortymile that, by geo-
graphic happenstance, fell on the Canadian side of the 141st meridian.5 
The absence of any Canadian official for hundreds of kilometres meant 
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that the community was left to govern itself. When any resident had a 
grievance, they could call a “miner’s meeting” that would bring together 
the entire community to render a decision based upon “common sense.” 
Although this mechanism did not conform with British law, the miners’ 
meetings served to maintain order on a distant frontier. When William 
Ogilvie led an official survey party to the region on behalf of the Canadian 
government in 1887–88, he offered a favourable assessment of this method 
of local governance. The Canadian government was certainly content to let 
the miners manage their own affairs, given its preoccupation with more 
pressing national policies such as completing the Canadian Pacific Railway 
and settling the southern Prairies. The struggle for responsible government 
in southern districts of the North-West Territories, discussed by Bill Waiser 
in his contribution to this volume, paid no attention to the Yukon. 

The catalyst for Canadian government action came from two local 
voices in Fortymile. The owners of the Northwest Trading Company, 
Fortymile’s principal merchant, appealed to the Crown in 1894 for regular 
law enforcement and a customs collector after being challenged at a local 
miners’ meeting. Furthermore, Anglican missionary William Carpenter 
Bompas demanded that Ottawa preserve order, expressing particular 
concern about the effects of liquor supplied by Americans crossing the 
international boundary on First Nations and, along the Arctic coast, of 
American whalers wintering at Herschel Island. Ogilvie also began to rec-
ommend a more formal Canadian presence to ensure that, in the case of 
a major gold strike, the growing American influence in the region did not 
threaten Canadian sovereignty. 

The Canadian government acquiesced to Ogilvie’s appeals in 1894 
when it sent North West Mounted Police Inspector Charles Constantine 
to investigate. His report revealed that American miners dominated the 
region and, because they simply carried their supplies and gold to and 
from the United States directly, Canada was losing thousands of dollars in 
potential customs duties. Accordingly, Ottawa established the Yukon as a 
separate district of the North-West Territories the following year and sent 
Constantine back in to set up a permanent post, impose dominion au-
thority, and establish “law and order among a community of not less 
than 2000 miners of various nationalities, many of whom have hitherto 
known no law but that of their own making.”6 Constantine, a customs 
agent, and eighteen Mounties who arrived in Fortymile immediately 
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asserted control by ending the miners’ meetings and registering mining 
claims. The miners complied, seeking no confrontation with well-armed 
police, and Canada successfully asserted its first semblances of authority 
over a territory that would soon face a stampede of outsiders.7

The Klondike Gold Rush

The Klondike Gold Rush (1896–99) drew global attention to the Yukon. 
Although controversy remains about who deserves the credit for finding 
the first gold in the Klondike in August 1896,8 the reports of gold lying 
“thick between the flaky slabs [of rock], like cheese sandwiches” on Rabbit 
Creek (soon renamed Bonanza Creek) sent shockwaves throughout North 
America and beyond. Miners from the area quickly staked claims along 
the full extent of Bonanza and the surrounding creeks, and hundreds of 
men began to descend on the Yukon from Fortymile mining camps in 
Alaska, and over the Chilkoot Pass from Juneau and Skagway. That fall 
and winter, while miners toiled in the muck in hopes of hitting paydirt, a 
ramshackle, fire-prone town emerged at the junction of the Klondike and 
Yukon rivers about 14 km from the discovery. Dawson City, conveniently 
located on the Yukon River, offered an easy day’s travel from a major nav-
igable river to the main gold-bearing creeks. By the spring of 1897 about 
fifteen hundred people resided in the town, and by the summer about thir-
ty-five hundred. The arrival of ships in Seattle and San Francisco carrying 
the first hauls of gold from the initial rush that July electrified the public 
imagination and set in motion the “stampede” to the Yukon. Within two 
years, Dawson would swell to become the largest town in Canada west  
of Winnipeg.

Politicians and civil servants in Ottawa, increasingly aware of the 
magnitude of the stampede to the Klondike, hastily responded to the pro-
gressively chaotic situation. The Department of the Interior, headed by the 
energetic power-broker Manitoba Member of Parliament Clifford Sifton 
(who visited the Yukon in the fall of 1897), bore principal responsibility 
for determining the Laurier Government’s policies in the region and orga-
nizing the new Yukon administration.9 The federal government appointed 
Major James Morrow Walsh, one of the great figures of the early pioneer-
ing days on the Prairies and a retired Mounted Police officer, as its chief 
executive officer in the Yukon district with the title of “commissioner.” 
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(Major Walsh could not be made “lieutenant-governor”—as had been the 
case with senior territorial officials in the NWT—because the Yukon was 
still a District of the North-West Territories, which already had a lieu-
tenant-governor in Regina.) He was charged with coordinating and super-
vising all the federal employees in the region, including the North-West 
Mounted Police. Through his special commission from the federal cabi-
net, Walsh was empowered to alter or amend federal mining regulations 
under the authority of the Governor in Council without seeking advice or 
approval of any local council. He exercised this authority to reduce roy-
alties on gold, establish mechanisms to settle disputed claims, and create 
incentives for miners to prospect in more remote locations.10 “Although 
possessing autocratic powers,” Territorial Secretary Dr. J.N.E. Brown not-
ed, the commissioner frequently called upon other federally-appointed of-
ficials for advice at this time, particularly the judge, the Crown prosecutor, 
the gold commissioner, and the mining inspector.11

Given that the Yukon District still legally fell within the North-West 
Territories, the territorial government in Regina also cast its attention 
northward in 1897—and fixated on the possibility of reaping financial re-
wards from liquor revenues. The NWT government had assumed powers 
to license and regulate liquor traffic, and since the laws of the Territories 
applied in the Yukon, the Territorial Executive Council sent its member 
G.H.V. Bulyea to Dawson City to sell permits. The federal government had as-
sumed the costs of administrating the Yukon, however, and Clifford Sifton 
(whose department issued liquor permits) disputed the Territorial govern-
ment’s jurisdiction. This created a strong incentive for Ottawa to separate 
the Yukon Judicial District from the NWT. “Now we stand in the posi-
tion of having had our authority over-ruled, and our self governing 
rights invaded,” an angry NWT Premier F.W.G. Haultain noted, “and 
we shall be obliged to protest as strongly as we can against what we 
consider an unwarrantable and unnecessary diminution of the self gov-
erning rights which we were so grateful to you for having procured for 
the Territories last year.” Sifton conceded that Major Walsh’s commission 
was “in some respects ultra vires” [meaning outside the law, in this case of 
federal jurisdiction], and the parliamentary session of 1898 provided the 
first opportunity since the gold rush began for the Liberal government 
in Ottawa to formally legitimize the Yukon as a distinct jurisdiction.12 

The Yukon Territory Act, which received formal assent on 13 June 
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Fig 8.1 Yukon miners being chased from power by the Yukon Council and Ottawa “monsters.” 
Dawson Daily, 19 May 1903. 

1898, established the Yukon as a separate territory with the boundaries 
that the federal cabinet had set for the Yukon Judicial District the previ-
ous year and laid out its executive, legislative, and judicial institutions.13 
Speaking in the House of Commons, Sifton explained that he had adopted 
the philosophy that had guided governments of John A. Macdonald and 
Alexander Mackenzie in organizing the West a quarter-century earlier, 
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with “the only radical departure” being the absence of “any elective mem-
bers of the council.” He considered the Act an interim measure until 
the “permanent character” of the community became clearer. He and 
his government were particularly concerned about the large number of 
Americans in the area, a demographic and political force of considerable 
potential consequence. In his view, a system of popular representation 
would be premature, “especially as all the information we possess goes to 
show that perhaps nine out of ten persons in the district are aliens, totally 
unacquainted with our method of representation, and the population will 
in all probability be a very nomadic character, at least for the present.” 
Later on, “as a matter of course, if a permanent population establishes 
itself in the district,” he anticipated that the federal government would 
provide “some representative system similar in principle to what was given 
to the North-West Territories.”14

The head of the Yukon administration was the commissioner, appoint-
ed by, instructed by, and responsible to the federal Cabinet. Although this 
title did not have the royal connotation associated with the position of 
“lieutenant-governor” used in the other provinces and territories, retain-
ing it was not intended to suggest a lesser status for the Yukon than for 
the NWT.15 Indeed, historian L.H. Thomas observed that “the powers 
of the commissioner were unprecedented—in addition to heading the 
local administration he was given authority over all officers of the federal 
government in the territory, because of the obstacles to communication 
with Ottawa. He was also given the traditional power to reserve ap-
proval of any ordnance and send it to Ottawa for decision by the federal 
cabinet.”16 Walsh, who had quarrelled with the police and others over 
the previous year, resigned and was succeeded by William Ogilvie, who 
knew the country, was popular with the miners, and had solid politi-
cal connections (as the uncle, by marriage, of Clifford Sifton).17

The commissioner presided over an appointed territorial council that 
held similar powers to the lieutenant-governor and legislative council of 
the North-West Territories in the period up to 1875. Commissioner Walsh 
had recommended a council consisting of three appointed and three elect-
ed members, but the federal government rejected the elective principle. 
Instead, the cabinet in Ottawa would appoint all of the members of a terri-
torial council of up to six members. The Council consisted of the commis-
sioner, the NWMP superintendent, the Territorial court judge (ex-officio, 
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meaning by virtue of his status), the gold commissioner, the registrar, and 
the legal adviser. In Sifton’s view, this paternalistic policy was both neces-
sary and fit within the British tradition. An appointed council, designed to 
implement Ottawa’s vision and impose a certain form of government, pre-
vented it from serving as a channel through which the local “grass roots” 
(predominantly Americans) could voice their grievances to Ottawa. “The 
effect was rather like trying to clamp a lid on a simmering pot without a 
safety valve,” Ken S. Coates and William Morrison described. “The mem-
bers of the council . . . neither represented nor understood the problems 
of the miners, labourers, and others. The steam had to escape somewhere, 
and Sifton’s efforts to cap it simply led to heightened frustration on both 
sides.”18

Under the provisions of the 1898 Yukon Act, the Governor in Council 
(the federal cabinet in Ottawa) retained the power to make laws for the 
general “peace, order and good government” of the territory. The Yukon 
Commissioner in Council was granted “the same powers to make ordi-
nances for the government of the territory” as the lieutenant-governor 
and legislative assembly in the North-West Territories at that time, ex-
cept insofar as the federal cabinet decided to limit them. The Act required 
that the Yukon administration forward all of its ordinances to Parliament 
in Ottawa within ten days, with the federal cabinet having the power to 
disallow any of them within two years. Neither the territorial adminis-
tration nor the federal cabinet could impose any tax or duty above $100, 
alter or repeal any punishment enacted by Parliament, or appropriate any 
Canadian public land, money, or property without Parliamentary authori-
ty. Existing criminal and civil laws, as well as NWT ordinances, remained 
in force unless explicitly amended or repealed.19 Both levels of government 
would appoint certain administrative officials, paid from federal revenues 
(accrued from gold royalties, mining licenses, land sales, timber fees, cus-
toms duties, and liquor imports) and from territorial revenues (generated 
from retail liquor licenses and taxes for lawyers, auctioneers, ferry oper-
ators, and dance halls). Although this model resembled the North-West 
Territories Act from 1875, whereby the territories were governed partly 
from Ottawa and partly from capitals within the territorial borders, the 
Yukon Act did not provide for the development of representative insti-
tutions. “Feared by federal authorities because of the frontier and cos-
mopolitan nature of the mining community,” historian David Morrison 
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explained, “this aspect of political evolution had to await a response to 
organized pressure from within the Klondike basin.”20

Pushing for Responsible Government

By excluding any direct participation by Euro-Canadian residents of the 
territory in formulating policy, the regime established through the 1898 
Yukon Act provoked a strong local backlash. Immediately after the leg-
islation came into force, miners held mass meetings and began agitating 
for elected representatives in the territorial council as well as representa-
tion in federal parliament. “The pre-1897 style of constitutional agitation 
in the North-West Territories reappeared,” L.H. Thomas observed, with 
four competing newspapers (three American- and one Canadian-owned; 
two with anti-Ottawa editorial policies) reporting on incompetence and 
blatant corruption by Liberal patronage appointees, disputes over federal 
royalties on gold exports, and controversial new mining regulations—and 
the absence of meaningful self-government in the territory.21 One angry 
editorial in the Klondike Nugget asserted that Ottawa treated Yukoners 
akin to “underdeveloped races which have given unmistakeable evidence 
of the lack of those qualities of self-government which have made our 
own race famous,” insisting that Anglo-Canadians needed a vote—as did 
Americans who deserved it “by virtue of their prominence in opening up 
the country.”22

Mass protests through miners’ and citizens’ committee meetings, 
newspaper pressure, and Conservative opposition members in parliament 
soon prompted reforms to territorial governance.23 The 1899 amendments 
to the Yukon Act provided for two locally-elected members, with two-year 
terms, to join four federally-appointed officials on the Yukon Council. 
(Only “natural born and naturalized male British subjects 21 years of age 
who had resided continuously in the territory for a year” could vote—thus 
excluding women and status Indians.) The commissioner and appointed 
officials remained the executive arm of the Yukon Territorial Government, 
but the commissioner now presided over council meetings thus “ensur-
ing, by his presence, a measure of co-ordination between executive and 
legislative functions.”24 The following year, the Yukon Council opened 
its meetings to the public for the first time and adopted some aspects of 
parliamentary procedure. “With the Council functioning as a legislative 
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institution in open session and as a cabinet in camera,” Yukon historian 
Linda Johnson notes, “the Yukon was poised for its first elections [in 1900] 
and the next important step towards more democratic government.”25 

With the addition of the elected members, the Yukon Council became 
an active legislative body, with members sending petitions and protests 
to Ottawa in hopes of inspiring federal action on issues important to ter-
ritorial residents. Commissioner James H. Ross, who replaced Ogilvie in 
early 1901, promoted and secured legislation to provide for municipal in-
stitutions in Dawson and Bonanza (Grand Forks), thus reducing the bur-
den on Council to provide local services.26 Ross also convinced Ottawa to 
pass a series of amendments to the Yukon Act in May 1902, increasing the 
number of elected members on the Council to five and clarifying various 
legislative and judicial powers. An Act Respecting the Representation of the 
Yukon Territory received Royal Assent at the same time, specifying that 
the Yukon, as an electoral district, would return one member to the House 
of Commons. Although Ross resigned in July 1902 after suffering a stroke, 
he was duly elected the Yukon’s first Member of Parliament before the end 
of the year.27 

The Yukon Act made no mention of, or provision for, Yukon’s 
Indigenous Peoples who, as a small minority of the territorial population 
during the gold rush era, were pushed to the political margins in the same 
way as they were across Canada. Several provisions of the federal Indian 
Act of 1876 and subsequent amendments applied to the Yukon, although 
the absence of any treaties with the First Nations and the lack of official 
Indian reserves meant that federal officials tended to ignore Indigenous 
Peoples rather than actively impose assimilationist agendas in the re-
gion. Where the government signed Treaty No. 8 in what is now northern 
Alberta and northeast British Columbia, ostensibly to clear the way for 
Klondike travellers, the reality is that the government was concerned that 
treaties and a reserve might preserve valuable gold bearing ground for the 
First Nations. While some Indigenous People tried to capitalize off of the 
gold rush activity as woodcutters, labourers, or working on steamboats, 
those who did not live along the main Yukon River corridor largely con-
tinued their traditional ways. Seeing the negative impacts that the influx 
of outsiders wrought on indigenous homelands, Chief (and business man) 
Jim Boss (Kishwoot) of present-day Ta’an Kwach’an and surrounding area 
retained a Whitehorse lawyer to write strong letters to the Superintendent 
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General of Indian Affairs in Ottawa and to the Commissioner of the Yukon 
in 1901 and 1902, explaining his people’s concerns about the alienation of 
their lands and resources and their rights to control their own affairs and 
governance. Ottawa turned down his request to initiate land claim or trea-
ty negotiations within the Yukon Territory. Yukon First Nations would 
have to wait for more than seven decades before the federal government 
agreed to initiate such a process.28 

The politics of frustration continued amongst the non-Indigenous 
population of the territory as well. In 1903, the elected members of the 
Yukon Council began to advocate for responsible government—meaning 
(in a Canadian context) an executive that is dependent upon the support 
of an elected assembly rather than simply on the Crown.29 This reform 
current was subsumed by concerted and virulent opposition by virtually 
everyone in the Territory over the “Treadgold Concession”— the federal 
cabinet’s decision to grant control over much of the richest gold-bear-
ing creeks, as well as special water rights, to a mining syndicate head-
ed by British entrepreneur A.N.C. Treadgold that sought to introduce 
large-scale, mechanized mining to the region.30 The situation threatened 
the Stampeder identity, forged around the individual placer miner, and 
reflected the declining economic prospects that jeopardized their com-
munities. Adding fuel to the political fire, Frederick Tennyson Congdon, 
Ross’ replacement as commissioner, was an unabashed “Liberal machine 
politician”31 who proved an ineffective and blatantly corrupt leader, di-
viding Yukoners as well as the Liberal Party.32 Congdon resigned as com-
missioner in 1904 to contest the federal election as the Liberal candidate, 
but divisions between the “Tabs” (followers of Congdon) and “Steam 
Beers” (followers of brewery-owner Tom O’Brien) split the Liberal vote 
and brought victory to Dr. Alfred Thompson who represented the Yukon 
Independent Party (a coalition of Liberals and Conservatives). “Now that 
Congdon had been defeated,” David Morrison explained, “some territorial 
politicians could turn again to the struggle to secure the [economic and 
political] reforms they desired.”33

Frank Oliver, who followed Clifford Sifton as the Minister of the 
Interior, visited Dawson City in 1905, met with citizens, and announced 
various changes to mining regulations that the Laurier government hoped 
would address local complaints. During that year’s parliamentary ses-
sion in Ottawa, however, Yukon MP Dr. Thompson argued ardently for a 
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ten-member elected Yukon Council and responsible government. Prime 
Minister Laurier responded in the House of Commons, defending the 
government’s approach to Yukon governance owing to how recently the 
region had been “brought into civilization” by the gold rush. “My hon. 
friend will agree with me that it would have been extremely unwise if we 
had given to this new population coming in from all over the world repre-
sentative institutions,” Laurier insisted. The prime minister now support-
ed an elected Yukon Council, but reiterated that this “should not have been 
done before, and that the government has not been remiss in the charac-
ter which it has given to the institutions of the Yukon.”34 Back in Dawson, 
the Council sessions in 1905 and 1906 proved relatively calm compared to 
previous years, with Commissioner William Wallace Burns McInnes who, 
along with the Dawson Board of Trade, the Yukon Independent Party, 
Yukon Liberals, and Opposition MPs, continued to lobby the federal cabi-
net to consider more substantive political reforms for the territory.35

“The people’s desire for a wholly elective Yukon Council has not yet 
been granted,” J.N.E. Brown noted in his 1907 reflection on the evolu-
tion of government in the territory. “More or less political unrest may be 
expected in the Yukon until a wholly elective Council is granted; for the 
struggles of this youngest territory are but the repetition of the struggles 
of Ontario, Quebec, and the North-West for fully responsible govern-
ment.”36 Dr. Thompson raised the issue yet again in the 1907 session of 
Parliament, reassuring the House that he had the non-partisan support 
of most Yukoners and they did not seek complete provincial autonomy. 
As things stood, the five appointed members of the existing Council drew 
“salaries as occupants of various positions under the government, and 
they are, therefore, necessarily not as closely in touch with the people as 
would be men who were elected directly by the people.” He complained 
that the Yukon “is the only territory in all this vast Dominion which has 
not full and complete autonomy, the only portion of Canada that has not 
directly representative institutions.” In response, Frank Oliver anticipated 
that the upcoming 1907 election would “be the last that will be held in the 
Yukon where a council not fully elective will be chosen.”37

The persistent agitation of newspaper editors, pressure groups, and 
politicians for a wholly elected Yukon Council was finally paying off. 
Senior officials in the Department of the Interior instructed their legal 
staff to prepare an amended Yukon Act which would model territorial 
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governance after the most recent iteration of the North-West Territories 
Assembly. Their first draft included provisions for a lieutenant-governor 
and an elected, eleven-member Yukon Legislative Assembly which would 
exercise all the powers and duties previously assigned to the Commissioner 
in Council. Minister Oliver approved the draft bill, which was sent to the 
King’s printer for copying in March 1908, but the following month the 
Deputy Minister of Justice reviewed the bill and informed his colleagues 
that “it appears to me to be quite unnecessary to repeal the existing Act, 
and that it would be a mistake to do so. All that is really required may be 
accomplished by a short amending Act.” The Department of the Interior 
accepted his advice and abandoned early plans, assigning “new roles, re-
sponsibilities and relationships” to the Yukon Council and Commissioner 
and creating “an unwieldy version of representative but not responsible 
government” that proved difficult to administer—and difficult to reform, 
as time would show.38

The July 1908 amendment to the Yukon Act provided for a ful-
ly-elected Yukon Council of ten members, who would now choose their 
own speaker and sit separate from the commissioner.39 This separation of 
powers meant that the commissioner and Council, respectively, now had 
a monopoly over executive and legislative powers. “The Commissioner, 
granted the powers of reservation and disallowance over Council legis-
lation, was to continue his administration of federal responsibilities on 
advice from Ottawa, and to retain his supervision over employees of the 
Canadian and Yukon governments,” David Morrison summarized. In 
short, the commissioner kept full executive powers and responsibility for 
the territorial administration. “The representatives of the people, prohib-
ited from considering financial legislation not recommended by the chief 
executive, were to have control—but no initiative—over the public purse, 
power to conduct their proceedings as they saw fit under their own speak-
er, and freedom to legislate on non-financial matters.”40

The Laurier government decided to provide for “self-government” by 
granting a fully elected legislature (in keeping with British parliamen-
tary tradition)—but without conferring responsible government (an af-
front to the Westminster model). Frank Oliver, in sponsoring the 1908 
amendment, proclaimed that “there is naturally a desire on the part of 
every community in this country to have the fullest possible measure of 
self-government,” but that “in the organization of new territories it has 
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not always been thought desirable, nor has it always been possible, to give 
entirely elective legislatures.” He asserted that the government’s proposal 
would provide for “a form of government generally that will be in accord 
with the general principle that pervades our constitution namely, that the 
people shall govern in certain well-defined affairs and within well-defined 
limitations.”41 Oliver’s position reflected the long-standing belief, stated 
often by Clifford Sifton before him, that the Klondike was destined to be a 
short-term mining camp, with few prospects for longevity, let alone sub-
stantial population growth. The government, in turn, favour small and 
short-term solutions. 

During the three-day parliamentary debate on the amendment, 
Conservative MP George Foster found it “a little peculiar to have the peo-
ple elect their own representatives to do their legislation and then have the 
whole of the administration vested in someone appointed by the Crown.” 
Senator James Lougheed also found it odd that if the commissioner, as the 
federal representative, initiated a money bill and the Council disagreed 
with it, there was no cabinet-like body to push Council members to com-
promise. To break a deadlock, the commissioner was empowered to simply 
dissolve the Council and call another election—a strange situation that 
deviated from the system of government prevailing in the rest of Canada. 
From the Liberal government’s standpoint, however, Secretary of State R. 
W. Scott summed up the logic of the situation: “it would be rather a farce 
. . . to invest a community of that kind [with less than 10,000 inhabitants] 
with powers given to a province. . . . Surely it would be making a toy of 
government if you were to give all the ceremonial incident to the constitu-
tion of a province to a community of that number.”42 The political debates 
were followed with interest in the North, but by this time many northern-
ers had fallen into a pattern of working in the Yukon in the summer and 
relocating to the South during the long winter months when placer min-
ing was not possible. The steady decline of the post-Klondike Yukon was 
exacerbated by the creation of seasonal migratory patterns that reinforced 
the transient nature of the regional population.

The achievement of representative and not responsible territorial 
government did not provoke a serious backlash in the Yukon, in part be-
cause of shifting relationships. “Partly because they could not foresee the 
problems that would arise, but mostly because of apathy, the men who 
fought so hard for an elective council and an increase in popular control 
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over government did not seem upset by the compromise Oliver and his 
colleagues effected,” Morrison noted. “Even Dr. Thompson, who was not 
in Ottawa when the amendment was debated, said he regretted that the 
changes had not been more sweeping, ‘but it is better to have half a loaf 
than none at all’.”43 R.G. Robertson would later suggest that “this clear 
division of executive and legislative responsibility—reminiscent of United 
States territorial practice—was a new, though apparently unrecognized, 
departure from Canadian precedents, and from the principles of parlia-
mentary government.”44 But as Morrison astutely noted, “the new formal 
relationship between the Commissioner and the Council was similar to 
that between the governor and the legislature in any British system of 
government.” By separating the chief executive from the Yukon Council 
without any cabinet to exercise executive powers, however, the 1908 
amendments “created a hybrid system half-way between two British con-
stitutional patterns.”45

The 1908 amendments reflected the government’s best guess about 
how to manage a distant territory, still with a large American population 
and close proximity to the Territory of Alaska. Their assumptions about 
the transient, impermanent nature of Yukon life proved to be prescient.46 
The population had plummeted from over twenty-seven thousand in 1901 
to less than ten thousand, gold production declined precipitously, and 
the civil service in the territory shrank accordingly. Mining had changed 
from the hardy placer miner working his claim by hand to large-scale, 
capital-intensive, industrialized mining, with the Yukon economy dominat-
ed by the great “concessionaires”: the Guggenheims of New York, A.N.C. 
Treadgold, and “Klondike Joe” Boyle.47 Control of water supplies—the 
centrepiece of the concessions—had taken over from prospecting guile, 
good luck, and hard work as a determinant of financial success. “The 
glamour of the Yukon has passed, the days of the individual miner and the 
romance of great fortunes picked up in a week, have altogether gone,” the 
Canadian Annual Review reported in 1908.48 As the energy of the gold rush 
dissipated, the Yukon became less and less a priority in southern corridors 
of power. Representative government had arrived by 1908, but “like a hot-
house plant exposed to a cold wind,” Robertson observed, “it then stopped 
developing for over forty years.”49 

The Yukon’s heyday passed, and the far northwest corner of the coun-
try slipped back into political irrelevance. Not until the 1970s would the 
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Yukon once again appear on the nation’s constitutional and political radar 
in a significant manner. The First World War had accelerated the decline. 
Yukoners threw heart and soul—plus a large portion of their workforce 
and a lot of money—into the war effort. The population decline contin-
ued as did the hollowing out of Dawson City. Mining continued with the 
Klondike dredges operating into the mid-1960s, but the discoveries proved 
small and often short-lived. The government of Canada considered in 1918 
eliminating the elected territorial council all-together and reluctantly set-
tled on maintaining a three-person representative council. With the major 
exception of a potential troubling contretemps over a 1930s merger with 
British Columbia (a process overturned by the discovery that the Yukon 
government provided a small payment to the Catholic school in Dawson 
City), the Yukon did not factor much into national affairs. The Second 
World War thrust the far northwest back into the continental spotlight, 
although the government of Canada’s engagement in the construction 
of the Alaska Highway, the Northwest Staging Route (airfields leading 
to Alaska), the CANOL pipeline, and related projects was restricted to 
near-total acquiescence and minimal government oversight. 

Change accelerated after the Second World War. The government of 
Canada assumed greater responsibilities, matching a nation-wide expan-
sion of the social welfare state with larger and rapid investments in the 
North. A region-wide mining boom further renewed southern interest 
in the Yukon, leading to an expansion of government operations in the 
territory, the relocation of the territorial capital from Dawson City to 
Whitehorse, and the expansion of the Yukon’s population (although not 
to Gold Rush levels). The growing population, particularly in Whitehorse, 
agitated for greater political autonomy, particularly after the widely-ad-
mired James Smith stepped down as commissioner (1966–76). Yukon 
politicians, known for being obstreperous at times, demanded responsible 
and cabinet-style government. A major shift occurred in 1979, when the 
short-lived government of Prime Minister Joe Clark was in office. Clark, 
supporting Yukon Member of Parliament Erik Nielsen (who had backed 
his leadership campaign), promised provincehood for the Yukon, only 
to discover that Yukoners were lukewarm to this expensive proposition. 
Instead, the Conservative Government agreed to establish responsible 
government in 1979, by way of a letter issued by Indian and Northern 
Affairs Minister Jake Epp.
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Yukoners’ demand for autonomy during this era was matched by the 
rise of Indigenous political activism and, in particular, the emergence 
of the Yukon Native Brotherhood (later the Council for Yukon Indians/
Council for Yukon First Nations). Indigenous leaders, led by Elijah Smith, 
demanded a modern land claims settlement, which the Government of 
Canada reluctantly agreed to in 1973. This launched a twenty-year negoti-
ation process that resulted in the signing of an umbrella final agreement in 
1993 and the emergence of Indigenous self-government as a major force in 
territorial affairs. Yukon governance had been marked by decline for near-
ly seventy years, with changes sparked by restless Yukon politicians and 
the emergence of the Yukon land claims process. The passage of a renewed 
and modernized Yukon Act in 2002, combined with an extensive program 
of devolution of federal powers (including control of land and natural re-
sources) and the steady re-establishment of Indigenous governance in the 
territory, gave the Yukon province-like authority while retaining access to 
large annual transfers from the Government of Canada. 

Even in Canada’s 150th year, Confederation is not constitutionally com-
plete. The Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut are not provinces 
and are probably blocked, by way of the constitutional amending process-
es, from achieving that status in the coming decades. The Yukon Territory 
stands as a corrective to the standard Whiggish expectations about polit-
ical reform that treat it as a linear, if bumpy, progression from colony to 
self-governing jurisdiction. The Yukon gained a measure of political auton-
omy after 1900, only to have it set aside due to the economic distress caused 
by the First World War and the doldrums that settled in after that time. 
Consequently, the Yukon holds a special place in the constitutional history 
of Canada, as a sign of the country’s reluctance to turn its full attention 
northward and its uneven treatment of the country’s northern colonies.
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Creating New Provinces: 
Saskatchewan and Alberta

Bill Waiser

Bringing the Prairie West into Confederation was a decades-long struggle 
that must be understood as a contested process right up until the 1905 
creation of the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta. The creation of the 
new western provinces is consequently not simply a story of achievement 
or celebration, but rather a protracted, at times acrimonious, experience. 

Canada Acquires the North-West

The question of Western Canada’s entry into Confederation actually had 
its formal beginnings in 1857, when the British government struck a se-
lect committee to consider whether the Hudson’s Bay Company should 
continue to administer and govern Rupert’s Land (the land that drained 
into Hudson Bay) in response to the company’s request for a renewal of 
its exclusive trading privileges in the region (granted by royal charter in 
1670). The Province of Canada (Canada East [Quebec] and Canada West 
[Ontario]) participated in these deliberations by sending a representative 
to the committee hearings. Since the late 1840s, Toronto Globe publisher 
George Brown had derided the HBC and its charter for standing in the 
way of westward expansion from the confines of the lower Great Lakes.1 
What lay behind this campaign against the HBC was the urgent need 
for Canada West to expand. The province, hemmed in by the Canadian 

9
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Shield to the north, was running out of agricultural land; if it was not go-
ing to stagnate and see its booming population siphoned off by the United 
States, then its boundaries would have to expand westward beyond Lake 
Superior. The answer lay to the North-West and the plains of the western 
interior. Once dismissed as a frozen wilderness, Canadian expansionists 
extolled the region in the 1850s as an agricultural Eden that would serve 
as the new home for thousands, maybe even hundreds of thousands, of 
farmers and provide a profitable western market for the Toronto business 
community.2 Brown and other Reform (Liberal) members of parliament 
insisted that Canada was the rightful heir to Rupert’s Land because the 
Montreal-based fur trade, especially the North West Company, had been 
active in the western interior for almost a century, and that this claim had 
not been extinguished in 1821 when the NWC joined with the HBC.3

The British select committee concluded that “it is essential to meet the 
just and reasonable wishes of Canada” to provide for the annexation of 
territory in the southern reaches of Rupert’s Land.4 This recommendation 
suggested that the way was clear for Canada to take over the western interi-
or. That transaction, though, was still more than a decade away. Annexing 
the North-West necessarily meant a new political arrangement—namely, 
representation by population—that would undermine the equal repre-
sentation of Canada West (Ontario) and East (Quebec) in the united par-
liament. Confederation of the colonies of British North America had to 
be achieved first, with adequate constitutional protections for the future 
province of Quebec, before expansion westward could become a reality. 
Even then, some Canadian political leaders were uneasy about assuming 
responsibility for so much territory—a land empire that would have en-
larged the Canada of 1867 by seven times.5 Conservative leader John A. 
Macdonald and his largely Montreal-based supporters subscribed to the 
old commercial empire of the St. Lawrence, while the drive to settle the 
British North-West was a Reform plan, spearheaded by George Brown, in 
order to satisfy Toronto’s economic ambitions.6 If the Great Coalition of 
1864 was to bring about constitutional renewal in place of deadlock, then 
territorial expansion into the western Prairies had to be a planned feature 
of the Confederation deal. Section 146 of the 1867 BNA Act provided for 
the future admission of the British North-West.

Canadian negotiators finally sat down with the HBC directorship 
in London over the winter of 1868‒69. No representatives from Rupert’s 
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Land, including First Nations and Métis Peoples, were consulted, let alone 
invited to participate. Discussions soon reached a stalemate, largely over 
Canada questioning whether the company actually owned the territory 
in question. At this point, British Colonial Secretary Lord Granville, act-
ing as an intermediary, forced a settlement on the two parties. The HBC 
agreed to surrender its charter rights to Rupert’s Land in exchange for 
£300,000 compensation from the Canadian government. Canada, in 
return, secured title to Rupert’s Land and the British North American 
mainland that was not drained by Hudson Bay, officially known as the 
North-Western Territory (literally northwest of Rupert’s Land).

Dominion Rule Absolute in the North-West Territories

By occupying and developing the North-West, expansionists insisted that 
Canada would become stronger, more powerful, but most of all, more 
secure on a continent now dominated by the aggressive United States. 
It was therefore imperative that the West be settled and developed as 
quickly as possible—even if that process conflicted with the interests of 
the local Indigenous population.7 Nor could this task, given the singular 
importance of the region to Canada’s success, be handed over to any ter-
ritorial or provincial government. Federal oversight, particularly the ad-
ministration of western lands and resources, was a “national necessity.”8 
The transfer consequently represented a new beginning in the history of 
the western interior.

At the same time, despite all the rhetoric about Canada’s new western 
empire and how it would provide the means to greatness for the young 
dominion, the Conservative government of John A. Macdonald did the 
minimum possible to incorporate the region into Confederation. Canada 
planned to assume control of the three-million-square-mile territory on 1 
December 1869 by means of a temporary government based in Red River. 
But the Red River Métis, led by Louis Riel, resented the lack of consultation 
and forced Ottawa to negotiate the entry of the region into Confederation. 
The 1869‒70 Red River Resistance foiled the Canadian intention to treat 
the vast land transfer as little more than a simple real estate transaction. 
It did not, however, prevent the federal government from directing west-
ern settlement and development over the next few decades. Manitoba may 
have joined the dominion as Canada’s fifth province on 1 July 1870, but it 
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was kept deliberately small. It also did not exercise control over its pub-
lic lands and resources, a provincial right enshrined in the 1867 British 
North America Act and enjoyed by all other provinces at the time. Instead, 
Manitoba had to depend on annual federal subsidies that did not always 
keep pace with the demands of provincial settlement and development.

The North-West Territories, meanwhile, became a separate federal ter-
ritory in 1870 (sections 35 and 36 of Manitoba Act), but beyond that, “ef-
fective government remained almost completely unknown.”9 Some might 
reasonably have wondered whether the imperialism of the HBC had sim-
ply been superseded by that of the government of Canada, especially since 
the territorial government was located outside the region in Winnipeg and 
headed by the lieutenant-governor for Manitoba. There was not even pro-
vision for territorial government staff. The Alexander Mackenzie Liberal 
government tried to correct some of these deficiencies in the 1875 North-
West Territories Act (approved 8 April 1875; effective 7 October 1876) by 
providing for a separate government, based in the territories, and elected 
council members as the newcomer population increased. But territorial 
government still offered limited representation and limited voice in run-
ning the affairs of the region. It could not, in any sense, be considered 
responsible government.

Canadian administration of its new western frontier in the second 
half of the century was based on the desire for order and stability—a de-
sire to implant the best features of British civilization on the northern 
plains. This vision could only be realized, though, if the defining values 
and principles of the new society were imposed from outside. There was 
no allowance for local or democratic initiatives, no recognition that the 
Indigenous Peoples of the region might foresee a different future. Backing 
this Canadian plan, moreover, was a supreme confidence—bordering on 
arrogance—that the re-making of the region would proceed smoothly, if 
not quickly.10

The incorporation of the North-West Territories into Confederation 
was to be achieved through a handful of federal initiatives—collective-
ly known as the national policies. Ottawa arranged for the surveying of 
the land, established a mounted police force, chartered a transcontinen-
tal railway, introduced a protective tariff to promote east-west trade, and 
negotiated treaties with western First Nations. All of these settlement 
and development policies encountered problems and/or challenges. The 
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federal government believed that it knew what was best for the region—
that it alone could determine and shape its future—and consequently 
treated the North-West Territories as little more than a colony with atten-
dant consequences.11

Negotiating with the First Nations

Ottawa had no immediate plans to negotiate treaties with those First 
Nations bands living west of the new province of Manitoba. The Cree 
consequently took matters into their own hands—stopping a telegraph 
construction crew and turning back a Geological Survey of Canada par-
ty—and forced Canada to deal with them.12 If the dominion wanted to 
guarantee the peaceful, orderly settlement of the region, then Ottawa had 
to reach an agreement with the Cree for their lands—sooner rather than 
later. But it drew the line at negotiating with bands from the boreal forest 
region whose lands were considered unsuited for agriculture.

In making the Numbered Treaties with western First Nations (Treaties 
1–7 between 1871 and 1877), Canada was following a British tradition that 
had been established by the Royal Proclamation of 1763. In recognition of 
the important role that First Nations had played as allies in the military 
struggle between Great Britain and France, the British promised not to 
allow agricultural settlement of First Nations territory until title had been 
surrendered to the Crown by means of treaties. This policy of negotiating 
through the Crown for First Nations lands had been followed, albeit im-
perfectly, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries and had 
become well-entrenched by the time Canada acquired its North-West em-
pire in 1870.13 The motives underlying the process, though, had changed. 
Whereas British military officials had been anxious to secure and main-
tain Indigenous allies in their struggle with an aggressive, expansionist 
United States, Canadian civil authorities now wanted to avoid costly so-
called “Indian” wars over western lands. In other words, negotiation was 
the cheaper course of action. The merits of this policy were clearly borne 
out by the experience south of the border, where the United States spent 
more money fighting Indian wars in 1870 than the entire Canadian budget 
for the year.14

The treaty process was also imbued by an imperialist ideology which 
held that First Nations Peoples would inevitably vanish as a distinct race in 
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the face of the white man’s “superior” civilization, and that it was Canada’s 
duty to remake them into loyal subjects of the Crown. This notion that the 
Cree and other groups faced certain extinction unless saved by Canadian 
humanitarian efforts did not jibe with reality. Although the Cree faced 
a number of difficulties in the early 1870s, they were not a defeated or 
doomed people. They not only practiced an opportunity-based economy, 
exploiting a range of resources from season to season and from district 
to district, but were also an extremely dynamic, resilient people who had 
faced similar challenges in the past and adapted accordingly. The Cree 
saw themselves as equals in their dealings with Canada and were prepared 
to negotiate in order to guarantee their future security and well-being in 
the region as an independent nation. They had no interest in or need for 
a Canadian crutch. They recognized, though, that the rapid decline of the 
bison necessitated a shift to agriculture in order to compete with new-
comers. Indeed, they regarded an alliance with the Crown—similar to the 
relationship that they had enjoyed with the HBC in the past—as the best 
hope of restructuring their economy.15

The agreement negotiated at Fort Carlton in August 1876 was the sixth 
of seven numbered western treaties (from present-day southern Manitoba 
west to the Alberta foothills). Treaty No. 6 covers some 120,000 square 
miles in present-day central Saskatchewan and Alberta—lands crucial to 
Canada’s westward expansion. It is also one of the few treaties where the 
First Nations’ perspective has been documented—in this case, by Métis 
interpreter Peter Erasmus who had been hired by Cree leaders Mistawasis 
and Ahtahkakoop. The treaty deliberations proved to be a long, at times 
protracted, process because First Nations negotiators insisted on better 
terms than those offered in the formal treaty and tried to build on the 
concessions that had been won in previous agreements. The treaty com-
missioners, in turn, were under strict orders to concede as little as possible 
to First Nations and not make any additional or “outside” promises to the 
original terms. Securing the consent of First Nations leadership, however, 
was neither straightforward nor certain.

Treaty No. 6 negotiations got underway in mid-August 1876 at a 
traditional camping area, known to the Cree as pehonanihk or the wait-
ing place, about a mile from Fort Carlton. There were no photographers 
present for this momentous event; in fact, despite the widespread use of 
the camera during this period, no photographs exist of any of the treaty 
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meetings in the 1870s. From the start, Indian Commissioner Alexander 
Morris, accompanied by a North-West Mounted Police escort, assured the 
assembled Cree that the Queen, the so-called “Great Mother,” was gen-
uinely concerned about their welfare and future well-being. “My Indian 
brothers,” he began, “I have shaken hands with a few of you, I shake hands 
with all of you in my heart.” He also implored First Nations leaders to take 
his words seriously and to think of the future: “what I will promise, and 
what I believe and hope you will take, is to last as long as that sun shines 
and yonder river flows.”16

Commissioner Morris, who was also the lieutenant-governor of the 
North-West Territories and Manitoba, told the Cree that the Queen had 
no intention of interfering with their traditional form of making a living 
by hunting, fishing, and gathering. Such activities were guaranteed for fu-
ture generations. He pointed out, however, that the wild game was disap-
pearing and that First Nations Peoples had to learn how to grow food from 
the soil if they were to provide for their children and their children’s chil-
dren. To facilitate this transition to farming, the Canadian government 
would set aside reserve lands for each band based on the formula of one 
square mile for every family of five. He then listed the specific agricultural 
items—from tools and implements to animals and seed—that would be 
given to the bands to help them become farmers. He also emphasized the 
cash payment that every man, woman, and child could expect to receive 
for the life of the treaty. And he promised special gifts for the chiefs and 
headmen. These presents included symbols of the new order: treaty uni-
forms, silver medals, and a British flag. “I hold out my hand to you full of 
the Queen’s bounty,” Morris concluded, “act for the good of your people.”17

Mistawasis and Ahtahkakoop, the two leading Carlton chiefs, re-
sponded that they needed time to discuss the treaty among themselves. 
The detractors, who were given the opportunity to speak first at the First 
Nations leadership’s private council, acknowledged the hardship caused 
by the disappearance of the bison, but placed little faith in agriculture: 
to trade their land for an uncertain future was an admission of defeat. 
Mistawasis, on the other hand, could see no other future for his people. 
“Have you anything better to offer our people?” he directly challenged 
those who opposed the treaty. “I ask, again, can you suggest anything that 
will bring these things back for tomorrow and all the tomorrows that face 
our people?” He went on to argue that the bison would soon disappear and 
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Pîhtokahanapiwiyin Poundmaker
Cree First Nations Leader (later Chief)

19 AUGUST 1876

Confederation Quote 9.1

Quotation from Peter Erasmus,  
Buffalo Days and Nights, Calgary:  

Glenbow-Alberta Institute, 1976, page 244
Photograph by O.B. Buel, from Library and 

Archives Canada, C-001875

This is our land! It isn’t a piece of 
pemmican to be cut off and given 
in little pieces back to us. It is ours 
and we will take what we want.

“

”



Mistawasis (Big Child)
First Nations Chief

21 AUGUST 1876

Confederation Quote 9.2

Quotation from Peter Erasmus,  
Buffalo Days and Nights, Calgary:  

Glenbow-Alberta Institute, 1976, page 247
Photograph from Saskatchewan  

Archives Board, R-B2837

I speak directly to Poundmaker 
and The Badger and those others 
who object to signing this treaty. 
Have you anything better to offer 
our people? I ask, again, can you 
suggest anything that will bring 
these things back for tomorrow 
and all the tomorrows that face  
our people?

“

”
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that the treaty offered the best protection against future uncertainty. “I for 
one will take the hand that is offered,” he concluded.  Ahtahkakoop also 
voiced his support. “Let us not think of ourselves but of our children’s chil-
dren,” he argued. “Let us show our wisdom by choosing the right path now 
while we yet have a choice.”18 This right path, according to the Cree leader, 
was the adoption of agriculture. There was no reason that they could not 
make a living from the soil, especially when the Queen’s representatives 
promised assistance and instruction.

When the negotiations resumed, Commissioner Morris warned the 
First Nations leaders that his time was limited. Poundmaker then stepped 
forward and stated that while his people were anxious to make a living for 
themselves, he wanted assurances that they would receive adequate help 
when needed. This request clearly went against what the government was 
prepared to do at the time. It was also generally assumed that First Nations 
peoples would be able to learn how to farm fairly rapidly and that the 
bison would be around long enough to smooth the transition to agricul-
ture. Morris consequently refused, insinuating that the real problem was 
Indigenous laziness. “I cannot promise . . . that the Government will feed 
and support all the Indians,” he replied. “You are many, and if we were to 
try to do it, it would take a great deal of money, and some of you would 
never do anything for yourselves.” The Badger then attempted to clarify 
their motives: “we want to think of our children; we do not want to be too 
greedy; when we commence to settle down on the reserves that we select, 
it is there we want your aid, when we cannot help ourselves and in case of 
troubles seen and unforeseen in the future.” When Morris countered that 
the Cree had to trust the Queen’s generosity, Mistawasis responded: “it is 
in case of any extremity . . . this is not a trivial matter for us.”19

This request for famine relief was one of several counter-demands 
presented to Morris. The list also included additional tools, implements, 
and livestock; a supply of medicines free of charge; exemption from war 
service; the banning of alcohol; and schools and teachers on the reserve. 
Realizing that the negotiations were in danger of collapse, Morris granted 
most of the new demands. He agreed, for example, that a medicine chest 
(medical supplies) would be kept at the house of each Indian agent. He 
also promised, albeit reluctantly, to add a clause to the treaty providing 
famine assistance. The Alexander Mackenzie administration later criti-
cized these terms for being too generous. But it is difficult to deny that the 
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treaty, which settled First Nations claims to several thousand square miles 
of rich agricultural land, was a good bargain for Ottawa. The majority of 
the Cree chiefs and headmen, on the other hand, realized they had to ad-
just to new circumstances and affixed their mark to the revised treaty on 
the understanding that the Great Mother and her representatives would 
keep a “watchful eye and sympathetic hand.”20 The references that Morris 
made to family and kin, then, were not just empty rhetoric to the Cree par-
ticipants who valued the spoken word. They fully expected and looked for-
ward to a beneficial and meaningful relationship with the Crown.21 Little 
did they realize that the House of Commons had passed the Indian Act 
in April 1876 that essentially defined First Nations as wards of the state.

Western Grievance Fuels Drive for Constitutional Reform

By the early 1880s, the white settler population was disillusioned, if not 
thoroughly frustrated, with the federal government and the ponderous 
pace towards responsible government and eventual provincehood for the 
North-West Territories. Those Anglo-Canadians who emigrated West in 
the 1870s and early 1880s had come from a tradition where they enjoyed 
a popular interest in political affairs and exercised a voice in governing 
themselves. The reality was a NWT lieutenant-governor who not only had 
sole control over the territorial budget, limited as it was, but exercised 
wide discretionary power over many other territorial matters. The 1875 
NWT Act did allow for elected representation on the council, but not until 
there were one thousand people in a district. It was consequently not until 
1880 that Lorne, the first electoral constituency in the future province of 
Saskatchewan, was created in the Prince Albert area. It could actually have 
been worse. In 1880, Ottawa floated the idea of removing the capital to 
Winnipeg. Even though it never happened because of a storm of regional 
protest, the proposal underscored the federal government’s obvious con-
tempt for territorial government.22 Westerners, in turn, complained that 
federal promotion of immigration and settlement—spoken in terms of the 
region’s importance to the future prosperity of the dominion—was not be-
ing materially supported by the building of infrastructure or the provision 
of government services.

After the 1885 North-West Rebellion, the campaign for a different po-
litical arrangement within Canadian Confederation became essentially a 
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white settler movement. Indeed, a new relationship between the territories 
and Ottawa seemed to be in the offing when the region finally secured par-
liamentary representation in 1886—a magnanimous four seats in the 215-
seat House of Commons and two Senate members. There were also more 
elected members on the Territorial Council—fourteen in 1885—but the 
lieutenant-governor still administered the federal appropriation. Then, in 
1888, the North-West Territories Act was finally amended to create a legis-
lative assembly of twenty-two elected members. At best, it was a half-mea-
sure. There was still no executive cabinet drawn from the assembly and no 
assembly control of the annual federal grant.

Territorial politicians did, however, take steps to reinforce the Anglo-
Canadian character of the region by trying to do away with French lan-
guage and separate school guarantees. French had been employed in 
territorial government business as early as 1874 when the NWT Council 

 
Fig 9.1 The North-West demanding “justice” for the North-West. The Grip, November 1883.
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published a consolidation of its ordinances in both French and English. 
But it was not given official recognition in the 1875 North-West Territories 
Act. Nor did the Alexander Mackenzie government plan to include French 
language rights in the 1877 modifications to the act until Francophone 
Marc-Amable Girard, a former Conservative premier of Manitoba, intro-
duced an amendment during the third reading of the bill in the Senate 
that called for the use of either French or English in territorial debates, 
council publications, and territorial courts. This last-minute amendment 
passed without division—but not before Interior Minister David Mills sar-
castically observed that since “almost everyone in that part of the country 
spoke Cree . . . [it] should be chosen for that purpose.”23 Separate schools, 
by contrast, were part of the 1875 NWT Act. The religious minority in 
any district (Catholic or Protestant) could establish a separate school and 
support it through self-assessment. This system was formalized by the 
Territorial Council in 1884 through the establishment of a board of educa-
tion with distinct Roman Catholic and Protestant sections responsible for 
the supervision of their own schools. An unusual feature of the ordinance 
was that the public school in a school district could be either Catholic 
or Protestant, depending on the religious majority, and that the separate 
school was formed by the minority.

These aspects of territorial life had generated little controversy—hard-
ly any comment—up until 1885. But any toleration quickly evaporated 
after the rebellion as the Anglo-Canadian majority moved to affirm the 
British character of the North-West. The general mood was that separate 
schools and the use of French had been foisted on the region by Ottawa 
and were not representative of the wishes and interests of the dominant so-
ciety. There was also a widespread belief that French Canadians had failed 
the country because of their sympathetic support of the Métis “traitor” 
Riel, while Roman Catholics could not be trusted because they owed their 
allegiance to Rome and the Pope.24 The territorial government in Regina 
was expected to set things right. “One nation, one language” should be the 
territorial motto, urged the Qu’Appelle Vidette in 1888, and the surest way 
to promote a unity of purpose and a true national identity was to abolish 
the use of French in the government, the courts, and schools. Legislators 
responded in 1889 by preparing two petitions to parliament—one calling 
for the repeal of French as an official territorial language, the other the re-
peal of separate schools. During the debate over the resolutions, the vocal 
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majority questioned the legitimacy of official bilingualism and separate 
schools, repeatedly pointing out that local opinion had never been taken 
into consideration. Those few brave enough to oppose the measures coun-
tered that French had been a distinctive feature of the North-West since 
fur trade days. Nothing was done at the federal level, though, because 
politicians in Ottawa were already grappling with the thorny Manitoba 
schools question and did not want more controversy. The simmering is-
sues were simply dropped back in the lap of the territorial government, 
effectively leaving it up to Regina to take action. That it did in early 1892, 
when the territorial government passed resolutions abolishing the official 
use of French and discontinuing the religious control of schools in favour 
of a single government-run Council of Public Instruction (replaced by a 
Department of Education in 1901).25

What the language and school controversy demonstrated to west-
erners was that the Regina government lacked political independence in 
keeping with the British parliamentary system. In fact, it had reached the 
point by the late 1880s, in the words of a Qu’Appelle merchant, where the 
region was “not prepared to accept dictation from Ottawa.”26 There had 
been several steps towards responsible government since the 1877 North-
West Territories Act. But westerners objected to the glacial pace—and the 
fact that Ottawa had to be repeatedly prodded. What ultimately brought 
the campaign for constitutional reform to a successful conclusion was 
the election of Wilfrid Laurier Liberals in 1896. When responsible gov-
ernment finally took effect the following year (1 October 1897), Frederick 
Haultain was appointed the territory's first and only premier. He quickly 
found, though, that having control over government spending did not 
mean much if the legislature did not have much to spend, especially since 
any revenue from North-West lands and resources went to the federal 
treasury.

This financial need became more acute with the immigration and set-
tlement boom of the late 1890s. Now that the United States had exhausted 
its homestead land, the great agricultural promise of the Canadian North-
West was finally being realized—albeit, almost three decades late—and 
the territorial government simply did not have enough money to meet the 
growing service and infrastructure demands. There appeared to be only 
one solution. In May 1900, the territorial government submitted a petition 
to the Laurier government reviewing the constitutional evolution of the 
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[Moved] Whereas the larger 
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region and calling for the next logical step—namely, drafting the terms for 
provincehood. Ottawa turned down the request as premature, a position it 
repeated twice more in response to similar petitions.27

One of the stumbling blocks to finding common ground was Premier 
Haultain’s dream of one large western province, to be called “Buffalo,” 
between Manitoba and British Columbia and the 49th and 54th parallels.28 
Some argued that a western super province would upset the balance of 
Confederation, while others insisted that the territorial provisional dis-
tricts (created in 1882 for administrative purposes) should be provincial 
material. Calgary, for example, had ambitions to be a territorial capital—
as did Prince Albert. What also made Liberal negotiation with Haultain 
difficult was his decision to actively campaign on behalf of the federal 
Conservative party in the 1904 general election. It was a serious lapse in 
judgement and one that crippled his future political career. From his first 
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Fig 9.2 The proposed province of “Buffalo.” Reproduced with permission from Bill Waiser, 
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days in territorial government, Haultain’s strategy for securing conces-
sions from the federal government was to adopt a non-partisan approach 
and speak with a single, territorial voice. Unfortunately, he had become so 
disillusioned with the Liberal government’s intransigence that he cozied 
up to federal Conservative leader Robert Borden who not only promised 
provincehood for the West, but local control of lands and resources. These 
actions turned the autonomy question into a party issue—ironically, 
something that went against Haultain’s own philosophy of putting territo-
rial interests before political considerations.29

Securing Provincehood

By January 1905, the prime minister could no longer hold off autonomy be-
cause of the unparalleled success of federal immigration policy and invited 
Haultain to Ottawa to discuss the entry of the region into Confederation. 
The territorial leader outlined his vision of a single province with full con-
stitutional powers. But the federal government had other plans and was 
confident of western support, especially given the strong Liberal showing 
in the November 1904 general election (seven of the nine territorial seats 
in the House of Commons were held by Liberals). Prime Minister Laurier 
personally introduced autonomy bills to create two roughly equal, north-
south provinces, Saskatchewan and Alberta, on 21 February 1905.

The tabling of the two autonomy bills precipitated the longest debate 
in Canadian parliamentary history. It was so acrimonious that the date 
of entry for the new provinces had to be pushed back two months—to 1 
September 1905—because the legislation did not receive royal assent un-
til after the original entry date had passed. The source of the furor was 
the educational clauses. In the draft bills, the ambiguous phrase, “existing 
system,” suggested that Laurier wanted to revive the old territorial dual 
school system and thereby secure legislative protection for Catholic mi-
nority rights. Members of the House on both the government and opposi-
tion benches reacted angrily to this seemingly blatant attempt to turn back 
the clock on educational matters, when the largely Protestant population 
of the territories had been moving towards secular education and public 
schools. Faced with a spiraling crisis—including the abrupt resignation 
of his Interior minister Clifford Sifton—that threatened to tear apart the 
administration and arouse latent Ontario-Quebec animosities, Laurier 
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unceremoniously backed down and allowed a re-drafting of the offending 
clauses to bring them in line with current practice in the territories.30

The heated controversy over the educational clauses deflected attention 
away from the fact that Saskatchewan and Alberta were not full partners 
in Confederation. They, along with neighbouring Manitoba, were treated 
differently. Under the terms of the 1867 British North America Act, prov-
inces exercised control over the public lands and resources within their 

 
Fig 9.3 Laurier as the proud father of two provincial “twins.” Montreal Daily Star, 23 February 1905.
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boundaries. But that right was denied Manitoba in 1870, and it was denied 
Saskatchewan and Alberta in the autonomy bills. Clifford Sifton justified 
federal retention of western lands on the grounds that they were needed to 
promote immigration and settlement and that provincial control “would 
be ruinous . . . disastrous” to this national endeavour. “Do not yield,” he 
admonished Laurier.31 The prime minister, for his part, took a different 
tack in defending his government’s policy. “Those lands were bought by 
the Dominion government,” he reminded the House of Commons about 
the HBC deal in 1870, “and they have remained ever since the property of 
the Dominion government and have been administered by the Dominion 
government.”32 Ottawa attempted to make up for the loss of revenue by 
awarding the new provinces generous subsidies based on population. 
Haultain, however, wanted no part of the compensation package—he 
considered it “a matter of expediency”—and demanded the same right as 
other provinces in Canada.33 He was gamely supported by the Calgary 
Herald which decried federal control of lands and resources as “Autonomy 
that Insults the West.”34

Once the autonomy bills became law, the Liberal party turned its at-
tention to securing power in the new provinces. In Alberta, over the pro-
testation of the new provincial Conservative leader (and future Canadian 
prime minister) R.B. Bennett and other fellow Calgarians, Edmonton was 
named temporary capital until confirmed by a vote in the new Alberta 
legislature. It was no coincidence that the city was a Liberal stronghold. 
Or that Liberal G.H.V. Bulyea was appointed Alberta’s lieutenant-gover-
nor and that he called on new provincial Liberal leader A.C. Rutherford 
to become premier.35 A similar charade was played out in Saskatchewan.  
Despite Frederick Haultain’s defining role in defending the interests of 
Western Canada, his opposition to the autonomy bills made him a lia-
bility and he was passed over as premier or lieutenant-governor. As one 
western historian remarked, “the territorial premier was almost as much 
an embarrassment to Laurier and his cabinet as the Métis leader [Louis 
Riel] to [Prime Minister J.A.] Macdonald and the Conservatives.”36 In 
Haultain’s place, A.E. Forget, a lifelong Liberal who had first come West in 
1876 as clerk for the North-West Territories Council, was retained as lieu-
tenant-governor. He, in turn, invited Walter Scott, a Liberal backbencher 
in the House of Commons and the new provincial Liberal leader, to serve 
as premier. So confident were the Liberals of their hold on Saskatchewan 
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that Prime Minister Laurier went to Edmonton first for Alberta’s inau-
guration.  Haultain’s fall from power and influence, meanwhile, was so 
complete and so precipitous that he was not asked to speak at the delayed 
Regina ceremonies.37

Full Provincial Rights

Provincial control of public lands and resources for Saskatchewan and 
Alberta was still a quarter century away. At first, not wanting to lock 
horns with the friendly Laurier administration in Ottawa, the Scott and 
Rutherford provincial governments quietly pocketed the generous feder-
al subsidy they received in lieu of their lands. But when the new Borden 
government extended the northern boundary of Manitoba, Ontario, and 
Quebec to Hudson and James Bays in 1912 (making the central provinc-
es much bigger than Haultain’s “Buffalo” province), Saskatchewan and 
Alberta began demanding control of their resources. Repeated attempts to 
hammer out an agreement foundered over the question of compensation 
for lands that had already been alienated. In 1927, for example, Premier 
Jimmy Gardiner claimed that Saskatchewan’s right to compensation 
should date back to 1870. These demands delayed settlement of the matter 
until 1930. It was only then—sixty years after the region became part of 
the new Dominion of Canada—that Saskatchewan and Alberta secured 
full provincial rights.
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Newfoundland and Canada: 
Confederation and the Search  
for Stability

Raymond B. Blake

In September 1864 when Maritime politicians met at Charlottetown to 
consider union, Newfoundlanders were not invited. They were, however, 
asked to Quebec City, when delegates reassembled there a month later. 
Conservative Deputy Premier and Protestant, F.B.T. Carter, and Ambrose 
Shea, Liberal Leader and representative of the Catholic minority, were ex-
cited about Confederation. They saw Confederation as Newfoundland’s 
best hope to deal with its depressing isolation, reliance on a single staple 
commodity (codfish), and a way to spur economic diversification. Though 
Confederation had its proponents, union was overwhelmingly rejected in 
the 1869 election because voters saw no economic or political benefit. The 
issue of Confederation arose periodically after 1869, but it was not serious-
ly debated again until after the Second World War. During this later de-
bate, proponents of union argued that Confederation would provide eco-
nomic and social security as well as rid Newfoundland of its long history 
of underdevelopment and poverty. The opponents of Confederation again 
fought to maintain the country’s independence and sovereignty, promis-
ing never to sell their birth-right to Canada. While the debate might have 
been similar, the outcome was not. Confederation had a powerful cham-
pion in Joseph R. Smallwood and a rural population that demanded the 
state take a great interest in their social and economic well-being. In 1949, 
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Newfoundlanders opted for union with Canada by majority vote. 

Newfoundland in the 1860s

In the 1860s Newfoundland was neither great in population nor wealth. 
Many of its 162,000 residents were dispersed along the coastline and de-
pended on the cod and seal fisheries, which together accounted for 95 per-
cent of exports. Any decline in catch, such as had occurred in the 1860s, 
created social and economic paralysis. In the four years to 1865 the debt 
grew from £18,000 to £36,000 as the country experienced its worst eco-
nomic depression in twenty years. The government ran a deficit on current 
account, and relief payments accounted for 23 percent of current revenue 
as poverty levels rose dramatically.1 

In the mid-nineteenth century, Newfoundland struggled with the 
quality of its human capital as defined by literacy and education, which 
had become an essential tool for fostering a better personal and national 
life and for spurring a lively intellectual debate about a nation’s goals. High 
levels of education and literacy are necessary for social transformation and 
liberation, but those were lacking in Newfoundland, especially outside St. 
John’s. Alan Macpherson’s analysis of parish records for Hermitage on the 
South Coast estimated a literacy rate among the young married popula-
tion of only 18 percent in the years 1867 to 1880, which improved only to 
53 percent in 1901‒10. In the 1890s, at least 32 percent of population were 
totally illiterate—a much higher rate than in Canada. In the 1860s, rather 
than “face the world with pride and confidence,” as Ambrose Shea and 
Frederick Carter suggested, Newfoundland turned inward to pursue its 
own economic development.2 

Newfoundland was also marked by sectarian and ethnic divisions 
for much of the nineteenth century and even into the twentieth centu-
ry. Immigrants came either from the Protestant west of England or the 
Catholic south of Ireland, although there were small numbers of French, 
either from France or Acadia, who settled predominantly on the Port-au-
Port Peninsula. Most settlers to Newfoundland arrived between 1760 and 
1830. The Irish settled mostly on the Avalon Peninsula, the English fur-
ther north and west, into Conception Bay and along the South Coast; St. 
John’s became home to both groups who often brought with them the prej-
udices and hostilities of their homeland and which found their way into 
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. . . we cannot remain as we are if 
the other provinces confederate. 
We shall probably have to contend 
with their commercial restrictions, 
and our isolation will be more 
complete than ever, and more 
injurious.

“

”
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the Island’s political life. The sectarian lines became further entrenched 
with the establishment of denominational schools in 1843, a practice that 
remained until 1998. The dominant religious groups forged an unwritten 
agreement in the 1860s for proportionate representation in the Legislature 
Assembly, in the Executive Council, and in patronage more generally. It 
was hoped that by informally institutionalizing such sectarian practices 
the country would be somewhat free of religious animosity.3 Sometimes  
it worked.

Most of the wealth in Newfoundland was in the hands of a small 
group of merchants, primarily in St. John’s and Conception Bay. The fish-
eries operated on a credit system whereby fishers were advanced supplies 
in the spring, with the hope that at the end of the season the catch was 
sufficient to settle their account with the merchants. Merchants charged 
as much as they could for the items advanced on credit and paid as little 
as possible for the fish delivered in the fall. Most fishers consequently lived 
in poverty or on its boundaries, but the fish merchants and the country’s 
elite, known as Water Street merchants, exerted a powerful hold over the 
country, controlling all aspects of the economy, including local banking 
and the Island’s meagre manufacturing sector. They also controlled the 
Legislative Council and their proxies, the Legislative Assembly, and the 
powerful Chamber of Commerce. They saw the economy, particularly the 
fisheries, as their own and ensured that the state did not intervene in their 
domain. As a result—unlike the fisheries of other countries—there was no 
strict and sustained government regulatory involvement in the sector in 
Newfoundland until the 1930s.4

The Confederation Debate, 1869

Ambrose Shea and Frederick B. T. Carter were impressed with the notion 
of Confederation when they gathered with other delegates in Quebec in 
October 1864, but they found no great enthusiasm for it upon returning 
to St. John’s. Premier Hugh Hoyles and Governor Anthony Musgrave 
expressed some interest, but the Newfoundland Assembly was divided. 
When the 1865 throne speech called for a “calm examination” of union, 
eighteen members spoke against and twenty-one expressed some support, 
though the latter also identified problems with the Quebec Resolutions. 
Merchants and the Roman Catholic Church also opposed the deal.5 
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Newfoundland had little reason to be excited about continental inte-
gration. Its trade and traffic were to Europe and North America’s Eastern 
Seaboard rather than with Canada and the continent’s interior. There 
was no fear of an American threat of invasion or of the Fenians as was 
the case in much of British North America. Moroever, the Royal Navy 
provided all of the defence Newfoundland needed. Westward continen-
tal expansion held no appeal with Newfoundlanders while the promise 
of a railway from Halifax to Quebec similarly stirred no excitement. 
Political squabbling and deadlock in the Canadas was not their concern, 
and Newfoundland’s debt—compared to that of the other colonies—was 
minimal. Confederation, moreover, was unlikely to resolve the French 
Shore issue whereby France enjoyed considerable rights in northern and 
western Newfoundland that had their roots in the eighteenth century. 
Finally, the terms of union did not allay fears of competition—in fisher-
ies and manufacturing from Canada. Opponents of union believed that 
Canadian protectionism would have been catastrophic for Newfoundland, 
and some claimed that if the Canadian tariff of 1864 had been applied to 
Newfoundland, it would have raised taxes by 44 percent.6

The country’s political elite agreed that the economy had to be diver-
sified, and saw Confederation as possibly providing economic growth, im-
proving social and economic conditions for most citizens, and stemming 
out-migration from the island. The island’s future economic growth, many 
felt, lay in the interior of the Island; new investment in mineral and timber 
resources and in industrialization might boost the productive capacity of 
the country. Confederation, an arrangement that the British government 
favoured, might spur Canadian investment in Newfoundland and raise 
the standards of public services to that of the mainland colonies. Carter 
was most optimistic and in a speech in the Assembly, he said “ . . . it would 
be well . . . to travel a little and visit that magnificent province [Canada], 
as well as Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, which were advancing so rap-
idly in material prosperity, and in all that tended to make a people great 
and respected. . . . These countries were all more prosperous than we are.” 
Confederation would also provide cheaper imports, he promised. Like 
those who successfully pursued Confederation in 1949, he encouraged 
voters to “support this confederation on account of their children.” In 
addition to its economic potential, Carter also hoped that Confederation 
would bring an end to the religious strife in Newfoundland as it would have 
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What is Confederation? 
It is Taxation without limit upon our 
imports, our Exports, and upon all 
kinds of property, to be levied—
not by our own people, but—by 
Canadians, residing more than a 
thousand miles from us, and who 
know nothing of our resources or 
requirements, and care less.

“

”
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Newfoundland’s politicians playing a role on a larger national stage. In 
1869, the terms of union were agreed upon by Newfoundland and Canada. 
Canada was generous, offering just about everything Newfoundland de-
manded, including a special annual grant of $175,000 for surrendering 
its Crown lands, a promise that there would be no export levy placed on 
Newfoundland fish, and even modifications to the Dominion Militia Act 
that would exempt Newfoundlanders from serving in Canada.7 

It was a tired government that entered the fray promoting Confederation 
in the 1869 election called in part to seek a mandate to complete union 
with Canada. In power for eight years, the Carter Administration had 
made unpopular decisions, especially on poor relief during the period 
of economic distress, even though recovery was well underway by 1869. 
The government faced, moreover, a determined and vigorous opponent in 
Charles Fox Bennett, a Protestant Tory and one of the country’s leading 
merchants. He vowed to protect Newfoundland from the Canadians. To 
do so, Bennett forged a strange coalition, linking the St. John’s Protestant 
oligarchy which feared commercial competition from Canada, and Irish 
Catholics who harboured a profound dislike of the British and had tra-
ditionally supported the Liberals. The Irish Catholic minority viewed 
Confederation as a British plot akin to that of the Act of Union of 1801 that 
had brought their beloved Ireland under English domination. Bennett 
played upon those fears and appealed to local patriotism: “The sending of 
Delegates to Canada,” he said “would be the sacrifice of our independent 
legislation and the control of our own rich colonial resources for the bene-
fit of that nationality which, so far as I can at present conceive, can confer 
but few and trifling benefits on us.”8 Shea, who was one of a few Catholics 
to support Confederation, was deemed a traitor by many of his faith; at 
Placentia, a Catholic community, he was “met by a priest and people bear-
ing pots of pitch and bags of feathers, and the moaning of cow bells.”9 

The election held on 13 November 1869 was marked by sectarianism: 
all of the country’s Catholic constituencies, and some Protestant ridings, 
too, voted against Confederation, with anti-Confederates taking twen-
ty-one of the thirty Assembly seats.10 The defeat was overwhelming, and 
the Conservatives quickly abandoned the idea of union. When Governor 
Stephen John Hill suggested adding Newfoundland to Canada by imperial 
fiat, Prime Minister John A. Macdonald declined, recognizing that for the 
time being the Confederation movement in Newfoundland was dead.11
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Confederation, 1869-1939

After 1869, there were further discussions of union between Newfoundland 
and Canada, but none resulted in union. In the 1890s, when Newfoundland 
once again faced an economic crisis that devastated its banking sector and 
led to the demise of several Water Street firms, the government once again 
contemplated Confederation. The Bank of Montreal subsequently estab-
lished operations in Newfoundland and helped to stabilize the fiscal and 
economic crisis. Worried that Newfoundland might forge an independent 
reciprocity treaty with the United States, Canada expressed some interest 
in union, but it worried that the associated costs and opposition to the 
French Shore in Newfoundland had the potential to generate additional 
political discontent, particularly in Quebec if the federal government in-
tervened on the island’s behalf.12 

In 1906, as Newfoundland Prime Minister Robert Bond quarrelled 
with Britain and Canada over reciprocity and fishing rights with the 
Americans, some in Canada and in Great Britain again encouraged union 
between the two countries. Lord Grey, the Governor General of Canada, 
and Lord Elgin, the British Colonial Secretary, promoted union as did the 
Newfoundland Governor Sir William MacGregor, officials at the Bank 
of Montreal, the Canadian iron ore companies, and the Reid Family of 
Montreal that had secured a monopoly on the Newfoundland Railway in 
1898. They hoped that Edward Morris would break with Bond—who had 
earlier used his own money to save the colony from bankruptcy—and lead 
the campaign for Confederation in the 1908 election, but Morris recog-
nized Confederation’s unpopularity. In that campaign, both parties ac-
cused each other of being insincere in their opposition to union, and even 
though it was a tied result, Morris formed a majority government in 1909 
but had no interest in promoting Confederation. Confederation arose again 
during the economic and political turmoil in the 1930s that eventually led 
Newfoundland to surrender responsible government in 1933. Charles A. 
Magrath, a Canada banker and a member of the Newfoundland Royal 
Commission, wrote Canadian Prime Minister R.B. Bennett suggesting 
that Newfoundland’s destiny lay with Canada and urged “generosity on 
the part of Canada.” With Canada’s own economic and fiscal situation 
deteriorating rapidly, however, Confederation would not be an option 
during the Great Depression.13 
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Canada and Newfoundland Rekindle Interest in 
Union, 1939-45

Canada’s attitude towards Newfoundland changed during the Second 
World War. The United States had, through the 1941 Leased Bases 
Agreement with Great Britain, secured a ninety-nine-year lease to con-
struct several military bases in Newfoundland, and Canada was deter-
mined not to be shut out of Newfoundland to have an Alaska on its eastern 
flank. Officials in the Canadian Department of External Affairs pushed 
Prime Minister Mackenzie King to be more proactive on Newfoundland, 
and he announced subsequently that Newfoundland would be includ-
ed in Canada’s defence preparations. He also made it clear that Canada 
would welcome Newfoundland into Confederation “should they make 
their decision clear and beyond all possibility of misunderstanding.”14 
Canada appointed its first High Commissioner to Newfoundland in 
1941, a clear sign of its growing interest in the country. At the same time, 
Britain realized that it could not afford to pay for postwar reconstruc-
tion in Newfoundland, and believed that union with Canada was the best 
solution. King remained cautious on Newfoundland, however, and was 
worried that its addition might spur political turmoil, especially in the 
Maritime Provinces, if Ottawa offered terms of union that were more 
generous than contemporary agreements with the Maritimes. On several 
occasions in 1945, King and his officials, nonetheless, suggested that if the 
British withheld financial assistance, it might “assist Newfoundlanders to 
turn their thoughts to Canada.” King continued to insist, however, that 
“Newfoundland could not be forced into Confederation.”15

Reconsidering Confederation During the 1940s

Newfoundland had been governed by a British-appointed Commission 
of Government since 1933, and it became solvent during the economic 
boom created by the Second World War with a forty-million dollar sur-
plus. The future for the country was far from secure, however, and by 
the end of the war there was little public appetite to continue with the 
Commission of Government. After all, the war had been fought for free-
dom and democracy. Democracy had to be restored in Newfoundland. 
Yet, the wartime boom had seen “no new productive capacity to help 
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These, then, are the conditions 
of my support of confederation: 
that it must raise our people’s 
standard of living, that it must give 
Newfoundlanders a better life, that 
it must give our country stability 
and security and that it must give 
us full, democratic responsible 
government under circumstances 
that will ensure its success.

“

”
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Confederation Quote 10.4

Quotation from Newfoundland, 
Newfoundland National Convention,  

28 October 1946
Photograph from Archives and Special 

Collections, Queen Elizabeth II Library, 
Memorial University of Newfoundland,  

Coll. 309

The members of this Convention 
are supposed to have an open 
mind . . . I am doing my honest 
best, whatever my personal 
opinions, to fairly appraise the 
situation . . . Mr. Smallwood’s 
antics may provide a great deal 
of humorous conversation, but it 
goes beyond a joke when even 
one individual is asked, cajoled 
or invited to sell his integrity, to 
further the cause of confederation, 
or any cause at this stage.

“

”
247
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sustain the economy in peacetime” and no new alternative sources of 
employment.16 On almost any index—from employment rates, income 
per capita, education levels, hospital beds, electrification, or number of 
indoor flush toilets—Newfoundland ranked below any jurisdiction in 
Canada. The Newfoundland Tuberculosis Association claimed in 1948, 
for instance, that the country’s health services equalled those of England 
and Wales in 1910. More than ten thousand suffered from tuberculosis in 
Newfoundland, but its sanatoria could accommodate less than four hun-
dred. Death rates exceeded those in Canada: the Newfoundland death rate 
per 100,000 of population was 122.0 while Ontario’s was 25.7, Nova Scotia 
at 62.4, and Quebec’s at 72.4. Infant mortality was much higher than that 
in the Maritime Provinces, and total public hospital expenditure in 1946 
($1.68 million) paled in comparison to New Brunswick’s ($4.13 million) 
and Nova Scotia’s ($5.06 million).17 

On 11 December 1945 British Prime Minister Clement Atlee an-
nounced the formation of a National Convention to study Newfoundland’s 
economic and social conditions and then recommend possible forms of 
future government to the British government. It would then put several 
constitutional options before the people in a national referendum.18 Attlee 
imposed a residency requirement for election to the National Convention, 
fearing vested interests might otherwise control the body.19 Less than 50 
percent of eligible voters cast a ballot in the National Convention elections 
on 21 June 1946. The new body first met on September 11 and deliberated 
for the next eighteen months; its debates were broadcast nightly on the 
Newfoundland Broadcasting Corporation. Nine investigative committees 
studied various aspects of Newfoundland’s economy, government, and 
society, and the reports stimulated considerable debate in the Convention 
and throughout the country as audiences considered how their country 
would transition from war to peace and, at the same time, find econom-
ic and political stability. The Convention awakened Newfoundlanders to 
some harsh realities, including their poverty and the comparative lack of 
public services.20

Two groups emerged during the National Convention proceedings. The 
larger group advocated returning to responsible government and restoring 
democracy. A smaller group rallied around the promise of Confederation, 
arguing that responsible government had collapsed, in part, because the 
population had been demoralized by the state’s long-term neglect.21 This 
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group focussed on the problems facing the country, and demanded that 
the state introduce a series of programmes to address citizens’ social 
and economic needs. Joseph R. Smallwood and F. Gordon Bradley were 
already proponents of Confederation, and they became the leaders of a 
small group within the Convention who believed that Newfoundland, like 
other countries such as Britain and Canada, must also adopt a form of 
government that included an expansion of social rights and the provision 
of social security programs that would see the implementation of such 
programs as family allowances and veterans’ benefits to citizens. The sup-
porters of Confederation promoted a new relationship between the state 
and its citizens. 

Smallwood became the de facto leader of the Confederates. His first 
speech to the Convention proposed sending a delegation to Ottawa to in-
vestigate the possibility of Confederation; it was also a plea to extend social 
citizenship to Newfoundland. In that speech, which might be titled “We 
are not a Nation,” Smallwood fully embraced the necessity of a new social 
citizenship. “In the North American family Newfoundland bears the rep-
utation of having the lowest standards of life, of being the least progressive 
and advanced of the whole family,” he said. “Our people never enjoyed a 
good standard of living, and never were able to yield enough taxes to main-
tain the government. . . . We are not a nation. . . . We are living in a world 
in which small countries have less chance than ever before of surviving. . . .  
Confederation I will support if it means a higher standard of living for our 
people.”22 This was the major narrative of his Confederation campaign. 

Although Smallwood’s resolution on 28 October 1946 to send a delega-
tion to Ottawa failed, a wider resolution introduced on 4 February 1947 to 
send delegations to London and Ottawa succeeded. The governor rejected 
another resolution to send representatives to Washington in hopes of nego-
tiating an economic union with the United States. The delegation that trav-
elled to London found no support for an independent Newfoundland. The 
delegation to Ottawa sought to learn whether a fair and equitable basis could 
be found for federal union of Newfoundland and Canada. It was greeted 
enthusiastically. Bradley, who had been a Confederate since his studies at 
Dalhousie University in 1914, chaired the meetings in Ottawa. He had writ-
ten earlier “I don’t care two straws for Newfoundland as an abstraction.” 
He believed that Newfoundland as “small, remote and economically weak 
. . . [and] could not survive and prosper was an independent unit.”23 Like 
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Fig 10.1 The Ottawa Delegation of the National Convention, 1947. Photographer: G. Hunter. 
LAC, MIKAN 3362966.

Shea and Carter decades earlier, Bradley believed Confederation might ad-
dress Newfoundland’s peculiar economic and social situation.

Canada welcomed union with Newfoundland for several reasons. Its 
inclusion would fulfill the Canadian dreams of 1867 to thwart any designs 
the Americans might have on Newfoundland. It would bring consider-
able resource wealth, including expansive fisheries, mineral and poten-
tial hydro-electric resources. It would also safeguard the Newfoundland 
market for Canadian exporters, valued at between twenty-five and forty 
million dollars, and it would also secure Canadian defence and civil avia-
tion privileges in Newfoundland. Ottawa’s only concern was the financial 
cost of union. 

The Canadian and Newfoundland delegations agreed upon 
the “Proposed Arrangements for the Entry of Newfoundland into 
Confederation.” On 29 October 1947 when King despatched to Sir Gordon 
MacDonald, governor of Newfoundland, the proposed terms, he wrote “I 
feel I must emphasize that as far as the financial aspects of the proposed 
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arrangements for union are concerned, the Government of Canada be-
lieves that the arrangements go as far as the Government can go under 
the circumstances.” Yet, on matters of primarily provincial concern, such 
as education, he said that “Canada would not wish to set down any rigid 
conditions, and it would be prepared to give reasonable consideration to 
suggestions for modification or addition.”24 The “Proposed Arrangements” 
were presented to the National Convention on 6 November 1947.25 

Debate in National Convention on Constitutional Options

Debate in the National Convention on the Canadian proposal began on 
20 November 1947 and continued for thirty-four days, generating con-
siderable interest across Newfoundland and Labrador.26 “These terms,” 
Smallwood said in his final speech to the National Convention, “would 
make a new country for the people of Newfoundland—a new coun-
try where . . . the poor man would have a chance to live and breathe, a 
chance to bring up his family decently. The terms would give our people a 
chance, and that is something they have never had yet.” As a small nation, 
Smallwood asserted, Newfoundland could not prosper on its own; Canada 
promised security and an improved standard of living as well as a return 
to responsible and a democratically elected government.27 

The National Convention debated the inclusion of responsible gov-
ernment for four days. On 19 January 1948 the Convention unanimously 
passed a resolution introduced by Gordon Higgins recommending that 
both Responsible Government—as it existed in 1933—as well as the con-
tinuation of the Commission of Government be placed before the elector-
ate in a national referendum. Smallwood then moved that Confederation 
also appear on the ballot, but it was defeated twenty-nine to sixteen. 
The Confederates reacted by launching an appeal to the country for 
Confederation’s inclusion. Even before the governor received over twen-
ty-four thousand telegrams demanding Confederation be placed on the 
ballot, the British Government (which had long favoured the union of 
Newfoundland with Canada) decided that all three options be included 
in the referendum.
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Referendum Campaigns

In the referendum campaigns that followed, the Confederate Association 
led the fight for union with Canada. Those who wanted to return to re-
sponsible government fell into two groups that often shared resources and 
people: the Responsible Government League (RGL) and the Economic 
Union Association (EUA) which campaigned for an economic union with 
the United States, though that option was not on the ballot. It had first to 
achieve responsible government and then work for an economic union. 
There was no organized campaign for Commission of Government.

The Responsible Government League (RGL) was established in St. 
John’s on 11 February 1947. It was dedicated to securing the return of 
“Responsible Government for Newfoundland and to encourag[ing] the 
people of Newfoundland to accept their full, personal and collective 
responsibilities for the good government of our country.” The RGL was 
perceived as an organ of Newfoundland’s business and professional elite. 
Nearly all of the founding members came from this particular group and 
many who later joined were primarily merchants with close ties to Water 
Street.28 

The Responsible Government League never embraced the notions 
of social citizenship then circulating throughout much of the developed 
world. In fact, J.S. Currie, the owner of the Daily News and stalwart advo-
cate for the return of responsible government, said “people should accept 
the responsibility of self-government with the restraints and discipline 
that it should impose on the individual.” Many in the RGL worried that 
“materialism” had become the order of the day, and insisted that even if 
Newfoundland did not possess the material wealth that other nations en-
joyed, it might be better off. Materialism, the RGL members often assert-
ed, breeds selfishness and greed and embitters the lives of great sections of 
the populations and gives rise to avaricious politicians. The RGL believed 
that citizens were content with the level of services that the current tax 
system could support and accused the Confederates of bribing voters with 
the promise of Canada’s social programs.29 

The RGL faced an uphill struggle. First, responsible government was 
not remembered with any great enthusiasm by voters, and it had become 
associated with the economic deprivation that many had experienced in 
the 1920s and 1930s. The Hollis Walker report of 1924, for instance, had 
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Fig 10.2 Anti-Confederate Campaign, 1948. Anti-Confederate posters were often patriotically 
displayed in the windows of many Newfoundland homes and businesses. Courtesy of the 
Rooms Provincial Archives Division, George Carter Collection, Box 5, MG910.

been charged with investigating alleged corruption in several government 
departments, and provided not only an indictment of a number of in-
dividuals but also of a political system that allowed such actions within 
the state apparatus. Less than a decade later, the Newfoundland Royal 
Commission (the Amulree Commission) also popularized the notion that 
Newfoundland’s experiment with responsible government had resulted in 
widespread corruption and mismanagement. The RGL inherited all of the 
negativity associated with responsible government.

On the other hand, the Confederate Association, established on 21 
February 1948, emphasized the social benefits of Confederation, stressing 
how Canadian social programs and a general higher standard of living 
would improve the lives of all Newfoundlanders. It also waged a well-or-
ganized and effective campaign. Its ideas were communicated over the 
radio and in a successful tabloid, The Confederate, first published on April 
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Fig 10.3 The pro-Confederation movement promised that union would bring change to 
Newfoundland. The Confederate, 31 May 1948, 3.

7 and whose appealing political cartoons were professionally drawn by a 
Globe and Mail cartoonist under Smallwood’s direction. The 31 May 1948 
edition of The Confederate asked voters “to give yourself a chance. Give the 
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Children a chance. Give Newfoundland a chance. Vote for Confederation 
and a healthier, happier Newfoundland.” To mothers, Smallwood and the 
Confederates promised the benefits of a modern social state, claiming 
“Confederation would mean that NEVER AGAIN would there be a hun-
gry child in Newfoundland.” He also reminded parents that their children 
under the age of sixteen would receive “EVERY MONTH a cash allowance 
for every child you have or may have.”30 

Smallwood travelled widely throughout the campaign and wrote open 
letters to a large number of communities that he could not visit. He ex-
plained in a 29 May 1948 letter “To the People of Lower Island Cove” why 
he favoured Confederation: “It is the people who earn small incomes who 
will benefit the most by Confederation. They are the ones who deserve our 
greatest consideration: because they get very little out of life.” He suggest-
ed further that those who argued for a return to responsible government 
had not considered the interests of others: “Don’t forget the struggle is be-
tween a better living for you, or more profits for the merchants and a still 
lowering of your standard of living. It is a struggle in which you have only 
one advantage, and that is the ballot paper.” He asked voters to compare 
their situations with their relatives in Canada, and “you know they are 
enjoying a better standard of living than here.” His message was clear: “I 
ask you in all sincerity to consider carefully the issue. Your decision will 
mean a better standard of living for you if you vote for Confederation.” 
Smallwood made similar arguments during his radio broadcasts.31 

The RGL never matched the Confederate Association in attracting 
support in rural Newfoundland because it failed to present to the voters 
an alternative to the St. John’s dominated political system that had failed 
in 1933. Many voters in rural and outport Newfoundland harboured a 
great deal of resentment towards St. John’s and were not attracted to “re-
sponsible government as it existed in 1933”. The RGL also failed to create 
a country-wide political organization and did not campaign aggressively 
outside the Avalon Peninsula. Nor did it present an economic and social 
agenda to compete with the prospect of Newfoundland’s membership in 
Canada. Thus, by opting for union with Canada, voters were effectively 
rejecting the political system that had existed before the establishment of 
Commission of Government. 

The results of the first referendum on 3 June 1948 failed to produce 
a majority for either side, though Responsible Government led with 
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44.5 percent of the vote to Confederation’s 41.1 percent. Commission of 
Government with 14.3 percent was dropped from the second referendum 
held on 22 July 1948 which gave Confederation a narrow victory with 52.3 
percent of the vote. Responsible Government won in seven districts, all on 
the Avalon Peninsula while the Confederates carried the remainder of the 
country. Because most of the support for Responsible Government came 
from districts with Catholic majorities, it might appear that denomina-
tionalism was the deciding factor in the referendum.32 It was not; region 
was decisive. Sixty-six percent of voters on the Avalon Peninsula support-
ed Responsible Government, compared to 34 percent for Confederation; 
the rest of the Island voted 70 percent for Confederation. Two Avalon dis-
tricts, those furthest from St. John’s (Port de Grave and Carbonear-Bay 
de Verde), voted Confederation and two predominantly Catholic districts 
off the Avalon Peninsula (Placentia West and St. George’s-Port-au-Port) 
supported Confederation. Catholic votes outside the Avalon Peninsula 
may have carried Confederation to victory. Still, Catholic and Protestant 
organizations exchanged a number of barbs during the campaign leading 
to the second referendum. As Jeff A. Webb suggests, Newfoundlanders 
held different conceptions of national identity and different political and 
economic expectations depending on their place of residence.33 While 
those on the Avalon Peninsula were committed to a Newfoundland state, 
many outside of the Avalon Peninsula were not. Perhaps also pivotal to the 
outcome was the decision of several well-known members of the economic 
elite as well as several of the Newfoundland members of the Commission of 
Government to embrace Confederation. More important, Confederation 
was a vote for the welfare state which a return to responsible government 
could not deliver because of the limitations of the local economy.

Newfoundland’s Delegation to Ottawa, 1948

On 27 July 1948, the Canada government announced that it would ac-
cept Newfoundland as a province and preparations began in St. John’s 
and in Ottawa for the final negotiations between the two countries. 
The 1948 Newfoundland delegation to Ottawa was chaired by Albert J. 
Walsh of the Commission of Government. It also included Smallwood 
and Bradley, and was primarily concerned with the financial prospects 
of Newfoundland after union. Even though Canada had insisted that the 
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amount of the subsidy offered to Newfoundland was proportionately high-
er than that paid to any of the Maritime Provinces, the delegation worried 
that Newfoundland’s fiscal capacity would be insufficient to meet normal 
expenditures as a province of Canada.34 Its memorandum to the Canadian 
government pointed out that the level of public services in Newfoundland 
was below that of any Province of Canada and even without including 
for new services, Newfoundland would face a deficit of approximately ten 
million dollars per annum within four years of union (when it was ex-
pected that its surplus of approximately forty million dollars would be 
exhausted). The delegation warned that the existence of such a financial 
gap would result in an unworkable union. 

The Newfoundland and Canadian delegations first met on 6 October 
1948. The meetings were not a series of negotiations between the two del-
egations, but more of a discussion of how Newfoundland might fit into 
the existing Canadian system. Canada did not bargain directly with the 
Newfoundland delegation, trying to ascertain what price had to be paid 
to induce the Newfoundlanders to join. The Canadian government had 
decided what was fair, reasonable, and compatible given the arrangements 
that existed in the Maritime Provinces and left it to the Newfoundland 
delegation to decide whether it was justified in recommending union.35 

On 22 November 1948 the two sides began drafting an agreement that 
became the Terms of Union. On the fiscal side, Newfoundland won a small 
victory. Canada increased the twelve-year sliding transitional subsidy in 
the 1947 proposals from twenty-six to forty-two million dollars. Canada 
also promised in Term 29 a review of Newfoundland’s finances after eight 
years of union, but Newfoundland did not insist on playing a role in that 
investigation. On December 11 the two sides completed their work, but 
one member of the Newfoundland delegation, Chesley Crosbie, refused 
to sign, claiming that the arrangement did not secure Newfoundland’s 
financial future. Smallwood, too, realized that some uncertainties about 
Newfoundland’s financial future remained, but he believed that Canada 
and Newfoundland would address any lingering problems over fiscal mat-
ters through Term 29. 

The Canadian Parliament passed the appropriate legislation by 
the end of February 1949, which allowed the British Parliament to pass 
the Newfoundland Act, providing for the union of Newfoundland and 
Canada. By the time Newfoundland became a province on 1 April 1949, the 
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Fig 10.4 Rt. Hon. Louis St. Laurent speaking during the ceremony which admitted 
Newfoundland into Confederation. Ottawa, Ontario, 1 April 1949. LAC, MIKAN 3408569.

Government of Canada had already made arrangement for the integration 
of Newfoundland, including the payment of Canada’s social programmes 
in the first month of union. Little attention was paid to the Indigenous 
Peoples in Newfoundland and Labrador during the negotiations leading 
to union in 1949, and there was considerable ignorance of the affairs of 
Indigenous Peoples even if they had full rights of citizenship. It was decid-
ed to settle the administration of Indigenous Affairs after Confederation, 
when the Indian Act was proclaimed in Newfoundland, but only in 1987 
did the Conne River Miawpukek become a reserve under the Indian Act, 
and in 2013 did the Government of Canada recognize the Qalipu Mi’kmaq 
Band as a landless band for the Mi’kmaq of Newfoundland. In 2007 the 
Innu of Labrador won recognition for its members as status Indians under 
Canada’s Indian Act, but land claims remain an issue of contention.36

From its earliest days, Newfoundland faced many difficult economic 
problems, and poverty was abundantly evident throughout the country. 
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In 1869, voters rejected Confederation as the best path forward because of 
concerns over the economic costs of union with Canada and because of the 
opposition of Irish and Catholic voters. In 1949, however, Smallwood and 
other Confederates won a narrow victory by promising a variety of pro-
grams already provided throughout Canada by the federal government. 
Those who supported Confederation in 1869 and 1949 believed that union 
with Canada held the best promise of a decent, prosperous future with a 
better and more secure standard of living than they had enjoyed as an in-
dependent country. As Smallwood often repeated throughout his long po-
litical career, “Newfoundland joined Canada mostly for Newfoundland’s 
sake. Newfoundland was the smaller of the two, the poorer of the two, 
the weaker of the two; and it was because we believed that Newfoundland 
would get the better of the bargain that Newfoundlanders agreed to unite 
their country with Canada.”37 In 1949, a majority of Newfoundlanders 
hoped that would be the case and voted to join Canada.
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“A More Accurate Face on Canada 
to the World”: The Creation of 
Nunavut

P. Whitney Lackenbauer and André Légaré

For a long, long time Canada was described as a nation founded 
by two peoples, the English and the French. Eventually, the 
Indian people of this country started making a lot more noise 
than they had previously. They started getting some official 
recognition. Then, Inuit came along, and created this new 
territory. The creation of Nunavut in some ways has put a native 
face on the country. People can no longer talk about Canada 
being a country founded by two nations. Most people now accept 
the fact that Canadian history has been a three way partnership 
between the English, the French and the Aboriginal People. In 
that sense, the creation of Nunavut puts a more accurate face on 
Canada to the world.

John Amagoalik, Changing the Face of Canada1

On 1 April 1999, two new territories—a new Northwest Territories and 
Nunavut (“our land” in Inuktitut)—were created when the federal govern-
ment redrew the boundaries in Canada’s North, splitting off the central 

11
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and eastern Canadian Arctic north and east of the tree-line from the rest 
of the Northwest Territories. Nunavut became the largest political unit 
in Canada, covering one-fifth of the country’s land mass (more than two 
million km2) with a population of twenty-seven thousand people, about 
85 percent of whom were Inuit, dispersed in twenty-eight communities 
(see Figure 11.3: map of Nunavut). This event marked the first significant 
change to the map of Canada since Newfoundland joined Confederation 
in 1949, and the culmination of a process negotiated over several decades. 
In the end, it provided the Inuit with powerful mechanisms to control 
their future through a public territorial government. 

The lengthy road to Nunavut becoming a distinct territory within 
the Canadian Confederation is inextricably linked to the negotiation and 
settlement of an Aboriginal land claim between Inuit of the central and 
eastern Arctic and the government of Canada. First proposed in 1976 by 
the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (ITC), the institution representing the po-
litical interests of Canadian Inuit, the Nunavut idea was aimed at settling 
the outstanding Aboriginal rights of Inuit of the Northwest Territories 
(NWT) and creating a territory within which the vast majority of people 
were Inuit. Inuit pushed for their own political unit for three main reasons. 
First, they had not concluded any land cession treaty with the Canadian 
government. Second, they possessed a demographic majority in the cen-
tral and eastern Canadian Arctic. Third, they desired to control their own 
political, social, and economic agendas. Accordingly, ITC promoted the 
idea that a Nunavut Territory, split from the rest of the NWT, would better 
reflect the geographical extent of Inuit traditional land use and occupancy 
in the central and eastern Canadian Arctic, while its institutions would 
adhere to Inuit cultural values and perspectives. 

This chapter provides an overview of the political contexts, debates, 
and lengthy processes that surrounded the settling of the Inuit land claims 
and the division of the NWT, which culminated with the creation of 
Nunavut in 1999. Dispossessed of political power by expanding colonial 
control in the first six decades of the twentieth century, Inuit used the 
federal comprehensive land claims policies, from the 1970s–90s, to seek 
and eventually secure a new relationship with the federal government, 
linking the search for Nunavut to the long-recognized benefits of dividing 
the NWT. The long, winding path to Nunavut reveals Inuit resilience and 
pragmatism in overcoming “many rough spots and roadblocks” (as MP 
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Jack Anawak put it)2 to achieve their political objectives and reconfigure 
Canada’s northern political boundaries. “Governments, territorial and 
federal, have made constitutional attempts to separate our political rights 
from our rights to the land, and Inuit have had to drag those governments, 
kicking and screaming, to the negotiating table to discuss our political 
rights as Aboriginal People and as Canadians,” John Amagoalik noted in 
1992.3 These efforts yielded a unique political outcome. “The creation of 
the [Government of Nunavut] in the 1990s was as close to fashioning a 
government on a blank piece of paper as anyone is likely to see,” consul-
tant Jack Hicks and political scientist Graham White observe. “Certainly 
nowhere in Canada had there ever been an opportunity to, in effect, 
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Fig 11.1 Canada at the beginning of the 20th century, before the federal government created 
Alberta as well as Saskatchewan, and extended the northern boundaries of Manitoba, Ontario, 
and Quebec. Developed from Natural Resources Canada, “Map 1898,” Library and Archives 
Canada, https://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/confederation/023001-5009-e.html.
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design a government of this scale or importance virtually from scratch.”4 
In the case of Nunavut, Inuit of the central and eastern Canadian Arctic 
managed to link land ownership and self-government, in the form of a 
public government at the territorial level, more successfully than any oth-
er Indigenous group in Canada.5 

Governing the Northwest Territories after 1905

With the creation of the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1905, 
the NWT lost its most populous areas. Accordingly, the federal government 
restructured the form of the territorial government in the residual parts of 
the NWT, rescinding the territory from an elected representative govern-
ment to a state of outright colonial dependency controlled by appointed 
bureaucrats in Ottawa. Amendments to the Northwest Territories Act in 
1905 provided for a commissioner (a position held by the Comptroller of 
the RCMP from 1905–18, and then by the deputy minister of the Interior 
and its successor departments until 1963) and a federally-appointed coun-
cil of four. No appointments were actually made until 1921, when the 
Council increased to six members. The Council, “or government,” of the 
NWT was an interdepartmental committee comprised entirely of senior 
federal civil servants based in Ottawa until after the Second World War. 
With the federal government still preoccupied with the development of 
Western Canada, the North occupied a peripheral place on the political 
agenda of federal politicians and administrators in southern Canada.

Until the late 1940s, there was little Canadian political presence in the 
North. “The human population of the territorial North was left largely in 
a ‘state of nature’”, Frances Abele aptly describes. Non-state institutions 
(particularly the fur trading companies and churches) provided social ser-
vices. “While Dominion policy towards Native people in southern Canada 
had the official objective of making them ‘good, industrious and useful 
citizens’ by settling them on reserves and replacing the hunt with agricul-
ture,” she explains, official consensus held that “northern Native people 
ought best ‘follow their natural mode of living and not . . . depend upon 
white men’s food and clothing which are unsuited to their needs.”6

In 1952, following requests from non-Indigenous residents of the 
Mackenzie District (the mainland portion of the NWT lying directly 
north of British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan), Ottawa agreed 
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that those residents could elect representatives to the NWT Council. 
Other NWT residents (mostly Inuit) living in the central and eastern 
Arctic (i.e., Keewatin and Franklin Districts) were denied the same priv-
ileges. Inuit did not have the right to vote in territorial elections until the 
federal parliament amended the Northwest Territories Act in 1966. Up 
to that point, all four elected seats to the Council came from the western 
part of the NWT. This amendment also added three seats to the Council 
from the central and eastern Arctic, so that Inuit voters could elect their 
representatives to the NWT Council for the first time.7

The challenges of effectively administering the vast NWT from far-
away Ottawa had long perplexed federal officials and politicians. In the 
early 1960s, the government of John Diefenbaker considered a proposal 
to separate the Mackenzie District (western part of the NWT) from the 
Keewatin and Franklin Districts (central and eastern Arctic). In a July 
1961 speech to the NWT Council, the prime minister suggested that 
northerners should assume more responsibility, including “self-govern-
ment,” through “a division of this vast northern area into two districts,” 
which he believed would receive “sympathetic consideration on the part of 
the federal government.”8 Although Prime Minister Diefenbaker failed to 
implement these changes before his government fell, the Pearson Liberal 
government followed suit and proposed, in May 1963, Bills C-83 and C-84 
to amend the Northwest Territories Act and to create two separate territo-
ries: one to be named Mackenzie, the other Nunassiaq (“the beautiful land” 
in Inuktitut). During the ensuing debates, Minister Arthur Laing became 
“satisfied” that the Mackenzie District in the west, which contained most 
of the main populated centres, “is quickly going to be able to take care of 
itself.” Nunassiaq, encompassing the central and eastern Arctic area above 
the tree-lines, with a smaller population posed a “more difficult” dilemma. 
Consequently, the government chose not to divide the NWT. Instead, they 
looked at the possibility of decentralizing the political administration of 
the NWT from Ottawa to a new hub to be located in the NWT.9 

In 1965, the NWT Council proposed a commission to study and to 
make recommendations on the political, social, and economic future of the 
territory. The Advisory Commission on the Development of Government 
in the Northwest Territories (the Carrothers Commission) was the first 
consultative body to travel throughout the NWT to elicit the views of all 
of the residents. The ensuing Carrothers Report, published the following 
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year, heralded a sea change in the approach on how to govern the NWT.10 
In April 1967, the seat of the territorial government moved from Ottawa 
to Yellowknife, with the new Government of the Northwest Territories 
(GNWT) assuming responsibility for some of the federal northern bu-
reaucracy and governance legislative authorities heretofore administered 
from Ottawa. The Council increased in size from nine to twelve members, 
with seven elected and five appointed, thus reversing the traditional power 
balance which had been weighted towards Ottawa since 1905.11

Inuit and Political Change in the Twentieth Century

The ancestors of Inuit (“the people”), known to scholars as the Thule, re-
placed the Dorset people in what is now the Canadian Arctic around 1000 
CE. Social and environmental factors (particularly cooling climate during 
the Little Ice Age from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries) led Inuit 
to move from large coastal communities onto the sea ice and in small-
er snow house (igloo) villages, following a seasonal cycle with extended 
family groups living together and hunting as a unit for most of the year.12 
Decision-making processes were often informal, highly consultative, con-
sensus-based, and egalitarian.13 The oldest male played a leadership role in 
deciding when to go hunting or fishing, when to migrate, or where to set 
up camp. 

Apart from relatively brief encounters with the Norse around 1,000 
CE and European explorers searching for the Northwest Passage, begin-
ning with Martin Frobisher’s expeditions to Baffin Island in 1576, contact 
between Inuit and Qallunaat (non-Inuit people) remained limited until 
the nineteenth and even twentieth centuries. Inuit contact with Euro-
Canadians and Americans should be seen as a process, given that there 
was no single moment when the Inuit as an entire people entered into sus-
tained relationships with these newcomers. In the late nineteenth and ear-
ly twentieth centuries, whaling activities, the establishment of Hudson’s 
Bay Company trading posts, and the arrival of Catholic and Anglican 
missionaries certainly influenced Inuit behavior, but most early contact 
has been described as “harmonious.”14 

A growing Canadian state presence in the Arctic in the 1920s and 
30s, however, began to challenge Inuit political control. The Canadian 
government’s only permanent representatives in the North (and only in 
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a few locations) were the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, who began to 
assert legal jurisdiction through a few high-profile Inuit murder cases and 
wildlife management infractions. Non-Inuit traders and missionaries cer-
tainly sought to reshape Inuit economic and spiritual life, but they had no 
intent to fundamentally disrupt kin-based sharing networks or to pull the 
Inuit off the land. During and after the Second World War, however, when 
global forces redirected strategic attention towards the Arctic for the first 
time, political concern about Inuit living conditions prompted the federal 
government to intervene in Inuit lives to an unprecedented degree. 

In the 1940s and 50s, power structures changed fundamentally as Inuit 
were drawn into sedentary villages along the Arctic coast and into the web 
of the welfare state. They received health, education, and social services 
from qallunaat government administrators who, by assuming high status 
positions within the newly created Inuit settled villages (spread through-
out the Arctic) alongside non-Inuit clergy and traders, ushered in a period 
of “internal colonialism” by the Canadian state.15 Increasingly alienated 
from their traditional way of life, with their role diminished over their 
lands and waters, and their political voices marginalized, Inuit leadership 
lost confidence. As Inuit awakened to the complex social challenges ema-
nating from the transition to settlement life, the federal Northern admin-
istration in Ottawa came under growing pressure to encourage and enable 
Inuit to play a more direct role in community development. Accordingly, 
Northern Service Officers and other non-Inuit residents supported Inuit 
in setting up elected community councils in the late 1950s in an attempt to 
train Northern Indigenous peoples in democratic governance. Language 
barriers and limited education levels (in the qallunaat governance model) 
hindered these efforts, as did the foreign concept of having Inuit meet to 
discuss and try to solve community problems (from dog control to hous-
ing allocation to garbage collection) using representative majority deci-
sion-making procedures. Yet, these initiatives contributed to an increased 
political Inuit consciousness, which would lead to the ground-breaking 
Inuit political initiatives of the 1970s. New local governance structures 
were implemented to give Arctic communities a more direct say in run-
ning their own affairs. “The strategy of developing local autonomy before 
increasing autonomy at higher levels proved successful,” Duffy observed.16
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The Inuit Tapirisat Proposals: Linking Land Claims 
and the Proposal for a Nunavut Territory

In the 1970s and 80s, the political evolution of the NWT became increas-
ingly intertwined with the assertion of Indigenous rights, the emergence 
of a new federal comprehensive land claims process, and Inuit self-gov-
ernment. Vast reserves of oil and gas were discovered in Alaska and in the 
Canadian Arctic in the late 1960s, thus drawing national attention to the 
region. Concurrently, federal reports and policies focused on the social, 
economic, and legal concerns of Indigenous Canadians. The Trudeau gov-
ernment’s 1969 White Paper, which proposed to abolish the Department 
of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND) and denied any 
notion of Indigenous land or political rights, elicited a strong backlash 
from Indigenous organizations across Canada. Elsewhere, Inuit groups in 
Greenland and Alaska were also asserting their rights at this time. The 
emergence of transnational Inuit political networks ensured that these 
ideas influenced their Canadian counterparts and, within this context, 
Canadian Inuit developed a heightened sense of political self-awareness 
and confidence.

In 1971, Inuit from across Canada decided to form the Inuit Taparisat 
of Canada (ITC) so that they could speak with a united voice on issues re-
lated to Northern development, education, culture, and Indigenous rights. 
As the national umbrella organization for six regional Inuit organizations 
spanning Arctic Canada from Labrador to the Beaufort Sea, the ITC began 
to lobby for land claims in the NWT and northern Quebec. The landmark 
1973 Supreme Court of Canada Calder decision recognized that Aboriginal 
rights in Canada pre-existed the 1763 Royal Proclamation, thus setting up 
a context for the settlement of Aboriginal land claims (where land had not 
been ceded through treaties) and later for Aboriginal self-government as an 
inherent right. Accordingly, the federal government adopted an Aboriginal 
Comprehensive Land Claims Policy in 1973, based on the idea that once 
an Indigenous group proves its use and occupancy of the land, it may hold 
land ownership and resources management authority over its traditional 
territory.17 Towards this end, the federal government offered financial as-
sistance to various Indigenous organizations, including the ITC, to deter-
mine the land areas (i.e., settlement areas) over which they may claim land 
resources management authority and land ownership rights.18
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The Inuit of the NWT set forth to work preparing their land claims, 
cognizant of the urgency of advancing their claim before private interests 
encroached on their traditional lands. During the early 1970s, oil and gas 
industries and the federal government contemplated the construction of 
a pipeline in the Mackenzie Valley to transport Alaskan and Beaufort Sea 
oil and gas from northern Canada to southern North American markets. 
In 1974, the government of Canada appointed a Commission of Inquiry, 
under Justice Thomas Berger, to study the potential environmental and 
socio-economic impacts of the proposed project. The Berger Inquiry, 
which ran from 1975–77, proved to be a watershed in catalyzing the polit-
ical voices of the Indigenous Peoples of the NWT to articulate their future 
aspirations for their homeland. In the end, Berger recommended that no 
Mackenzie Valley pipeline project should go ahead until Aboriginal land 
claims were settled in the region.19

To launch its land claims process, ITC initiated a land use and oc-
cupancy study in 1974 to determine the spatial extent of Inuit culture 
traditions in Canada’s Arctic. The study, published two years later in a re-
port entitled Inuit Land Use and Occupancy Project,20 set out to prove that 
Inuit have used and occupied virtually all of the land and oceans in the 
Canadian Arctic for more than four thousand years. Some one thousand 
and six hundred map biographies, collected from Inuit hunters and de-
picted in the report, trace the territory over which each hunter has ranged 
in search of game animals. Inuktitut place-names also played a crucial 
role in determining the spatial extent of Inuit occupancy, as well as old 
camp sites, burial grounds, and cairns, which culminated in the publica-
tion of an Inuit cultural space map (or Inuit traditional territory) for the 
Canadian Arctic. 

Armed with these maps, ITC delegates, attending a conference in Pond 
Inlet during the fall of 1975, passed a resolution authorizing the organiza-
tion to begin land claims negotiations with the federal government. As a 
result of its land use study, the ITC presented An Agreement-in-Principle 
as to the Settlement of Inuit Land Claims in the Northwest Territories and 
the Yukon Territory between the Government of Canada and the Inuit 
Tapirisat of Canada to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau and his cabinet 
on 27 February 1976. The Inuit of the NWT hoped that their proposed 
agreement would create a new political relationship whereby they could 
“preserve Inuit identity and their traditional way of life so far as possible.” 
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It also sought to create a new territory to be known as Nunavut—Our 
Land—where, “through numbers and voting power, the Inuit will have 
control for the foreseeable future.” Because Inuit would form the majority 
of the population, the proposal argued that “this Territory and its institu-
tions will better reflect Inuit values and perspectives than with the present 
Northwest Territories.”21 The ITC indicated that the proposed government 
would be closer to the people, both physically and culturally, suggesting 
that the decentralization process22 that had already started in the NWT 
offered less appeal to Inuit than the formation of their own government.23 

Practical and political considerations confused this plan, and negoti-
ations between ITC and federal government representatives soon reached 
an impasse. By September 1976, ITC withdrew the original Nunavut pro-
posal after extensive consultations with the people of the North affirmed 
that much of ITC’s initial vision was unrealistic. Inuit expressed concern 
about its excessive complexity and a sense that the proposal “had been 
drafted by southern lawyers, with little input from the communities it was 
designed to benefit.”24 

After years of debates and failed proposals,25 the ITC General 
Assembly approved Political Development in Nunavut in September 1979, 
which articulated four key objectives: (1) ownership rights over portions of 
land rich in non-renewable resources; (2) decision-making power over the 
management of land and resources within the settlement area; (3) finan-
cial compensation and royalties from resource development in the area; 
and (4) a commitment from Ottawa to negotiate self-government and to 
create a Nunavut Government once a land claim agreement-in-principle 
was signed. 26 In exchange, Inuit would have to surrender their Aboriginal 
rights to all lands in the North. Most of these objectives complied with 
Ottawa’s Comprehensive Land Claims Policy. The fourth one, negotiating 
self-government, would force the federal government to compromise so 
that it could open a dialogue with ITC. The Government of Canada felt 
that this latest proposal was acceptable and, in August 1980, federal and 
Inuit representatives met for the first time to begin the long process of 
drafting a final land claims agreement. 
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The Debate over Dividing the Northwest Territories 
and the Search for a Boundary Line

The question of dividing the NWT, so as to create Nunavut, continued to 
invite conflicting opinions about the best course of action to serve Northern 
Canadian interests. Prime Minister Trudeau appointed a commission to 
look into the matter in 1977. The Drury’s Report on the Constitutional 
Development in the Northwest Territories (released in March 1980) con-
cluded that dividing the NWT would not solve the conflicting political 
interests of Inuit, Dene/Métis, and non-Indigenous residents of the NWT, 
because the long-term consequences of division remained unclear. Instead, 
he urged for further devolution of federal political power to the GNWT 
and decentralization of territorial responsibilities to empower NWT re-
gional and community-level governments. The NWT’s fiscal dependence 
on the federal government (which provided more than 80 percent of the 
territory’s budget) made dreams of greater autonomy unrealistic accord-
ing to C.M. Drury. 27 However, other political stakeholders disagreed. 
Former Minister of DIAND Warren Allmand and NDP MP Peter Ittinuar 
proposed private members’ bills to divide the NWT. These received their 
first reading in Parliament on 2 May 1980, but neither was ever debated. 
Instead, political initiatives emanating from the GNWT would ultimately 
force Ottawa’s hands in negotiating the division of the NWT and in creat-
ing the Nunavut Territory.

Following the November 1979 territorial election (which brought in a 
majority of Indigenous members for the first time), the NWT Legislative 
Assembly created a special unity committee to discern how best to gener-
ate a political consensus amongst Northerners on the controversial issue of 
dividing the territory. In its October 1980 report, the committee noted that 
“the Northwest Territories as a geo-political jurisdiction simply does not 
inspire a natural sense of identity amongst many of its indigenous peoples; 
its government does not enjoy in the most fundamental sense the uncom-
promising loyalty and commitment of significant numbers of those who are 
now subject to it.” The report concluded that “Aboriginal and non-Aborigi-
nal citizens of the NWT supported the idea of dividing the Territory.”28 With 
these recommendations in hand, the Members of the Legislative Assembly 
(MLAs) committed in principle to dividing the territory and submitted the 
question to the population in a territory-wide plebiscite.29 
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Fig 11.2 Northern NDP 
MP Peter Ittinuar. NWT 
Archives/©GNWT. 
Department of 
Public Works and 
Services/G-1995-001: 
0539.

The April 1982 plebiscite resulted in a small majority (56 percent) fa-
vouring the idea of dividing the NWT into two political entities: Denendeh 
in the west and Nunavut in the east.30 The federal government accepted the 
overall verdict in favour of division and, six months later, DIAND minis-
ter John Munro announced that Ottawa was willing in principle to divide 
the Territory as long as three pre-conditions were met. The first was a set-
tlement of the Inuit land claims. The second was the establishment of an 
agreed-upon boundary line that would divide the NWT in two parts. The 
third involved concluding a political accord which would define the basic 
structural arrangements of the future Nunavut territorial government. 

Inuit-Crown negotiations in the early 1980s were challenged by 
Canada’s refusal to discuss Aboriginal self-government along with land 
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claims. This precluded ITC from pursuing a core component part of its 
negotiating agenda: the creation of a Nunavut government.31 Nonetheless, 
Inuit pragmatism kept momentum moving forward. In 1982, Inuit leaders 
acquiesced to a land claim negotiation process that did not deal directly 
with the creation of a new territory. 

The path forward, however, also revealed deep internal divisions that 
ended pan-NWT Inuit solidarity on the Nunavut project. The Committee 
for Original People’s Entitlement (COPE), the regional organization rep-
resenting the Inuvialuit of the Western Arctic, had been enthusiastic sup-
porters of the 1976 original proposal. However, they became increasingly 
frustrated with the form and pace of negotiations. Because Inuvialuit 
economic and transportation links along the Mackenzie River connect-
ed them to the western part of the NWT and Alberta, and because the 
pan-Inuit Nunavut claim focused largely on the central and eastern Arctic, 
COPE applied to Ottawa for funding when pressures mounted to allow oil 
and gas development in the Beaufort Sea. COPE used these funds to pre-
pare its own separate Inuvialuit Nunangat land claim, which it submitted 
in 1977. The Inuvialuit leadership broke away from the ITC in 1982 and 
signed their own land claim the following year, leaving Inuvialuit polit-
ical questions (including self-government) for future negotiations.32 The 
Inuvialuit would ultimately decide to remain with the NWT rather than 
joining Nunavut. 

With the Inuvialuit pursuing their independent course, the Baffin, 
Keewatin, and Kitikmeot regional Inuit associations created a new orga-
nization, the Tunngavik Federation of Nunavut (TFN), to legally represent 
the Inuit of the central and eastern Canadian Arctic in land claim negoti-
ations with the federal government. From October 1982 onward, the na-
tional Inuit organization ITC no longer represented the political and land 
claim interests of the Inuit of the NWT. Negotiations between TFN and 
federal representatives were quite tense throughout the 1980s.33 One of the 
key outstanding issues was the lack of advancement over the discussions 
surrounding the creation of the Nunavut Territory due to the debate over 
where to divide the NWT. 

Determining where to put the line that would divide the NWT in two 
parts dominated political discussions throughout the 1980s. The NWT 
Constitutional Alliance, which was founded in July 1982 and comprised of 
MLAs, Dene/Métis leaders, Inuvialuit, and Inuit representatives, faced the 
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challenging task of proposing a boundary line that would bring a possible 
consensus among all of the NWT’s Indigenous groups, particularly the 
Dene-Métis of the Mackenzie valley and the Inuit of the central and eastern 
Arctic. The Inuit requested that the borders of Nunavut be in close congru-
ence with other political boundaries already in existence in the NWT (the 
Nunatsiaq federal electoral district created in 197934), with boundaries that 
existed in the past (such as the Arctic Islands Game Preserve, 1926–46) and 
with proposed past boundaries (such as the Nunassiaq Territory proposal 
of 1962) as well as the 1984 Inuvialuit Settlement Area. 

However, overlapping Indigenous land claims interests between the 
Inuit and the Dene/Métis around the tree-line rendered the discussion 
over the boundary difficult. NWT Dene/Métis claimed traditional hunt-
ing and trapping rights to lands that the Inuit had selected as being solely 
occupied and utilized by them.35 Nevertheless, through the Constitutional 
Alliance, both sides agreed on a compromise boundary in February 1987, 
but the agreement broke down a few months later when Dene chiefs re-
fused to endorse the proposal.36 Having failed to settle the boundary issue, 
the Constitutional Alliance was disbanded in July 1987, and negotiations 
on this critical issue stalled for the next three years.

After land claim negotiations between the Crown and the Dene/Métis 
of the Mackenzie Valley collapsed in 1989, TFN was ready to sign a land 
claim boundary agreement with Canada without Dene/Métis involve-
ment. The anticipated conclusion of an agreement-in-principle with the 
Inuit of the NWT forced Ottawa to act on the question of the boundary 
dispute. After ten years of intense negotiations, TFN and federal repre-
sentatives signed a land claims agreement-in-principle in April 1990, but 
Inuit leaders threatened that they would refuse to ratify any final land 
claim deal unless the federal government committed to the creation of a 
Nunavut Territory through a distinct negotiation process and settled the 
boundary dispute. “Inuit leaders believe strongly that the ratification of the 
Nunavut land claims by Inuit is likely only if there is a commitment to the 
creation of a Nunavut Territory and Government,” their 20 January 1990 
letter asserted. “In response to these considerations, we are proposing that 
Canada agree to introduce legislation to Parliament creating a Nunavut 
Territory on or before the time the Nunavut land claims ratification legis-
lation is expected to be introduced.”37 To solve this political dilemma, the 
NWT premier and TFN president asked Prime Minister Brian Mulroney 
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to intervene and propose a compromise boundary line. 
This brought a new political imperative to solve the boundary imbro-

glio. Former NWT Commissioner John Parker, armed with a federal man-
date to do so in April 1990, consulted with Inuit and Dene/Métis represen-
tatives over the next year and recommended a compromised boundary. 
Dubbed the “Parker Line,” it generally followed the border line proposed 
by the Dene/Métis and Inuit three years earlier (which the Dene/Métis 
Chiefs had subsequently rejected). In a May 1992 plebiscite, 54 percent of 
NWT residents approved this proposed boundary. “Whereas the Nunavut 
region was overwhelmingly in support (nine to one in favour),” White and 
Cameron observe, “the people of the west voted three to one against the 
boundary line (but failed to turn out in sufficient numbers to defeat the 
proposal).”38 The Government of Canada, the GNWT, and TFN accepted 
this democratic verdict, however narrow, because it dovetailed with mo-
mentum on the land claims front. They agreed on the proposed “Parker 
Line” as the border to divide the NWT.

The Completion of the Nunavut Land Claims 
Agreement and Political Accord 

On 16 December 1991, the federal government and TFN reached a final 
agreement on the Inuit Land Claims in the central and eastern Arctic. The 
Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (NLCA) became the most far-reaching 
settlement ever signed in Canada between an Indigenous group and the 
federal government. The agreement established clear rules of ownership 
and control over lands and resources in a settlement area covering one-
fifth of Canada’s land mass (1,963,000 km2). In exchange for relinquishing 
Aboriginal claims, rights, title, and interests to their traditional lands and 
waters, Inuit secured a wide range of benefits and provisions to encourage 
self-reliance and the cultural and social well-being of Inuit. The agree-
ment recognized Inuit ownership over an area of 353,610 km2, including 
36,257 km2 with subsurface mineral rights. It also created public boards 
comprised equally of Inuit- and federally-appointed representatives to 
manage the lands and resources throughout the Nunavut settlement area. 
Inuit also obtained royalties from all current and future non-renewable 
resources development (up to $2 million per year). Inuit received $1.15 
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billion dollars from Canada over a fourteen-year period (1993–2007) as 
compensation for extinguishing their Aboriginal land rights.39 Although 
the extinguishment clause led some Inuit to remain opposed to the agree-
ment, an Inuit plebiscite, held in early November 1992, ratified the con-
tents of the NLCA, with 69 percent voting in favour. 

On 25 May 1993, the NLCA was signed in Iqaluit between the TFN, 
representing Inuit of Nunavut, and the federal government. It was a de-
fining moment for Canada, described by Prime Minister Mulroney as an 
expression of nation-building. “The Inuit of Nunavut have broken the 
mold of the past,” the Canadian Arctic Resources Committee extolled at 
the time. “They have done this openly and democratically, using powers of 
persuasion. They are now better equipped to determine their own future, 
and can participate more fully in national decision-making.” No longer 
simply another interest group vying for the federal government’s ear, the 
creation of the new territory of Nunavut would mean Inuit approaching 
“Ottawa as a fellow government. This is the beauty—and the simplicity—
of Nunavut.”40 

With the land claim settled and the Parker boundary line approved, 
representatives from TFN and the federal and territorial governments had 
initiated discussions in April 1992 to draft a political accord to divide the 
NWT and to create the Nunavut Territory. By 30 October 1992, their work 
was completed. James Eetoolook, the acting president of TFN, proclaimed 
at the historic signing of the Nunavut Political Accord in October 1992, 
“[w]e are pleased to be turning dreams into reality.”41 The Nunavut Political 
Accord42 became the federal Nunavut Act on 1 June 1993, establishing 
Nunavut as a territory (as of 1 April 1999) with a public government—
meaning that all residents of the territory,43 regardless of their ethnicity—
would be eligible to vote and hold public office, and that all territorial pro-
grams and services would be provided on a universal basis. “The Nunavut 
Act contains no high-flown rhetoric about Inuit self-determination, the 
rights of Nunavummiut, or anything else for that matter,” Hicks and White 
observe. “Rather, it sets out in practical language the structure, powers, 
and main operating principles of the [Government of Nunavut] and, cru-
cially, its relation with the federal government.” The Canadian model of 
responsible government would apply, with executive authority vested in a 
federally-appointed commissioner who, in turn, would appoint members 
of the territorial cabinet based on the recommendation of the legislature. 
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Fig 11.3 Nunavut, as established in 1999. Reproduced from: “Nunavut with Names,” Natural 
Resources Canada, http://ftp.geogratis.gc.ca/pub/nrcan_rncan/raster/atlas_6_ed/reference/
bilingual/nunavut_names.pdf.
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Now that the Inuit comprehensive land claim was settled, TFN mor-
phed into a new organization, Nunavut Tunngavik Incorporated (NTI), 
and focused on the implementation and the administration of the NLCA. 
NTI and the three regional Inuit associations in Nunavut (Kivalliq, 
Kitikmeot, Qikiqtani) would administer Inuit financial assets and would 
hold title to Inuit-owned lands on behalf of Inuit beneficiaries. As mandat-
ed by the claim, NTI would also play “significant governance functions” 
within the new territory, “making it, within Nunavut, an enormously 
powerful political entity.”44

There was little debate in Parliament about the bills to create the ter-
ritory of Nunavut and to approve the NLCA: it took only one day in the 
House of Commons and two in the Senate. In fact, the House read and 
passed the bills in three successive motions taking less than five minutes.45 
With the Mulroney-Campbell government coming to an end of its man-
date, all of the federal political parties seemed determined to approve the 
enabling legislation prior to the end of the parliamentary session. DIAND 
Minister Tom Siddon noted the “tears of happiness and joy” in the eyes 
of Inuit elders at the signing ceremony in Iqaluit the week before, as well 
as “the confidence, joy and pride, especially of the children, as they antic-
ipated a new future relationship with the people of Canada.”46 This new 
partnership theme also infused the statements of Jack Anawak, MP for 
Nunatsiaq. “Both these bills change the course of history,” he proclaimed. 
“Canada is evolving and the Inuit of Nunavut are in the forefront of that 
evolution. . . . For the Inuit the settlement of the land claim and the cre-
ation of Nunavut represent a bold new start and a chance to participate as 
partners in the development of our homeland and our country.”47 

The Establishment of the Government of Nunavut

With the land claim and political accords in place, the final phase re-
mained: defining the structures of the Government of Nunavut. Although 
the Nunavut Act offered little direction in terms of the structure and 
operation of the territorial government (instead focusing on the scope of 
jurisdictions in which Nunavut could legislate), it did provide for an in-
terim commissioner of Nunavut (a role filled by John Amagoalik) and a 
ten-member Nunavut Implementation Commission (NIC). The NIC was 
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established to provide recommendations to the federal government on 
how Nunavut’s administrative and political structures should be designed. 
The consultation process initiated by the NIC produced a comprehensive 
report, Footprints in New Snow (1995), with 104 recommendations artic-
ulating political concepts and the inner workings of the future Nunavut 
administrative and legislative branches. The Canadian government, the 
GNWT, and NTI endorsed this first report as well as a follow-up one 
(Footprints in New Snow 2) published the following year.48

According to the Nunavut Act, the Nunavut Territory would be led 
by a non-ethnic public government whose legislative authority would rest 
among the elected members of the Nunavut Legislative Assembly. The 
Government of Nunavut would have the same political institutions as the 
GNWT (a Commissioner, an Executive Council, a Legislative Assembly, a 
public service sector, and tribunals), and existing NWT laws would apply 
in Nunavut until repealed or modified by the new Nunavut legislature. 
Thus, the form of “Inuit government” embodied in Nunavut would not 
replicate the elements of Aboriginal self-government regimes in south-
ern Canada, Hicks and White explain. “Rather, the goal was to create 
a ‘public government’ structured and operated according to Inuit ways 
and values, a government whose organization and culture would reflect 
Nunavut’s unique demographics, geography, and culture rather than sim-
ply replicating the conventional governance institutions of the provinces 
and other territories.”49 

The establishment of the government of Nunavut would put into the 
hands of Inuit (as the vast majority of Nunavummiut) legislative powers 
over social and economic issues such as culture, education, health, social 
services, sustainable development, and finances that could not have been 
held in a simple land claims agreement. In the matter of language, for 
instance, the NIC anticipated a territorial government role to protect Inuit 
culture and language by making Inuktitut (one of three official languages 
in the territory) the primary working language of the Nunavut govern-
ment. “We can give the language of a majority of our people (Inuktitut) a 
role in the workplace that it could never have in an undivided NWT,” a 1992 
newsletter explained.50 This idea that the government of Nunavut would 
have a special role in protecting the Inuktitut language and culture bears 
resemblance to the political weight that the French language is assigned 
in Québec, making these two linguistic situations unique in Canada. The 
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NIC recommended that the Nunavummiut consider gender parity in the 
territorial legislature through two-member constituencies system (one 
male candidate and one female candidate per electoral district). The pro-
posal was, however, rejected by Nunavummiut in a non-binding plebiscite 
on 26 May 1997.51 The NIC also proposed, based on consultations with 
Nunavummiut, that the Nunavut legislature operate under a consensus 
system, blending the principles of British parliamentary democracy with 
Inuit values of cooperation, egalitarianism, and communal decision-mak-
ing. The federal government accepted this proposal.52 

On 15 February 1999, Nunavut held its first election to vote for the 
nineteen members of the Nunavut Legislative Assembly. As is the case 
with the GNWT, there were no political parties, so candidates ran as in-
dividuals and sat as independents. Following the election, the MLAs gath-
ered together as the “Nunavut Leadership Forum” to select the speaker, 
premier, and cabinet members in a secret ballot election. During its first 
sitting, the newly constituted assembly chose Paul Okalik as the territory’s 
first premier,53 while the federal government appointed Helen Maksagak 
as the first Commissioner of Nunavut. 

In their important study Made in Nunavut, Hicks and White observe 
that, ultimately, the Government of Nunavut “emerged as a decidedly 
conventional government, leavened with a few distinctive features: its 
departmental structure, which included such distinctive developments 
as sustainable development and culture, language, elders, and youth; a 
commitment to Inuktitut as the working language of government; and an 
attempt to imbue both public policy and government operations with tra-
ditional Inuit values (Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit—IQ).” It also implemented 
a decentralized form of government that, by seeking to disperse govern-
ment functions and jobs in small communities across the territory, would 
better reflect Inuit values and avoid the centralization of power in Iqaluit.54 
Nunavut unquestionably rearranged the relationship between the Inuit of 
the central and eastern Arctic and Canada, by creating a territorial juris-
diction dominated by Inuit that would have a seat at inter-governmental 
fora alongside other provincial and territorial governments. The creation 
of Nunavut significantly expanded the political weight of Inuit within the 
Canadian federation.

When Nunavut became the newest Canadian territory on 1 April 
1999, it not only created a third territory and a thirteenth member of the 
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Fig 11.4 The Northwest Territories after the establishment of Nunavut in 1999. Reproduced 
from: “Northwest Territories with Names,” http://ftp.geogratis.gc.ca/pub/nrcan_rncan/raster/
atlas_6_ed/reference/bilingual/nwt_names.pdf.
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Canadian Confederation, it also dramatically reshaped the NWT. The 
fourteen MLAs elected in 1995 to serve the constituencies in the Western 
Arctic decided to retain the name “Northwest Territories” and voted to 
increase the size of the Legislature to nineteen members after division. 
Furthermore, a “Special Committee on Western Identity” appointed 
in 1998 made several changes to official symbols and heraldry for the 
Northwest Territories.55 The iconic polar bear license plate remained, but 
a new mace was designed by three NWT artists bearing the words “One 
land, many voices” in all ten official languages of the territory and in-
cluded symbols representing the distinct cultures of the Inuvialuit, Dene/
Métis, “and the many non-aboriginals from around the world who have 
made the NWT their home.”56 With the predominantly Inuit areas of the 
central and eastern Arctic carved out, the NWT population became al-
most evenly split between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. 

“It could well be that imaginative political development in the North, 
with full involvement of the native peoples there, is just the thing we need 
to remove that nagging doubt whether Canada really is different and 
really has a character of its own,” former NWT Commissioner Gordon 
Robertson noted in 1987.57 When Nunavut was officially created twelve 
years later, Inuit of the central and eastern Canadian Arctic had a territorial 
government in their homeland which was closer to the people in its make-
up and philosophy than the GNWT and its remote capital—Yellowknife. 
While the new public, territorial government of Nunavut did not bring 
Inuit self-government in a strict constitutional sense, the simple fact that 
more than 80 percent of Nunavummiut were Inuit meant a de facto form 
of Inuit self-government. By wedding Inuit interests to the new territorial 
government, Nunavut has “an explicit constitutional role” that no other 
province or territory enjoys. “The provincial model of government, found-
ed on British parliamentary structures and traditions, has been modified 
to give Aboriginal People of the Nunavut region extensive jurisdiction 
over their inherent Aboriginal interests,” Cameron and White explain. 
“The creation of Nunavut, in other words, is a powerful and visionary step 
forward for Canada’s Aboriginal People and for Canada itself.”58 

As the youngest political jurisdiction in the Canadian Confederation, 
Nunavut faces numerous challenges. Social, economic, and health con-
ditions in the territory remain far below national averages, despite much 
higher per capita transfer payments to Nunavut than any other jurisdiction 
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in the country. 59 While the process of devolving most of the remaining 
federal responsibilities to the GNWT and Yukon has been completed, 
negotiations on federal devolution of powers to Nunavut continue.60 
Unfulfilled provisions of the land claim, such as commitments to employ 
Inuit at a level “representative” of their proportion of the territorial pop-
ulation, have led to lawsuits and an out-of-court settlement that provides 
federal funding for enhanced Inuit training and education. 61 

The preamble to the NLCA recognizes “the contribution of Inuit to 
Canada’s history, identity and sovereignty in the Arctic.” The creation 
of Canada’s third territory equally reflects this Indigenous contribution 
to nation-building. Because the Territory of Nunavut and the Nunavut 
land claim Settlement Area cover largely the same geographic space, the 
two are inextricably linked, providing the clearest example of how mod-
ern Indigenous-Crown treaty-making is tied to the formal definition of 
Canada’s geopolitical boundaries. As it has been the case throughout the 
history of Indigenous-Crown treaty relations and jurisdiction-making in 
the Dominion of Canada, the “settlement” of the Inuit land claims and 
the creation of Nunavut was not primarily about achieving finality, it was 
about laying the foundation for new relationships. Inuit “negotiated from 
a premise that an Agreement should enable them to sustain their culture 
and wildlife-based economy, and bring their traditional values to bear in a 
modern democratic state,” Alastair Campbell, Terry Fenge, and Udloriak 
Hanson explain. The NLCA, “like most constitutional instruments, . . . 
contains very specific provisions, [but] its central purpose is to describe 
an idea. Its framers were drafting a document to establish a new relation-
ship between Canada and the Inuit of Nunavut that would last for gener-
ations; they were not simply setting out performance requirements in a 
contract.”62 Canadian history has revealed the limitations of conceiving 
Indigenous Treaties as contracts, rather than compacts or covenants. In 
an era of Truth and Reconciliation, where all Canadians are officially en-
couraged to envisage themselves as “Treaty peoples” and bear all of the 
responsibilities that it entails, Nunavut stands as a litmus test of what this 
means in political practice and, arguably, as a key representation of the 
evolving process of Confederation-building more broadly.
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Sources and Further Reading
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July 1st 1867 is celebrated as Canada’s Confederation—
the date of Canada’s founding. But 1867 was only the beginning. 
As the country grew from a small dominion to a vast federation 
encompassing ten provinces, three territories, and hundreds of 
Indigenous jurisdictions, its leaders repeatedly debated Canada’s 
purpose, and the benefits and drawbacks of choosing to be Canadian. 

Reconsidering Confederation brings together Canada’s leading 

constitutional historians to explore how provinces, territories,  

and Treaty areas became the political frameworks we know today. 

By emphasizing the debates over Confederation themselves—what 

was at stake? Why were different positions held? Who was opposed to 

Confederation and why? Were there common sides to the debate over 

Confederation across Canada and over time?—this collection encourages 

readers to engage with the arguments themselves. 

—P.E. Bryden, Professor, Department of History, University of Victoria

This book signals a turning point in generalist histories about Canada’s 

ongoing confederation.

—John Borrows, Canada Research Chair in Indigenous Law, University of Victoria

. . . this collection brings to the fore the dialogues and debates that shaped 

the modern state and the compromise between local autonomy and central 

governance that continues to animate it.

—Robert Hamilton, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Calgary

DANIEL HEIDT is an independent scholar whose research focuses on 

Ontario and Canadian political history, as well as the Arctic during the 

Cold War. He is the founder and manager of The Confederation Debates.
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